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A002 
Principles of Data Acquisition 
and Conversion 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
Introduction 

Data acquisition and conversion systems interface be
tween the real world of physical parameters, which are 
analog, and the artificial world of digital computation and 
control. With current emphasis on digital systems, the 
interfacing function has become an important one; digital 
systems are used widely because complex circuits are low 
cost, accurate, and relatively simple to implement. In 
addition, there is rapid growth in use of minicomputers and 
microcomputers to perform difficult digital control and 
measurement functions. 

Computerized feedback control systems are used in 
many different industries today in order to achieve greater 
productivity in our modern industrial society. Industries 
which presently employ such automatic systems include 
steel making, food processing, paper production, oil refin
ing, chemical manufacturing, textile production, and cement 
manufacturing. 

The devices which perform the interfacing function be
tween analog and digital worlds are analog-to-digital (AID) 
and digital-to-analog (01 A) converters, which together are 
knOwn as data converters. Some of the specific applica
tions in which data converters are used include data 
telemetry systems, pulse code modulated communications, 
automatic test systems, computer display systems, video 
signal processing systems, data logging systems, and 
sampled-data control systems. In addition, every laboratory 
digital multimeter or digital panel meter contains an AID 
converter. 

Besides AID and 01 A converters, data acquisition and 
distribution systems may employ one or more of the 
following circuit functions: 

Basic Data Distribution Systems 
Transducers 
Amplifiers 
Filters 
Nonlinear Analog Functions 
Analog Multiplexers 
Sample-Holds 

The interconnection of these components is shown in the 
diagram of the data acquisition portion of a computerized 
feedback control system in Figure 1. 

AFOO5901 

Figure 1: Data Acquisition System 

1-1 

The input to the system is a physical parameter such as 
temperature, pressure, flow, acceleration, and pOSition, 
which are analog quantities. The parameter is first convert
ed into an electrical signal by means of a transducer, once 
in electrical form, all further processing is done by electronic 
circuits. 

Next, an amplifier boosts the amplitude of the transducer 
output signal to a useful level for further proCessing. 
Transducer outputs may be microvolt or millivolt level 
Signals which are then amplified to 1 to 10 volt levels. 
Furthermore, the transducer output may be a high imped
ance signal, a differential Signal with common-mode noise, 
a current output, a signal superimposed on a high voltage, 
or a combination of these. The amplifier, in order to convert 
such signals into a high level voltage, may be one of several 
specialized types. 

The amplifier is frequently followed by a low pass active 
filter which reduces high frequency signal components, 1 
unwanted electrical interference nOise, or electronic noise 
from the Signal. The amplifier is sometimes also followed by 
a special nonlinear analog function circuit which performs a 
nonlinear operation on the high level signal. Such opera-
tions include squaring, multiplication, division, RMS conver-
sion, log conversion, or linearization. 

The processed analog signal next goes to an analog 
multiplexer which sequentially switches between a number 
of different analog input channels. Each input is in turn 
connected to the output of the multiplexer for a specified 
period of time by the multiplexer switch. During this connec
tion time a sample-hold circuit acquires the signal voltage 
and then holds its value while an analog-to-digital converter 
converts the value into digital form. The resultant digital 
word goes to a computer data bus or to the input of a digital 
circuit. 

Thus the analog multiplexer, together with the sample
hold, time shares the AID converter with a number of 
analog input channels. The timing and control of the 
complete data acquisition system is done by a digital circuit 
called a programmer-sequencer, which in turn is under 
control of the computer. In some cases the computer itself 
may control the entire data acquisition system. 

While this is perhaps the most commonly used data 
acquisition system configuration, there are alternative ones. 
Instead of multiplexing high-level signals, low-level multi
plexing is sometimes used with the amplifier following the 
multiplexer. In such cases just one amplifier is required, but 
its gain may have to be changed from one channel to the 
next during multiplexing. Another method is to amplify and 
convert the signal into digital form at the transducer location 
and send the digital information in serial form to the 
computer. Here the digital data must be converted to 
parallel form and then multiplexed onto the computer data 
bus. 

Basic Data Acquisition System 
The data distribution portion of a feedback control 

system, illustrated in Figure 2, is the reverse of the data 
acquisition system. The computer, based on the inputs of 
the data acquisition system, must close the loop on a 

405451-001 
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process and control it by means of output control functions. 
These control outputs are in digital form and must therefore 
be converted into analog form in order to drive the process. 
The conversion is accomplished by a series of digital-to
analog converters as shown. Each DI A converter is cou
pled to the computer data bus by means of a register which 
stores the digital word until the next update. The registers 
are activated sequentially by a decoder and control circuit 
which is under computer control. 

PROCESS 
""'"AMfTER 

i 
C 

~ 

I I'tIIlaSS 
PARAMETER 

AFOOOOOI 

Figure 2: Data Distribution System 

The DI A converter outputs then drive actuators which 
directly control the various process parameters such as 
temperature, pressure, and flow. Thus the loop is closed on 
the process and the result is a complete automatic process 
control system under computer control. 

QUANTIZING THEORY 
Introduction 

Analog-to-digital conversion in its basic conceptual form 
is a two-step process: quantizing and coding. Quantizing is 
the process of transforming a continuous analog signal into 
a set of discrete output states. Coding is the process of 
aSSigning a digital code word to each of the ouput states. 
Some of the early AID converters were appropriately called 
quantizing encoders. 

Quantizer Transfer Function 
The nonlinear transfer function shown in Figure 3 is that 

of an ideal quantizer with 8 output states; with output code 
words assigned, it is also that of a 3-bit AID converter. The 
8 output states are assigned the sequence of binary 
numbers from 000 through 111. The analog input range for 
this quantizer is 0 to + 10V. 

There are several important pOints concerning the trans
fer function of Figure 3. First, the resolution of the quantizer 
is defined as the number of output states expressed in bits; 
in this case it is a 3-bit quantizer. The number of output 
states for a binary coded quantizer is 2n, where n is the 
number of bits. Thus, an 8-bit quantizer has 256 output 
states and a 12-bit quantizer has 4096 output states. 

As shown in the diagram, there are 2n - 1 analog 
decision pOints (or threshold levels) in the transfer function. 
These points are at voltages of + 0.625, + 1.875, + 3.125, 
+4.375, +5.625, +6.875, and +8.125. The decision 
points must be precisely set in a quantizer in order to divide 
the analog voltage range into the correct quantized values. 

.D~Dll 
The voltages + 1.25, + 2.50, + 3.75, + 5.00, + 6.25, 

+7.50, and +8.75 are the center points of each output 
code word. The analog decision point voltages are precisely 
halfway between the code word center pOints. The quantiz
er staircase function is the best approximation which can be 
made to a straight line drawn through the origin and full 
scale point; notice that the line passes through all of the 
code word center points. 
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Figure 3: Transfer Function of Ideal 3-Bit 
Quantizer 

Quantizer Resolution and Error 
At any part of the input range of the quantizer, there is a 

small range of analog values within which the same output 
code word is produced. This small range is the voltage 
difference between any two adjacent decision points and is 
known as the analog quantization size, or quantum, Q. In 
Figure 3, the quantum.is 1.25V and is found in general by 
dividing the full scale analog range by the number of ouput 
states. Thus 

FSR 
Q=-

2n 

where FSR is the full scale range, or 10V in this case. Q is 
the smallest analog difference which can be resolved, or 
distinguished, by the quantizer. In the case of a 12-bit 
quantizer, the quantum is much smaller and is found to be 

FSR 10V 
Q = - = -- = 2.44mV 

2n 4096 

If the quantizer input is moved through its entire range of 
analog values and the difference between ouput and input 
is taken, a sawtooth error function results, as shown in 
Figure 3. This function is called the quantizing error and is 
the irreducible error which results from the quantizing 
process. It can be reduced only by increasing the number of 
output states (or the resolution) of the quantizer, thereby 
making the quantization finer. 

For a given analog input value to the quantizer, the output 
error will vary anywhere from 0 to ±Q/2; the error is zero 
only at analog values corresponding to the code center 
points. This error is also frequently called quantization 
uncertainty or quantization noise. 
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The quantizer output can be thought of as the analog 

input with quantization noise added to it. The noise has a 
peak-to-peak value of Q but, as with other types of noise, 
the average value is zero. Its RMS value, however, is useful 
in analysis and can be computed from the triangular 
waveshape to be Q/20. 

SAMPLING THEORY 
Introduction 

An analog-to-digital converter requires a small, but signifi
cant, amount of time to perform the quantizing and coding 
operations. The time required to make the conversion 
depends on several factors: the converter resolution, the 
conversion technique, and the speed of the components 
employed in the converter. The conversion speed required 
for a particular application depends on the time variation of 
the signal to be converted and on the accuracy desired. 

Aperture Time 
Conversion time is frequently referred to as aperture 

time. In general, aperture time refers to the time uncertainty 
(or time window) in making a measurement and results in an 
amplitude uncertainty (or error) in the measurement if the 
signal is changing during this time. 

AY' .~~t) ala 

t ... APERlUII£ TIllE 
AY' AMPUTUDE UllCfllTAlIiTY 

S0J01001 

Figure 4: Aperture Time and Amplitude 
Uncertainty 

As shown in Figure 4, the input signal to the AID 
converter changes by I1V during the aperture time ta in 
which the conversion is performed. The error can be 
considered an amplitude error or a time error; the two are 
related as follows 

dV(t) 
!:N = ta-

dt 

where dV(t)/dt is the rate of change with time of the input 
signal. 

It should be noted that I1V represents the maximum error 
due to signal change, since the actual error depends on 
how the conversion is done. At some point in time within tao 
the signal amplitude corresponds exactly with the ouput 
code word produced. 

For the specific case of a sinusoidal input signal, the 
maximum rate of change occurs at the zero crossing of the 
waveform. and the amplitude error is 

d 
I1V = ta- (A sin wtlt = 0 = taAw 

dt 

The resultant error as a fraction of the peak to peak full 
scale value is 

I1V 
€ = - = 'ITfta 

2A 

1-3 

From this result the aperture time required to digitize a 1 
kilohertz signal to 10 bits resolution can be found. The 
resolution required is one part in 210 or 0.001. 

t =~= 0.001 =320x10-9 
a trl 3.14x 103 

The result is a required aperture time of just 320 
nanoseconds! 

One should appreciate the fact that 1 kHz is not a 
particularly fast signal. yet it is difficult to find a 10 bit AID 
converter to perform this conversion at any price! Fortu
nately, there is a relatively simple and inexpensive way 
around this dilemma by using a sample-hOld circuit. 
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Figure 5: Graph for Aperture Error for 
Sinusoidal Signals 

Sample-Holds and Aperture Error 
A sample-hold circuit samples the Signal voltage and 

then stores it on a capaCitor for the time required to perform 
the AID conversion. The aperture time of the AID converter 
is therefore greatly reduced by the much shorter aperture 
time of the sample-hold circuit. In turn. the aperture time of 
the sample-hold is a function of its bandwidth and switching 
time. 

Figure 5 is a useful graph of Equation 5. It gives the 
aperture time required for converting sinusoidal signals to a 
maximum error less than one part in 2n where n is the 
resolution of the converter in bits. The peak to peak value of 
the sinusoid is assumed to be the full scale range of the 
AID converter. The graph is most useful in selecting a 
sample-hold by aperture time or an AID converter by 
conversion time. 

Sampled-Data Systems and the Sampling 
Theorem 

In data acquisition and distribution systems, and other 
sampled-data systems,analog Signals are sampled on a 

III 
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periodic basis as illustrated in Figure 6. The train of 
sampling pulses in 6(b) represents a fast-acting switch 
which connects to the analog signal for a very short time 
and then disconnects for the remainder of the sampling 
period. 

(A) 
SIGNAL 

(b) 
SAMPLING 
PULSES 

(e) 
SAMPLED 
SIGNAL 

(d) 
SAMPLEOANO , 
HaDSI~AL~ ________ ~t= ____ ~~ __ __ 

sc001101 

Figure 6: Signal Sampling 

The result of the fast-acting sampler is identical with 
multiplying the analog signal by a train of sampling pulses of 
unity amplitude, giving the modulated pulse train of Figure 
6(c). The amplitude of the Original signal is perserved in the 
modulation envelope of the pulses. If the switch type 
sampler is replaced by a switch and capacitor (a sample
hold circuit), then the amplitude of each sample is stored 
between samples and a reasonable reconstruction of the 
original analog signal results, as shown in 6(d). 

The purpose of sampling is the efficient use of data 
processing equipment and data transmission facilities. A 
single data transmission link, for example, can be used to 
transmit many different analog channels on a sampled 
basis, whereas it would be uneconomical to devote a 
complete transmission link to the continuous transmission 
of a single signal. 

Likewise, a data acquisition and distribution system is 
used to measure and control the many parameters of a 
process control system by sampling the parameters ~nd 
updating the control inputs periodically. In data conversion 
systems it is common to use a single, expensive AID 
converter of high speed and preciSion and then multiplex a 
number of analog inputs into it. 

An important fundamental question to answer about 
sample-data systems is this,: "How often must I sample an 
analog signal in order not to lose information from it?" It is 
obvious that all useful information can be extracted if a 
slowly varying signal is sampled at a rate such that little or 
no change takes place between samples. Equally obvious is 
the fact that information is being lost if there is a significant 
change in signal amplitude between samples. 

The answer to the question is contained in the well
known Sampling Theorem which may be stated as follows: 
If a continuous, bandwidth-limited Signal contains no fre
quency components higher than fc, then the Original signal 
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can be recovered without distortion if it is sampled at a rate 
of at least 2fc samples per second. 

Frequency Folding and Aliasing 
The Sampling Theorem can be demonstrated by the, 

frequency spectra illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows 
the frequency spectrum of a continuous bandwidth-limited 
analog signal with frequency components out to fc. When 
this Signal is sampled at a rate fs, the modulation process 
shifts the original spectrum out of fs, 2fs, 3fs, etc. in addition 
to the one at the origin. A portion of this resultant spectrum 
is shown in Figure 7(b). 
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Figure 7: Frequency Spectra Demonstrating 
the Sampling Theorem 

If the sampling frequency fs is not high enough, part of 
the spectrum centered about fs will fold over into the 
original Signal spectrum. This undesirable effect is called 
frequency folding. In the process of recovering the original 
signal, the folded part of the spectrum causes distortion in 
the recovered Signal which cannot be eliminated by filtering 
the recovered signal. 

From the figure, if the sampling rate is increased such 
that fs - fc > fc, then the two spectra are separated and the 
original signal can be recovered without distortion. This 
demonstrates the result of the Sampling Theorem that 
fs > 2fc. Frequency folding can be eliminated in two ways: 
first by using a high enough sampling rate, and second by 
filtering the signal before sampling to limit its bandwidth to 
fs/2. 

One must appreciate the fact that in practice there is 
always some frequency folding present due to high frequen
cy signal components, noise, and non-ideal pre-sample 
filtering. The effect must be reduced to negligible amounts 
for the particular application by using a sufficiently high 
sampling rate. The required rate, in fact, may be much 
higher than the minimum indicated by the Sampling Theo
rem. 

The effect of an inadequate sampling rate on a sinusoid 
is illustrated in Figure 8; an alias frequency in the recovered 
signal results. In this case, sampling at a rate slightly less 
than twice per cycle gives the low frequency sinusoid 
shown by the dotted line in the recovered signal. This alias 
frequency can be significantly different from the original 
frequency. From the figure it is easy to see that if the 
sinusoid is sampled at least twice per cycle, as required by 
the Sampling Theorem, the original frequency is preserved. 
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Figure 8: Alias Frequency Caused by 
Inadequate Sampling Rate 

CODING FOR DATA CONVERTERS 

Natural Binary Code 
AID and Of A converters interface with digital systems by 

means of an appropriate digital code. While there are many 
possible codes to select, a few standard ones are almost 
exclusively used with data converters. The most popular 
code is natural binary, or straight binary, which is used in its 
fractional form to represent a number 

where each coefficient "a" assumes a value of zero or one. 
N has a value between zero and one. 

A binary fraction is normally written as 0.110101, but with 
data converter codes the decimal point is omitted and the 
code word is written 110101. This code word represents a 
fraction of the full scale value of the converter and has no 
other numerical significance. 

The binary code word 110101 therefore represents the 
decimal fraction (1 x 0.5) + (1 x 0.25) + (1 x 0.125) 
+ (1 x 0.0625) + (0 x 0.03125) + (1 x 0.015625) 
= 0.828125 or 82.8125% of full scale for the converter. If 

full scale is + 10V, then the code word represents 
+8.28125V. The natural binary code belongs to a class of 
codes known as positive weighted codes since each 
coefficient has a specific weight, none of which is negative. 

The leftmost bit has the most weight, 0.5 of full scale, and 
is called the most significant bit, or MSB; the rightmost bit 
has the least weight, 2-n of full scale, and is therefore 
called the least significant bit, o.r LSB. The bits in a code 
word are numbered from left to right from 1 to n. 

The LSB has the same analog equivalent value as Q 
discussed previously, namely 

FSR 
LSB (Analog Value) = -n 

2 

Table 1 is a useful summary of the resolution, number of 
states, LSB weights, and dynamic range for data converters 
from one to twenty bits resolution. 
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Table 1: Resolution Number of States, LSB Weight, 

and Dynamic Range for Data Converters 

RESOLUTION NUMBER LSB WEIGHT DYNAMIC 
BITS OF STATES 2-" RANGE 

" 2" dB 

0 1 1 0 
1 2 0.5 6 
2 4 0.25 12 
3 8 0.125 18.1 
4 16 0.0625 24.1 
5 32 0.03125 30.1 
6 64 0.015625 36.1 
~ 128 0.0078125 42.1 
8 256 0.00390625 48.2 
9 512 0.001953125 54.2 

10 1 024 0.0009765625 60.2 
11 2048 0.00048828125 66.2 
12 4096 0.000244140625 72.2 
13 8192 0.0001220703125 78.3 
14 16384 0.00006103515625 84.3 
15 32768 0.000030517578125 90.3 
16 65536 0.0000152567890625 96.3 
17 131 072 0.00000762939453125 102.3 
18 262 144 0.000003814697265625 106.4 
19 524 288 0.0000019073466328125 114.4 
20 1 046 576 0.00000095367431640625 120.4 

The dynamic range of a data converter in dB is found as [I 
follows: 

DR(dB) = 2010g2n = 20nlog2 
= 20n(0.301) = 6.02n 

where DR is dynamic range, n is the number of bits, and 2n 
the number of states of the converter. Since 6.02dB 
corresponds to a factor of two, it is simply necessary to 
multiply the resolution of a converter in bits by 6.02. A 12-bit 
converter, for example, has a dynamic range of 72.2dB. 

An important point to notice is that the maximum value of 
the digital code, namely all 1's, does not correspond with 
analog full scale, but rather with one LSB less than full 
scale, or FS (1_2-n). Therefore a 12 bit converter with a 0 
to + 10V analog range has a maximum code of 1111 1111 
1111 and a maximum analog value of +10V (1_2- 12) 

= + 9.99756V. In other words, the maximum analog value 
of the converter, corresponding to all one's in the code, 
never quite reaches the point defined as analog full scale. 

Other Binary Codes 
Several other binary codes are used with AID and DIA 

converters in addition to straight binary. These codes are 
offset binary, two's complement, binary coded decimal 
(BCD), and their complemented versions. Each code has a 
specific advantage in certain applications. BCD coding for 
example is used where digital displays must be interfaced 
such as in digital panel meters and digital multi meters. 
Two's complement coding is used for computer arithmetic 
logic operations, and offset binary coding is used with 
bipolar analog measurements. 

Not only are the digital codes standardized with data 
converters, but so are the analog voltage ranges. Most 
converters use unipolar voltage ranges of 0 to + 5V and 0 
to + 10V although some devices use the negative ranges 0 
to - 5V and 0 to -10V. The standard bipolar voltage ranges 
are ±2.5V, ±5V and ±10V. Many converters today are pin
programmable between these various ranges. 
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Table 2: Binary Coding' for 8 Bit Unipolar 

Converters 

FRACTION +10V FS STRAIGHT COMPLEMENTARY 
OF PS BINARY BINARY 

+FS-l LSB +9.961 1111 1111 0000 0000 

+:t4 FS +7.500 1100 0000 00111111 

+1t2 FS +5.000 10000000 0111 1111 

+ 1.14 FS +2.500 0100 0000 1011 1111 

+ 1ts FS +1.250 00100000 1101 1111 

+1 LSB +0.039 0000 0001 1111 1110 

0 0.000 0000 0000 1111 1111 

Table 2 shows straight binary and complementary binary 
codes for unipolar 8 bit convei1er with a 0 to + 10V analog 
FS range. The maximum analOg value of the converter is 
+ 9.961V, or one LSB less tlian + 10V. Note that the LSB 
size il! 0.039V as shown near the bottom of the table. The 
complementary binary coding used in some converters is 
simply the logic complement of straight binary. 

When AID and DIA converters are used in bipolar 
operation, the analog range is offset by half scale, or by the 
MSB value. The result is an analog shift of the converter 
transfer function as shown in Figure 9. Notice for this 3-bit 
AID converter transfer function that the code 000 corre
sponds with -5V, 100 with OV, and 111 with +3.75V. Since 
the ouput coding is the same as before the analog shift, it is 
now appropriately called offset binary coding. 

... 111 
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Figure 9: Transfer Function for Bipolar 3-Blt 

AID Converter 

Table 3 shows the offset binary code together with 
complementary offset binary, two's complement, and sign
magnitude binary codell. These are the most popular codes 
employed in bipolar data converterll. 
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FRACTION OFFSET 
COMPo TWO'S SIGN 

OF FS 
±5V FS 

BINARY 
OFF COMPLE- -MAG 

BINARY MENT BINARY 

+Fa-l 
+4.9976 1111 1111 0000 0000 0111 1111 11111111 

LSB 
+ 1.14 FS +3.7500 11100000 0001 1111 0110 0000 11100000 
+ 1t2 FS +2.5000 1100 0000 0011 1111 0100 0000 1100 0000 
+:t4 FS +1.2500 10100000 0101 1111 0010 0000 1010 0000 

0 0.0000 1000 0000 0111 1111 00000000 10000000 
-1.14 FS -1.2500 01100000 1001 1111 11100000 00100000 
-1t2 FS -2.5000 0100 0000 1011 1111 11000000 01000000 
-:t4 FS -3.7500 00100000 1101 1111 10100000 01100000 
-FS+l 

-4.9976 0000 0001 1111 1110 10000001 0111 1111 
LSB 
-FS -5.0000 0000 0000 11111111 1000 0000 -

*NOTE: Sign Magnitude Binary has two .code words 
for zero as shown here. 

Table 3: Popular Bipolar Codes Used with Data 
Converters 

SIGN-MAG BINARY 

0+ 1000 0000 0000 
0 0000 0000 0000 

The two's complement code has the characteristic that 
the sum of the positive and negative codes for the same 
analog magnitude always produces all zero's and a carry. 
This characteristic makes the two's complement code 
useful in arithmetic computations. Notice that the only 
difference between two's complement and offset binary is 
the complementing of the MSB. In bipolar coding, the MSB 
becomes the sign bit. 

The sign-magnitude binary code, infrequently used, has 
identical code words for equal magnitude analog values 
except that the sign bit is different. As shown in Table 3 this 
code has two possible code words for zero: 1000 0000 or 
0000 0000. The two are usually distinguished as 0 + and 
0-, respectively. Because of this characteristic, the code 
has maximum analog values of ± (FS - 1 LSB) and reaches 
neither analog + FS or - FS. 

BCD Codes 
Table 4 shows BCD and complementary BCD coding for 

a 3 decimal digit data converter. These are the codes used 
with integrating type AID converters employed in digital 
panel meters, digital multimeters, and other decimal display 
applications. Here four bits are used to represent each 
decimal, digit. BCD is a positive weighted code but is 
relatively inefficient since in each group of four bits, only 10 
out of a possible 16 states are utilized. 

Table 4: BCD and Complementary BCD Coding 

FRACTION +10V BINARY CODED COMPLEMENTARY 
OF FS FS DECIMAL BCD 

+FS-l LSB +9.99 1001 1001 1001 011001100110 

+:t4 FS +7.50 0111 0101 0000 1000 1010 1111 

+ 1t2 Fa, +5.00 0101 0000 0000 10101111 1111 

+ 1.14 FS +2.50 0010 0101 0000 1101 1010 1111 

+ 1ts FS +1.25 0001 0010 0101 11101101 1010 

+1 LSB +0.01 0000 0000 0001 1111 1111 1110 

0 0.00 0000 0000 0000 111111111111 
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The LSB analog value (or quantum, 0) for BCD is 

FSR 
LSB (Analog Value) = 0 = 1()d 

where FSR is the full scale range and d is the number of 
decimal digits. For example if there are 3 digits and the full 
scale range is 1 OV, the LSB value is 

10V 
LSB (Analog Value) = 103 = .OW = 10mV 

BCD coding is frequently used with an additional over
range bit which has a weight equal to full scale and 
produces a 100% increase in range for the AID converter. 
Thus for a converter with a decimal full scale of 999, an 
overrange bit provides a new full scale of 1999, twice that of 
the previous one. In this case, the maximum output code is 
1 1001 1001 1001. The additional range is commonly 
referred to as "'12 digit, and the resolution of the AID 
converter in this case is 3"'12 digits. 

Likewise, if this range is again expanded by 100%, a new 
full scale of 3999 results and is called 3~4 digits resolution. 
Here two overrange bits have been added and the full scale 
output code is 11 1001 1001 1001. When BCD coding is 
used for bipolar measurements another bit, a sign bit, is 
added to the code and result is sign-magnitude BCD coding. 

AMPLIFIERS AND FILTERS 
Operational and Instrumentation Amplifiers 

The front end of a data acquisition system extracts the 
desired analog signal from a physical parameter by means 
of a transducer and then amplifies and filters it. An amplifier 
and filter are critical components in this initial signal 
processing. 

The amplifier must perform one or more of the following 
functions: boost the Signal amplitude, buffer the signal, 
convert a signal current into a voltage, or extract a 
differential Signal from common mode noise. 

To accomplish these functions requires a variety of 
different amplifier types. The most popular type of amplifier 
is an operational amplifier which is a general purpose gain 
block with differential inputs. The op amp may be connect
ed in many different closed loop configurations, of which a 
few are shown in Figure 10. The gain and bandwidth of the 
circuits shown depend on the external resistors connected 
around the amplifier. An operational amplifier is a good 
choice in general where a single-ended Signal is to be 
amplified, buffered, or converted from current to voltage. 
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Figure 10: Operational Amplifier 
Configurations 
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Figure 11: Simplified Instrumentation 
Amplifier Circuit 

In the case of differential Signal proceSSing, the instru
mentation amplifier is a better choice since it maintains high 
impedance at both of its differential inputs and the gain is 
set by a resistor located elsewhere in the amplifier circuit. 
One type of instrumentation amplifier circuit is shown in 
Figure 11. Notice that no gain-setting resistors are connect
ed to either of the input terminals. Instrumentation amplifi
ers have the following important characteristics. 

1. High impedance differential inputs. 
2. Low input offset voltage drift. 
3. Low input bias currents. 
4. Gain easily set by means of one or two external 

resistors. 
5. High common-mode rejection ratio. 

Common Mode Rejection 
Common-mode rejection ratio is an important parameter 

of differential amplifiers. An ideal differential input amplifier 
responds only to the voltage difference between its input 

II 
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terminals and does not respond at all to any voltage that is 
common to both input terminals (common-mode voltage). In 
nonideal amplifiers, however, the common-mode input 
signal causes some output response even though small 
compared to the response to a differential input signal. 

The ratio of differential and common-mode responses is 
defined as the common-mode rejection ratio. Common
mode rejection ratio of an amplifier is the ratio of differential 
voltage gain to common-mode voltage gain and is generally 
expressed in dB. 

AD 
CMRR = 2010g10 -

ACM 

where AD is differential voltage gain and ACM is common
mode voltage gain. CMRR is a function of frequency an2 
therefore also a function of the impedance balance be
tween the two amplifier input terminals. At even moderate 
frequencies CMRR can be significantly degraded by small 
unbalances in the source series resistance and shunt 
capacitance. 

Other Amplifier Types 
There are several other special amplifiers which are 

useful in conditioning the input signal in a data acquisition 
system. An isolation amplifier is used to amplify a differen
tial signal which is superimposed on a very high common
mode voltage, perhaps several hundred or even several 
thousand volts. The isolation amplifier has the characteris
tics of an instrumentation amplifier with a very high com
mon-mode input voltage capability. 

Another special amplifier, the chopper stabilized amplifi
er, is used to accurately amplify microvolt level Signals to 
the required amplitude. This amplifier employs a special 
SWitching stabilizer which gives extremely low input offset 
voltage drift. Another useful device, the electrometer ampli
fier, has ultra-low input bias currents, generally less than 
one picoampere and is used to convert extremely small 
signal currents into a high level voltage. 

Filters 
A low pass filter frequently follows the Signal processing 

amplifier to reduce signal noise. Low pass filters are used 
for the following reasons: to reduce man-made electrical 
interference noise, to reduce electronic noise, and to limit 
the bandwidth of the analog Signal to less than half the 
sampling frequency in order to eliminate frequency folding. 
When used for the last reason, the filter is called a pre
sampling filter or anti-aliasing filter. 

Man-made electrical noise is generally periodic, as for 
example in power line interference, and is sometimes 
reduced by means of a special filter such as a notch filter. 
Electronic noise, on the other hand, is random noise with 
noise power proportional to bandwidth and is present in 
transducer resistances, circuit resistances, and in amplifiers 
themselves. It is reduced by limiting the bandwidth of the 
system to the minimum required to pass desired signal 
components. 
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Figure 12: Some Practical Low Pass Filter 
Characteristics 

No filter does a perfect job of eliminating noise or other 
undesirable frequency components, and therefore the 
choice of a filter is always a compromise. Ideal filters, 
frequently used as analysis examples, have flat passband 
response with infinite attenuation at the cutoff frequency, 
but are mathematical filters only and not physically realiz
able. 

In practice, the systems engineer has a choice of cutoff 
frequency and attenuation rate. The attenuation rate and 
resultant phase response depend on the particular filter 
characteristic and the number of poles in the filter function. 
Some of the more popular filter characteristics incll)de 
Butterworth, Chebychev, Bessel, and elliptiC. In making this 
choice, the effect of overshoot and nonuniform phase delay 
must be carefully considered. Figure 12 illustrates some 
practical low pass filter response characteristics. 

Passive RLC filters are seldom used in signal processing 
applications today due chiefly to the undesirable character
istics of inductors. Active filters are generally used now 
since they permit the filter characteristics to be accurately 
set by precision, stable resistors and capacitors. Inductors, 
with their undesirable saturation and temperature drift 
characteristics, are thereby eliminated. Also, because ac
tive filters use operational amplifiers, the problems of 
insertion loss and output loading are also eliminated. 

SETTLING TIME 

Definition 
A parameter that is specified frequently in data acquisi

tion and distribution systems is settling time. The. term 
settling time originates in control theory but is now com
monly applied to amplifiers, multiplexers, and Of A convert
ers. 
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Figure 13: Amplifier Settling Time 

Settling time is defined as the time elapsed from the 
application of a full scale step input to a circuit to the time 
when the output has entered and remained within a 
specified error band around its final value. The method of 
application of the input step may vary depending on the 
type of circuit, but the definition still holds. In the case of a 
Of A converter, for example, the step is applied by changing 
the digital input code whereas in the case of an amplifier the 
input signal itself is a step change. 

The importance of settling time in a data acquisition 
system is that certain analog operations must be performed 
in sequence, and one operation may have to be accurately 
settled before the next operation can be initiated. Thus a 
buffer amplifier preceding an AID converter must have 
accurately settled before the conversion can be initiated. 

Settling time for an amplifier is illustrated in Figure 13. 
After application of a full scale step input there is a small 
delay time following which the amplifier output slews, or 
changes at its maximum rate. Slew rate is determined by 
internal amplifier currents which must charge internal cap
acitances. 

As the amplifier output approaches final value, it may first 
overshoot and then reverse and undershoot this value 
before finally entering and remaining within the spe<;:ified 
error band. Note that settling time is measured to the point 
at which the amplifier output enters and remains within the 
error band. This error band in most devices is specified to 
either ±0.1 % or ±0.01 % of the full scale transition. 

Amplifier Characteristics 
Settling time, unfortunately, is not readily predictable from 

other amplifier parameters such as bandwidth, slew rate, or 
overload recovery time, although it depends on all of these. 
It is also dependent on the shape of the amplifier open loop 
gain characteristic, its input and output capaci~ance, and 
the dielectric absorption of any internal capaCitances. An 
amplifier must be specifically designed for optimized settling 
time, and settling time is a parameter that must be 
determined by testing. 
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Figure 14: Amplifier Single-Pole Open Loop 
Gain Characteristic 

One of the important requirements of a fast settling 
amplifier is that it have a single-pole open loop gain 
characteristic, Le., one that has a smooth 6dS per octave 
gain roll-off characteristic to beyond the unity gain cross
over frequency. Such a desirable characteristic is shown in 
Figure 14. 

It is important to note that an amplifier with a single-pole 
response can never settle faster than the time indicated by 
the number of closed loop time constants to the given 
accuracy. Figure 15 shows output error as a function of the 
number of time constants T where 

T=-=-
w 21rf 

and f is the closed loop 3dS bandwidth of the amplifier. 
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Figure 15: Output Settling Error as a 
Function of Number of Time 
Constants 

Actual settling time for a good quality amplifier may be 
significantly longer than that indicated by the number of 
closed loop time constants due to slew rate limitation and 
overload recovery time. For example, an amplifier with a 
closed loop bandwidth of 1 MHz has a time constant of 
160nsec. which indicates a settling time of 1.44j.LSec. (9 
time constants) to 0.01 % of final value. If the slew rate of 
this amplifier is 1Vfj.LSec., it will take more than 10j.lsec. to 
settle to 0.01 % for a 10V change. 

II 
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Figure 16: Ultra-Fast Settling Hybrid 
Operational Amplifier 

If the amplifier has a nonuniform gain roll-off characteris
tic, then its settling time may have one of two undesirable 
qualities. First, the output may reach the vicinity of the error 
band quickly but then take a long time to actually enter it; 
second, it may overshoot the error band and then oscillate 
back and forth through it before finally entering and 
remaining inside it. 

Modern fast settling operational amplifiers come in many 
different types including modular, hybrid, and monolithic 
amplifiers. Such amplifiers have settling times to 0.1 % or 
0.01 % of 2J..1.Sec. down to 100nsec. and are useful in many 
data acquisition and conversion applications. An example of 
an ultra-fast settling operational amplifier of the hybrid type 
is shown in Figure 16. 

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS 
Introduction 

Digital-to-analog converters ar4:j the devices by which 
computers communicate with the outside world. They are 
employed in a variety of applications from CAT display 
systems and voice synthesizers to automatic test systems, 
digitally controlled attenuators, and process control actua
tors. In addition, they are key components inside most AID 
converters. DfA converters are also referred to as DAC's 
and are termed decoders by communications engineers. 

The transfer function of an ideal 3-bit Df A converter is 
shown in Figure 17. Each input code word produces a 
single, discrete analog output value, generally a voltage. 
Over the output range of the converter 2n different values 
are produced including zero; and the output has a one-to
one correspondence with input, which is not true for AID 
converters. 

There are many different circuit techniques used to 
implement Df A converters, but a few popular ones are 
widely used today. Virtually all Df A converters in use are of 
the parallel type where all bits change simultaneously upon 
application of an input code word; serial type Df A convert
ers, on the other hand, produce an analog output only after 
receiving all digital input data in sequential form. 
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Figure 17: Transfer Function of Ideal 3-bit 
01 A Converter 

Weighted Current Source 01 A Converter 
The most popular Df A converter design in use today is 

the weighted current source circuit illustrated in Figure 18. 
An array of switched transistor current sources is used with 
binary weighted currents. The binary weighting is achieved 
by using emitter resistors with binary related values of A, 
2R, 4R, 8R, . . . . . 2nR. The resulting collector currents 
are then added together at the current summing line. 

TTL INPUT DATA 

'Vs 3 
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Figure 18: Weighted Current Source 01 A 
Converter 

The current sources are switched on or off from standard 
TTL inputs by means of the control diodes connected to 
each emitter. When the TTL input is high the current source 
is on; when the input is low it is off, with the current flowing 
through the control diode. Fast switching speed is achieved 
because there is direct control of the transistor current, and 
the current sources never go into saturation. 
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To interface with standard TTL levels, the current 

sources are biased to a base voltage of + 1.2V. The emitter 
currents are regulated to constant values by means of the 
control amplifier and a precision voltage reference circuit 
together with a bipolar transistor. 

The summed output currents from all current sources that 
are on go to an operational amplifier summing junction; the 
amplifier converts this output current into an output voltage. 
In some Of A converters the output current is used to 
directly drive a resistor load for maximum speed, but the 
positive output voltage in this case is limited to about + 1 
volt. 

The weighted current source design has the advantages 
of simplicity and high speed. Both PNP and NPN transistor 
current sources can be used with this technique although 
the TTL interfacing is more difficult with NPN sources. This 
technique is used in most monolithic, hybrid, and modular 
Of A converters in use today. 

A difficulty in implementing higher resolution Of A con
verter designs is that a wide range of emitter resistors is 
.required, and very high value resistors cause problems with 
both temperature stability and switching speed. To over
come these problems, weighted current sources are used in 
identical groups, with the output of each group divided down 
by a resistor divider as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Current Dividing the Outputs of 
Weighted Current Source Groups 

The resistor network, R1 through R4, divides the output of 
Group 3 down by a factor of 256 and the output of Group 2 
down by a factor of 16 with respect to the output of Group 1. 
Each group is identical, with four current sources of the type 
shown in Figure 18, having binary current weights of 1, 2, 4, 
8. Figure 19 also illustrates the method of achieving a 
bipolar output by deriving an offset current from the 
reference circuit which is then subtracted from the output 
current line through resistor Ro. This current is set to exactly 
one half the full scale output current. 

R·2R 01 A Converter 
A second popular technique for Of A conversion is the R-

2R ladder method. As shown in Figure 20, the network 
consists of series resistors of value R and shunt resistors of 
value 2R. The bottom of each shunt resistor has a single
pole double-throw electronic switch which connects the 
resistor to either ground or the output current summing line. 

The operation of the R-2R ladder network is based on the 
binary division of current as it flows down the ladder. 
Examination of the ladder configuration reveals that at pOint 
A looking to the right, one measures a resistance of 2R; 
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therefore the reference input to the ladder has a resistance 
of R. At the reference input the current splits into two equal 
parts since it sees equal resistances in either direction. 
Likewise, the current flowing down the ladder to the right 
continues to divide into two equal parts at each resistor 
junction. 

+ 
v", 2' 2R 2' 2R 2R 
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Figure 20: R·2R Ladder 01 A Converter 

The result is binary weighted currents flowing down each 
shunt resistor in the ladder. The digitally controlled switches 
direct the currents to either the summing line or ground. 
Assuming all bits are on as shown in the diagram, the output 
current is 

VREF [1 1 1 1 ] lOUT = R ~2 + ~4 + VB ..... 2n 

which is a binary series. The sum of all currents is then 

VREF 
IOUT=-- (1 - 2-n) 

R 

where the 2n term physically represents the portion of the 
input current flowing through the 2R terminating resistor to 
ground at the far right. 

As in the previous circuit, the output current summing line 
goes to an operational amplifier which converts current to 
voltage. 

The advantage of the R-2R ladder technique is that only 
two values of resistors are required, with the resultant ease 
of matching or trimming and excellent temperature tracking. 
In addition, for high speed applications relatively low 
resistor values can be used. Excellent results can be 
obtained for high resolution Of A converters by using laser
trimmed thin film resistor networks. 

Multiplying and Oeglltched 01 A Converters 
The R-2R ladder method is specifically used for multiply

ing type Of A converters. With these converters, the refer
ence voltage can be varied over the full range of ±Vmax 
with the output the product of the reference voltage and the 
digital input word. Multiplication can be performed in 1, 2, or 
4 algebraic quadrants. 

If the reference voltage is unipolar, the circuit is a one
quadrant multiplying OAC; if it is biplolar, the circuit is a two
quadrant multiplying OAC. For four-quadrant operation the 
two current summing lines shown in Figure 20 must be 
subtracted from each other by operational amplifiers. 
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In multiplying 01 A converters, the electronic switches are 

usually implemented with CMOS devices. Multiplying OAC's 
are commonly used in automatic gain controls, CRT charac
ter generation, complex function generators, digital attenua
tors, and divider circuits. 
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Figure 21: D/A Converter Employing R-2R 
Ladder with Equal Value Switched 
Current Sources 

Another important 01 A converter design takes advan
tage of the best features of both the weighted current 
source technique and the R-2R ladder technique. This 
circuit, shown in Figure 21, uses equal value switched 
current sources to drive the junctions of the R-2R ladder 
network. The advantage of the equal value current sources 
is obvious since all emitter resistors are identical and 
switching speeds are also identical. This technique is used 
in many ultra-high speed 01 A converters. 

One other specialized type 01 A converter used primarily 
. in CRT display systems is the deglitched 01 A converter. All 

01 A converters produce output spikes, or glitches, which 
are most serious at the major output transitions of "\14 FS, Y2 
FS, and ~4 FS as illustrated in Figure 23(a). 

Glitches are caused by small time differences between 
some current sources turning off and others turning on. 
Take, for example, the major code transition at half scale 
from 0111 . . . . 1111 to 1000. . . . 0000. Here the MSB 
current source turns on while all other current sources turn 
off. The small difference in switching times results in a 
narrow half scale glitch. Such a glitch produces distorted 
characters on CRT displays. 

I::l{? ~ >jiF 
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Figure 22: Output Glitches (a) and Deglitched 
D/A Converter (b) 

Glitches can be virtually eliminated by the circuit shown in 
Figure 23(b). The digital input to a 01 A converter is 
controlled by an input register while the converter output 
goes to a specially designed sample-hold circuit. When the 
digital input is updated by the register,the sample-hold is 
switched into the hold mode. After the 01 A has changed to 
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its new output value and all glitches have settled out, the' 
sample-hold is then switched back into the tracking mode. 
When this happens, the output changes smoothly from its 
previous value to the new value with no glitches present. 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE CIRCUITS 
An important circuit required in both AlO and 01 A 

converters is the voltage reference. The accuracy and 
stability of a data converter ultimately depends upon the 
reference; it must therefore produce a constant output 
voltage over both time and temperature . 

The compensated zener reference diode with a buffer
stabilizer circuit is commonly used in most data converters 
today. Although the compensated zener may be one of 
several types, the compensated subsurface, or buried, 
zener is probably the best choice. These new devices 
produce an avalanche breakdown which occurs beneath 
the surface of the silicon, resulting in better long-term 
stability and noise characteristics than with earlier surface 
breakdown zeners. 

These reference devices have reverse breakdown volt
ages of about 6.4 volts and consist of a forward biased 
diode in series with the reversed biased zener. Because the 
diodes have approximately equal and opposite voltage 
changes with temperature, the result is a temperature 
stable Voltage. Available devices have temperature coeffi
cients from 100ppml"C to less than 1 ppm/"C. 

Some of the new IC voltage references incorporate 
active Circuitry to buffer the device and reduce its dynamic 
impedance; in addition, some contain temperature regula
tion circuitry on the chip to achieve ultra-low tempcos. 

", 
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Figure 23: A PreCision, Buffered Voltage 
Reference Circuit 

A popular buffered reference circuit is shown in Figure 
23; this circuit produces an output voltage higher than the 
reference voltage. It also generates a constant, regulated 
current through the reference which is determined by the 
three resistors. 

Some monolithic AlO and 01 A conve.rters use another 
type of reference device known as the bandgap reference. 
This circuit is based on the principle of using the known, 
predictable base-to-emitter voltage of a transistor to gener
ate a constant voltage equal to the extrapolated bandgap 
voltage of silicon. This reference gives excellent results for 
the lower reference voltages of 1.2 or 2.5 volts. 
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ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 
Counter Type AID Converter 

Analog-to-digital converters, also called AOC's or encod
ers, employ a variety of different circuit techniques to 
implement the conversion function. As with Of A converters, 
however, relatively few of these circuits are widely used 
today. Of the various techniques available, the choice 
depends on the resolution and speed required. 

One of the simplest AID converters is the counter, or 
servo, type. This circuit employs a digital counter to control 
the input of a Of A converter. Clock pulses are applied to the 
counter and the output of the Of A is stepped up one LSB at 
a time. A comparator compares the Of A output with the 
analog input and stops the clock pulses when they are 
equal. The counter output is then the converted digital word. 

OICiITAL 
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Figure 24: Tracking Type AID Converter 

While this converter is Simple, it is also relatively slow. An 
improvement on this technique IS shown in Figure 24 and is 
known as a tracking AID converter, a device commonly 
used in control systems. Here an up-down counter controls 
the OAC, and the clock pulses are directed to the pertinent 
counter input depending on whether the Of A output must 
increase or decrease to reash the analog input voltage. 

The obvious advantage of the tracking AID converter is 
that it can continuously follow the input signal and give 
updated digital output data if the signal does not change too 
rapidly. Also, for small input changes, the conversion can be 
quite fast. The converter can be operated in either the track 
or hold modes by a digital input control. 

Successive-Approximation AID Converters 
By far, the most popular AID conversion technique in 

general use for moderate to high speed applications is the 
succeSsive-approximation type AID. This method falls into 
a class of techniques known as feedback type AID 
converters, to which the counter type also belongs. In both 
cases a Of A converter is in the feedback loop of a digital 
control circuit which changes its output until it equals the 
analog input. In the case of the successive-approximation 
converter, the OAC is controlled in an optimum manner to 
complete a conversion in just n-steps, where n is the 
resolution of the converter in bits. 

The operation of this converter is analogous to weighing 
an unknown on a laboratory balance scale usin~ standard 
weights in Ii binary sequence such as 1, Y2, 1,14, va. . . . . 
Yn kilograms. The correct procedure is to begin with the 
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largest standard weight and proceed in order down to the 
smallest one. 

The largest weight is placed on the balance pan first; if it 
does not tip, the weight is left on and the next largest weight 
is added. If the balance does tip, the weight is removed and 
the next one added. The same procedure is used for the 
next largest weight and so on down to the smallest. After 
the nth standard weight has been tried and a decision 
made, the weighing is finished. The total of the standard 
weights remaining on the balance is the closest possible 
approximation to the unknown. 

AF006701 

Figure 25: Successive Approximation AID 
Converter 

In the successive-approximation AID converter illustrat
ed in Figure 25, a successive-approximation register (SAR) 
controls the Of A converter by implementing the weighing 
logic just described. The SAR first turns on the MSB of the 
OAC and the comparator tests this output against the 
analog input. A decision is made by the comparator to leave 
the bit on or turn it off after which bit 2 is turned on and a 
second comparison made. After n-comparisons the digital 
output of the SAR indicates all those bits which remain on 
and produces the desired digital code. The clock circuit 
controls the timing of the SAR. Figure 26 shows the Of A 
converter output during a typical conversion. 

The conversion efficiency of this technique means that 
high resolution conversions can be made in very short 
times. For example, it is possible to perform a 10 bit 
conversion in 1 llSec. or less and a 12 bit conversion in 
2j.1sec. or less. Of course the speed of the internal circuitry, 
in particular the Of A and comparator, are critical for high 
speed performance. 

" .. 
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Figure 26: 01 A Output for 8·Bit Successive 
Approximation Conversion 

II 
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The Parallel (Flash) AID Converter 

For ultra-fast conversions required. in video signal pro
cessing and radar applications where up to 8 bits resolution 
is required, a different technique is employed; it is known as 
the parallel (also flash, or simultaneous) method and is 
illustrated in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: 4-Blt Parallel AID Converter 

This circuit employs 2"-1 analog comparators to directly 
implement the quantizertransfer function of an AID con
verter. 

The comparator trip-points are spaced·1 LSB apart by the 
series resistor chain and voltage reference. For a giv~n 
analog input voltage all comparators biased below the 
voltage turn on and all those biased above it remain off. 
Since all comparators change state simultaneously, the 
quantization process is a one-step operation. 

A second step is required, however, since the logic 
output of the comparators is not in binary form. 

Therefore an ultra-fast· decoder circuit is employed to 
make the logic conversion to binary. The parallel technique 
reaches the ultimate in high speed because only two 
sequential operations are required to make the conversion. 

The limitation of the method, however, is in the large 
number of comparators required for even moderate resolu
tions. A 4-bit converter, for example, requires only 15 
comparators, but an 8-bit converter needs 255. For this 
reason it is common practice to implement an 8-bit AID with 
two 4-bit stages as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Two-Stage Parallel 8-Blt AID 
Converter 

The result of the first 4-bit conversion is converted back 
to analog by means of an ultra-fast 4-bit Df A and then 
subtracted from the analog input. The resulting residue is 
then converted by the second 4-bit AID, and the two sets of 
data are accumulated in the 8-bit output register. 

Converters of this type achieve 8-bit conversions at rates 
of 20 MHz and higher, while single stage 4-bit conver.sions 
can reach 50 to 100MHz. rates. 

INTEGRATING TYPE AID CONVERTERS 
Indirect AID Conversion 

Another class of AID converters known as integrating 
type operates by an indirect conversion method. The 
unknown input voltage is converted into a time period which 
is then measured by a clock and counter. A number of 
variations exist on the basic principle such as single-slope, 
dual-slope,and triple-slope methods. In addition there is 
another technique - completely different - which is 
known as the charge-balancing or quantized feedback 
method. 

The most popular of these methods are dual-slope and 
charge-balancing; although both are slow, they have excel
lent linearity characteristics with the capability of rejecting 
input noise. Because of these characteristics, integrating 
type AID converters are almost exclusively used in digital 
panel meters, digital multimeters, and other slow measure-
ment applications. . 

c 
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Figure 29: Dual Slope AID Converter 
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Dual-Slope AID Conversion 
The dual-slope technique, shown in Figure 29, is perhaps 

best known. Conversion begins when the unknown input 
voltage is switched to the integrator input; at the same time 
the counter begins to count clock pulses and counts up to 
overflow. At this point the control circuit switches the 
integrator to the negative reference voltage which is inte
grated until the output is back to zero. Clock pulses are 
counted during this time until the comparator detects the 
zero crossing and turns them off. 

QUARTER·SCAlE 
CONVERSION 
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Figure 30: Integrator Output Waveform for 
Dual Slope AID Converter 

The counter output is then the converted digital word. 
Figure 30 shows the integrator output waveform where T 1 is 
a fixed time and T 2 is a time proportional to the input 
voltage. The times are related as follows: 

E'N 
T2=T1 --

VREF 

The digital output word therefore represents the ratio of 
the input voltage to the reference. 

Dual-slope. conversion has several important features. 
First, conversion accuracy is independent of the stability of 
the clock and integrating capacitor so long as they are 
constant during the conversion period. Accuracy depends 
only on the reference accuracy and the integrator circuit 
linearity. Second, the noise rejection of the converter can 
be infinite if T1 is set to equal the period of the noise. To 
reject 60Hz power noise therefore requires that T 1 be 
16.667msec. 

Charge-Balancing AID Conversion 
The charge-balancing, or quantized feedback, method of 

conversion is based on the principle of generating a pulse 
train with frequency proportional to the input voltage and 
then counting the pulses for a fixed period of time. This 
circuit is shown in Figure 31. Except for the counter and 
timer, the circuit is a voltage-to-frequency Ct/ IF) converter 
which generates an output pulse rate proportional to input 
voltage. 

The circuit operates as follows. A positive input voltage 
causes a current to flow into the operational integrator 
through R1. This current is integrated, producing a negative 
going ramp at the output. Each time the ramp crosses zero 
the comparator output triggers a preCision pulse generator 
which puts out a constant width pulse. 
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Figure 31: Charge-Balancing AID Converter 

The pulse output controls switch Sl which connects R2 
to the negative reference for the duration of the pulse. 
During this time a pulse of current flows out of the integrator 1 
summing junction, producing a fast, positive ramp at the 
integrator output. This process is repeated, generating a 
train of current pulses which exactly balances the input 
current - hence the name charge balancing. This balance 
has the following relationship: 

1 Y,N R2 
f=- ---

T VREF R1 

where T is the pulse width and f the frequency. 

A higher input voltage therefore causes the integrator to 
ramp up and down faster, producing higher frequency 
output pulses. The timer circuit sets a fixed time period for 
counting. Like the dual-slope converter, the circuit also 
integrates input noise, and if the timer is synchronized with 
the noise frequency, infinite rejection results. Figure 32 
shows the noise rejection characteristic of all integrating 
type AID converters with rejection plotted against the ratio 
of integration period to noise period. 
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Figure 32: Noise Rejection for Integrating 
Type AID Converters 
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ANALOG MULTIPLEXERS 
Analog Multiplexer Operation 
, Analog multiplexers are the circuits that time-share an 

AID converter among a number of different analog chan
nels. Since the AID converter in many cases is the most 
expensive component in a data acquisition system, multi
plexing analog inputs to the AID is an economical ap
proach. Usually the analog multiplexer operates into a 
sample-hold circuit which hoills the required analog voltage 
long enough for AID conv~rsion. 
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Figure 33: Analog Multiplexer Circuit 

As shown in Figure 33, an analog multiplexer consists of 
an array of parallel electronic switches connected to a 
common output line. Only one switch is turned on at a time. 
Popular switch configurations include 4, 8, and 16 channels 
which are connected in Single (single-ended) or dual 
(differential) configurations. 
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Figure 34: CMOS Analog Switch Circuit 

The multiplexer also contains a decoder-driver circuit 
which decodes a binary input word and turns on the 
appropriate switch. This circuit interfaces with standard TIL 
inputs and drives the multiplexer switches with the proper 
control voltages. For the 8-channel analog multiplexer 
shown, a one-of-eight decoder circuit is used. 

Most analog multiplexers today employ the CMOS switch 
circuit shown in Figure 34. A CMOS driver controls the 
gates of parallel-connected P-channel and N-channel MOS-
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.D~DI6 
FET's. Both switches turn on together· with the parallel 
connection giving relatively uniform on-resistance over the 
required analog input voltage range. The resulting on
resistance may vary from about 50 ohms to 2K ohms 
depending on the multiplexer; this resistance increases with 
temperature. 

Analog Multiplexer Characteristics 
Because of the series reSistance, it is common practice 

to operate an analog multiplexer into a very high load 
resistance such as the input of a unity gain buffer amplifier 
shown in the diagram. The load impedance must be large 
compared with the switch on-resistance and any series 
source resistance in order to maintain high transfer accura
cy. Transfer error is the input to output error of the 
multiplexer with the source and load connected; error is 
expressed as a percent of input voltage. 

Transfer errors of 0.1 % to 0.01 % or less are required in 
most data acquisition systems. This is readily achieved by 
using operational amplifier buffers with typical input imped
ances from 108 to 1012 ohms. Many sample-hold circuits 
also have very high input impedances. 

Another important characteristic of analog multiplexers is 
break-before-make switching. There is a small time delay 
between discol]nection from the previous channel and 
connection to the next channel which assures that two 
adjacent input channels are never instantaneously connect
ed together. 

Settling time is another important specification for analog 
multiplexers; it is the same definition previously given for 
amplifiers except that it is measured from the time the 
channel is switched on. Throughput rate is the highest rate 
at which a multiplexer can switch from channel to channel 
with the output settling to its specified accuracy. Crosstalk 
is the ratio of output voltage to input voltage with all 
channels connected in parallel and off; it is generally 
expressed as an input to output attenuation ratio in dB. 

As shown in the representative equivalent circuit of 
Figure 35, analog multiplexer switches have a number of 
leakage currents and capacitances associated with their 
operation. These parameters are specified on data sheets 
and must be considered in the operation of the devices. 
Leakage currents, generally in picoamperes at room tem
perature, become troublesome only at high temperatures. 
Capacitances affect crosstalk and settling time of the 
multiplexer. 

RON 
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Figure 35: Equivalent Circuit of Analog 
Multiplexer Switch 
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Analog Multiplexer Applications 
Analog multiplexers are employed in two basic types of 

operation: high-level and low-level. In high-level multiplex
ing, the most popular type, the analog signal is amplified to 
the 1 to 10V range ahead of the multiplexer. This has the 
advantage of reducing the effects of noise on the signal 
during the remaining analog processing. In low-level multi
plexing the signal is amplified after multiplexing; therefore 
great care must be exercised in handling the low-level 
signal up to the multiplexer. Low-level multiplexers general
ly use two-wire differential switches in order to minimize 
noise pick-up. Reed relays, because of essentially zero 
series resistance and absence of switching spikes, are 
frequently employed in low-level multiplexing systems. They 
are also useful for high common-mode voltages. 

A useful specialized analog multiplexer is the flying
capacitor type. This circuit, shown as a single channel in 
Figure 36 has differential inputs and is particularly useful 
with high common-mode voltages. The capacitor connects 
first to the differential analog input, charging up to the input 
voltage, and is then switched to the differential output which 
goes to a high input impedance instrumentation amplifier. 
The differential signal is therefore transferred to the amplifi
er input without the common mode voltage and is then 
further processed up to AID conversion. 

OUT 
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Figure 36: Flying Capacitor Multiplexer 
Switch 

In order to realize large numbers of multiplexed channels, 
you can connect analog multiplexers in parallel using the 
enable input to control each device. This is called single
level multiplexing. You can also connect the output of 
several multiplexers to the inputs of another to expand the 
number of channels; this method is double-level multiplex
ing. 

SAMPLE-HOLD CIRCUITS 
Operation of Sample-Holds 

Sample-hold circuits, discussed earlier, are the devices 
which store analog information and reduce the aperture 
time of an AID converter. A sample-hold is simply a 
voltage-memory device in which an input voltage is ac
quired and then stored on a high quality capacitor. A 
popular circuit is shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Popular Sample-Hold Circuit 

A1 is an input buffer amplifier with a high input impedance 
so that the source, which may be an analog mUltiplexer, is 
not loaded. The output of A1 must be capable of driving the 
hold capacitor with stability and enough drive current to 
charge it rapidly. S1 is an electronic switch, generally an 
FET, which is rapidly switched on or off by a driller circuit 
which interfaces with TIL inputs. 

C is a capacitor with low leakage and low dielectric 
absorption characteristics; it is a polystyrene, polycarbon
ate, polypropylene, or teflon type. In the case of hybrid 
sample-holds, the MOS type capacitor is frequently used. 

A2 is the output amplifier which buffers the voltage on the 
hold capacitor. It must therefore have extremely low input 
bias current, and for this reason an FET input amplifier is 
required. 

There are two modes of operation for a sample-hold: 
sample (or tracking) mode, when the switch is closed; and 
hold mode, when the switch is open. Sample-holds are 
usually operated in one of two basic ways. The device can 
continuously track the input signal and be switched into the 
hold mode only at certain specified times, spending most of 
the time in tracking mode. This is the case for a sample-hold 
employed as a deglitcher at the output of a 01 A converter, 
for example. 

Alternatively, the device can stay in the hold mode most 
of the time and go to the sample mode just to acquire a new 
input signal level. This is the case for a sample-hold used in 
a data acquisition system following the multiplexer. 

The Sample-Hold as a Data Recovery Filter 
A common application for sample-hold circuits is data 

recovery, or Signal reconstruction, filters. The problem is to 
reconstruct a train of analog samples into the original 
Signal; when used as a recovery filter, the sample-hold is 
known as a zero-order hold. It is a useful filter because it fills 
in the space between samples, providing data smoothing. 

II 
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Figure 38: Gain and Phase Components of 
Zero-Order Hold Transfer 
Function 

As with other filter circuits, the gain and phase compo
nents of the transfer function are of interest. By an analysis 
based on the impulse response of a sample-hold and use of 
the Laplace transform, the transfer function is found to be 

where fs is the sampling frequency. This function contains 
the familiar (sin x)/x term plus a phase term, both of which 
are plotted in Figure 38. 

The sample-hold is therefore a low pass filter with a cut
off frequency slightly less than fs/2 and a linear phase 
response which results in a constant delay time of T 12, 
where T is the time between samples. Notice that the gain 
function also has significant response lobes beyond fs. For 
this reason a sample-hold reconstruction filter is frequently 
followed by another conventional low pass filter. 

Other Sample-Hold Circuits 
In addition to the basic circuit of Figure 37, there are 

several other sample-hold circuit configurations which are 
frequently used. Figure 39 shows two such circuits which 
are closed loop circuits as contrasted with the open loop 
circuit of Figure 37. Figure 39(a) uses an operational 
integrator and another amplifier to make a fast, accurate 
inverting sample-hold. A buffer amplifier is sometimes 
added in front of this circuit to give high input impedance. 
Figure 39(b) shows a high input impedance non-inverting 
sample-hold circuit. 
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Figure 39: Two Closed Loop Sample-Hold 
Circuits 

The circuit in Figure 37, although generally not as 
accurate as those in Figure 39, can be used with a diode
bridge switch to realize ultra-fast acquisition sample-holds. 

Sample-Hold Characteristics 
A number of parameters are important in characterizing 

sample-hold performance. Probably most important of 
these is acquisition time. The definition is similar to that of 
settling time for an amplifier. It is the time required, after the 
sample-command is given, for the hold capacitor to charge 
to a full-scale voltage change and remain within a specified 
error band around final value. 

Several hold-mode specifications are also important. 
Hold-mode droop is the output voltage change per unit time 
when the sample switch is open. This droop is caused by 
the leakage currents of the capacitor and switch, and the 
output amplifier bias current. Hold-mode feedthrough is the 
percentage of input signal transferred to the output when 
the sample switch is open. It is measured with a sinusoidal 
input signal and caused by capacitive coupling. 
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Figure 40: Some Sample-Hold Characteristics 

The most critical phase of sample-hold operation is the 
transition from the sample mode to the hold mode. Several 
important parameters characterize this transition. Sample
to-hold offset (or step) error is the change in output voltage 
from the sample mode to the hold mode, with a constant 
input voitage. It is caused by the switch transferring charge 
onto the hold capacitor as it turns off. 
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Aperture delay is the time elapsed from the hold com

mand to when the switch actually opens; it is generally 
much less than a microsecond. Aperture uncertainty (or 
aperture jitter') is the time variation, from sample to sample, 
of the aperture delay. It is the limit on how precise is the 
point in time of opening the switch. Aperture uncertainty is 
the time used to determine the aperture error due to rate of 
change of the input signal. Several of the above specifica
tions are illustrated in the diagram of Figure 40. 

Sample-hold circuits are simple in concept, but generally 
difficult to fully understand and apply. Their operation is full 
of subtleties, and they must therefore be carefully selected 
and then tested in a given application. 

SPECIFICATION OF DATA CONVERTERS 
Ideal vs. Real Data Converters 

Real AID and 01 A converters do not have the ideal 
transfer functions discussed earlier. There are three basic 
departures from the ideal: offset, gain, and linearity errors. 
These errors are all present at the same time in a converter; 
in addition they change with both time and temperature. 
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Figure 41: Offset (a), Gain (b), and Linearity 
(e) Errors for an AID Converter 

Figure 41 shows AID converter transfer functions which 
illustrate the three error types. Figure 41 (a) shows offset 
error, the analog error by which the transfer function fails to 
pass through zero. Next, in Figure 41 (b) is gain error, also 
called scale factor error; it is the difference in slope 
between the actual transfer function and the ideal, ex
pressed as a percent of analog magnitude. 

In Figure 41 (c) linearity error, or nonlinearity, is shown; 
this is defined as the maximum deviation of the actual 
transfer function from the ideal straight line at any point 
along the function. It is ex~ressed as a percent of full scale 
or in LSB size, such as ± Y2 LSB, and assumes that offset 
and gain errors have been adjusted to zero. 
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Most AID and 01 A converters available today have 
provision for external trimming of offset and gain errors. By 
careful adjustment these two errors can be reduced to zero, 
at least at ambient temperature. Linearity error, on the other 
hand, is the remaining error that cannot be adjusted out and 
is an inherent characteristic of the converter. 

Data Converter Error Characteristics 
Basically there are only two ways to reduce linearity error 

in a given application. First, a better quality higher cost 
converter with smaller linearity error can be procured. 
Second, a computer or microprocessor can be programmed 
to perform error correction on the converter. Both alterna
tives may be expensive in terms of hardware or software 
cost. 
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Figure 42: Defining Differential Linearity 
Error 

The linearity error discussed above is actually more 
preCisely termed integral linearity error. Another important 
type of linearity error is known as differential linearity error. 
This is defined as the maximum amount of deviation of any 
quantum (or LSB change) in the entire transfer function 
from its ideal size of FSR/2". Figure 42 shows that the 
actual quantum size may be larger or smaller than the ideal; 
for example, a converter with a· maximum differential 
linearity error of ± Y2LSB can have a quantum size between 
Y2LSB and 1 Y2LSB anywhere in its transfer function. In 
other words, any given analog step size is (1 ± Y2) LSB. 
I ntegral and differential linearities can be thought of as 
macro- and micro-linearities, respectively. 
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Figure 43: Nonmonotonie 01 A Converter (a) 
and AID Converter with Missing 
Code (b) 

Two other important data converter characteristics are 
closely related to the differential linearity specification. The 
first is monotonicity, which applies to 01 A converters. 
Monotonicity is the characteristic whereby the output of a 

II 
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circuit is a continuously increasing function of the input. 
Figure 43(a) shows a nonmonotonic DI A converter output 
where, at one pOint, the output decreases as the input 
increases. A DI A converter may go nonmonotonic if its 
differential linearity error exceeds 1 LSB; if it is always less 
than 1 LSB, it assures that the device will be monotonic. 

The term missing code, or skipped code, applies to AID 
converters. If the differential linearity error of an AID 
converter exceeds 1 LSB, its output can miss a code as 
shown in Figure 43(b). On the other hand, if the differential 
linearity error is always less than 1 LSB, this assures that 
the converter will not miss any codes. Missing codes are 
the result of the AID converter's internal D/A converter 
becoming non monotonic. 
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Figure 44: Linearity Characteristics of 
Integrating (a) and Successive 
Approximation (b) AID Converters 

For AID converters the character of the linearity error 
depends on the technique of conversion. Figure 44(a), for 
example, shows the linearity characteristic of an integrating 
type AID converter. The transfer function exhibits a smooth 
curvature between zero and full scale. The predominant 
type of error is integral linearity error, while differential 
linearity error is virtually nonexistent. 

Figure 44(b), on the other hand, shows the linearity 
characteristic of a successive approximation AID converter; 
in this case differential linearity error is the predominant 
type, and the largest errors occur at the specific transitions 
at V2, Y4, and :}4 scale. This result is caused by the internal 
01 A converter nonlinearity; the weight of the MSB and bit 2 
current sources is critical in relation to all the other weighted 
current sources in order to achieve ± V2 LSB maximum 
differential linearity error. 

Temperature Effects 
Ambient temperature change influer;Jces the offset, gain, 

and linearity errors of a data converter. These changes over 
temperature are normally specified in ppm of full scale 
range per degree Celsius. When operating a converter over 
significant temperature change, the effect on accuracy must 
be carefully determined. Of key importance is whether the 
device remains monotonic, or has no missing codes, over 
the temperatures of concern. In many cases the total error 
change must be computed, i.e., the sum of offset, gain, and 
linearity errors due to temperature. 

The characteristic of monotonicity, or no missing codes, 
over a given temperature change can be readily computed 
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from the differential linearity tempco specified for a data 
converter. Assuming the converter initially has V2LSB of 
differential linearity error, the change in temperature for an 
increase to 1 LSB is therefore 

2-n • 106 
~T=---

2 DLT 

where n is the converter resolution in bits and DL T is the 
specified differentiallinearitytempco in ppm of FSRI"C. ~T 
is the maximum change in ambient temperature which 
assures that the converter will remain monotonic, or have 
no missing codes. 

SELECTION OF DATA CONVERTERS 
One must keep in mind a number of important considera

tions in selecting AID or DI A converters. An organized 
approach to selection suggests drawing up a checklist of 
required characteristics. An initial checklist should include 
the following key items: 

1. Converter type 
2. Resolution 
3. Speed 
4. Temperature coefficient 
After the choice has been narrowed by these considera

tions, a number of other parameters must be considered. 
Among these are analog Signal range, type of coding, input 
impedance, power supply requirements, digital interface 
required, linearity error, output current drive, type of start 
and status Signals for an AID, power supply rejection, size, 
and weight. One should list these parameters in order of 
importance to efficiently organize the selection process. 

~-~-----~ i 
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t I :. : I, ! BilS ! 
-75 -so -25 50 100 125 

TEMPERATURE, DEGREES' CEl$tUS 

""""'"'" Figure 45: Standard Operating Temperature 
Ranges for Data Converters 

In addition, the required operating temperature range 
must be determined; data converters are normally specified 
for one of three basic ranges known in the industry as 
commerCial, industrial, or military. These temperature 
ranges are illustrated in Figure 45. Further, the level of 
reliability must be determined in terms of a standard device, 
a specially screened device, or a military standard 883 
device. . 

And finally, not to be forgotten are those important 
specifications, price and delivery, to which the reputation of 
the manufacturer must be added. 
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A Cookbook Approach to High 
Speed Data Acquisition and 
Microprocessor Interfacing 

The purpose of this application bulletin is to show that 
any competent engineer can design a complex data acqui
sition system as a series of manageable building blocks. It 
also explains the wide range of LSI devices that have 
recently become available, with moderate ad-mixtures of 
suitable MSI and SSI and discrete devices. 

THE FUNDAMENTALS 

ANALOG CIR9UITRY 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

1. ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
2. DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER 

(INSTRUMENTATION AMP) 
3. SAMPl.E AND HOLD 
4. HIGH SPEED ADC 
5. TIMING AND CONTROL 

DIGITAL CIRCUITRY 

PROCESSOR ORIENTED SVSTEM 

1. INTERFACE CIRCUITRY 
(PARALLEL INTERFACE 
ELEMENT) 

2. CONTROL tOGIe 
3. ADDRESS DECODE LOGIC 

-15 +15 +5 

DATA ACQUISITION 
SYSTEM 

IDAS) 

! 

PROCESSOR ORIENTED 
1--------/ SYSTEM 

(POS) 

LD007801 

Figure 1: Basic Building Blocks of Data 
Acquisition System 

The first thing to consider when designing a Data 
Acquisition System (DAS) to interface to a Processor 
Oriented System (POS), is to recognize the physical handi
caps which arise when mating the two in the same 
surroundings. The two biggest influences on an unhappy 
relationship are the analog and digital ground routing in the 
DAS, and noise emissions from the POS. Since the DAS 
depends on the accuracy of voltage levels, it is imperative 
to maintain that accuracy within an environment of large 
digital ground currents and noise. Not only must care be 
taken when laying out the PC board, the analog section 
must be as isolated as possible from its digital neighbor. 
The isolation can be obtained by physical separation and 
lots of ground plane; both analog and digital. 

The analog and digital ground routing should be two 
separate networks originating at the system power supply 
as one common ground. Figure 2 shows an example of an 
ideal grounding scheme for an analog and digital system. It 
is important to ensure that the analog ground path back to 
the system power supply contains little or no varying 
currents and at the same time is as physically short and 
hefty as possible. This is necessary in order to keep a 
constant analog ground reference throughout the entire 
system. The separation between analog and digital ground 
networks should not stop at the system bus but should 
continue on every card in the system. Clamping diodes may 
be installed between the two grounds on cards containing 
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both analog and digital circuitry, to help prevent damage to 
circuitry in the event of accidental separation (excess 
potential difference) between the two grounds. 

DIGITAL CIRCUIT. 
NO NEED FOA ANALOG 

:~~~~OT~~~S:~~~G / 
CIRCU'T. I 

SYSTEM 
POWER 

/ 

"'-EQUIVALENT 
GROUND PATH 
"SEAlES RESISTORS" 
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Figure 2: Ideal Grounding Scheme For An 
Analog and Digital System 

HIGH SPEED DATA ACQUISITION - A 
BLOCK APPROACH 

Figure 3 illustrates the basic building blocks which make 
up the Data Acquisition System (DAS). Starting with the 
input, an analog multiplexer is needed to direct the various 
channels of analog information to the analog to digital 
converter. Before reaching the AID converter the analog 
inputs will usually require some sort of signal conditioning; 
the second block of the DAS (the differential amplifier) 
performs this function. The differential amplifier or instru
mentation amplifier may be aSSigned the task of summi~ a 
pair of analog inputs together in a differential fashion with 
electrically programmable gain and filtering or may function 
as a non-inverting buffer stage for a single multiplexer 
channel. The complexity of this block will depend largely on 
the application and the types of inputs to be digitized. Once 
the input Signal has been conditioned for the AID converter, 
it may pass through a sample and hold amplifier before 

406702-001 
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reaching the AID converter input. The sample and hold 
amplifier block is a prerequisite for the successive-approxi
mation technique of_ Analog to Digital conversion. This is 
due to the nature of the conversion process, and will be 
discussed in more detail later. 

LDOO8OO' 
Figure 3: Functional Diagram - High Speed 

Data Acquisition System 

The analog to digital converter is the heart of the DAS 
and its architecture is solely dependent on the through-put 
rate required. Although the successive-approximation ap
proach is emphasized in this bulletin, greater resolution and 
accuracy may be obtained with the slower dual slope 
technique as this system block. The last block to be 
considered is the timing and control section. In any DAS 
system there is a definite order in which events should take 
place. To illustrate this pOint, consider the normal sequence 
of events following a start of conversion command in a 
DAS. First an input channel must be selected for digitizing 
at the analog multiplexer, and a programmed gain set up. 
Next, before a "hold" command is issued, a time delay 
must be initiated, to allow for the settling time of both the 
diff-amp and sample/hold amplifier. Finally, the AID con
verter is strobed and the conversion complete signal is 
monitored until the end of conversion takes place. With the 
end of conversion comes the final digitized analog input 
value available at the output of the AID converter in binary 
form. 

PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
When examining the architecture of the Data Acquisition 

System one may wonder why the system blocks are 
configured the way they are. It is readily apparent why the 
analog multiplexer is the input block and the AID converter 
is the output block but what about the placement of the 
differential amplifier and the sample and hold amplifier? The 
answer to this question becomes apparent when studying 
the effect of the offset errors introduced by each block. 

When cOnsidering the overall data acquisition function, 
the final offset trim can best be made by nulling the system 
offset error at the analog input of the AI D converter; this 
single offset adjustment requires that all offset errors 
introduced into the system prior to the AID converter be 
constant with any gain setting of the differential amplifier. 
Since the multiplexer contributes no offset error and tlie 
sample and hold amplifier does, placing the sample and 
hold amplifier in front of the differential amplifier would 
cause the total offset error seen by the AID converter to be 
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a function of the gain setting in the differential amplifier 
block. Not only would this placement of the sample and 
hold amplifier require theDAS to have more than one offset 
adjustment, it would also require it to have two sample and 
hold amplifiers when the system is configured for differential 
measurements. Inserting the differential amplifier in front of 
the sample and hold and behind the multiplexer eliminates 
these problems. 

MULTIPLEXER CONSIDERATIONS 
When choosing an LSI device for the front end of a Data 

Acquisition System there are several inherent properties of 
the device which must be considered before the successful 
mating of its inputs with external Circuitry can be achieved. 

Input Impedance 
The high input impedance of many analog multiplexing 

devices can be deceptive because of the dynamic proper
ties that limit the maximum usable source impedance to a 
relatively low value. Figure 4 shows an impedance model 
for a typical Ie multiplexer. At the bottom of Figure 4 is the 
equivalent circuit for an ON channel which consists of the 
ON-resistance of the channel, in series with a 35pF 
capacitor forming a low pass filter. This capacitance be
comes an important consideration when determining the 
maximum usable source impedance of the data acquisition 
system. Since the through-put rate of the Data Acquisition 
System is dependent upon the individual settling times of 
each block, it is essential to keep the multiplexer settling 
time to a minimum. 
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(ONI 30011 1 -'VV\r--------.--l 

.'OpF 
EQUIVALENT (ONI CHANNEL 

INPUT 3OOf! OUTPUT 

~35PF 
08023201 

Figure 4: Analog Multiplexer Equivalent, 
Circuit for Source Impedance 
Calculations 

With a settling time of approximately five to eight micro 
seconds for the differential amplifier and sample and hold 
amplifier, it would be beneficial to keep the multiplexer's 
maximum settling time for any channel under cine micro 
second. With this in mind, and using the model in Figure 4, 
the maximum usable source impedance can be calculated 
as follows~ 
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Assuming the resolution and accuracy of the system to 

be 12 bits, a settling time of 9.2T (T = (RSOURCE + 
rDS(ON»CMUX) is required to settle an input signal to 1 /2 of 
the least significant bit (LSB) or .01 %. Therefore, with an 
output capacitance of 35pF and on ON resistance of 300U, 
the settling time is (9.2) (RSOURCE + 300) (35 x 10-12). 
Substituting 1 microsecond for the settling time and solving 
for RSOURCE, the maximum usable source impedance is 
2.9kU. A more exact determination of the maximum usable 
source impedance can be made by adding the capacitance 
of external components, particularly those of the sample
hold circuit, and printed circuit traces before making the 
calculation. 

Leakage 
A very influential contributor to the DC errors in the front 

end of a data acquisition system is the multiplexer leakage 
current over temperature. Even though at room temperature 
the leakage current may be only a few nano-amps, at 70·C 
it may increase to several micro-amps. This characteristic of 
the multiplexer must be considered when a wide tempera
ture operating range is required of the data acquisition 
system. 
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Figure 5: Analog Multiplexer Equivalent 
Circuit for Leakage Current 
Considerations 

At the bottom of Figure 5 is a model of an ON channel of 
a multiplexer, for leakage current considerations. It can be 
seen that the leakage current has two paths to follow; either 
through the input or output bf the multiplexer. This current, 
which is the sum of the individual channel leakages, will 
almost always flow through the input into the source 
impedance of the external circuitry. This is because of the 
high input impedance of the differential amplifier which 
follows the multiplexer. With the leakage current taking the 
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path of least resistance into the source impedance at the 
multiplexer input, another error is introduced into the data 
acquisition function. This is an offset error, which varies with 
temperature and has a magnitude equal to the product of 
the leakage current and the source impedance. To illustrate 
the magnitude of this error, consider a 16 channel multiplex
er whose selected channel has an input impedance of 3kU. 
Assuming the device is spec'd at 70·C to have 500nA of 
leakage per channel, the total leakage current would be 
SIIA. Now with 3kU at the input, the SpA of leakage will 
introduce 24mV of offset error; equivalent to ten LSBs for a 
12 bit system if the input range is 0-10 volts. 

Since this characteristic of the analog multiplexer can 
contribute a significant offset error to the system over 
temperature, the multiplexer selection must be carefully 
made when considering overall system performance. 

Latchup 
Another consideration which must be made when select

ing a multiplexer is whether or not the device will be subject 
to latchup. Latchup is an SCR type of action which the [I 
multiplexer may enter when one of the 15V power supplies 
powering the device, especially the + 15V supply, falls 
below the selected channel's input level. 

To illustrate this pOint, consider an OFF channel of a 
CMOS multiplexer (Figure 6). The input to this OFF channel 
is -10V, and the output is at + 10V, probably held there by 
another ON channel. Now if the + 15V supply were to drop 
below 9.3V for any reason, the SCR action would take 
place, freezing this channel ON. The input would then be 
effectively shorted to the multiplexer output and to the 
selected ON channel, not to mention the power supply. This 
is an undesirable condition which may occur at power on, 
during a power supply "glitch" or during momentary shut 
down of a power supply, etc. Not only is this an unhealthy 
mode for the multiplexer, but undoing it requires that all 
power to the device is turned off and then back on in the 
proper sequence. This means that when a multiplexer with 
this possible condition is selected for the front end of a 
DAS, special circuitry must be implemented to prevent the 
SCR action from taking place at power on or during power 
failure. 
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Figure 6: Analog Multiplexer Off Channel for 
Latchup Considerations 
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IID~DI6 
The best way to eliminate this problem is to select a 

device which has no latchup problems. See Intersil Applica
tion Bulletin A006 for a description of some latchup proof 
analog multiplexers and switches. 

Cascading 
As a general rule, the cascading of multiplexers is easily 

accomplished. (See Figure 7.) When the outputs of two 
multiplexers are connected together to form one larger 
multiplexer, the output capacitance and the leakage current 
doubles. If the DAS were originally tuned for maximum 
through-put rate and input source impedance with one 
multiplexer in the system, cascading two or more multiplex
ers in this fashion could degrade system performance 
drastically. This problem can be somewhat overcome by 
adding a third tier of submultiplexing, as shown in Figure 8. 
Both leakage current and output capacity are reduced 
significantly, however channel ON resistance and switching 
times are now increased. This increase is generally insignifi
cant when compared to that of Figure 7, and will not usually 
hinder system throughput performance. The benefits ob
tained by submultiplexing In this way will substantially 
increase with the number of channels to be accessed. 
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1 OUT OF 32 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER USING 2 IH6116'S 
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Figure 7: Easy Cascading Of Two Multiplexers Can Be Accomplished By Connecting In Parallel 
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1 OUT OF 32 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER USING 2 IH6116S AND AN IH5041 FOR SUBMULTIPLEXER 
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DECODE TRUTH TABLE 
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Figure 8: Using Another Tier Of Submultiplexlng To Reduce The Effects Of Output Capacitance and 
Leakage Current 
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Single Ended or Differential 
The selection of either a single ended or differential 

multiplexer for the front end of the DAS is dependent upon 
the application. Since the 16 channel IC multiplexer is the 
basic building block, the designer must decide whether to 
go with 16 single ended or 8 dual differential inputs. The 
types of analog inputs to be digitized will dictate which type 
is used. 

If the transducer circuitry to be monitored is far enough 
away from the DAS to allow excessive interference pickup 
on the return cable, the need for a shielded twisted pair and 
a differential front end becomes likely. With the differential 
front end, the common mode "noise" signal on the twisted 
pair will be rejected at the differential amplifier provided that 
its magnitude does not exceed the input voltage range of 
the DAS. If the magnitude of noise is greater than the input 
range, the signal to be digitized will be lost. There are 
several methods for overcoming this problem. First, the 
"noise" source could be eliminated; second, the cable 
length from the transducer to the DAS could be shortened; 
third, a very expensive high voltage differential amplifier 
could be used to buffer the multiplexer; finally, local 
conversion of transducer signals could be established to 
allow transmission of digital (serial) signals over long 
distance to the central processor instead of the low level 
analog signals produced by most transducers. 

Even though the first and second solutions would elimi
nate the noise magnitude problems, implementing either of 
these two solutions would probably require the moving of 
some heavy piece of equipment away from the cable (a 
generator for example) or closer to the DAS (a smelting pot 
for example). 

Therefore, a choice between solutions three and four 
must be made. After examining the cost for each solution, 
the local conversion technique is usually most viable. 

THE DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER 
The differential amplifier becomes an essential part of the 

DAS when low level transducer signals must be recovered 
from noise. The complexity of this block may vary from a 
single op-amp buffer all the way to a software programma
ble signal conditioner for several different types of transduc
ers (pressure, temperature, flow, etc.). 

Before deciding on the configuration needed for a 
particular application, there are a few parameter 
prerequisites which must be met, no matter how simple or 
complex this block of the DAS is. First, the differential 
amplifier circuitry following the multiplexer must have a high 
input impedance. This is necessary to avoid the effects of 
the unpredictable multiplexer channel ON-resistance. This 
resistance, which varies with everything (voltage, current, 
temperature, etc.), must not be a part of the overall data 
acquisition function; in other words, if the resistance of the 
ON-channel were to double for some reason, there should 
be no noticeable change at the output of the differential 
amplifier. Next, the common mode rejection ratio of the 
differential amplifier should be better than 80db. This 
insures that for ± 1 0 volts of common mode input noise only 
1 mV could slip through to the output. (Again, we are 
assuming a 12 bit system.) Another important factor, 
especially in DASs of 12 bits or more, is the stability of 
critical components over temperature. Maintaining 12 bits of 
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absolute accuracy over any reasonable temperature range 
can be very expensive, and this aspect of the system's 
design must be thoroughly examined before specifying any 
critical components. 

Programmable Gain Changing Provisions 
The provision of programmable gain at the input stage of 

a DAS should be considered only after it has been 
determined that a single, optimum gain setting will not give 
satisfactory performance. Not only is it expensive to incor
porate software programmable gain into a DAS, it almost 
always ends up being the greatest single source of errors 
within the system. 

• 

A 

VOUT = :~:f (,,-8) 

GAIN:::~ 

AF033301 

Figure 9: Fixed Gain High Impedance Input. 
Differential Amplifier with CMRR 
Fine Adjustment 

Figure 9 shows all that is required for a fixed gain high 
input impedance differential amplifier; Figure 10 shows the 
same differential amplifier with the software programmable 
gain feature. The actual differential amplifier is made up of 
two LF156s, for input buffers, and one LF157 (better 
CMRR) for the differential stage. Since better than .005% 
ratio matching of the gain resistors would be needed to 
obtain a CMRR of 80db, a potentiometer is used for fine 
tuning the CMRR at low frequencies. The high frequency 
CMRR is dependent entirely on the op amp selected for the 
differential stage, and for the LF157 this is 90dB at 1 kHz. 
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Figure 10: Programmable Gain Differential Input Amplifier 

Considering the difficulty in maintaining a high degree of 
common mode rejection, the addition of a programmable 
gain feature should not be included within the differential 
amplifier stage itself, but rather be a separate stage 
following the differential amplifier, as shown in Figure 10. 
This particular programmable gain circuit employs a 
CD4051 (CMOS Analog Multiplexer) as a two to four line 
decoder, with appropriate FET drive for switching between 
feedback resistors to program the gain to anyone of four 
values. The problems associated with a circuit of this type 
are rather obvious. First, it was previously determined that 
one offset adjustment for the entire DAS would be advanta
geous. Not only does the programmable gain stage require 
offset adjustment, but both the offset of the gain op amp 
and the offset of the differential stage must be nulled. This 
is to prevent the offset error of the system up to this point 
from becoming a function of the programmed gain. Proba
bly the biggest disadvantage in using a programmable gain 
stage is the initial calibration required; in addition to the two 
offset adjustments, there are four gain adjustments which 
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must be carefully made by selecting FETs and feedback 
resistors. The calibration of this gain state is not only 
troublesome, but is also very time consuming and, for a high 
volume production environment, not very appealing. 

SAMPLE AND HOLD AMPLIFIER 
Successive approximation is the most popular technique 

for high speed analog to digital conversion. This technique 
requires that the analog input signal remain constant during 
the entire conversion process, and for this reason, a sample 
and hold amplifier is needed to buffer the successive 
approximation AID converter. Like the other blocks of the 
DAS, the proper selection of sample and hold circuitry is 
necessary to insure maximum system performance. 

Aperture Time 
Aperture time is defined as the time required by the 

sample and hold to switch from a tracking mode into a hold 
. mode, once a hold command is given. The aperture time is 
also the characteristic of the sample and hold circuitry 
wl:!ich limits the maximum input frequency or slew rate for 
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which the DAS can accurately sample. For example, in a 12 
bit system with a 10 volt full scale input range and an 
aperture time of 100ns, the maximum input slew rate would 
be 10mV / /-Is, or 300Hz (dVidt = 21TVpk maximum slew rate 
of a sine function). This is due to the input changing more 
than 1/2 LSB after the command to sample is given, and 
before the sample is taken. Even though the aperture time 
limits the maximum input frequency for real time event 
recording (exact input value at t = X/-IS after starting the 
event), higher frequency input may be sampled at system 
accuracies. Applications do exist where aperture time errors 
are not important, since the sampling of the input data is not 
referenced to a point in time. An example of this would be 
the recording of a high speed event (vibration analysis) for 
graphical analysis. The only requirement is that the sampled 
data be equally spaced with respect to time. If the aperture 
uncertainty (the difference in aperture time from sample to 
sample) is small in comparison to the aperture time, the 
aperture time is really nothing but a time delay from the time 
when the command to sample was given to the time when 
the actual sample was taken. Thus the aperture error can 
effectively be nulled by taking the sample one aperture time 
period before the time when it would normally have been 
taken. 

Acquisition Time 
This is defined as the time required for the sample and 

hold amplifier to slew and settle to the input signal when 
switched from hold to sample mode. Along with the settling 
time of the Differential Amplifier, the acquisition time of the 
sample and hold also effects the maximum throughput rate 
of the DAS. For this reason it is important to select a sample 
and hold amplifier with an acquisition time as low as 
possible (~5/-1s). If the sample and hold amplifier to be 
used is an IC type, the input step magnitude for which the 
acquisition time is specified should conform to the input 
requirements of the sample and hold block. Figure 11 
shows the various relationships between the acquisition 
time and the other parameters of the sample and hold 
amplifier. 

Feed Through 
When the Sample and Hold Amplifier is in the hold mode, 

the amount of input voltage change seen at the output is 
cOl1sidered the feed through. Feed through is caused by the 
stray capacitance from the analog input of the sample and 
hold to the top of the sampling capacitor (across the input 
switch; see Figure 11). This capacitance forms a capacitive 
voltage divider with the sampling capacitor, and allows a 
fraction of the input signal to feed through to the output 
when the input switch is open and the sample and hold is in 
the hold mode. The effect of the stray capacitance can be 
minimized by careful printed circuit layout and by selecting a 
larger value of sampling capacitor, however tradeoffs 
between the amount of feed through and the acquisition 
time may have to be made when selecting the sampling 
capacitor, because of the change in the AC characteristics 
of the sample and hold circuitry. 

Charge Injection 
Charge injection results in an error to the sampled value 

when switching from the sample mode to the hold mode. A 
voltage step is created on the sampling capacitor by the 
charge injected through the capacitance between the gate 
of the input switch and the sampling capacitor (see Figure 
11). Circuit board strays may also contribute to this capaci-
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tance. Again this effect may be minimized by careful printed 
circuit layout and a larger value of sampling capacitor. 
However, although the charge injected causes a voltage 
step on the sampling capacitor, and therefore is a source of 
error, the fact that it is relatively constant in magnitude 
means that it can be nulled as a system offset if not too 
severe. 
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Figure 11: Properties of the Sample and Hold 
Displayed Graphically 

Droop Rate 
Droop Rate is the rate at which the sampled voltage 

decays at the output of the sample and hold amplifier during 
the hold mode. The rate of decay is proportional to the sum 
of the sample and hold leakage and bias currents which 
may either charge or discharge the sampling capacitor 
during the hold period. To calculate the maximum droop 
rate simply divide 1/10 LSB of the AID converter's lowest 
input range by its conversion time. This will result in a 
maximum value of droop rate, and at the same time not 
produce any significant error which could degradate system 
accuracy. 

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
The successive approximation technique of analog to 

digital conversion is by far the most popular technique for 
high speed, high accuracy, microprocessor compatible 
analog to digital converters. Conversion times as low as two 
microseconds with twelve bits of resolution and accuracy 
are obtainable. 

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the successive 
approximation analog to digital converter (ADC). The basic 
ADC loop consists of a successive approximation register 
(SAR), a current output digital to analog converter (DAC) 
and a comparator. To initiate a conversion, the start 
conversion input is pulsed and the conversion sequence 
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begins. The SAR initially sets up one "0" and the rest" 1 's" 
on its outputs, equivalent to half-scale minus a least 
significant bit (lSB). Assuming unipolar operation, the 
digitizing of the analog input signal proceeds as follows. The 
initial setting of the SAR outputs programs the DAdto half
scale minus an lSB, and that value of current flows into the 
DAC. The magnitude of the input will determine the polarity 
of the comparator output, greater than half scale being 
positive. This in turn signals the SAR to make a decision on 
the most significant bit (MSB) with the arrival of the first 
pulse from the system clock. On the rising edgi:! of the first 
clock pulse the SAR programs the MSB to its final value, 
and at the same time sets the second bit to a logiC low. This 
allows the SAR to make a decision on the second bit, and 
set up for the third bit on the rising edge of the second clock 
pulse. This process will continue in descending bit order 
until the lSB has been programmed. At that time the 
conversion complete signal will change states, signifying an 
end of conversion, with the final digitized input remaining 
latched at the outputs of the SAR. 

ADC DESIGN 
The two primary factors which control the complexity of 

the ADC design are accuracy and speed. The accuracy 
specification directly specifies the resolution (accuracy) 
required of the ADC, however the throughput rate does not 
directly specify the speed. To calculate the conversion. time 
required, subtract from the inverse of the throughput rate (in 
hertz) the sum of the settling times of all blocks up to the 
ADC. For example, assume that the throughput requirement 
for a DAS is 30 kilo-samples per second. If the multiplexer, 
differential amplifier and sample and hold amplifier have a 
combined settling time of B microseconds, the ADC would 
have to convert in 25 microseconds or less to maintain the 
30 kilohertz throughout rate. It turns out that the design of 
12 bit or less converters with conversion time.s greater than 
25 microseconds is relatively easy. However, as the conver
sion time drops below 20 microseconds, the difficulty of 
design seems to increase, somewhat exponentially. 

Loop Speed 
Several things limit minimum conversion times. looking 

at Figure 12, the slowest point in the loop is the node .where 
the DAC output, comparator input and analog input join 
together. To understand why this is so, it is necessary to 
remember what is happening at this node during the 
conversion process. During a conversion, the SAR pro
grams the DAC output current in an attempt to equal the 
current through the input reSistor, by the time the conver
sion ends. While the successive approximation process is 
taking place, the difference between the two currents 
(which will vary in magnitude throughout the conversion) will 
charge the nodal capacitance which drives the compara
tor's output to the proper polarity to signal the SAR. The 
comparator's speed problem (due to lack of overdrive) 
evolves when this current difference is very small (lSB 
levels), and insufficient time is available before the next 
clock pulse for the nodal capacitance to charge to a voltage 
large enough to switch the comparator. 

The inadequate overdrive'results in a conversion error. 
The use of a high speed comparator and a high current 
DAC will help eliminate this problem, which is quite severe 
in sub 20j.ls converters. 
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Figure 12: Functional Diagram of a 12 Bit 
Successive Approximation Analog 
to Digital Converter 

The Comparator 
The loop comparator must .be able to switch fast with 

very little overdrive. A very fast comparator is the National 
Semiconductor lM361 , with a switching time of typically 
14ns with 5mV of overdrive. Not only is it fast, it is also very 
expensive; however, for sub 20j.ls conversion times such 
speed is a must. Figure 13 shows a comparator scheme 
using an lM301 op-amp in a feed forward configuration, 
combined with an lM311 comparator to bring high speed at 
low cost. This particular comparator, along with a fast 
settling current output DAC, will provide 12 bit analog to 
digital conversion with conversion times as low as 25/.1s. 

Probably the most difficult aspect of using a high speed 
comparator in a successive approximation loop is the 
problem of maintaining frequency stability while operating 
within the linear region of the comparator (when very low 
overdrive is present at comparator inputs). Since the 
comparator is operating at a high gain-band-width with 
minimal feedback compensation, elien small amounts of 
parasitic feedback will cause oscillations. To avoid this, 
careful PC layout must be observed. lots of analog and 
digital ground planes and extensive bypassing of the 
supplies is recommended. Comparator output to input 
isolation, along with analog and digital Signal isolation, 
should also be considered during PC layout. It is also a wise 
idea to buffer the load driven by the comparator output with 
a discrete transistor, thereby eliminating thermal feedback 
effects which could cause instability. 
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Figure 13: Cheap High Speed Comparator 

The Digital to Analog Converter 
The DAC within the system ADC is the one element of 

the entire DAS which is most responsible for maintaining 
overall system accuracy. The DAC, therefore, must not only 
be fast settling, but it must also be linear, monotonic and 
stable over temperature. 

What type of DAC should be used in the system ADC? 
Again it depends on the DAS throughput requirements. For 
sub 251ls conversion times, the author recommends a 
multiple IC high current DAC (see A010 for such a device) 
along with a high speed comparator like the LM361. 
However, for conversion times greater than 25j.1S the 
system DAC can be implemented very easily with a 
monolithic current output type device. The Intersi! AD7541 
is an excellent example of a laser trimmed monolithic 
multiplying current output DAC with true 12-bit accuracy and 
resolution. Once the monolithic DAC is selected, all that is 
usually required to make it play is power and a reference. 
The reference must be added externally to get the required 
temperature stability, since on board monolithic references 
are generally very poor in this regard. The most widely used 
reference device is a temperature compensated zener 
diode along with an op-amp for gain buffering. 

Succes$ive Approximation Logic 
Figure 14 shows how to combine a standard TTL 7400 

quad-NAND gate with a 12-bit successive-approximation 
register to obtain all the necessary logic to support a 12-bit 
AID converter. NAND gates B, C, and 0 form an oscillator 
circuit, controlled by the SAR signals, start (S) and conver
sion complete (CC). The Start Conversion input requires a 
positive pulse, buffered and inverted by gate A. On the 
positive transition of this pulse, gate C will provide the CP 
input of the SAR with a positive transition. This initializes the 
SAR by setting the CC output (conversion cOmplete) signal 
to a logic Qne state, and the bit outputs to a condition of one 
zero and the rest ones, the MSB being equal to zero. The 
RC delay between the output of gate A and the input of gate 
C insures that the S input will have the necessary set up 
time before the CP input is clocked by the rising edge of the 
start conversion pulse. As soon as the start conversion 
input pulse returns to a logic low the conversion will begin. It 
is important to note the conversion complete signal (CG) 
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represents the conversion time of the ADC plus the pulse 
width of the start conversion input pulse. Once the conver
sion process starts, gates B, C and 0 will provide the SAR 
with a series of clock pulses at a frequency set by the clock 
timing capaCitor. The hysteresis effect of the 200n and 
2kn resistors around gates C and 0 help provide a fast . 
clean clock for the CP input of the SAR. As soon as the 
twelfth clock pulse strobes the CP input, the SAR responds 
by making a decision on the twelfth bit and resetting the CC 
Signal to a logic low signifying an end of conversion. 

A serial form of the conversion is also available at the 
serial data output (DO). Used along with a delayed clock 
Signal as a strobe, this output feature provides one means 
of transmitting the digitized analog input signal over long 
distances with only three wires. 
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Figure 14: Successive-Approximation Logic 
for A 12 Bit Analog to Digital 
Converter 

Other Considerations 
The AID converter can be set up to operate in anyone of 

many input range configurations. The three most popular 
are Straight Binary, Offset Binary and Twos-Complement 
Binary. Straight Binary is the unipolar input range, for which 
inputs of zero and full scale volts result in output codes of 
all zeros and all ones respectively. Figure 12 shows the 
Straight Binary configuration where the value of the input 
resistor is selected to produce the desired input range with 
respect to the full scale current of the DAC. Offset Binary 
can be obtained from the Straight Binary configuration of 
Figure 12 by adding half scale current to the summing input 
of the comparator in the form of a current source or a 
resistor to a positive reference. The only difference be
tween Offset Binary and Straight Binary is a negative shift in 
the input range of half scale volts. This input shift, or offset, 
allows both positive and negative inputs to be digitized 
(Bipolar input range). An input voltage of minus full scale 
results in an output code of all zeros and plus full scale 
results in all ones. Twos-complement Binary is almost 
identical to Offset Binary, the only difference being the 
Twol!-complement code has an inverted MSB. To obtain a 
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twos-complement operation from Figure 12, set up for the 
offset binary configuration as previously described then 
read the digital output using an inverted MSB. The AM2504 
successive-approximation register makes this, easy by pro
viding both MSB polarities. The MSB (pin 21 ) must be 
connected to the DAC for the successive-approximation 
process to work but, for twos-complemented Binary, 
"MSB" is read as the most significant bit of the digital 
output word. 

An interesting feature of the AM2504 SAR is the ease 
with which it can be short-cycled. Short cycling of the SAR 
is the process of reducing both the resolution and conver
sion time of the ADC by using the new LSB + 1 bit as 
conversion complete signal for the SAR logic, instead of the 
CC output of the SAR. This permits the original 12-bit DAS 
to operate at a much higher throughput rate, albeit with less 
resolution. In many instances, not all of the DAS transducer 
inputs will require the 12 bits of resolution and accuracy 
available, and when this is the case the throughput rate can 
be optimized by software control of the ADC resolution and 
clock frequency. During the conversion process the 12-bit 
ADC requires the comparator input to settle in ten time 
constants (1/2 LSB), which is equal in time to one period of 
the ADC's clock (assuming the clock is set to a maximum 
frequency while still maintaining 12-bits of ~ccuracy). Short 
cycling the 12-bit converter to 8-bits would decrease the 
minimum conversion time by 58%, since only 6.2 time 
constants are now required for the comparators input to 
settle to .2% or 1/2 LSB at 8-bits (8 x 6.2r instead of 
12x 1 Or). 

ANALOG SECTION AS A WHOLE 
Figure 15. shows the complete analog section of a 12-bit, 

binary, 2's complement DAS with the timing and control 
necessary to interface the analog components to each 
other and to a microprocessor. 

The front end of the DAS is configured differentially using 
a dual eight input IC multiplexer (IH6216) and three LM156 
op-amps. Following the differential amplifier is the program
mable gain stage discussed earlier, with a low pass filter on 
the output feeding the IH5110 sample and hold amplifier. 
The output of the IH5110 is connected to the comparator 
input (- input LM301) through the internal 10K feedback 
resistor of the 7541 multiplying 0/ A converter. The 
AD7541, along with a ± 1 0 Volt reference and successive 
approximation logic, make up the 2's complement AID 
converter. 

A conversion is initiated by programming the multiplexer 
and programmable gain stage before strobing the 74123 
dual one-shot. This can be accomplished by simply output
ting one word to the port of the microprocessor which is 
responsible for the control of the DAS. The time delay 
created by the 74123 allows the front end of the DAS to 
settle before the strobing of the AID converter; this time 
delay can also be implemented in software, thus eliminating 
the need for the 74123. As soon as the AID converter is 
strobed, the conversion complete signal (busy signal) of the 
AM2504 SAR commands the IH5110 sample and hold 
amplifier to enter the HOLD mode and the actual conver
sion process begins. The microprocessor, after allowing for 
the set up time of the cQnversion complete signal (settling 
time incorporated by the 74123), should monitor the conver
sion complete signal for the end of conversion. This can 
also be monitored using the microprocessor's interrupt 
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facilities. With the end of conversion, the digitized analog 
input Signal is available for the microprocessor to input by 
tri-stating the outputs of the AM2504 SAR onto the micro
processor's bus: 

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING 
Figure 16 shows a method for interfaCing the DAS to a 

microprocessor. There are three basic building blocks 
which make up the parallel interface. They are the data bus 
buffers, address decode logic and handshake and control 
circuitry. In order for the microprocessor to communicate 
effectively with the DAS, these three blocks are always 
needed, and may be implemented by merely using a Single 
LSI parallel interface element (provided by each micropro
cessor manufacturer) or by using several MSI discrete logic 
packages. No matter which way is chosen, the interfacing is 
relatively easy, assuming there is some prior knowledge of 
the microprocessor to be interfaced. Figure 17 shows a 
block diagram of the DAS to 8080 CPU interface. 

Data Bus Buffering 
The characteristic which is responsible for the dynamic 

flow of data into and out of the microprocessor also requires 
that its data bus be buffered for both directions of data flow 
to and from external devices. This means that an external 
device must latch data from the bus at the appropriate time, 
and enable data to the bus at the appropriate time. The use 
of Three-State buffers for enabling data onto the bus, and 
D-type latches for removing data from the bus, permit this 
type of data transfer if their respective enable and clock 
control lines are activated at the right times by the 
handshake and control circuitry. Depending on the type of 
logic used in the microprocessor system and the number of 
loads on the bus, the logic family to be used in the DAS 
interface can be determined. Figure 18 shows the first part 
of the design of a discrete logic interface between the DAS 
and the Intel 8080 microprocessor. In the upper right hand 
corner of the figure are the two sets of octal three-state 
buffers and the octal latch used by the CPU to obtain 
communication with the DAS through the bidirectional data 
bus, DBO-DB7. The CPU executes a data transfer by 
supplying the hand shake and control circuitry of the 
interface with the proper signals to allow the selected buffer 
or latch to be enabled. 

Examples of three-state buffers include the TIL 80T9X 
and 74LS36X series and the CMOS 80C9X series; all have 
six buffers per package in different polarities and three
state configurations. Also available are 8-bit CMOS latch/ 
buffers 74C373 and 74C374 which are very attractive for 8-
bit CMOS applications, and the 74LS374 for heavier loads. 
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Figure 15: Complete AID Conversion System 

Address Decoding 
In a control system environment, where many processes 

are being controlled using a Single microprocessor as the 
controller, the requirements of the system are such that the 
microprocessor must communicate with several different 
1/0 devices over the same data lines. When interfacing 
hardware to a data bus with this type of structure, the 
microprocessor must have the ability to enable, or "ad
dress", a specific 1/0 device for data transfer through the 
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bus. This brings about the need for address decoding 
hardware at the interface itself. The type and quantity of 
Circuitry used for this task depends primarily on the architec
ture of the overall system. Since the addreSSing capabilities 
of the microprocessor may overwhelmingly exceed the 
actual number of unique addresses used within a system, 
the amount of discrete logic necessary for address decod
ing at each interface may be kept to a minimum by initially 
allocating only the number of microprocessor address lines 
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which are actually needed to satisfy the system's 110 
requirements. 
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Figure 18: DAS to 8080 Interface Showing Circuitry Necessary 
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Figure 19: DAS to 8080 Showing Circuitry Necessary for Data Bus Buffering and Address Decoding 
for Programmed 1/0 

There are basically two techniques for 110 addressing: 
Programmed 110 and memory mapped 110. Programmed 
110 refers to specific instructions and microprocessor 
signals set aside by the manufacturer for the special 
purpose of communicating with 110 devices. The Intel 8080, 
for example, has an input and output instruction which uses 
the eight lower address lines (AO-A7), together with two 
special read (II OR) or write (I/OW) signals to control all 110 
access to the CPU. Figure 19 illustrates this type of address 
decoding, which uses exclusive-OR logic to buffer the 
address lines into an eight input NAND gate. The exclusive
OR gates can be programmed for polarity (inverting or 
noninverting), thus allowing for jumper selectable address
ing of the particular device onto the microprocessor data 
bus. It is important to note that the two Signals which control 
the read (VOR) and write (IIOW) operations from the 
microprocessor are active only during the execution of 
either the input or output instructions of the 8080 instruction 
set. Thus the memory addressing capabilities of the micro
processor are not affected since the memory readlwrite 
control is activated by two completely different control 
signals: Memory Read (MEMR) and Memory Write 
(MEMW). In memory mapped 110, this is not the case. The 
same control lines used to control memory access, (again 
MEMR) and (MEMW), are also used to control the 1/0 
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transfer, see Figure 20. The address decoding shown here 
is an extension of the previously described decoding of 
Figure 19, the only difference being the number of address 
lines decoded. The extra address lines are needed because 
the 110 address now looks like a memory address to the 
CPU, and with the normal microprocessor memory mapped 
in the lower addresses of the usable addressing range the 
110 addresses are partitioned above the memory, starting at 
a point greater than the highest memory address. The 
benefits of memory mapped liD over programmed liD are 
realized when considering the software required to access 
the 110 device under each configuration. When using 
programmed 110 there are only two instructions available to 
access the device, while memory mapped 110 makes 
available all of the memory reference instructions. With the 
8080 CPU this means that two 8-bit ports, or both 8-bit 
words forming the ADC and control information may be read 
directly into the Hand.L registers using the single LHLD 
instruction. The significance of this feature is obvious: 
software 1/0 transfers can be made faster and more 
efficiently, and operations such as incrementing a multiplex
er address can be accomplished directly with one instruc
tion, rather than the three or four required in programmed 
110. The key to this efficiency is the fact that data to and 
from the 110 device does not have to pass through the 
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accumulator when communicating with the I/O device, as it 
does in programmed 110. 
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Figure 20: DAS to 8080 Interface Showing Circuitry Necessary for Data Bus Buffering and Address 
Decoding for Memory Mapped I/O 
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Figure 21: Functional Diagram for Complete Interface Of DAS to 8080 Using Programmed I/O 

Handshake and Control Circuitry 
The handshake and control circuitry is shown in Figures 

21 and 22 for both the programmed 1/0 interface (Figure 
21) and the memory mapped 1/0 interface (Figure 22). The 
circuitry required for the handshake and control block 
consists of only a few gates and is identical for either 
interface. NOR gates 1 and 2 are fed by the two readlwrite 
signals i700 and IIOW for the programmed 1/0 interface, 
and MEMR and MEMW for the memory mapped 1/0 
interface. They enable either a write into the latch, or a read 
from one of the three-state buffer groups, but only if the 
output of the address decode circuitry is enabled, or gate 
D's output is at a logic low level. During a read instruction, 
the selected interface, via the AD address line, will select 
the three-state group controlled by gate 6 (if AD = high 
level) to enable data onto the data bus. The use of the least 
significant address lines for control (in this case AD) 
provides an easy way to select between multiple ports on 
the same interface. 
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Figure 22: Functional Diagram for Complete Interface Of DAS to 8080 Using Memory Mapped I/O 

Interrupts 
Figure 23 shows the previously described Programmed 

110 Interface with the necessary circuitry for an interrupt 
driven interface. As shown, only one interface to the 
microprocessor can be interrupt driven in a system that may 
have several 1/0 devices processing data. Figure 23 shows 
the Q output of the interrupt latch being tied directly to the 
interrupt request input (INT) of the 8080. As soon as the 
STATUS signal makes the transition to a logic one (positive 
transition), Signifying an end of conversion of the DAS's 
ADC, the Q output of the interrupt latch is clocked high. This 
immediately generates an Interrupt request at the 8080 INT 
input, and assuming that the microprocessor strobed the 
ADC some time ago and is now currently executing an 
instruction for some other routine in memory, program 
execution will jump to the interrupt service routine for the 
interrupting device at the end of the current instruction 
execution. 

Usually the interrupt service routine is set up to service a 
device when the CPU cannot afford to spend the time 
monitoring the device's data ready flags. The service 
routine for the interface in Figure 23 should include reading 
the status information and most significant ADC MSBs via 
gate 5 and will thus clear the interrupt request to the 8080 
before the interrupt service routine is over. This is important 
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because if the interrupt request is not removed before a 
return to normal program execution occurs, the interrupt 
service routine will be immediately re-entered. 

When configuring a system with several interrupt driven 
interfaces, there is a need for additional hardware between 
the interrupt latch output of the interface and the interrupt 
request input of the 8080. The multiple interrupt hardware is 
generally never located on a single device interface, and is 

. beyond the scope of this application note. 
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Figure 23: Block Diagram for Complete Interface of DAS to 8080 Using Programmed I/O and 
Interrupt Driven 

INTERFACE TO THE SBC-SO/10 BUS 

Figure 24 shows a complete interface for a DAS using the 
8255 parallel interface element, which will plug directly into 
the SBC 80/10 bus. The 8255, when used in mode 0, will 
replace the three-state buffers, latch and handshake and 
control Circuitry of Figure 23, and provide a simplified 
interface. When using the 8255, or any other parallel 
interface element to directly drive a data bus, care must be 
taken not to overload the three-state drive capabilities of its 
outputs, otherwise the interface will not drive the bus and 
improper transfer of data will occur. For a heavily loaded 
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bus, which can be considered more than three TTL loads 
when connecting the data lines of the 8255 directly to the 
bus, the 8255 must itself be buffered by three-state buffers. 
The enable lines for these buffers would then be driven by 
the same read/write signals which enter the 8255 at pins 5 
and 36 respectively. By initializing the 8255 with a control 
word of 2318 in mode 0, the 110 pins will be programmed as 
shown in Figure 24, with PBO-PB7 as outputs and all others 
as inputs. 

II 
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SUMMARY 
Although a wide variety of circuits have been presented, 

the actual requirements for a specific application will dictate 
the selections which must be made from them. Again, an 
accurate 12 bit system has been covered at every stage, 
and would be adequate for any less accurate system. Some 
improvements in speed or economy could be achieved by 
the redeSign of the building blocks under the guidelines 
explored here, but at the cost of lowered accuracy. In
creases in accuracy, correspondingly, would necessitate 
redeSign, or at least reformulation, of most of the blocks as 
required. 

Nevertheless, it should be clear that the cookbook 
approach, in a building block orientation as presented here, 
is capable of achieving an altogether satisfactory deSign of 
a high speed data acquisition and microprocessor interface 
system. And for those who hate cooking, many of the more 
complex blocks are available as modules (generally de
signed as described here, and using the same compo
nents), simplifying the process considerably. For the ulti
mate in "table service", complete systems can be pur
chased, including all the elements described here. But that 
is outside the purview of a cookbook. 
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Some other applications bulletins that may be found 
useful are listed here: 

AOO3 "Understanding and Applying the Analog Switch", 
by Dave Fullagar. 

AOO4 "The IH5009 Series of low Cost Analog Switches". 
AOO6 "A New CMOS Analog Gate Technology", by Dave 

Fullagar. 
A016 "Selecting AID Converters", by Dave Fullagar. 
A017 "The Integrating AID Converter", by lee Evans. 
A018 "Do's and Dont's of Applying AID Converters", by 

Peter Bradshaw and Skip Osgood. 
A019 "4-1/2 Digit Panel Meter Demonstratorl 

Instrumentation Boards", by Michael Dufort. 
A023 "low Cost Digital Panel Meter Designs", by David 

Fullagar & Michael Dufort. 
A025 "Building a Remote Data logging Station", by Peter 

Bradshaw. 
A028 "Building an Autoranging DMM with the ICl7103A1 

8052A AID Converter Pair", by larry Goff. 
A030 "The ICl7104 - A Binary Output AID Converter for 

Microprocessors", by Peter Bradshaw. 
ROO5 "Interfacing Data Converters & Microprocessors", 

by Peter Bradshaw et ai, Electronics, Dec. 9, 1976. 
R009 "Reduce CMOS Multiplexer Troubles Through 

Proper Device Selection", by Dick Wilenken. 
R011 "Switching Signals with Semiconductors", by 

Paresh Manair. 

/ 
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Glossary of , 
Data Conversion Terms 

This glossary defines· the most often used terms in the 
field of data conversion technology. Each of the terms has 
been described or referred to elsewhere in this book. 

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY: The worst-case input to output 
error of a data converter referred to the NBS standard volt. 

ACCURACY: The conformance of a measured value with 
its true value; the maximum error of a device such as a data 
converter from the true value. See relative accuracy and 
absolute accuracy. 

ACQUISITION TIME: For a sample-hold, the time re
quired, after the sample command is given, for the hold 
capacitor to charge to a full scale voltage change and then 
remain within a specified error band around final value. 

ACTIVE fiLTER: An electronic filter which uses passive 
circuit elements with active devices such as gyrators or 
operational amplifiers. In general, resistors and capacitors 
are used but no inductors. 

ACTUATOR: A device which converts a voltage or 
current input into a mechanical output. 

ADC: Abbreviation for analog-to-digital converter. See 
AID converter. 

AID CONVERTER: Analog-to-digltal converter. A circuit 
which converts an analog (continuous) voltage or current 
into an output digital code. 

ALIAS fREQUENCY: In reconstructed analog data, a 
false lower frequency component which is the result of 
insufficient sampling rate, i.e., less than that required by the 
sampling theorem. 

ALIASING: See Alias Frequency. 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER: An array of switches with a 

common output connection for selecting one of a number of 
analog inputs. The output signal follows the selected input 
within a small error. 

ANTI·ALlAS fiLTER: See Pre-Sampling Filter. 
APERTURE DELAY TIME: In a sample-hold, the time 

elapsed from the hold command to the actual opening of 
the sampling switch. 

APERTURE JITTER: See Aperture Uncertainty Time. 
APERTURE TIME: The time window, or time uncertainty, 

in making a measurement. For an AID converter it is the 
conversion time; for a sample-to-hold it is the signal 
averaging time during the sample-to-hold transition. 

APERTURE UNCERTAINTY TIME: In a sample-hold, the 
time variation, or time jitter, in the opening of the sampling 
switch; also the variation in aperture delay time from sample 
to sample. 

AUTO·ZERO: A stabilization circuit which servos an 
amplifier or AID converter input offset to zero during a 
portion of its operating cycle. 

BANDGAP REfERENCE: A voltage reference circuit 
which is based on the principle of the predictable base-to
emitter voltage of a transistor to generate a constant 
voltage equal to the extrapolated bandgap voltage of silicon 
(::t<1.22V). 

BANDWIDTH: The frequency at which the gain of an 
amplifier or other circuit is reduced by 3dS from its DC 
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value; also the range of frequencies within which the 
attenuation is less than adS from the center frequency 
value. 

BCD: See Binary Coded Decimal. 

BINARY CODE: See Natural Binary Code. 

BINARY CODED DECIMAL (BCD): A binary code used 
to represent decimal numbers in which each digit from 0 to 
9 is represented by four bits weighted 8-4-2-1. Only 10 of 
the 16 possible states are used. 

BIPOLAR MODE: For a data converter, when the analog 
signal range includes both positive and negative values. 

BIPOLAR OffSET: The analog displacement of one half 
of full scale range in a data converter operated in the 
bipolar mode. The offset is generally derived from the 
converter reference circuit. 

BREAK·BEfORE·MAKE SWITCHING: A characteristic 
of analog multiplexers in which there is a small time delay 
between disconnection from the previous channel and 
connection to the next channel. This assures that no two 
inputs are ever momentarily shorted together. 

BUffER AMPLifiER: An amplifier employed to isolate 
the loading effect of one circuit from another. 

BURIED ZENER REfERENCE: See Subsurface Zener 
Reference. 

BUSY OUTPUT: See Status Output. 

BUTTERfLY CHARACTERISTIC: An error versus tem
perature graph in which all errors are contained within two 
straight lines which intersect at room temperature, or 
approximately 25°C. 

CHARGE BALANCING AID CONVERTER: An analog
to-digital conversion technique which employs an opera
tional integrator circuit within a pulse generating feedback 
loop. Current pulses from the feedback loop are precisely 
balanced against the analog input by the integrator, and the 
resulting pulses are counted for a fixed period of time to 
produce an output digital word. This technique is also called 
quantized-feedback. 

CHARGE DUMPING: See Charge Transfer. 

CHARGE INJECTION: See Charge Transfer. 

CHARGE TRANSfER: In a sample-hold, the phenome-
non of moving a small charge from the sampling switch to 
the hold capacitor during switch turn-off. This is caused by 
the switch control voltage change coupling through switch 
capaCitance to the hold capacitor. Also called charge 
dumping or charge injection. 

CHOPPER·STABILIZED AMPLIfiER: An operational 
amplifier which employs a special DC modulator-demodula
tor circuit to reduce input offset voltage drift to an, extremely 
low value. 

CLOCK: A circuit in an AID converter that generates 
timing pulses which synchronize the operation of the 
converter. 

CLOCK RATE: The frequency of the timing pulses of the 
clock circuit in an AID converter. 

405450-001 
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COMMON-MODE REJECTION RATIO: For an amplifier, 

the ratio of differential voltage gain to common-mode 
voltage gain, generally expressed in dB. 

AD 
CMRR = 2010910-

ACM 

where AD is differential voltage gain and ACM is common 
mode voltage gain. 

COMPANDING CONVERTER: An AID or 01 A converter 
which employs a logarithmic transfer function to expand or 
compress the analog signal range. These converters have 
large effective dynamic ranges and are commonly used in 
digitized voice communication systems. 

COMPLEMENTARY BINARY CODE: A binary code 
which is the logical complement of straight binary. All 1's 
become O's and vice versa. 

CONVERSION TIME: The time required for an AID 
converter to complete a single conversion to specified 
resolution and linearity for a full scale analog input change. 

CONVERSION RATE: The number of repetitive AID or 
01 A conversions per second for a full scale change to 
specified resolution and linearity. 

COUNTER TYPE AID CONVERTER: A feedback meth
od of AID conversion whereby a digital counter drives a 
01 A converter which generates an output ramp which is 
compared with the analog input. When the two are equal, a 
comparator stops the counter and output data is ready. Also 
called a servo type AID converter. 

CREEP VOLTAGE: A voltage change with time across 
an open capacitor caused by dielectric absorption. This 
causes sample-hold output error. 

CROSSTALK: In an analog multiplexer, the ratio of 
output voltage to input voltage with all channels connected 
in parallel and off. It is generally expressed as an input to 
output attenuation ratio in dB. 

DAC: Abbreviation for digital-to-analog converter. See 
01 A Converter. 

DI A CONVERTER: Digital-to-analog converter. A circuit 
which converts a digital code word into an output analog 
(continuous) voltage or current. 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM: A system consisting of 
analog multiplexers, sample-holds, AID converters, and 
other circuits which process one or more analog signals and 
convert them into digital form for use by a computer. 

DATA AMPLIFIER: See Instrumentation Amplifier. 
DATA CONVERTER: An AID or D/A Converter. 
DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: A system which uses 

01 A converters and other circuits to convert the digital 
outputs of a computer into analog form for control of a 
process or system. 

DATA RECOVERY FILTER: A filter used to reconstruct 
an analog signal from a train of analog samples. 

DATA WORD: A digital code-word that represents data 
to be processed. 

DECAY RATE: See Hold-Mode Droop. 
DECODER: A communications term for 01 A converter. 
DEGLITCHED DAC: A 01 A converter which incorporates 

a deglitching circuit to virtually eliminate output spikes (or 
glitches). These DAC's are commonly used in CRT display 
systems. 
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.D~DIb 
DEGLITCHER: A special sample-hold circuit used to 

eliminate the output spikes (or glitches) from a 01 A 
converter. 

DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION: A voltage memory charac
teristic of capacitors caused by the dielectric material not 
polarizing instantaneously. The result is that not all the 
energy stored in a charged capaCitor can be quickly 
recovered upon discharge, and the open capacitor voltage 
will creep. See also Creep Voltage. 

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY ERROR: The maximum 
deviation of any quantum (LSB change) in the transfer 
function of a data converter from its ideal size of FSR/2". 

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY TEMPCO: The change in 
differential linearity error with temperature for a data con
verter, expressed in ppm/oC of FSR (Full Scale Range). 

DIGITIZER: A device which converts analog into digital 
data; an AID converter. 

DOUBLE-LEVEL MULTIPLEXING: A method of channel 
expansion in analog multiplexers whereby the outputs of a 
group of multiplexers connect to the inputs of another 
multiplexer. 1 

DROOP: See Hold·Mode Droop. 

DUAL SLOPE AID CONVERTER: An indirect method of 
AID conversion whereby an analog voltage is converted 
into a time period by an integrator and reference and then 
measured by a clock and counter. The method is relatively 
slow but capable of high accuracy. 

DYNAMIC ACCURACY: The total error of a data con· 
verter or conversion system when operated at its maximum 
specified conversion rate or throughput rate. 

DYNAMIC RANGE: The ratio of full scale range (FSR) of 
a data converter to the smallest difference it can resolve. In 
terms of converter resolution: 

Dynamic Range (DR) = 2" 

It is generally expressed in dB: 

DR = 20109102" = 6.02n 

where n is the resolution in bits. 
EFFECTIVE APERTURE DELAY: In a sample-hold, the 

time difference between the hold command and the time at 
which the input signal equalled the held voltage. 

ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER: An amplifier character
ized by ultra·low input bias current and input noise which is 
used to measure currents in the picoampere region and 
lower. 

ENCODER: A communications term for an AID convert-
er. 

E.O.C_: End of Conversion. See Status Output. 

ERROR BUDGET: A systematic listing of errors in a 
circuit or system to determine worst case total or statistical 
error. 

EXTRAPOLATIVE HOLD: See First-Order Hold. 

FEEDBACK TYPE AID CONVERTER: A class of ana
log-to-digital converters in which a 01 A converter is en· 
closed in the feedback loop of a digital control circuit which 
changes the 01 A output until it equals the analog input. 
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FIRST -ORDER 110LD: A type of sample-hold, used as a 

recovery filter, which uses the present and previous analog 
samples to predict the slope to the next sample. Also called 
an extrapolative hold. 

FLASH TYPE AID CONVERTER: See Parallel AID 
Converter. . 

FLYING-CAPACITOR MULTIPLEXER: A multiplexer 
switch which employs a double-pole, double-throw switch 
connected to a capacitor. By first connecting the capacitor 
to the signal source and then to. differential amplifier, a 
signal with a high common-mode voltage can be multi
plexed to a ground-referenced circuit. 

FRACTIONAL-ORDER HOLD: A type of sample-hold, 
used as a recovery filter, which uses a fixed fraction of the 
difference between the present and previous analog sam
ples to predict the slope to the next sample. 

FREQUENCY FOLDING: In the recovery of sampled 
data, the overlap of adjacent spectra caused by insufficient 
sampling rate. The overlapping results in distortion in the 
recovered signal which cannot be eliminated by filtering the 
recovered signal. 

FREQUENCY-TO-VOLTAGE (FlY) CONVERTER: A de
vice which converts an input pulse rate into an output 
analog voltage. 

FSR: Full Scale Range. 

FULL POWER FREQUENCY: The maximum frequency 
at which an amplifier, or other device, can deliver rated 
peak-to-peak output voltage into rated load at a specified 
distortion level. 

FULL SCALE RANGE (FSR): The difference between 
maximum and minimum analog values for an AID converter 
input or DI A converter output. 

FIV CONVERTER: See Frequency-To-Voltage Convert-
er. 

GAIN-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT: The product of gain and 
small signal bandwidth for an operational amplifier or other 
circuit. This product is constantfor a single-pole response. 

GAIN ERROR: The difference in slope between the 
actual and ideal transfer functions for a data converter or 
other circuit. It is expressed as a percent of analog 
magnitude. 

GAIN TEMPCO: The change in gain (or scale factor) with 
temperature for a data converter or other circuit, generally 
expressed in ppmfOC. 

HIGH-LEVEL MULTIPLEXING: .An analog multiplexing 
circuit in which the analog signal is first amplified to a higher 
level (1 to 10 volts) and then multiplexed. This is the 
preferred method of multiplexing to prevent noise contami
nation of the analog signal. 

HOLD CAPACITOR: A high quality capacitor used in a 
sample-hold circuit to store the analog voltage. The capaci
tor mOst have low leakage and low dielectric absorption. 
Types commonly used include polystyrene, teflon, polycar
bonate, polypropylene, and MOS. 

HOLD-MODE: The operating mode of a sample-hold 
circuit in which the sampling switch is open. 

HOLD-MODE DROOP: In a sample-hold, the output 
voltage change per unit of time with the sampling switch 
open. It is commonly expressed in V lsec. or /lV I /l sec. 
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HOLD-MODE FEEDTHROUGH: In a sample-hold, the 

percentage of input sinusoidal or step signal measured' at 
the output with the sampling switch open. 

HOLD-MODE SETTLING TIME: In a sample-hold, the 
time from the hold-command transition until the output has 
settled within a specified error band. 

I-/YSTERESIS ERROR: The small variation in analog 
transition points of an AID converter whereby the transition 
level depends on the direction from which it is approached. 
In most AID converters this hysteresis is very small and is 
caused by the analog comparator. 

IDEAL FILTER: A low pass filter with flat passband 
response, infinite attenuation at the cutoff frequency, and 
zero response past cutoff; it also has linear phase response 
in the passband. Ideal filters are mathematical filters 
frequently used in textbook examples but not physically 
realizable. 

INDIRECT TYPE AID CONVERTER: A class of analog
to-digital converters which converts the unknown input 
voltage into a time period and then measures this period. 

INFINITE-HOLD: A sample-hold circuit which converts 
an analog voltage into digital form which is then held 
indefinitely, without decay, in a register. 

INPUT DYNAMIC RANGE: In an amplifier, the maximum 
permissible peak-to-peak voltage across the input terminals 
which does not cause the output to slew rate limit or distort. 
Mathematically it is found as 

SR 
IDR (Input Dynamic Range)--

1rGB 

where SR is the slew rate and GB is gain bandwidth. 
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER: An amplifier circuit 

with high impedance differential inputs and high common
mode rejection. Gain is set by one or two resistors which do 
not connect to the input terminals. 

INTEGRAL LINEARITY ERROR: The maximum devia
tion of a data converter transfer function from the ideal 
straight line with offset and gain errors zeroed. It is generally 
expressed in LSB's or in percent of FSR. 

INTEGRATING AID CONVERTER: One of several types 
of AID conversion techniques whereby the analog input is 
integrated with time. This includes dual slope, triple slope, 
and charge balanCing type AID converters. 

INTERPOLATIVE HOLD: See Polygonal Hold. 

ISOLATION AMPLIFIER: An amplifier which is electrical
ly isolated between input and output in order to be able to 
amplify a differential signal superimposed on a high com
mon-mode voltage. 

LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT (LSB): The rightmost bit in a 
data converter code. The analog size of the LSB can be 
found from the converter resolution: 

FSR 
LSB Size=-

2n 

where FSR is full scale range and n is the resolution in bits. 

LINEARITY ERROR: See Integral Linearity Error and 
Differential Linearity Error. 

LONG TERM STABILITY: The variation in data converter 
accuracy due to time change alone. It is commonly speci
fied in percent per 1000 hours or per year. 
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LOW-LEVEL MULTIPLEXING: An analog multiplexing 

system in which a low amplitude signal is first multiplexed 
and then amplified. 

LSB: Least Significant Bit. 

LSB SIZE: See Quantum. 

MAJOR CARRY: See Major Transition. 

MAJOR TRANSITION: In a data converter, the change 
from a code of 1000 ... 000 to 0111 ... 1111 or vice
versa. This transition is the most difficult one to make from a 
linearity standpoint since the MSB weight must ideally be 
precisely one LSB larger than the sum of all other bit 
weights. 

MISSING CODE: In an AID converter, the characteristic 
whereby not all output codes are present in the transfer 
function of the converter. This is caused by a non monotonic 
01 A converter inside the AID. 

MONOTONICITY: For a 01 A converter, the characteris
tic of the transfer function whereby an increasing input code 
produces a continuously increasing analog output. Nonmo
notonicity may occur if the converter differential linearity 
error exceeds ± 1 LSB. 

MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT (MSB): The leftmost bit in a 
data converter code. It has the largest weight, equal to one 
half of full scale range. 

MSB: Most Significant Bit. 

MULTIPLYING DI A CONVERTER: A type of digital-to
analog converter in which the reference voltage can be 
varied over a wide range to produce an analog output which 
is the product of the input code and input reference voltage. 
Multiplication can be accomplished in one, two, or four 
algebraic quadrants. 

MUX: Abbreviation for multiplexer. See Analog Multiplex
er. 

NATURAL BINARY CODE: A positive weighted code in 
which a number is represented by 

where each coefficient "a" has a value of zero or one. Data 
converters use this code in its fractional form where: 

and N has a fractional val~e between zero and one. 

NEGATIVE TRUE LOGIC: A logic system in which the 
more negative of two voltage levels is defined as a logical 1 
(true) and the more positive level is defined as a logical 0 
(false). 

NOISE REJECTION: The amount of suppression of 
normal mode analog input noise of an AID converter or 
other circuit, generally expressed in dB. Good noise rejec
tion is a characteristic of integrating type AID converters. 

NONMONOTONIC: A 01 A converter transfer character
istic in which the output does not continuously increase with 
increasing input. At one or more pOints there may be a dip in 
the output function. 

NORMAL-MODE REJECTION: The attenuation of a 
specific frequency or band of frequencies appearing directly 
across two electrical terminals. In AID converters, normal-
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mode rejection is determined by an input filter or by 
integration of the input signal. 

NOTCH FILTER: An electronic filter which attenuates or 
rejects a specific frequency or narrow band of frequencies 
with a sharp cutoff on either side of the band. 

NYQUIST THEOREM: See Sampling Theorem. 

OFFSET BINARY CODE: Natural binary code in which 
the code word 0000 .... 0000 is displaced by one-half analog 
full scale. The code represents analog values between -FS 
and + FS (full scale). The code word 1000 .... 0000 then 
corresponds to analog zero. 

OFFSET DRIFT: The change with temperature of analog 
zero for a data converter operating in the bipolar mode. It is 
generally expressed in ppml"C of FSR. 

OFFSET ERROR: The error at analog zero for a data 
converter operating in the bipolar mode. 

ONE'S COMPLEMENT CODE: A bipolar binary code in 
which positive and negative codes of the same magnitude 
sum to all one's. 

PARALLEL TYPE AID CONVERTER: An ultrafast meth- 1 
od of AID conversion which uses an array of 2n - 1 
comparators to directly implement a quantizer, where n is 
the resolution in bits. The quantizer is followed by a decoder 
circuit which converts the comparator outputs into binary 
code. 

PARALLEL TYPE D/A CONVERTER: The most com
monly used type of 01 A converter in which upon application 
of an input code, all bits change simultaneously to produce 
a new output. 

PASSIVE FILTER: A filter circuit using only resistors, 
capaCitors, and inductors. 

POLYGONAL HOLD: A type of sample-hold, used as a 
signal recovery filter, which produces a voltage output 
which is a straight line joining the previous sample value to 
the present sample. This results in an accurate signal 
reconstruction but with a one sample-period output delay. 

POSITIVE TRUE LOGIC: A logiC system in which the 
more positive of two voltage levels is defined as a logical 1 
(true) and the more negative level is defined as a logical 0 
(false). 

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY: The output change in a 
data converter caused by a change in power supply voltage. 
Power supply sensitivity is generally specified in %IV or in 
%1% supply change. 

PRECISION: The degree of repeatability, or reproducibili
ty of a series of successive measurements. Precision is 
affected by the noise, hysteresis, time, and temperature 
stability of a data converter or other device. 

PRE-SAMPLING FILTER: A low pass filter used to limit 
the bandwidth of a signal before sampling in order to assure 
that the conditions of the Sampling Theorem are met. 
Therefore frequency folding is eliminated or greatly dimin-
ished in the recovered signal spectrum. " 

PROGRAMMABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER: An amplifier with 
a digitally controlled gain for use in data acquisition 
systems. 

PROGRAMMER-SEQUENCER: A digital logiC circuit 
which controls the sequence of operations in a data 
acquisition system. 
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PROPAGATION TYPE AID CONVERTER: A type of 

AID conversion method which employs one comparator per 
bit to achieve ultra-fast AID conversion. The conversion 
propagates down the series of cascaded comparators. 

QUAD CURRENT SWITCH: A group of four current 
sources weighted 8-4-2-1 which are switched on and off by 
TTL inputs. They are used to implement AID and 01 A 
converter designs up to 16 bits resolution by using multiple 
quads with current dividers between each quad. 

QUANTIZATION NOISE: See Quantization E"or. 
QUANTIZATION UNCERTAINTY: See Quantization Er

ror. 
QUANTIZED FEEDBACK AID CONVERTER: See 

Charge Balancing AID Converter. 
QUANTIZER: A circuit which transforms a continuous 

analog signal into a set of discrete output states. Its transfer 
function is the familiar staircase function. 

QUANTIZING ERROR: The inherent uncertainty in digi
tizing an analog value due to the finite resolution of the 
conversion process. The quantized value is uncertain by up 
to ±Q/2 where Q is the quantum size. This error can be 
reduced only by increasing the resolution of the converter. 
Also called quantization uncertainty or quantization noise. 

QUANTUM: The analog difference between two adjacent 
codes for an AID or 01 A converter. Also called LSB size. 

. R-2R LADDER NETWORK: An array of matched resis
tors with series values of R and shunt values of 2R in a 
standard ladder circuit configuration. 

RATIOMETRIC AID CONVERTER: An analog-to-digital 
converter which uses a variable reference to measure the 
ratio of the input voltage to the reference. 

RECONSTRUCTION FILTER: See Data Recovery Filter. 
RECOVERY FILTER: See Data Recovery Filter. 
REFERENCE CIRCUIT: A circuit which produces a 

stable output voltage over time and temperature for use in 
AID and 01 A converters. The circuit generally uses an 
operational amplifier with a precision Zener or bandgap type 
reference element. 

RELATIVE ACCURACY: The worst case input to output 
error of a data converter, as a percent of full scale, referred 
to the converter reference. The error consists of offset, 
gain, and linearity components. 

RESOLUTION: The smallest change that can be distin
guished by an AID converter or produced by a 01 A 
converter. Resolution may be stated in percent of full scale, 
but is commonly expressed as the number of bits n where 
the converter has 2n possible states. 

SAMPLE-HOLD: A circuit which accurately acquires and 
stores an analog voltage on a capacitor for a specified 
period of time. 

SAMPLE-HOLD FIGURE OR MERIT: The ratio of capac
itor charging current in the sample-mode to the leakage 
current off the capaCitor in the hold-mode. 

SAMPLE-MODE: The operating mode of a sample-hold 
circuit in which the sampling switch is closed. 

SAMPLER: An electronic switch which is turned on and 
off at a fast rate to produce a train of analog sample pulses. 

SAMPLE· TO·HOLD OFFSET ERROR: For a sample
hold, the change in output voltage from the salJ1ple-mode to 
the hold-mode, with constant input voltage. This error is 
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caused by the sampling switch transferring charge onto the 
hold capaCitor as it opens. 

SAMPLE·TO-HOLD STEP: See Sample-to-Hold Offset 
Error. 

SAMPLE-TO·HOLD TRANSIENT: A small spike at the 
output of a sample-hold when it goes into the hold mode. It 
is caused by feedthrough from the sampling switch control 
voltage. 

SAMPLING THEOREM: A theorem due to Nyquist which 
says if a continuous bandwidth-limited signal contains no 
frequency components higher than fe, then the original 
signal can be recovered without distprtion if it is sampled at 
a rate of at least 2fe samples per second. 

SAR: Successive approximation register. A digital control 
circuit used to control the operation of a successive 
approximation AID converter. 

SCALE FACTOR ERROR: See Gain E"or. 
SERIAL TYPE DI A CONVERTER: A type of digital-to

analog converter in which the digital input data is received 
in sequential form before an analog output is produced. 

SERVO-TYPE AID CONVERTER: See Counter-Type 
AID Converter. 

SETTLING TIME: The time elapsed from the application 
of a full scale step input to a circuit to the time when the 
output has entered and remained within a specified error 
band around its final value. This term is an important 
specification for operational amplifiers, analog multiplexers, 
and' D/A converters. 

SHORT CYCLING: The termination of an AID conver
sion process at a resolution less than the full resolution of 
the converter. This results in a shorter conversion time for 
reduced resolution in AID converters with a short cycling 
capability. 

SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION FILTER: A low pass filter 
r used to accurately reconstruct an analog signal from a train 
of analog samples. 

SIGN·MAGNITUDE BCD: A binary coded decimal code 
in which a sign bit is added to distinguish positive from 
negative in bipolar operation. 

SIGN-MAGNITUDE BINARY CODE: The natural binary 
code to which a sign bit is added to distinguish positive from 
negative in bipolar operation. 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE-HOLD: A system in which a 
series of sample-hold circllits are used to sample a number 
of analog channels, all at the same instant. This requires 
one sample-hold per analog channel. 

SIMULTANe:OUS TYPE AID CONVERTER: See Parallel 
Type AID Converter. 

SINGLE-LEVEL MULTIPLEXING: A method of channel 
expansion in analog multiplexers whereby several multiplex
ers are operated in parallel by connecting their outputs 
together. Each multiplexer is controlled by a digital enable 
input. 

SINGLE-8LOPE AlP CONVERTER: A simple AID con
verter technique in which a ramp voltage generated from a 
voltage reference and integrator is compared with the 
analog input voltage by a comparator. The time required for 
the ramp to equal the input is measured by a clock and 
counter to produce the digital output word. 

SKIPPED CODE: See Missing Code. 
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SLEW RATE: The maximum rate of change of the output 

of an operational amplifier or other circuit. Slew rate is 
limited by internal charging currents and capacitances and 
is generally expressed in volts per microsecond. 

SPAN: For an AID or DI A converter, the full scale range 
or difference between maximum and minimum analog 
values. 

START-CONVERT: The input pulse to an AID converter 
which initiates conversion. 

STATIC ACCURACY: The total error of a data converter 
or conversion system under DC input conditions. 

STATUS OUTPUT: The logic output of an AID converter 
which indicates whether the device is in the process of 
making a conversion or the conversion has been completed 
and output data is ready. Also called busy output or end of 
conversion output. 

STRAIGHT BINARY CODE: See Natural Binary Code. 
SUBSURFACE ZENER REFERENCE: A compensated 

voltage reference diode in which avalanche breakdown 
occurs below the surface of the silicon in the bulk region 
rather than at the surface. This results in lower noise and 
higher stability. The reversed biased diode is temperature 
compensated by a series connected, forward biased signal 
diode. 

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION AID CONVERTER: 
An AID conversion method that compares in sequence a 
series of binary weighted values with the analog input to 
produce an output digital word in just n steps, where n is the 
resolution in bits. The process is efficient and is analogous 
to weighing an unknown quantity on a balance scale using a 
set of binary standard weights. 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: The change in analog 
magnitude with temperature, expressed in ppmrC. 

THREE-STATE OUTPUT: A type of AID converter 
output used to connect to a data bus. The three output 
states are logic 1, logic 0, and off. An enable control turns 
the output on or off. 

THROUGHPUT RATE: The maximum repetitive rate at 
which a data conversion system can operate to give 
specified output accuracy. It is determined by adding the 
various times required for multiplexer settling, sample-hold 
acquisition, AID conversion, etc. and then taking the 
inverse of total time. 

TRACK·AND-HOLD: A sample-hold circuit which can 
continuously follOw the input signal in the sample-mode and 
then go into hold-mode upon command. 

TRACKING AID CONVERTER: A counter-type analog
to-digital converter which can continuously follow the ana
log input at some specified maximum rate and continuously 
update its digital output as the input signal changes. The 
circuit uses a DI A converter driven by an up-down counter. 

TRANSDUCER: A device which converts a physical 
parameter such as temperature or pressure into an electri
cal voltage or current. 

TRANSFER FUNCTION: The input to output characteris
tic of a device such as a data converter expressed either 
mathematically or graphically. 
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TRIPLE·SLOPE AID CONVERTER: A variation on the 
dual slope type AID converter in which the time period 
measured by the clock and counter is divided into a coarse 
(fast slope) measurement and a fine (slow slope) measure
'ment. 

TWO'S COMPLEMENT CODE: A bipolar binary code in 
which positive and negative codes of the same magnitude 
sum to all zero's plus a carry. 

TWQ.STAGE PARALLEL AID CONVERTER: An ultra
fast AID converter in which two parallel type AID's are 
operated in cascade to give higher resolution. In the usual 
case a 4-bit parallel converter first makes a conversion; the 
resulting output code drives an ultra-fast 4-bit DI A, the 
output of which is subtracted from the analog input to form a 
residual. This residual then goes to a second 4 bit parallel 
AID. The result is an 8 bit word converted in two steps. 

UNIPOLAR MODE: In a data converter, when the analog 
range includes values of one polarity only. 

V IF CONVERTER: See Voltage-to-Frequency Converter. 

VIDEO AID CONVERTER: An ultra-fast AID converter 
capable of conversion rates of 5MHz and higher. Resolution 
is usually 8 bits but can vary depending on the application. • 
Conversion rates of 20M Hz and higher are common. 

VOLTAGE DECAY: See Hold-Mode Droop. 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE: See Reference Circuit. 

VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY (V/F) CONVERTER: A de-
vice which converts an analog voltage into a train of digital 
pulSes with frequency proportional to the input Voltage. 

WEIGHTED CURRENT SOURCE 01 A CONVERTER: A 
digital-to-analog converter design based on a series of 
binary weighted transistor current sources which can be 
turned on or off by digital inputs. 

ZERO DRIFT: The change with temperature of analog 
zero for a data converter operating in the unipolar mode. It 
is generally expressed in /lV re. 

ZERO ERROR: The error at analog zero for a data 
converter operating in the unipolar mode. 

ZERO-QRDER HOLD: A name for a sample-hold circuit 
used as a data recovery filter. It is used to accurately 
reconstruct an analog signal from a train of analog samples. 
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Selecting AID Converters 

One of the popular pastimes of the nineteen sixties was 
to predict the explosive growth of digital data processing, 
fed by the newly-developed semiconductor MSI circuits, 
and the subsequent demise of analog circuitry. The first part 
of this prediction has certainly come true - the advent of 
the microprocessor has caused, and will continue to cause, 
a revolution in digital processing which was unthinkable 10 
years ago. But far from causing the demise of analog 
systems, the reverse has occurred. Nearly all the data being 
processed (with the notable exception of financial data) 
consists of physical parameters of an analog nature
pressure, temperature, velocity, light intensity and acceler
ation to name but a few. In every instance this analog 
information must be converted into its digital equivalent, 
using some form of AID converter. Convi:lrter products are 
thus assuming a key role in the realization of data acquisi
tion systems. 

Increased use of microprocessors has also caused 
dramatic cost reductions in the digital components of a 
typical system. The $8000 mini-computer of a few years ago 
is being replaced by a $475 dedicated microprocessor 
board. This trend is also being reflected in the analog 
components. No longer is it possible to justify buying a $400 
data acquisition module when a dedicated system, ade
quate for the task under consideration, can be put together 
for $50. 

Thus many engineers, who in the past have had limited 
exposure to analog circuitry, are having to come to grips 
with the characteristics of AID converters, sample & holds, 
multiplexers and operational amplifiers. Contrary to the 
propaganda put out by many of the specialty module 
houses, there is nothing mysterious about these compo
nents or the way they interface with one another. Now that 
many of them are available as one or two chip MSI circuits, 
a block diagram may be turned into a working piece of 
hardware with relative ease. 

The purpose of this note is to compare and contrast the 
more popular AID designs, and provide the reader with 
sufficient information to select the most appropriate con
verter for his or her needs. 

THE IMPORTANT PARAMETERS 
Let's begin by taking a look at some actual systems, 

since this will illustrate the diversity of performance required 
of A-to-D converters. 
Case 1: A seismic recording truck is situated over a 

potential natural gas site. Some 32 recording 
devices are laid out over the surrounding area. 
An explosive charge is detonated and in a 
matter of seconds it is all over. During that 
time it is necessary to scan each recorder 
every 100 microseconds. Speed is clearly the 
most important requirement. In this instance, 
12 bit accuracy is not required; and, since the 
truck contains many thousands of dollars of 
electronics, cost is not a critical parameter. 
The AID will be a high speed successive 
approximation design. 

Case 2: A semiconductor engineer is measuring the 
'thermal profile' of a furnace. It is necessary to 
make measurements accurate to a few tenths 
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of a degree Centigrade, which is equivalent to 
a few microvolts of thermocouple output. 
Sampling rates of a few readings per second 
are adequate and costs should be kept low. 
The integrating (' dual slope', 'triphasic', 'quad 
slope', depending on which manufacturer you 
go to) AID is the only type capable of the 
required precisionlcost combination. It has the 
added advantage of maintaining accuracy in a 
noisy environment. 

Case 3: A businessman is talking to his sales office in 
Rome. Assuming the phone company is not on 
strike, his voice will be sampled at a 10kHz 
rate, or thereabouts, in order not to lose 
information in the audio frequency range up to 
5kHz. This requires a medium accuracy (8 bit) 
AID with a cycle time of 100 microseconds or 
less. In this application the integrating type is 
not fast enough, so it is necessary to use a 
slow (for this approach) successive 
approximation design. 

These examples serve to introduce both the two most 
popular conversion techniques (successive approximation 
and integrating) and the three key parameters of a convert- 2 
er, i.e. speed, accuracy and cost. In fact the first choice in 
selecting an AID is between successive approximation and 
integrating, since greater than 95% of all converters fall into 
one of these two categories. 

If we look at the whole gamut of available converters, 
with conversion speeds ranging from lOOms to less than 
l/ls, we see that these two design approaches divide the 
speed spectrum into two groups with almost no overlap. 
(Table 1) However, before making a selection solely on the 
basis of speed, it is important to have an understanding of 
how the converters work, and how the data sheet specifica
tions relate to the circuit operation. 

TABLE 1 

CONVERSION TIME 
TYPE OF RELATIVE 

CONVERTER SPEED 8 10 12 
BITS BITS BITS 

slow 20ms 30ms 40ms 
integrating medium lms 5ms 20ms 

fast 0.3ms lms 5ms 

general 
purpose 30jlS 40/.1s SOjlS 

successive high 
approximation performance 10jlS 15/.1s 20/.1s 

fast SjlS 1O/.1s 12jlS 
high speed 2/.1s 4/.1s 6jlS 
ultra-fast 0.8jlS l/.1s 2jlS 

THE INTEGRATING CONVERTER 
Summary of Characteristics 

16 
BITS 

250ms 
-
-

-
400/.1s 

-
--

As the name implies, the output of an integrating convert
er represents the integral or average value of an input 
voltage over a fixed period of time. A sample-and-hold 
circuit, therefore, is not required to freeze the input during 
the measurement period, and noise rejection is excellent. 

406400-001 
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Equally important, the linearity error of integrating convert
ers is small since they use time to quantize the answer - it 
is relatively easy to hold short-term clock jitter to better than 
1 in 106. 

The most popular integrating converter uses the dual
slope principle, a detailed description of which is given in 
Ref. 1. 

Its advantages and disadvantages may be summarized 
as follows: 

Advantages: 
Inherent accuracy 
Non-critical components 
Excellent noise rejection 
No sample & hold required 
low cost 
No missing codes 

Disadvantages: 
low speed (typically 3 to 100 readings/sec) 

In a practical circuit, the primary errors (other than 
reference drift) are caused by the non-ideal characteristics 
of analog switches and capacitors. In the former, leakage 
and charge injection are the main culprits; in the latter, 
dielectric absorption is a sOurce of error. All these factors 
are discussed at length in Ref. 1. 

A well-designed dual slope circuit such as Intersil's 
ICl7135 is capable of 4Y2 digit performance(±1 in 
±20,OOO) with no critical tweaks or close tolerance compo
nents other than a stable reference. 

Timing Considerations 
In a typical circuit, such as the ICl7135 referred to above, 

the conversion takes place in three phases as shown in 
Figure 1. Note that the input is actually integrated or 
averaged over a period of 10,000 clock pulses (or 83.3 ms 
with a 120kHz clock) within a conversion cycle of 40,000 
clock pulses in total. Also note that the actual business of 
looking at the input signal does not begin for 10,000 clock 
pulses, since the circuit first goes into an auto-zero mode. 
For a 3Y2 digit product, such as the ICl7106 or ICl7107, 
the measurement period is 1000 clock pulses (or 8.33ms 
with a 120kHz clock). 

y 
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Figure 1: 4Y:z Digit AID Converter Timing 
Diagram (lCL7135) 
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These timing characteristics give the dual slope circuit 
both its strengths and its weaknesses. By making the signal 
integrate period an integral number of line frequency 
periods, excellent 60Hz noise rejection can be obtained. 
And of course integrating the input signal', for several 
milliseconds smoothes out the effect of high frequency 
noise. 

But in many applications such as transient analysis or 
sampling high frequency waveforms, averaging the input 
over several milliseconds is totally unacceptable. It is of 
course feasible to use a sample & hold at the input, but the 
majority of systems that demand a short measurement 
window also require high speed conversions. 

THE SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION 
CONVERTER 

How it works 
The heart of the successive approximation AID is a 

digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in a feedback loop with a 
comparator and some clever logiC referred to as a "succes
sive approximation register" (SAR). Figure 2 shows a 
typical system. The DAC output is compared with the 
analog input, progressing from the most significant bit 
(MSB) to the least significant bit (lSB) one bit at a time. The 
bit in question is set to one. If the DAC output is less than 
the input, the bit in question is left at one. If the DAC output 
is greater than the input, the bit is set to zero. The register 
then moves on to the next bit. At the completion of the 
conversion, those bits left in the one state cause a current 
to flow at the output of the DAC which should match liN 
within ± 1,12 lSB. Performing an 'n' bit conversion requires 
only 'n' trials, making the technique capable of high speed 
conversion. 

'IRE' ANALOG INPUT 

do. CONYERTER 

SUCCESSIVE· 
APPROX'MATION 

REGISTER 

ARlOBOOI 

Figure 2: Successive Approximation AID 
Converter 
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The advantages and disadvantages of successive ap

proximation converters may be summarized as follows: 

Advantages: 
Hi Speed 
(Typically 100,000 conversions/sec) 

Disadvantages: 
Several critical components 
Can have missing codes 
Requires sample and hold 
Difficult to auto-zero 
High cost 

Error Sources 
The error source in the successive approximation con

verter are more numerous than in the integrating type, with 
contributions from both the DAC and the comparator. The 
DAC generally relies on a resistor ladder and current or 
voltage switches to achieve quantization. Maintaining the 
correct impedance ratios over the operating temperature 
range is much more difficult than maintaining clock pulse 
uniformity in an integrating converter. 

The data sheet for a hypothetical AID might contain the 
following accuracy related specifications: 

Resolution 
Quantization_Uncertainty 
Relative Accuracy 
Differential Non Linearity 
Gain Error 

Gain Temp. Coeff. 

Offset Error 

Offset Temp. Coeff. 

: 10 Bits 
: ± 1;2 LSB 
: ± 1;2 LSB 
: ± 1;2 LSB 
: Adjustable to zero at 

2S·C 
: ±10 ppm of Full Scale 

ReadingrC 
: Adjustable to zero at 

2S·C 
: ±20 ppm of Full Scale 

ReadingrC 

Now, referring to the definition of terms on the last page 
of this Application Note, what does this tell us about the 
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product? First of ail, being told that the quantization 
uncertainty is ± 1;2 LSB is like being told that binary numbers 
are comprised of ones and zeros - it's part of the system. 
The relative accuracy of ± 1;2 LSB, guaranteed over the 
temperature range, tells us that after removing gain and 
offset errors, the transfer function never deviates by more 
than ± Y2 LSB from where it should be. That's a good spec., 
but note that gain and offset errors have been adjusted prior 
to making the measurement. Over a finite temperature 
range, the temperature coefficients of gain and offset must 
be taken into account. 

The differential non-linearity of ± 1;2 LSB maximum is also 
guaranteed over temperature: this ensures that there are no 
missing codes. 

The gain temperature coefficient is 10ppm of FSR per ·C, 
or 0.001 % per ·C. Now 1 LSB in a 10 bit system is 1 part in 
1024, or approximately 0.1 %. So a SO·C temperature 
change from the temperature at which the gain was 
adjusted (i.e. from + 2S·C to + 7S·C) could give rise to ± 1;2 
LSB error. This error is separate from, and in the limit could 
add to, the relative accuracy spec. 

The offset temperature coefficient of 20 ppm per·C give 
rise to ± 1 LSB error (over a + 2S·C to + 7SoC range) by the 
same reasoning applied to the gain tempco. The reference 
contributes an error in direct proportion to its percentage 
change over the operating temperature range. 

We can summarize the effect of the major error sources: 

Relative Accuracy 
Gain Temp. Coefficient 
Offset Temp. Coefficient 

± 1;2 LSB or ±.05% 
± 1;2 LSB or ±.05% 
±1 LSB or ±0.1% 

A straight forward RMS summation shows that the AID is 
10 bits ± 11;4 LSB over a O·C to + 7S·C temperature range. 
However it is over-optimistic to RMS errors with such a 
small number of variables, and yet we do know that the 
error cannot exceed ±2 LSB. A realistic estimate might 
place the accuracy at 10 bits ± 11;2 LSB. 
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Figure 3: Typical Timing Diagram for Successive Approximation Converter 

Timing Considerations 
All successive approximation converters have essentially 

similar timing characteristics, Figure 3. Holding the start 
input Low for at least a clock period initiates the conversion. 
The MSB is set low and all the other bits high for the first 
trial. Each trial takes one clock period, proceeding from the 
MSB to the LSB. Note that, in contrast to the integrating 
converter, a serial output arises naturally from this conver
sion technique. 

Although the successive approximation AID is capable of 
very high conversion speeds, there is an important limitation 
on the slew rate of the input signal. Unlike integrating 
designs, no averaging of the input signal takes place. To 
maintain accuracy to 10 bits, for example, the input should 
not change by more than ± Y2 LSB during the conversion 
period. Figure 4(a) shows maximum allowable dV/dt as a 
function of sampling (or aperture) time for various conver
sion resolutions. Now for a sinusoidal waveform represent
ed by Esin wt, the maximum rate of change of voltage !:iel 
!:it is 211"fE. The amplitude of one Y2 LSB is E/2n, since the 
pk-pk amplitude is 2E. 50 the change in input amplitude !:ie 
is given by: 

!:ie = E/2n = 211"fE!:iT, where !:iT = conversion time 

1 
fmax=--1I"!:iT2n 

2 
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Figure 4: Maximum input signal rate change 
(a) and sinewave frequency (b) as a 
function 0L sampling or aperture 
time for ± n LSB accuracy In 'n' 
bits. 

This is the highest frequency that can be applied to the 
converter input without using a sample and hold. For n = 10 
bits, !:iT = 1 O~, f max = 15.5Hz. Frequencies this low 
often come as a surprise to first time users of so-called high 
speed AID converters, and explain why the majority of non
integrating converters are preceded by a sample & hold. 
Figure 4(b) plots equation (1) for a range of !:iT values. Note 
that when a sample & hold is used, !:iT is the aperture time 
of the 5 & H. With the help of a $5 sample & hold such as 
Intersils's IH5110 (worst case aperture time = 200 ns), f 
max in the above example becomes 780Hz. 
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Figure 5: Voltage across a capacitor (as % of 
final value) as a function of time (# 
of time constants) 

Consideration must also be given to the input stage time 
constant of both the sample & hold, if there is one, and the 
converter. The number of time constants taken to charge a 
capacitor within a given percentage of full scale is shown in 
Figure 5. For example, consider a product with a 10pF input 
capacitance driven by a signal source impedance of 100kS1. 
For 12 bit accuracy, at least 9 time constants, or 9j.1S, 
should be allowed for charging. 

CONVERTER CHECKLIST 
In selecting a converter for a specific application, it will be 

helpful to go through the following checklist, matching 
required performance against data sheet guarantees: 

a) How many bits? 
b) What is total error budget over the temperature 

range? 
c) What is full scale reading and magnitude of LSB? 

Make sure that the 95% noise is substantially less 
than the magnitude of the LSB. If no noise 
specifications are given, assume that the omission is 
intentional! 

d) What input characteristics are required? 
With most successive approximation converters, the 
input resistance is low (:!:5kS1) since one is looking 
into the comparator summing junction. In a well 
designed dual slope circuit, there should be a high 
input resistance buffer (Rin "'" 1012S1) included 
within the auto-zero loop. 

e) What aperture time (or measurement window) is 
required? 
If an averaged value of the input Signal (over some 
milliseconds) is acceptable, use an integrating 
converter. Refer to Figure 4 for systems where an 
averaged value of the input is not acceptable. 
Remember most successive approximation systems 
rely on a sample & hold to 'freeze' the input while 
the conversion is taking place. Thus the sample & 
hold characteristics should be matched to the input 
Signal slew rate, and the AID converter 
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characteristics matched to the required conversion 
rate. 

/) What measurement frequency is required? 
This will determine the maximum allowable 
conversion time (including auto-zero time for 
integrating types) . 

g) Is microprocessor compatibility important? 
Some AID's interface easily with microprocessors; 
others do not. Ref. 2 explores the microprocessor 
interface in considerable depth . 

h) Does the converter form part of a multiplexed data 
acquisition system? 
Note that some integrating converters assess 
polarity based on the input voltage during the 
previous conversion cycle. Such designs are clearly 
unsuitable for multiplexed inputs where the signal 
polarity bears no relationship to the previously 
measured value. They can also give trouble with 
inputs hovering around zero. 

i) Is 60Hz rejection important? 
If the line frequency rejection capabilities of the 
integrating converter are important, make sure that 
the duration of the measurement (input integrate) 
period is a fixed number of clock pulses. In some 2 
deSigns, the input integration time is programmed by 
the auto-zero information, making rejection of 
specific frequencies impossible. 

MULTIPLEXED DATA SYSTEMS 
The foregOing discussion has summarized the character

istics of AID converters as stand-alone components. How
ever, one of the most important applications for AIDs is as 
part of a multiplexed data acquisition system. Traditionally, 
systems of this type have used analog signal transmission 
between the transducer and a central multiplexer I converter 
console. (Figure Sa) To sample 100 data points 25 times 
per second requires a 100 input analog multiplexer and an 
AID capable of 2500 conversions per second. A successive 
approximation converter would be the obvious choice. 

AF008101 

Figure 6(a): Data Acquisition using one 
central AID 
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Figure 6(b): Data Acquisition using several 
local AIDs 

Another approach, which becomes attractive with the 
availability of low cost IC converters, is to use localized AID 
conversion with digital transmission back to a central 
console. In the limit one could use a converter per 
transducer, but it is often more economical to have a local 
conversion station servicing several transducers (Figure 
6b). Several advantages result from this approach. Firstly, 
digital transmission is more satisfactory in a noisy environ
ment, and lends itself to optical isolation techniques better 
than analog transmission. Secondly, using local conversion 
stations significantly reduces the number of interconnects 
back to the central processor. When one considers that the 
instrumentation for a typical power plant uses 4.5 million 
feet of cable, this can result in real cost savings. Finally, by 
sharing the conversion workload among several AIDs, it is 
frequently possible to switch from a successive approxima
tion to a dual slope design. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Quantization Error. This is the fundamental error associat
ed with dividing a continuous (analog) signal into a finite 
number of digital bits. A 10 bit converter, for example, can 
only identify the input voltage to 1 part in 210, and there is 
an unavoidable output uncertainty of ± 1;2 LSB (Least 
Significant Bit). See Figure 7. 

Linearity. The maximum deviation from a straight line 
drawn between the end pOints of the converter transfer 
function. Linearity is usually expressed as a fraction of LSB 
size. The linearity of a good converter is ± 1;2 LSB. See 
Figure 8. 

Differential Non-Linearity. This describes the variation in 
the analog value between adjacent pairs of digital numbers, 
over the full range of the digital output. If each transition is 
equal to 1 LSB, the differential non-linearity is clearly zero. If 
the transition is 1 LSB ± 1;2 LSB, then there is a differential 
linearity error of ± 1;2 LSB, but no possibility of missing 
codes. If the transition is 1 LSB ± 1 LSB, then there is the 
possibility of missing codes. This means that the output may 
jump from, say 011 . . . . 111 to 100 . . . . 001, missing 
out 100 . . . . 000. See Figure 9. 

Relative Accuracy. The input to output error as a fraction 
of full scale, with gain and offset errors adjusted to zero. 
Relative accuracy is a function of linearity, and is usually 
specified at less than ± 1;2 LSB. 

Gain Error. The difference in slope between the actual 
transfer function and the ideal transfer function, expressed 
as a percentage. This error is generally adjustable to zero 
by adjusting the input resistor in a current-comparing 
successive approximation AID. See Figure 10. 
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Gain Temperature Coefficient. The deviation from zero 
gain error on a 'zeroed' part which occurs as the tempera
ture moves away from 25'C. See Figure 10. 

Offset Error. The mean value of input voltage required to 
set zero code out. This error can generally be trimmed to 
zero at any given temperature, or is automatically zeroed in 
the case of a good integrating design. 
Offset Temperature Coefficient. The change in offset 
error as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 7: Ideal AID conversion 
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Know Your Converter Codes 
When you work with AID and 01 A converters, there are many input and output 
codes to choose from. Here are some characteristics of each. 

The right digital code can help simplify system design 
when analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters are 
used in the system. 

While some custom AID and Of A converters use special 
codes, off-the-shelf units employ one of a few common 
codes adopted by the industry as "standard" (Table 1). 
Understanding which code to use, and where, is the key to 
a simpler system design. And the added benefits with a 
standard code include lower cost of the converter and a 
wider choice of vendors. 

Many deSigners are perplexed about application. There 
are unipolar codes - straight binary, complementary binary 
and binary coded decimal (BCD). There are bipolar 
codes - sign-magnitude binary, sign-magnitude BCD, off
set binary, one's complement and two's complement. Other 
decimal codes include excess-three, 2421, 5421, 5311 and 
74-2-1. And there are also reflective codes - such as the 
Grey code; and error-detecting codes -like the Hamming. 

Table 1: Summary of Coding for AID 
and D/A Converters 

D/A CONVERTERS I AID CONVERTERS 

UNIPOLAR 

Straight binary Straight binary 

BCD BCD 

Complementary binary Straight bin, invert, 
analog 

Complementary BCD BCD, inverted analog 

BIPOLAR 

Offset binary Offset binary 

Complementary off, Two's complement binary 

Two's complement Offset bin, invert, 
analog 

Two's compl, invert, 
analog 

Sign + mag. binary 

Sign + mag. BCD 

All codes used in converters are based on the binary 
numbering system. Any number can be represented in 
binary by the following 

where each coefficient a assumes a value of one or zero. A 
fractional binary number can be represented as 
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A specific binary fraction is then written, for example, as 
0.101101. In most converters it is this fractional binary 
number that is used for the basic converter code. Conven
tionally the fractional notation is assumed and the decimal 
point dropped. 

The left-most digit has the most weight, 0.5, and is 
commonly known as the most-significant-bit (MSB). Thus 
the right-most digit would have the least weight, Y:! n, and is 
called the least-significant-bit (lSB). 

This coding scheme is convenient for converters, since 
the full-scale range used is simply interpreted in terms of a 
fraction of full scale. For instance, the fractional code word 
101101 has a value of (1 x 0.5) + (0 x 0.25) + (1 x 0.125) + 
(1 x 0.0625) + (0 x 0.03125) + (1 x 0.015625), or 0.703125 
of full-scale value. If all the bits are ONEs, the result is not 
full scale but rather (1 - 2-n) x full scale. Thus a 10-bit Of A 
converter with all bits ON has an input code of 1111 1111 
11. If the unit has a + 10-V full-scale output range, the 
actual analog output value is 

(1 - 2-1°) x 10V = +9.990235V. 

The quantization size, or lSB size, is full scale divided by 
2n-which in this case is 9.77mV. 

Analyzing Digital Codes 
The four most common unipolar codes are straight 

binary, complementary binary, binary-coded decimal (BCD) 
and complementary BCD. Of these four, the most popular is 
straight-binary, positive-true. Positive-true coding means 
that a logic ONE is defined as the more positive of the two 
voltage levels for the logic family. 

Negative-true logic defines things the other way - the 
more negative logic level is called ONE and the other level 
ZERO. ThUS, for standard TTL, positive true logic makes the 
+5-V output logic ONE and OV a ZERO. In negative true 
logiC the + 5V is ZERO and OV is ONE. 

All four of the codes are defined (Table 2) in terms of the 
fraction of their full-scale values. Full-scale ranges of + 5 
and + 10V are shown with 12-bit codes. 
01 A and AID converters: The operating basics 

The basic transfer characteristic of an ideal Of A convert
er forms the plot shown in Figure A. The Of A takes an input 
digital code and converts it to an analog output voltage or 
current. This form of discrete input and discrete ,output 
(quantized) gives the transfer function a straight line 
through the tops of the vertical bars. In general the analog 
values are completely arbitrary and a large number of binary 
digital codes can be used. Analog full-scale can be defined 
as 25.2 to 85.7V as easily as 0 to 10V. 

In practice, though, the industry has settled on several 
codes and verY simple ranges for most major applications. 
For instance, the transfer characteristics in Figure A are for 
a Of A converter that uses a 3-bit unipolar binary code and 
an output defined only in terms of its full-scale value. 

407053-001 
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Table 2: Unipolar Codes-12 Bit Converter 
Straight binary and complementary binary 

SCALE + 10V FS +5V FS STRAIGHT BINARY COMPLEMENTARY BINARY 

+ FS-l LSB + 9.9976 + 4.9988 1111 1111 1111 0000 0000 0000 
+ 718 FS + 8.7500 + 4.3750 1110 0000 0000 0001 1111 1111 
+ 3/4 FS + 7.5000 + 3.7500 1100 0000 0000 0011 1111 1111 
+ 5/8 FS + 6.2500 + 3.1250 1010 0000 0000 0101 1111 1111 
+ 1/2 FS + 5.0000 + 2.5000 1000 0000 0000 0111 1111 1111 
+ 3/8 FS + 3.7500 + 1.8750 0110 0000 0000 1001 1111 1111 
+ 1/4 FS + 2.5000 + 1.2500 0100 0000 0000 1011 1111 1111 
+ 1/8 FS + 1.2500 + 0.6250 0010 0000 0000 1101 1111 1111 
0+1 LSB + 0.0024 + 0.0012 0000 0000 0001 1111 1111 1110 

0 0.0000 0.0000 0000 0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 

BCD and complementary BCD 

SCALE + 10V FS +5 V FS 

+ FS-l LSB + 9.99 +4.95 
+ 7/8 FS +8.75 +4.37 
+ 3/4 FS + 7.50 +3.75 
+ 5/8 FS +6.25 +3.12 
+ 1/2 FS + 5.00 +2.50 
+ 3/8 FS +3.75 + 1.87 
+ 1/4 FS + 2.50 + 1.25 
+ 1/8 FS + 1.25 +0.62 

0+ 1 LSB +0.01 +0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 

The ideal AID converter (Figure B) has a staircase 
transfer characteristic. Here an analog input voltage or 
current is converted into a digital word. The analog input is 
quantized into n levels for a converter with n bits resolution. 
For the ideal converter, the true analog value corresponding 
to a given output code word is centered between two 
decision levels. There are 2N - 1 analog decision levels. 
The quantization size, Q, is equal to the full-scale range of 
the converter divided by 2n. 

For the ideal Df A converter, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between input and output, but for the AID 
there is not, because any analog input within a range of Q 
will give the same output code word. Thus, for a given code 
word, the corresponding input analog value could have 
errors of from 0 to ±Qf2. This quantization error can be 
reduced only by an increase in converter resolution. 

Although the analog input or output ranges are arbitrary, 
some of the standardized ranges include 0 to + 5, 0 to + 10, 
o to 5 and 0 to 10V for unipolar converters, and 2.5 to + 2.5, 
5 to 5 and 10 to + 10V for bipolar units. Many units on the 

BINARY CODED DECIMAL COMPLEMENTARY BCD 

1001 1001 1001 0110 0110 0110 
1000 0111 0101 0111 1000 1010 
0111 0101 0000 1000 1010 1111 
0110 0010 0101 1001 1101 1010 
0101 0000 0000 1010 1111 1111 
0011 0111 0101 1100 1000 1010 
0010 0101 0000 1101 1010 1111 
0001 0010 0101 1110 1101 1010 
0000 0000 0001 1111 1111 1110 
0000 0000 0000 1111 1111 1111 

market are programmable types in which external pin 
connections determine the range of operation. 
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Complementary-binary, positive-true coding is also used 
in Df A converters. This scheme is used because of the 
weighted current source configuration employed in many 
converter deSigns. 
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Figure 1: Weighted current-source configurations for straight binary (a) and complementary binary 
(b) coding generate output current in different directions. The resistor weighting 
determines the output code. 

Figure 1 shows two commonly used weighted-current
source designs. The pnp version (Figure la) delivers a 
positive output current witli straight binary pOsitive-true 
coding. When the logic input is ONE, or + 5V, the current 
source is on, since the input diode is back-biased. Thus the 
current from each ON weighted current source is summed 
at the common-collector connection and flows to the 
output. A ZERO input holds the cathode of the input diode 
at ground and steals the emitter current from the tranSistor, 
keeping it off. 

The use of an npn current source (Figure 1 b) produces a 
negative output current with complementary binary positive
true coding. The pnp transistors operate in the same way as 
before, but each collector is connected to the emitter of an 
npn weighted current source, which is turned on or off by 
the pnp transistor. This basic method finds common use in 
IC· quad current-source circuits. 

Complementary binary, pOsitive-true, coding is identical 
to straight binary negative true; these are just two defini
tions of tha same code. Straight-binary, negative-true, 
coding is commonly used to interface equipment with many 
minicomputer input outpu~ busses. Unipolar AID converters 
most frequently use the straight binary positive-true coding. 
They also use straight-binary inverted-analog where the full
scale code wOrd corresponds to the negative full scale 
analog value. 

Another popular code used in many converters is BCD. 
Table 2 shows three-decade BCD and complementary BCD 
codes used with converters that have full-scale range!! of 
+ 5 or + 10V. BCD is an 8421 weighted code, with four bits 
used to code each decimal digit. This code is relatively 
inefficient, since only 10 (If the 16 code states for each 
decade are used. It is, however, a very useful code for 
interfacing decimal displays and switches with digital sys
tems. 

With 01 A converters, it is especially convenient to have 
input decimal codes for use with such equipment as digitally 
programmed power supplieS. And, with AID converters, 
BCD is particularly popular for the dual-slope type for direct 
connection to numeric displays. 

BCD coding in converters can be achieved in two ways: 
binary-to-BCD code conversion or direct weighting of inter
nal resistor ladders and current sources. Today it is almost 
always done by resistor weighting schemes (Figure 2). Each 
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of the weighted resistors gets switched to a voltage source 
and thlis generates the weighted current for the amplifier. 
Figure 2a shows an 8-bit binlilry ladder network. Due to 
temperature-tracking constraints, groups of four resistors 
are used. Then the total resistance variation won't exceed 
8-to-l. 

In between the groups of four resistors is a current divider 
composed of two resistors that give a division ratio of 16 to 
1 between resistor quads. The BCD ladder configuration is 
similar, with the same values in each of the groups of four 
resistors. In this case, however, the current divider has a 
ratio of 10 to 1 between resistor quads. Thus, because of 
the difference in internal weighting, BCD-coded converters 
cannot be pin-strapped for another code; they must be 
order~d only for BCD use. 

COD~S CAN BE MADE BiPOLAR 
Most conveners have proliision for both unipolar and 

bipolar operation by external pin connection. The unipolar 
analog range is offset by one-half of full scale, or by the 
value of MSB current source, to get bipolar operation 
(Figure 3). The current source, equal to the MSB current, is 
c!erived from the internal voltage reference, so it will track 
the other weighted current sources with temperature. 

For bipolar operation, this current source is connected to 
the converter's comparator input. Since the current flows in 
a direction opposite from that of the other weighted 
sources, its value is subtraeited from the input range. With 
the weighted tlurrents flowing away from the comparator 
input, the normal input voltage range is positive. Thus the 
offsetting can change a 0 to + 10-V input range into a -5 
to + 5-V bipolar range. 

If the analog range is offset for a converter with straight 
binary coding, the new codirig becomes offset binary. This 
is the simplest code for a converter to implement, since no 
change in the coding is required. Table 3 shows offset 
binary coding for a bipolar converter with a ±5-V input 
range. All ZEROs in the code correspond to minus full 
scale. The code word that was originally half-scale be
comes the analog zero, 1000 00000000. And all ONEs 
correspond to + 5V less one LSB. Successive-approxima
tion AID converters also have a serial, straight-binary 
output. This. serial output is the result of the sequential 
conversion process, and it also becomes offset binary when 
the converter is connected for bipolar operation. 
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Three other types of binary codes are shown in Table 3, 

along with the offset binary. Of all four, the two most 
commonly used are offset binary and two's complement. 
Some converters use the sign-magnitude binary, but the 
one's complement is rarely used. 

The two's complement code is the most popular because 
most digital arithmetic is performed in it; thus most interfac
ing problems are eliminated. The easiest way to character
ize the two's-complement code is to look at the sum of a 
positive and negative number of the same magnitude; the 
result is all ZEROs plus a carry. 

TC012101 

Figure 2: Binary (a) and BCD (b) ladder 
networks in 01 A converters use the 
same weighting In the resistor 
quads but different divider ratios. 

IID~DIL 

DATA ouT' 
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Figure 3: Most AID converters for bipolar 
operation are offset by a current 
equal to the value of the MSB. The 
half-scale then becomes 100. . . o. 

Table 3: Bipolar Codes-12 Bit Converter 

SCALE *5VFS OFFSET BINARY TWO'S COMPLEMENT ONE'S COMPLEMENT SIGN·MAG BINARY 

+FS-1LSB +4.9976 1111 1111 1111 0111 1111 1111 111111111111 111111111111 
+3/418 +3.7500 1110 0000 0000 0110 0000 0000 0110 0000 0000 1110 0000 0000 
+1I2FS +2.5000 1100 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 1100 0000 0000 
+ 1/4FS + 1.25000 1010 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 1010 0000 0000 

0 0.0000 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000" 1000 0000 0000" 
-1/4FS -1.2500 0110 0000 0000 1110 0000 0000 1101 1111 1111 0010 0000 0000 
-1/2FS -2.500 0100 0000 0000 1100 0000 0000 1011 1111 1111 0010 0000 0000 
-3/4FS -3.7500 0010 0000 0000 1010 0000 0000 1001 1111 1111 0110 0000 0000 

-FS+l LSB -4.9976 0000 0000 0001 1000 0000 0000 10001111 1111 
-FS -5.0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 - -

"NOTE: One's complement and sign magnitude binary have words for zero as given below: these are designated zero plus two code words 
zero as given below: these are designated zero plus and zero minus: 

ONE'S COMPLEMENT SIGN-MAG BINARY 

0+ 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000 
0- 1111 1111 1111 0000 0000 0000 

2-11 
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Tabl. 4: Inv.rt.d· Analog Offs.t Binary Coding Comparison 

NORMAL ANALOG 
SCALE OFFSET BINARY 

+FS 
+FS- 1 LSB 1111 1111 1111 

+ 1/2 FS 1100 0000 0000 
0 1000 0000 0000 

-1/2 FS 0100 0000 0000 
-FS + 1 LSB 0000 0000 0001 

-FS 0000 0000 0000 

TC012301 

Flgur. 4: For two's complement coding In a 
01 A, the MSB curr.nt-sourc. must 
go to th. opposlt. terminal from 
the other weighted sources to 
avoid output glitch.s. 

; R 

~ ..:..- ~n=-r:,..,J 
Vou• o ® DIGITAl. OUTPUT 
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Figure 5: The inverted-analog 01 A conv.rt.r 
(a) and th. Invert.d-analog AID 
converter (b) have negative-going 
analog output and Input values, 
r.sp.ctively. 

Visually the only difference between two's complement 
and offset binary is the left-most bit. In two's complement 
code it is the complement of the left-most bit in offset 
binary. 

This left-most bit is normally called the MSB; in offset 
binary it is, in effect, the sign bit, and is so called in the other 
codes. Thus two's-complement coding is derived from 
offset binary when the sign bit is complemented 'and 
brought out as an additional output. 
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INVERTED ANALOG NORMAL ANALOG 
OFFSET BINARY COMPo OFFSET BINARY 

0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 
0100 0000 0000 0011 1111 1111 
1000 0000 0000 0111 1111 1111 
1100 0000 0000 1011 1111 1111 
1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1110 

1111 1111 1111 

Coding has its limitations 
Both two's-complement and Offset-binary codes have 

magnitudes (if we temporarily forget about the sign bit) that 
increase from minus full scale to zero, and, with a sign 
change, from zero to plus full scale. Both codes have a 
single definition of zero. On the other hand, one's-comple
ment and sign-magnitude codes have magnitudes that 
increase from zero to plus full scale and from zero to minus 
full scale. Both of these codes have two code words for 
zero, as shown in Table 3. Because of the extra code word 
used for zero, the range of these codes is one LSB less 
than for offset-binary and two's-complement coding. 

For positive numbers, one-complement is the same as 
two's-complement. The negative number in one's-comple
ment is obtained when the positive number is complemen
ted. Sign-magnitude coding is identical to offset binary for 
positive numbers; negative numbers are obtained by use of 
the positive number with a complemented sign bit. 

01 A converters don't usually use two's complement 
coding. This is because it's hard to invert the MSB weighted 
current source. If the logic input is inverted, there is an extra 
digital delay in switching the current source, and this causes 
large output transients when the current is switched on and 
off. 

The other alternative is to change the direction of the 
MSB current instead of inverting the digital input. This is 
also difficult to do and can introduce switching delays. 

One satisfactory way of inverting the MSB is shown in 
Figure 4. Here a voltage output Of A converter that uses 
two's-complement coding has the MSB current switched 
into the negative amplifier input terminal, while the other 
weighted currents are switched into the load resistor and 
positive input terminal. Thus oppOSite-polarity output volt
ages are produced, and there are no additional switching 
delays in the MSB. 

One other code in Table 1 is the sign-magnitude BCD. 
This code, used mostly in dual-slope AID converters, 
usually requires 13 bits for a three-decade digital display. Of 
the 13 bits; 12 are for the BCD code and one for the sign bit. 
An additional output bit for an overrange indication is 
generally supplied. 

Another scheme in Table 1 is inverted analog code. This 
is also called negative reference coding. While most 
converters use zero to plus full scale as analog values; the 
inverted configuration uses zero to minus full scale values. 
The coding then increases in magnitude when the analog 
level increases in magnitude from zero to minus full scale. 
For bipolar coding, normal analog has an increasing code 
as the analog value goes from minus full scale to plus full 
scale; inverted analog coding does the opposite - the 
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code increases as the analog value goes from plus full 
scale to minus. 

Why the need for this code? Figure 5a shows a 01 A 
converter that delivers a negative output current. With 
bipolar operation and use of the offset current source, the 
converter provides a code ZERO that corresponds to plus 
full scale output current. However, if a current-to-voltage 
converter is used at the output, an inversion takes place, 
and a normal analog output voltage results. 

In Figure 5b, a 01 A converter with positive output current 
is used in an AID converter. Since the 01 A output current is 
summed with the offset and input current at the comparator 
input, a negative input voltage is needed to balance these 
currents. The analog input thus goes from plus full scale to 
minus full scale for an increasing output code. Normal 
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analog coding is achieved by use of an inverting amplifier 
ahead of the analog input terminal. 

Inverted analog coding is compared with the normal 
offset binary coding in Table 4. This comparison shows that 
if the inverted analog offset binary code is rotated around 
the zero of the analog voltage, a normal analog offset 
binary output results. If inverted analog offset binary is 
compared with normal analog complementary offset binary, 
the two codes will appear identical except for an offset of 
one LSB. The relationship between these two codes can be 
expressed as: 

Normal analog complementary binary 
+ 1 LSB = Inverted analog offset binary. 

Therefore a converter that uses one of these codes can 
also be used for the other with an external offset adjustment 
of 1 LSB. 
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Interpretation of Data Converter 
Accuracy Specifications 
Cognizance of accuracy factors Involved when Interfacing data converters Into 
system applications permits designers to meet overall error budget constraints. 
Transfer functions; quantization noise; offset, gain, and linearity errors; and 
temperature effects must be Interpreted to satisfy specification requirements 

Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters are 
widely utilized to interface between the physical world of 
analog measurements and the computational world of 
digital computers. Dating from the early 195Os, the applica
tion of data converters has increased· enormously as the 
use of minicomputers and microcomputers has grown. 
Typical applications of data converters involve the areas of 
process control and measurement where the inputs and 
outputs of the system must be in analog form, yet the 
computation and control functions are performed digitally. 
In such a system, input variables such as temperature, flow, 
pressure, and velocity must be converted into electrical 
form by a transducer, then amplified and converted into 
digital form by an analog-to-digital converter for the comput
er to process. 

Since the computer not only measures and determines 
the state of a process, but also controls it, its computations 
must be employed to close the loop around the system. 
This is done by causing the computer to actuate inputs to 
the process itself, thus controlling its state. Because the 
actuation is done by analog control parameters, the output 
of the digital computer must be· converted into analog form 
by a digital-to-analog converter. Such a closed loop feedb
ack control system is shown in Figure 1. 

Interfacing by analog-to-digital (AID) and digital-to-ana
log (01 A) converters performs a vital role. At the present 
time, it is estimated that at least 15% of all microcomputers 
function in such control and measurement applications 
where data converters are required; this percentage is 
expected to grow to about 40% within a few years. For the 
designer of such computer controlled systems, it is fortu
nate that a broad choice of data converters exists. In fact, a 
virtual supermarket of AID and 01 A converters of all prices, 
sizes, and performance specifications is available. This 
spectrum of converters encompasses those from simple 8-
bit monolithic devices costing a few dollars, through better 
performing hybrid devices with higher resolution, to higher 
cost discrete module converters with the best performance 
characteristics. 

Design selection involves not only price and size, but also 
many facets of performance: resolution, linearity, tempera
ture coefficient, speed, and various self-contained options. 
In the realm of AID converters (AOCs), there is also the 
choice between basic conversion methods, such as suc
cessive approximation, dual-slope integrating, and parallel 
(or flash) techniques. Furthermore, there exists a choice 
between three competing technologies: monolithic, hybrid, 
and modular, each with its own specific advantages. Since 
AID and 01 A converters are basically analog circuits that 
have digital inputs or outputs, the computer systems 
engineer who may be mostly familiar with digital techniques 
must become familiar with the many analog specifications 
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describing data converter performance in order to choose 
the correct converter for a specific requirement. 

"""'us 

DKiITAL 
COMItUTlR 

AF012401 

Figure 1: Computer controlled feedback 
control system. Computer closes 
loop around process to control its 
state. However, two Interfaces are 
required: AID converter. and DI A 
converter 
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Figure 2: Ideal DAC transfer function. This 
1/0 graph Is shown for 3-blt DAC 
which has one-to-one 
correspondence between Input and 
output 

DATA CONVERTER TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS 

Figure 2 shows the transfer function of an ideal 3-bit 01 A 
converter (OAC). This converter is assumed to be of the 
parallel type, as are virtually all OACS in use today. A 

407046-001 
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parallel OAC responds simultaneously to all digital input 
lines whereas a serial OAC responds sequentially to each 
digital input. The transfer function representing a 3-bit OAC 
is a discontinuous function; its analog output voltage or 
current changes only in discrete analog steps, or quanta, 
rather than continuously. However, a one-to-one correspon
dence exists between the binary input code and the analog 
output value. For each input code there is one, and only 
one, possible output value. Analog step magnitude, or 
quantum, is shown as O. 

The horizontal axis is the input binary code, in this case a 
3-bit code, increasing from 000 to 111. The number of 
output states, or quanta, is 2n, where n is the number ~f bits 
in the code. For a 3-bit OAC, the number of states is 2 or 8; 
for a 12-bit OAC, the number of states is 212 or 4096. 
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Figure 3: Ideal ADC transfer function. 110 
graph Illustrates 3-bit ADC which 
has quantized characteristic 

Figure 3 illustrates the transfer function for an ideal 3-bit 
AOC. This transfer function is also discontinuous but 
without the one-to-one correspondence between input and 
output. An AOC produces a quantized output from a 
continuously variable analog input. Therefore, each output 
code word corresponds to a small range (0) of analog input 
values. The AOC also has 2n output states and 2n - 1 
transition points between states; 0 is the analog difference 
between these transition points. 

For both ADCs, 0 represents the smallest analog differ
ence that the converter can resolve. Thus, it is the 
resolution of the converter expressed in analog units. 
Resolution for an AlO or 01 A converter, however, is 
commonly expressed in bits, since this defines the number 
of states of the converter. A converter with a resolution of 
12 bits, then, ideally resolves 1 part in 4096 of its analog 
range. 

For an ideal AOC or OAC, 0 has the same value 
anywhere along the transfer function. This value is 0 = FSR 

2n, where FSR is the converter's full-scale range - the 
difference between the maximum and minimum analog 
values. For example, if a converter has a unipolar range of 0 
to 10V or a bipolar range of -5 to 5V, FSR in both cases is 
10V. 0 is also referred to as one least significant bit (LSB), 
since it represents the smallest·code change the converter 
can produce, with the last bit in the code changing from 0 to 
1 or 1 to O. 

Notice in the transfer functions of both AlO and 01 A 
converters that the output never reaches full scale. This 
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results(because full scale is a nominal value that remains 
the same regardless of the resolution of the converter. For 
example, assume that a OAC has an output range of 0 to 
10V; then OV is nominal full scale. II the converter has an 8-
bit resolution, its maximum output is 255/256 x 10 
V = 9.961V. If the converter has 12-bit resolution, its 
maximum output voltage is 4095/4096 x 10 V = 9.9976V. 

In both cases, maximum output is one bit less than 
indicated by the nominal full-scale voltage. This is true 
because analog zero is one of the 2n converter states; 
therefore, there are only 2n - 1 steps above zero for either 
an AlO or 01 A converter. To actually reach full scale would 
require 2n + 1 states, necessitating an additional coding bit. 
For simpliCity and convenience then, data converters al
ways have the analog range defined as nominal full scale 
rather than actual full scale for the particular resolution 
implemented . 

In the transfer functions of Figures 2 and 3, a straight line 
is passed through the output values in the case of the OAC 
and through the code center points in the case of the AOC. 
For the ideal converter, this line passes precisely through 
zero and full scale. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics 
of the ideal AlO or 01 A converter for the most commonly 
applied resolutions. 

QUANTIZATION NOISE AND DYNAMIC 
RANGE 

Even an ideal AID or 01 A converter has an irreducible 
error, which is quantization uncertainty or quantization 
noise. Since a data converter cannot distinguish an analog 
difference less than 0, its output at any pOint may be in 
error by as much as ±0/2. 

Figure 4(a) shows an ideal AOC and an ideal OAC that 
digitize and then reconstruct an analog slow-voltage ramp 
signal. The AOC and output register are both triggered 
together so that the DAC is updated in synchronism with the 
AlO conversions. The OAC output ramp is identical with the 
analog input ramp except for the discrete steps in its output 
(not counting time delay). If the output ramp is subtracted 
from the input ramp as shown, the difference is the 
quantization noise - a natural result of the conversion 
process. This noise [Figure 4(b)] is simply the difference 
between the transfer function and the straight line shown in 
Figure 3. Ouantization noise from an ideal conversion is 
therefore a triangular waveform with a peak-to-peak value 
of O. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DATA CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 

RESOLUTION 
(n) 

4 
6 
8 

10 
12 
14 
16 

STATES 
(2") 

16 
64 

256 
1024 
4096 

16384 
65536 

BINARY WEIGHT 
(2-") 

0.0625 
0.0156 
0.00391 
0.000977 
0.000244 
0.0000610 
0.0000153 

'/~~"'lOG "'-0 RECOtS. O-A ~~lrG ./". 
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Figure 4: Signal digitlzation and 
reconstruction (a) and quantization 
noise (b). Quantization noise Is 
shown as difference between Input 
and output for Ideal data 
conversion system 

As with most noise sources, the average value is zero, 
but the rms value is determined from the triangular shape to 
be En (rms) = O/v'12. Thus, a data conversion system can 
be thought of as a simple signal processor that adds noise 
to the Original signal by virtue of the quantization process. 
Since this noise is an inherent part of the conversion 
process, it cannot be eliminated except with a converter of 
infinite resolution. The best that can be done, even with 
ideal converters, is to reduce it to a level consistent with 
desired system accuracy. This is done by using a converter 
with sufficiently high resolution. 

In many computerized signal proceSSing applications, it is 
necessary to determine the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio, 
which is a power ratio expressed in decibels. It can be found 
from the ratio of peak-to-peak Signal to rms noise as 
follows. 

SIN Ratio (dB) = 10 log [ 2~~]2 
O/v12 

= 20 log 2n + 20 log v'12 

= 6.02n + 10.8 (1) 

The SIN ratio increases by a factor of about 6dB for each 
additional bit of resolution. 

Q FOR SIN RATIO DYNAMIC MAX OUTPUT FOR 
10 V FS (dB) RANGE (dB) 10 V FS IV) 

0.625 V 34.9 24.1 9.3750 
0.156 V 46.9 36.1 9.8440 
39.1 mV 58.9 48.2 9.9609 
9.76 mV 71.0 60.2 9.9902 
2.44 mV 83.0 72.2 9.9976 
610 p.V 95.1 84.3 9.9994 
153 p.V 107.1 96.3 9.9998 
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Dynamic range of a data converter, another useful term, 
is found from the ratio of FSR to O. This ratio is the same as 
the number of converter states. 

Dynamic Range (dB) = 20 log 2" = 20n log 2 = 6.02n (2) 

Therefore, simply multiplying the number of bits of resolu
tion by 6dB gives the dynamic range. SIN ratio and dynamiC 
range are summarized for the most popular resolutions in 
Table 1. 

NON-IDEAL DATA CONVERTERS 
Real AID and 01 A converters exhibit a number of 

departures from the ideal transfer functions just described. 
These departures include offset, gain, and linearity errors 
(Figure 5), all of which appear simultaneously in any given 
data converter. In addition, the errors change with both time 
and temperature. In Figure 5(a), the ADC transfer function is 
shifted to the right from the ideal function. This offset error 
is defined as the analog value by which the transfer function 
fails to pass through zero; it is generally specified in 
millivolts or in percent of full scale. 

In Figure 5(b), the converter transfer function has a slope 
difference from the ideal function. This gain, or scale factor, 
error is defined as the difference in full-scale values 
between the ideal and actual transfer functions when the 
offset error is zero; gain error is expressed in percent. 

An ADC transfer function in Figure 5(c) exhibits linearity 
error, a curvature from the ideal straight line. Linearity error, 
or nonlinearity, is the maximum deviation of the transfer 
function from a straight line drawn between zero and full 
scale; it is expressed in percent or in LSBS (such as ± Y2 
LSB). Figure 5(d) shows the total error of a non-ideal ADC, 
which contains offset, gain, non-linearity, and quantization 
errors. Compare this curve with that of Figure 4(b). 

Fortunately, most AID and 01 A converters on the market 
today have provision for trimming out the initial offset and 
gain errors. By means of two simple external potentiometer 
adjustments, the offset and gain errors can be virtually 
reduced to zero or within the limits of measurement 
accuracy. Then, only the linearity error remains. 
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Figure 5: Errors in nonldeal AID converters. 
Transfer functions are shown for 
ADCs with offset error (a), gain 
error (b), and linearity error (c). 
ADC with all three errors present 
will have quantization error as 
shown In (d) 

NONLINEARITY 
Linearity error is the most difficult error to deal with since 

it cannot be eliminated by adjustment. Like quantization 
error, it is an irreducible error. Basically, there are just two 
methods to reduce linearity error, both of which are 
expensive: either use a higher quality converter with better 
linearity, or perform a digital error correction routine on the 
data using a computer. The latter, of course, may not be 
feasible in many applications. There is some merit in using a 
more expensive converter, however. For example, suppose 
that an ultra-linear a-bit ADC is required. Most good quality 
converters have linearity errors specified to less than ± Y2 
LSB. If a more expensive 12-bit ADC is employed wit~ only a 
output bits used, then its linearity error of ± Y2 LSB out of 12 
bits is the same as ± Ya2 LSB out of a bits. This converter, 
therefore, becomes an ultralinear a-bit ADC and probably at 
not too great an additional cost. 

Actually, two types of linearity errors existing in AID and 
01 A converters are integral linearity error and differential 
linearity error. Integral linearity error in Figure 5(c) is due to 
the curvature of the transfer function, resulting in departure 
from the ideal straight line. The definition given for integral 
linearity error as the maximum deviation of the transfer 
function from a straight line between zero and full scale is a 
conservative one used by most data converter manufactur-
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ers. It is an "end-point" definition, as contrasted with the 
normal definition of linearity error as the maximum deviation 
from the "best-fit" straight line. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of linearity error 
definitions. Curves illustrate end· 
point and best·flt definitions of 
linearity error in an ADC 

Since determining the best-fit straight line for data 
converters can be a tedious process when calibrating the 
device, most manufacturers have opted for the more 
conservative definition. This means that the converter must 
be aligned accurately at zero and at full scale to realize the 
specified linearity. The end-point definition can mean a 
linearity that is twice as. good as a best-fit definition, as 
illustrated in Figure 6. Notice that the curvature may be 
twice as great with the best-fit straight line definition. 
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Figure 7: Definition of differential linearity 
error. This transfer function 
illustrates ± ri LSB differential 
linearity errors. Differential linearity 
error of zero means that every step 
in transfer function has size of 
precisely Q 

Differential linearity error is the amount of deviation of 
any quantum from its ideal value. In other words, it is the 
deviation in the analog difference between two adjacent 
codes from the ideal value of FSR/2n. If a data converter 
has ± Y2 LSB maximum differential linearity error, then the 
actual size of any ~uantum in its transfer function is 
between Y2 LSB and 1 Y2 LSB; each analog step is 1 ± Y2 LSB. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the definition. The first two steps shown 
are the ideal value a = FSR/2n. The next step is only 'It.!o, 
and above this is 1'1t.!O. These two steps are at the limit of 
the specification of ± 'It.! LSB~aximum differential linearity 
error. Most data converters tof,jay are specified in terms of 
both integrlll and differentiaCWnearity error. In produqion 
testing of data converters, quanta sizes are measured over 
the converter's full-scale range. 

Two other important terms are. commonly used in con
junction with the differen~iallinearity error specification. The 
first is monotonicity, which applies to. DAC$. A monotonic 
DAC has an analog output that is a c6ntinuously increasing 
function of the input. The DAC transfer function shown in 
Figure 8(a) is monotonic even though it has a large 
differential linearity errqr. Th!3 transfer function of Figure 
8(b), on the other hand, is nonmonotonic since the output 
actually decreases at one pOint. In terms of differential 
linearity error, a DAC may go nonmonotonic if the differen
tiallinearity error is greater than ± 1 LSB at some point; if the 
differential linearity error is less than ± 1 LSB, it assures that 
the output is monotonic. 

The term missing, or skipped, code applies to ADCs. 
When the differential linearity error of an ADC is greater 
than ± 1 LSB,\ the output may have a missing code; if the 
differential linearity error is less than ± 1 LSB, it assures that 
there are no missing codes. Figure 9(a) shows the trllnsfer 
function of an ADCwith a large differential linearity error but 
with no missing codes. In Figure 9(b), however, the differen" 
tiallinearity error causes a code to be skipped in the output. 

For ADCs, the linearity characteristic depends on the 
technique of AID conversion used; each converter type 
exhibits its own specific nonlinearity characteristic. Figure 
10 illustrates the nonlinearity characteri!ltics of the two most 
popular types of ADCs: successive approximation and dual
slope integrating. With the successive approximation ADC, 
and also with other feedback type ADCs that use a parllllel 
input DAC in the feedback loop, differential linearity error is 
the dominant type of nonlinearity. This is due to the parallel 
input DAC, which is made up of weighted current sources. 
The worst differential linearity errors occur at the major 
code transitions, such a Y4, Y2, and =t4 scale. If these 
differential linearity errors are small, then the integral 
linearity error will also be small. 

The difficulty at the major transition pOints is that, for 
example, the most Significant bit current source is turning 
on while all other current sources are turning off. This 
subtraction of currents must be accurate to ± 'It.! LsB and is a 
severe constraint in high resolution DACs. This means that 
the weighted current sources must be precisely trimmed in 
manufacturing. The most diffjcult transition is at 'It.! scale, 
where all bits change state (eg, for an 8-bit converter, 
01111111 to 10000000), am;! the worst differential linearity 
error generally occurs here. 

The next most difficult transitions occur at Y4 scale and 
=t4 scale, where all but one of the bits change state (eg, for 
an 8-bit converter, 00111111 to 01000000 and 10111111 to 
11000000, respectively). Relatively smaller differential lin
earity errors may also occur at the Ye, =ta, !fa, and 718 scale 
transitions, and so on. Figure 10(a) shows a successive 
approximation ADC transfer function, il!j.lstrating exaggerat
ed differential linearity errors at V4, 'It.!, and =t4 8981e. If these 
errors are properly trimmed out in manufacturing, then both 
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differential and integral linearity errors will be less than ± 'It.! 
LSB. 
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Figure 8: Monotonic (a) and non monotonic 
(b) DAC outputs. Monotonicity 
means output Is continuously 
Increasing function of input 
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Figure 9: No missing code (a) and missing 
code (b) in ADCou1put. Differential 
linearity error of less than ± 1 I-SB 
assures that there are no missing 
codes in transfer function 
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Figure 10: Linearity characteristic of 
successive approximation (a) and 
dual slope integrating (b) ADCs. 
Transfer function of successive 
approximation converter exhibits 
mostly differential linearity error 
while that of integrating converter 
shows mostly Integral linearity 
error 

Figure 10(b) shows a dual-slope integrating ADC transfer 
function. In this case, the predominant nonlinearity is the 
integral linearity error; differential linearity error is almost 
nonexistent in integrating type ADCs, which also includes 
charge balancing ADCs. The curvature of the transfer 
function is caused by a non ideal integrator circuit. Differen
tiallinearity is determined by the time between clock pulses 
in the converter, and this is constant within any conversion 
cycle. 

TEMPERATURE INDUCED ERRORS 
Ambient temperature changes cause variations in offset, 

gain, and linearity errors. If a converter is operated at a 
constant temperature within its specified operating temper
ature range, offset and gain errors can be zeroed by 
external adjustment at that temperature. But if the converter 
must operate with changing ambient temperature, then the 
problem becomes acute. 

Offset change with temperature is generally specified in 
microvolts per degree Celsius, or in parts per million of full 
scale per degree Celsius. Gain temperature coefficient is 
specified in parts per million per degree Celsius, and 
linearity error change with temperature is expressed in parts 
per million of full scale per degree Celsius. 
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Effective approaches to minimizing gain and offset 

changes with temperature are available. If a converter 
operates most"of the time at a given temperature, then its 
offset and gain should be zeroed at that temperature. If, 
however, the ambient temperature varies between two 
temperatures, the converter should be calibrated midway 
between those two temperatures. Another approach to 
minimizing changes with temperature is to use a converter 
with a low temperature coefficient to meet the desired 
specification. Data converters with low temperature coeffi
cients are, of course, more expensive, but this may be the 
most economical solution to the problem when all design 
factors are considered. Another method of minimizing gain 
error is based on the fact that many data converters with 
internal references have provision for connecting an exter
nal reference. In such a case, it is possible to connect a 
lower temperature coefficient external reference to the 
converter. This can be particularly effective where a number 
of converters are used together and one reference is used 
for all of them. 

Linearity error temperature coefficient is the most trouble
some specification, since it resists correction. In many 
applications, it is desired that the converter be monotonic, 
or have no missing codes, over the desired operating 
temperature range. From the converter differential linearity 
temperature coefficient, it is useful to determine the temper
ature range over which the converter will have guaranteed 
monotonicity or no missing codes. USing a conservative 
approach, it is assumed that the converter has a maximum 
initial differential linearity error of ± 1,12 LSB. Then, if the 
differential linearity error changes by not more than an 
additional Y2 LSB, a DAC will remain monotonic and an ADC 
will have' no missing codes. 

I-----~- -SliTO 12S"C 

1----- -25T0I5"C 

OT07O"C 

'LSI ----- -----

55 

•. OPPM,·C 

'LSI 

1 Lsa ----- ----- -------_______ -- ------- ·1 LSIJ 

SCOO2301 

Figure 11: Butterfly gain tempco 
characteristic for 12-bit ADC with 
±1 LSB maximum gain error. 
Converter is calibrated for zero 
gain error at 25°C. Limits shown 
are for ± 1 LSB error out of 12 bits 
over deSignated temperature 
range 

With a 12-bit ADC for example, Y2 LSB is equal to 
120ppm. If the operating temperature range is 0 to 70·C 
and the converter is calibrated at 2S·C, the maximum 
temperature change is 70·C - 2SoC, or 4S·C. To guarantee 
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no misSing codes, the differential linearity temperature 
coefficient must be 120ppm/45·C .. 2.7ppm/oC of full 
sca/e, maximulT1. An even lower differential linearity temper
ature coefficient is required to assure no missing cOdes if 
the operating temperature range is the full -55°C to 125°C 
military rangE\!. Performing a similar computation gives 
120ppm/100·C .. 1.2ppm/·C of full scale, maximum, for 
the differential linearity temperature coefficient. 

Gain temperature coefficient is commonly specified by 
the butterfly limits shown in FlQure 11. All the lines pass 
through zero at 25·C, where it is assumed that the initial 
measurement is made. The graph of Figure 11 shows the 
maximum gain temperature coefficient required for a ± 1 LSB 
gain error for a 12-bit AID or DIA converter over three 
different temperature ranges. Observe that the gain devia
tion curve must be within the bounds shown to meet the 
specification of ± 1 LSB maximum change. The dotted curve 
shows an actual converter gain deviation that would qualify 
as a gain temperature coefficient of ±2.4ppmI"C over the 
-55 to 125·C operating temperature range. This represents 
a very low temperature coefficient for an actual converter 
since most available devices fall in the range of 5 to 
50ppm1"C. 

ERROR BUDGET SUMMARY 
A COlT1mon mistake in specifying data converters is to 

assume that the relative accuracy of a converter is deter
mined only by the number of resolution bits. In fact, 
achilrlable relative accuracy is likely to be far different from 
the implied resolution, depending on the converter specifi
cations and operating conditions. This simply means that 
the last few resolution bits may be meaningless in terms of 
realizable accuracy. 

The best way to attack this design problem is with a 
systematic error budget. An error budget partitions all 
possible errors by source to arrive at a total error. In a given 
system, this must be done not only for the AID or 01 A 
converter, but also for the other circuits, such as transduc
er, amplifier, analog multiplexer, and sample and hold. 

As an example, using the accuracy specifications for a 
typical 12-blt ADC (Table 2), an error budget can be 
determined based on the following assumptions: operating 
temperature range of O·C to 50·C, maximum power supply 
voltage change of 1 % with time and temperature, and 
maximum converter change of 0.02% with time. Table 3 
shows the resulting error budget with a total worst case 
error of 0.1135%. It is improbable that the errors will all add 
in one direction. Statistical (rms) addition of the errors yields 
a lower value of 0.0581 %; this, on the other hand, may be 
too optimistic since the number of error sources is small. At 
any rate, the maximum error will be somewhere between 
0.0581% and 0.1135%, a significant difference from what 
might be assumed as a 12-bit or 0.024% converter. The 
ideal relative accuracy has been degraded by one to two 
resolution bits. 

In applying data converters, best results are achieved by 
reading the data sheet carefully for accuracy specifications, 
computing total error by the error budget method, and then 
carefully align,lng and testing the converter in its actual 
application. 
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TABLE 2 
ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS FOR 12-BIT ADC 

CHARACTERISTIC VALUE 

Resolution 12 Bits 
Differenlial Llnearily Error ±1t2 LSB max 
Differential Llnearily Tempco ±2ppml"C of FSR max 
Gain Tempco ±2OppmI"C max 
Offset Tempeo ± 5ppml"C of FSR max 
Power Supply Sensitivity 0.002%1% 

TABLE 3 
ERROR BUDGET FOR 12-BIT ADC 

SPECIFICATION ERROR 
(%) 

Quantization Error (± 1t2 LSB) 0.012 
Differential LinearitY Error (± Y2 LSB) 0.012 
Differential Linearity Error over Temp (2 ppml"C x 25) 0.005 
Gain Change over Temp (2OppmI"C x 25) 0.05 
Zero Change over Temp (5ppm/OC x 25) 0.0125 
Change with Power Supply (1 x 0.002%) 0.002 
Long Term Change 0.02 

Total Error, Worst Case 0.1135 
Totsl Statistical (rms) Error 0.0581 

Graphs give aperture time required for 
AID conversion 

The time required for an analog-to-digital converter to 
make a conversion is known as "aperture time," and 
depends on both the resolution and the particular conver
sion method employed. For commercially available AID 
converters that use the successive apprOximation method, 
the aperture time may be 40 microseconds for a relatively 
low-cost 12-bit converter, or as little as 4~ for a more 
expensive high-speed 12-bit converter. In many cases a 
sample-hold circuit is used ahead of an AID converter to 
effectively reduce the aperture times; the sample-hold can 
take a very fast sample of the analog signal and then hold 
the value while the AID operation is performed. (The time 
interval during which the signal-hold circuit turns off is then 
the aperture time, and determines the conversion accuracy. 
The time for actual AID conversion can be longer.) 

It is important for the designer to know what aperture time 
is required to keep the system error to a tolerable value in 
terms of the resolution of his AID converter. The maximum 
aperture time that allows 1-bit accuracy in conversion of an 
analog signal to 4 bits, 6 bits, ... or 16 bits is given here in 
two useful graphs. The graph in Figure 12(a) shows this 
aperture time as a function of signal rate of change, for 
Signals that are 10 volts full scale or peak to peak. Figure 
12(b) gives the aperture time as a function of the frequency 
of a sinusoidal signal. 
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Figure 12: Sampling time. Aperture time for 1-bit accuracy at various resolutions in AID conversion 
are shown here. Graph (a) gives aperture time as a function of signal rate of change for 
signals that are 10 volts full scale or 10 volts peak to peak. Graph (b) gives aperture time 
as a function of frequency for sinusoidal signals. Aperture times for larger allowed error 
can be found by reading on line for lower resolution, e.g., a 2-bit error and 8-bit resolution 
requires the same time as a 1-bit error and 7-bit resolution. Equations for these graphs 
are found in text. 

The two graphs are derived with reference to Figure 13, 
which shows a time-varying signal and the amplitude 
uncertainty t:N associated with an aperture time tA 

tA = f1V/(dV/dt) 

If the fractional error e is the ratio of f1 V to full-scale 
voltage VFS, 

tA = (€ VFsJ/(dV/dt) 

If f1 V is held to 1 bit, and VFS is resolved into n bits, then 
€ = 1/(2n), and 

This is the equation for the family of lines in Figure 1 (a), 
with VFS = 10 volts and n = 4,6,. .. 16. 

For a sinusoidal signal, which has a maximum rate of 
change at its zero crossing, 

where V is peak-to-peak signal value. This gives 

tA = (2f1V)/(wV) = €Irrf = 1I(2"rrf} 
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for a 1-bit error and n-bit resolution. This is the equation for 
the family of lines in Figure 12(b). 

If the allowed error is to be 2 bits instead of 1 bit, then 
€ = 2/(2n), so aperture times are doubled. An error of 3 bits 
gives € = 4/(2n), and so on; thus a 1-bit increase in error is 
equivalent to a 1-bit decrease in resolution on the graphs. 

As an example of the usefulness of these graphs, 
assume that a 1-kilohertz sinusoidal signal is to be digitized 
to a resolution of 10 bits. What aperture time must be used 
to give less than 1 bit of error? The answer readily found 
from Figure 12(b), is 320 nanoseconds. For h bit error the 
aperture time would have to be 160ns. This is surprising, 
because a 1-kHz Signal is really not very fast, and a 10-bit! 
320-ns converter is not to be found commercially available 
as a module. Therefore, a sample-hold circuit would be 
required ahead of a slower AID converter. 
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Figure 13: Error. Possibility of error In AID 
conversion depends upon 
aperture time. The greater tA Is, 
the greater the uncertainty In 
value of an analog voltage that 
has been converted to digital 
level. 

DO'S AND DON'TS OF APPLYING AID 
CONVERTERS 

In many applications, the limitation in the performance of 
any system lies in how the individual components are used. 
The Analog-to-Digital Converter (AID) can also be consid
ered as a component and, therefore, .proper design proce
dures are necessary in order to obtain the optimum 
accuracy. IntersillC AID converters are inherently extreme
ly accurate devices. To obtain the optimum performance 
from them, care should be taken in the hook-up and 
external components used. Test equipment used in system 
evaluation should be substantially more accurate and stable 
than the system needs to be. The following sections 
illustrate DO's and DON'Ts to obtain the best results from 
any system. 

DON'T INTRODUCE GROUND LOOP 
ERRORS 

Plan your grounding carefully. Probably the most com
mon source of error in any Analog-Digital system is improp
er grounding. Let's look at Figure 14. All the grounds are 
tied together, so everything should be alright, right? 
WRONGI Almost everything is wrong with this connection. 

'" HI 

liP 
LO 

....... OG DIGITAL 
SECTION SECTION 

AF012601 

Figure 14: Don't hook it up like thlsl 

The power supply currents for the analog and digital 
sections, together with the output or display currents, all 
flow through a lead common to the input. Let us analyze 
some of the errors we have introduced. The average 
currents flOwing in the resistance of the common lead will 
generate 'a D.C. offset voltage. Even the autozero circuit of 
an integrating AID converter cannot remove this error. But, 
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in addition, this current will have several varying compo
nents. The clock oscillator, and the various digital circuits 
driven from it, will show supply current variation at the clock 
frequency, and usually at submultiple also. For a succe$sive 
approximation converter, these will cause an additional 
effective offset. For an integrating converter, at least the 
higher frequency components should average out. In some 
converters, the analog supply currents will also vary with the 
clock (or a submultiple) frequency. If the display is multi
plexed, that current will vary with the multiplex frequency, 
usually some fraction of the clock frequency. For an 
integrating converter, both digital and analog section cur
rents will change as the converter goes from one phase of 
conversion to another. (Currents of this type injected into an 
autozero loop are particularly obstinate). Another serious 
source of variation is the change in digital and display 
section currents with the result value. This frequently shows 
up as an oscillating result, and/or missing results; one value 
being displayed displaces the effective input to a new value, 
which is converted and displayed, leading to a different 
displacement, a new value and so on. This sequence 
usually closes after two or three values, which are displayed 
in sequence. 

A more subtle source of errors in this circuit comes from 
the clock oscillator frequency. For an integrating converter, 
variations in clock frequency during a Single conversion 
cycle due to varying digital supply voltage or supply 
currents, or ground loops to a timing capacitor, will lead to 
incorrect results. 

Figure 15 shows a much better arrangement. The digital 
and analog grounds are connected by a line carrying only 
the interface currents between sections, and the input 
section is also tied back by a low-current line. The display
current loop will not affect the analog section and the clock 
section is isolated by a decoupling capaCitor. Note that 
external reference return currents and any other analog 
system currents must also be returned carefully to analog 
ground. 
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Figure 15: Do hook It up like this. 

DON'T COUPLE DIGITAL SIGNALS INTO 
ANALOG LINES 

Although Intersil's AID converter circuits have been 
designed to minimize the internal coupling of digital Signals 
into analog lines, the external capacitive coupling is con
trolled by the user. For the best results, it is advisable to 
keep analog and digital sections separated on PC boards. A 
few examples of the results of capacitive coupling follow. 
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On dual slope converters, the "busy" line swings from 

one state to the other at the end and beginning of the 
autozero cycle. Capacitive coupling from this line to the 
autozero or integrating capacitors will induce an effective 
input offset voltage. A similar effect occurs with the 
"Measure/Zero" line on charge-balancing converters and 
for a successive approximation converter with coupling 
between "End of Conversion" and a sample-and-hold 
capacitor. For a multiplexed display device, coupling be
tween the multiplex or "digit" lines and these capacitors 
can lead to non-linearity of the converter. And coupling from 
any digital line into a high-impedance input line can lead to 
errors in any system. 

DO USE ADEQUATE QUALITY 
COMPONENTS 

For successive approximation converters, the resistors 
used must have excellent time and temperature stability to 
maintain accuracy. Any adjustment potentiometers, etc. 
must be of compatible quality (note that in some trimpots, 
the slider pOSition moves with temperature!) 

For dual slope converters, the component selection is 
less critical. Long term drifts in the integrating resistor and 
the capacitors are not important. However, any resistive 
divider used on the reference, especially if it is adjustable, 
must be of sufficient stability not to degrade system 
accuracy. Dielectric absorption in the integrating capacitor 
is important (see reference 1) and the integrating resistor 
must have a negligible voltage coefficient to ensure lineari
ty. Noisy components will lead to noisy performance, 
whether in the integrator, autozero or clock circuits. 

DO USE A GOOD REFERENCE 
Good references are like good wines; nobody is quite 

sure how to make them but generally the older the 
technology used, the better the result, and the proof lies in 
the tasting (or testing). Thus, it is hard to beat the old 
temperature compensated zener with the current flow 
adjusted to the optimum for each diode. If you aren't into 
Zinfandel Superior Premier Cru (1972), the Intersil8052 has 
a fairly good reference built in. In either case, the division 
down from what you get to the required reference voltage 
requires care also (see above). And it is a fundamental fact 
that no converter can be better than its reference voltage. 

DO WATCH OUT FOR THERMAL EFFECTS 
All integrated circuits have thermal time constants of a 

few milliseconds to dissipation changes in the die. These 
can cause changes in such parameters as offset voltages 
and Vbe matching. For example, the power dissipation in an 
8018 quad current switch depends on the digital value. 
Although the die is carefully designed to minimize the 
effects of this, the resultant temperature changes will affect 
the matching between current switch values to a small 
degree. Inappropriate choice of supply voltages and current 
levels can enhance these differences, leading to errors. 
Similarly, the power dissipated in a dual-slope converter 
circuit depends on the comparator polarity and hence varies 
during the conversion cycle. Offset voltage variations due to 
this cannot be autozero'd out, and so can lead to errors. 
Again a poor choice of comparator loading or swing will 
enhance this (normally) minor effect. The power dissipation 
in an output display could be coupled into the sensitive 
analog sections of a converter, leading to similar problems. 
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And thermal gradients between IC packages and PC boards 
can lead to thermo-electric voltage errors in very sensitive 
systems. 

DO USE THE MAXIMUM INPUT SCALE 
To minimize all other sources of error, it is advisable to 

use the highest possible full scale input voltage. This is 
particularly important with successive approximation con
verters, where offset voltage errors can quickly get above 
1 LSB, but even for integrating-type converters, noise and 
the various other errors discussed above will increase in 
importance for lower-than-maximum full scale ranges. Pre
converter gain is usually preferable for small original sig
nals. All Intersil's integrating converters have a digital 
output line that can be used to extend auto-zero to 
preconditioning circuits (being careful not to couple the 
digital signal into the analog system, of course). 

Also, DO CHECK THESE AREAS 
Tie digital inputs down (or up) if you are not using them. 

This will avoid stray input spikes from affecting operation. 
Bypass all supplies with a large and a small capacitor close 
to the package. Limit input currents into any I.C. pin to 
values within the maximum rating of the device (or a few mA 
if not specified) to avoid damaging the device. Ensure that 
power· supplies do not reverse polarity or spike to high 
values when turned on or off. Remember that many digital 
gates take higher-than-normal supply currents for inputs 2 
betw,een defined logic levels. And remember also that gates 
can look like amplifiers under these circumstances. An 
example is shown in Figure 16, where stray and internal 
input-ta-output capacitance is multiplied by the gain of the 
gate just at the threshold causing a large effective load 
capacitance on the 8052 comparator (see reference 1 for 
the effects of this.) A noninverting gate here could lead to 
oscillations. 

.." 
AF012701 

Figure 16 

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 
Most of the AID converters now offered by Intersil do not 

require an offset adjustment. They have internal autozero 
circuits which typically give less than 10,.N of offset. 
Therefore, the only optional adjustment required to obtain 
optimum accuracy in a given application is the full scale or 
gain reading. 

With the AID converter in a continuous mode of conver
sion, the following procedure is recommended: The full 
scale adjustment is made by setting the input voltage to 
precisely 1/2 LSB less than full scale or Y2 LSB down from 
nominal full scale. (Note that the nominal full scale is 
actually never reached but is always one LSB short). Adjust 
the full scale control until the converter output just barely 
switches from full output to one count less than full output. 
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Graphs Give Aperture Time 
Required for AID Conversion 

The time required for an analog-to-digital converter to 
make a conversion is known as "aperture time," and 
depends on both the resolution and the particular conver
sion method employed. For commercially available AID 
converters that use the successive approximation method, 
the aperture time may be 40 microseconds for a relatively 
low-cost 12-bit converter, or as little as 41lS for a more 
expensive high-speed 12-bit converter. In many cases a 
sample-hold circuit is used ahead of an AID converter to 
effectively reduce the aperture times; the sample-hold can 
take a very fast sample of the analog signal and then hold 
the value while the AID operation is performed. (The time 
interval during which the signal-hold circuit turns off is then 
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the aperture time,'and determines the conversion accuracy. 
The time for actual AID conversion can be longer.) 

it is important for the designer to know what aperture time 
is required to keep the system error to a tolerable value in 
terms of the resolution of his AID converter. The maximum 
aperture time that allows 1-bit accuracy in conversion of an 
analog Signal to 4 bits, 6 bits,. . . or 16 bits is given here in 
two useful graphs. The graph in Fig. 1 (a) shows this 
aperture time as a function of Signal rate of change, for 
signals that are 10 volts full scale or peak to peak. Fig. 1 (b) 
gives the aperture time as a function of the frequency of a 
sinusoidal Signal. 
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1. Sampling time. Aperture time for 1-bit accuracy at various resolutions in AID conversion are shown here. 
Graph (a) gives aperture time as a function of signal rate of change for signals that are 10 volts full scale or 
10 volts peak to peak. Graph (b) gives aperture time as a function of frequency for sinusoidal Signals. 
Aperture times for larger allowed error can be found by reading on line for lower resolution, e.g., a 2-bit error 
and a-bit resolution requires the same time as a 1-bit error and 7 -bit resolution. Equations for these graphs 
are found in text. 
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2. Error. Possibility of error in AID conversion 
depends upon aperture time. The greater tA is, 
the greater the uncertainty in value of an analog 
voltage that has been converted to digital level. 

The two graphs are derived with reference to Fig. 2, 
which shows a time-varying signal and the amplitude 
uncertainty tN associated with an aperture time tA 

tA = flV/(dV/dt) 

If the fractional error € is the ratio of fl V to full-scale voltage 
VFS, 

tA = (€ VFS)/(dVldt) 

If flV is held to 1 bit, and VFS is resolved into n bits, then 
€ = 1/(2"), and 
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This is the equation for the family of lines in Fig. 1 (a), with 
VFS = 10 volts and n = 4, 6, ... 16. 

FOr a sinusoidal signal, which has a maximum rate of 
change at its zero crossing, 

flV = tA[d/dt(Y2)(V sin wt)lt.o = wVtA/2 

where V is a peak-to-peak signal value. This gives 

tA = (2flV)/(wV) = €l7rf = 1/(2"wf) 

for a 1-bit error and n-bit resolution. This is the equation for 
the family of lines in Fig. 1 (b). 

If the allowed error is to be 2 bits instead of 1 bit, then 
€ = 2/(2"), so aperture times are doubled. An error of 3 bits 
gives € = 4/(2"), and so on; thus a 1-bit increase in error is 
equivalent to a 1-bit decrease in resolution on the graphs. 

As an example of the usefulness of these graphs, 
assume that a 1-kilohertz sinusoidal signal is to be digitized 
to a resolution of 10 bits. What aperture time must be used 
to give less than 1 bit of error? The answer, readily found 
from Fig. 1 (b), is 320 nanoseconds. For Y2 bit error the 
aperture time would have to be 160ns. This is surprising, 
because a 1-kHz signal is really not very fast, and a 10-bit! PI 
320-ns converter is not to be found commercially available 
as a module. Therefore, a sample-hold circuit would be 
required ahead of a slower AID converter. 
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The Integrating AID Converter 

Integrating AID converter!; have two characteristics in 
common. First, as the name implies, their output represents 
the integral or average of an input voltage over a fixed 
period of time. Compared with techniques which require 
that the input is "frozen" with a sample-and-hold, the 
integrating converter will give repeatable results in the 
presence of high frequency· noise. A second and equally 
important characteristic is that they use time to quantise the 
answer, resulting in extremely small nonlinearity errors and 
no possibility of miSsing output codes. Furthermore, the 
integrating converter has very good rejection of frequencies 
whose periods are an integral multiple of the measurement 
period. This feature can be used to advantage in reducing 
line frequency noise, for example in laboratory instruments. 
(Figure 1) 

NM. , .. , 

,----
0f'00_ 

Figur, 1: Normal Mode Rejection of Dual
Slope Converter as a Function of 
Frequency. 

In addition, a competitive instrument-quality product 
should have the following features: 

1. Single Reference Voltage. This is strictly a 
convenience to the user, but since many designs are 
available with single references that contribute 
negligible error, products requiring dual references 
are rapidly becoming obsolete. 

2. Auto Zero. This eliminates one trim-pot and a 
troublesome calibration step. Furthermore, it allows 
the manufacturer to use op-amps with up to 10mV 
offset while still achieving system offsets of only a 
few microvolts. 

3. High Input Impedance. Recently developed 
monolithic FET technology allows input impedances 
of 1000 Mohm and leakages of a few pico amps to 
be achieved fairly readily. 

The unique characteristics of the integrating converter 
have made it the natural choice for panel meters and digital 
voltmeter applications. For this reason, overall useage of 
integrating converters exceeds the combined total of all 
other conversion methods. Furthermore, the availability of 
low cost one chip converters will encourage digitizing at the 
sensor in applications such as process control. This repre-

·relative to tile measurement period. 
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sents a radical departure from traditional data logging 
techniques which in the past have relied heavily on the 
transmission of analog Signals. The availability of one chip 
microprocessor system (with ROM and RAM on chip) will 
give a further Iloost to the 'conversion at the sensor' 
concept by facilitating local data processing. The advantage 
of local proceSSing is that only essential data, such as 
significant changes or danger signals, will be transmitted to 
the central processor. 

THE DUAL SLOPE TECHNIQUE
THEORY & PRACTICE 

The most popular integrating converter is the "dual
slope" type, the basic operating principles of which will be 
described briefly. However, most (If the comments relating 
to linearity, noise rejection, auto-zero capability, etc., apply 
to the whole family of integrating deSigns including charge 
balancing, triple ramps, and the 101 other techniques that 
have appeared in the literature. A simplified dual slope 
converter is shown in Figure 2. 

AF00880' 

Figure 2: Simplified Dual-Slope Converter 

The conversion takes place in three distinct phases 
(Figure 3). 

PHASE I-!--PHASE II-l----.-PHASE III-_ 

AUTO ZERO I SIGNAL I REFERENCE INTEGRATE I INTEGRATE I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

---1uuu-t ___ IUU1l1.I1. ______ _ 

I~I--------
"led n_Der Number 01 doc. pu .... 

ofctock"...... propotIton •• 10 VIN 

WFOOSOOI 

Figure 3: The Three Phases of a Dual-Slope 
Conversion 

Phase 1, Auto Zero: During auto zero, the errors in the 
analog components (buffer offset voltages, etc.) will be 
automatically nulled out by grounding the input and 

406500-001 
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closing a feedback loop such that error information is 
stored on an "auto-zero" capacitor. 

Phase 2, Signal Integrate: The input signal is integrated 
for a fixed number of clock pulses. For a 3 Y2-digit 
converter, 1,000 pulses is the usual count; for a 4Y2-digit 
converter, 10,000 is typical. On completion of the integra
tion period, the voltage V in Figure 3 is directly proportion
al to the input signal. 

Phase 3, Reference Integrate: At the beginning of this 
phase, the integrator input is switched from VIN to VREF. 
The polarity of the reference is determined during Phase 
2 such that the integrator discharges back towards zero. 
The number of clock pulses counted between the begin
ning of this cycle and the time when the integrator output 
passes through zero is a digital measure of the magni
tude of VIN. 

The beauty of the dual slope technique is that the 
theoretical accuracy depends only on the absolute value of 
the reference and the equality of the individual clock pulses 
within a given conversion cycle. The latter can easily be 
held to 1 part in 1 06, so in practical terms the only critical 
component is the reference. Changes in the value of other 
components such as the integration capacitor or the 

.D~DIl 
comparator input offset voltage have no effect, provided 
they don't change during an individual conversion cycle. 
This is in contrast to Successive Approximation converters 
which rely on matching a whole string of resistor values for 
quantisation. 

In a very real sense the deSigner is presented with a near 
perfect system; his job is to avoid introducing additional 
error sources in turning this text-book circuit into a real 
piece of hardware. 

From the foregoing discussion, it might be assumed that 
designing a high performance dual-slope converter is as 
easy as falling off the proverbial log. This is not true, 
however, because in a practical circuit a host of pitfalls must 
be avoided. These include the non-ideal characteristics of 
FET switches and capacitors, and the switching delay in the 
zero crossing detector. 

ANALYZING THE ERRORS 
At this point it is instructive to perform a detailed error 

analysis of a representative dual slope circuit, Intersil's, 
ICL7135. This is a 4Y2-digit design, as shown in Figure 4. 
The error analysis which follows relates to this chip
however, the principles behind the analysis apply to most 
integrating converters. 

CLOCK 
IN 
12IIIcHz 

SEVEN 
lEG. 

DECODE 

AF025011 

Figure 4: The ICL7135 Functional Diagram 
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The analog section of the converter is shown in Figure 5. 
Typical values are shown for 120kHz clock and 3 measure
ments/second. Each measurement is divided into three 
parts. In part 1, the auto-zeroFET switches 1, 2 and 3 are 
closed for 10,000 clock pulses. The reference capacitor is 
charged to VREF and the auto-zero capacitor is charged to 
the voltage that makes dV / dt of the integrator equal to zero. 
In each instance the capacitors are charged for 20 or more 
time-constants such that the voltage across them is only 

·limited by noise. 

'" 

TC01171H 

Figure 5: Analog Section of a Dual Slope 
Converter 

In the second phase, signal integrate, switches 1, 2 and 3 
are opened and switch 4 is closed for 10,000 clock pulses. 
The integrator capacitor will ramp up at a rate that is 
proportional to VIN. In the final phase, de-integrate"switch 4 
is opened and, depending on the polarity of the input Signal, 
switch 5 or 6 is closed. In either case the integrator will 
ramp down at a rate that is proportional to VREF. The 

amount of time, or number of clock pulses, required to bring 

the integrator back to its auto~zero value is 10,000 (_VIN ). 
VREF 

Of course, this is a description of the "ideal" cycle. Errors 

from this ideal cycle are caused by: 
1. Capacitor droop due to leakage. 
2. Capacitor voltage change due to charge "suck-out" 

(the reverse of charge injection) when the switches 
turn off. 

3. Non-linearity of buffer and integrator. 
4. High-frequency limitations of buffer, integrator and 

comparator. 
5. Integrating capacitor non-linearity (dielectric 

absorption). 
6. Charge lost by CREF in charging Cstray. 
Each . of these errors will be analyzed for its error 

contribution to the converter. 

Capacitor Droop Due to Leakage 
Typical leakage (100ft) of the switches at normal operat

ing voltage is 1 pA each and 2pA at each input of the buffer 
and integrator op amps. In terms of offset voltage caused 
by capacitor droop, the effect of the auto-zero and refer
ence capacitors is differential, i.e., there is no offset if they 
droop an equal amount. A conservative typical effect of 
droop on offset would be 2pA discharging 1 j.LF for 83 
milliseconds (10,000 clock periods), which amounts to an 
averaged equivalent of .Q83j.LV referred to the input. The 
effect of the droop on roll-over error (difference between 
equal positive and negative voltages near full scale) is 
slightly different. For a negative input voltage, switch 5 is 

IIn~nlb 

closed for the de-integrate cycle. Thus the reference 
capacitor and auto-zero capacitor operate differentially for 
the entire measurement cycle. For a positive voltage, switch 
6 is closed and the differential compensation of the 
reference capacitor is lost during de-integrate. A typical 
contribution to roll-over error is 3 pA discharging 1 j.LF 
capacitor for 166 milliseconds, equivalent to .249j.LV when 
averaged. These numbers are certainly insignificant for 
room temperature leakages but even at 100·C the contribu
tions should be only 15 j.LV and 45 j.LV respectively. A roll
over error of 45 j.LV is less than 0.5 counts on this 20,000 
count instrument. 

Charge "S,uck-Out" When the Switches 
Turn-Off 

There is no problem in charging the capacitors to the 
correct value when the switches are on. The problem is 
getting the switches off without changing this value. As the 
gate is driven off, the gate-to-drain capacitance of the 
switch injects a charge on the reference or auto-zero 
capacitor, changing its value. The net charge injection of 
switch 3 turning-off can be measured indirectly by noting 
the offset resulting by using a .01 j.LF auto-zero capacitor 
instead of 1.0j.LF. For this condition the offset is typically 
250j.LV, and since the signal ramp is a straight line instead of 
a parabola the main error is due to charge injection rather 
than leakage. This given a net injected charge of 2.5 
picocouloumbs or an equivalent Cgd of 0.16pF. The effect 
of switches 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are more complicated since they 
depend on timing and some switches are going on while 
others are going off. A substitution of an .01 j.LF capacitor for 
reference capaCitor gives less than 100 j.LV offset error. 
Thus, a conservative typical offset error for a 1.0j.LF 
capaCitor is 2.5j.LV. There is no contribution to roll-over error 
(independent of offset). Also this value does not change 
Significantly with temperature. ' 

Non-Linearity of Buffer and Integrator 
In this converter,' since the signal and reference are 

injected at the same point, the gain of the buffer and 
integrator are not of first~order importance in determining 
accuracy. This means that the buffer can have a very poor 
CMRR over the input range and still contribute zero error as 
long as it is constant, i.e., offset changes linearly with 
common mode voltage. The first error term is the non-linear 
component of CMRR. Careful measurement of CMRR on 
30 buffers indicated roll-over errors from 5 to 30j.LV. The 
contribution of integrator non-linearity is less than 1 j.LV in 
each case. 

High Frequency Limitations of Amplifiers 
For a zero input signal, the buffer output will switch from 

zero to VREF (1.0 volt) in 0.5j.Lseconds with an approximate
ly linear response. The net result is to lose 0.25j.LSeconds of 
de-integrate period. For a 120kHz clock, this is 3% of a 
clock pulse or 3j.LV. This is not an offset error since the 
delay is equal for both positive and negative references. 
The net result is the converter would switch from 0 to 1 at 
97j.LV instead of 100j.LV in the ideal case. 

A much larger source of delay is the comparator which 
contributes 3j.Lseconds. At first glance, this sounds abso
lutely ridiculous compared to the few tens of nano-seconds 
delay of modern IC comparators. However, they are speci
fied with 2 to 10mV of overdrive. By the time the ICL7135 
comparator gets 10mV of overdrive, the integrator will have 
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been through zero-crossing for 20 clock pulses! Actually, 
the comparator has a 300M Hz gain-bandwidth product 
which is comparable to the best IC's. The problem is that it 
must operate on 30/JV of overdrive instead of 10mV. Again, 
this delay causes no offset error but means the converter 
switches from 0 to 1 at 60/JV, from 1 to 2 at 160#-!V, etc. 
Most users consider this switching at approximately 1t2 LSB 
more desirable than the "so-called ideal" case of switching 
at 100/JV. If it is important that switching occur at 100pV, 
the comparator delay may be compensated by including a 
small value resistor ("",20n) in series with the integration 
capacitor. (Further details of this technique are given on 
page 4 under the heading "Maximum Clock Frequency".) 
The integrator time delay is less than 200 nsecond and 
contributes no measurable error. 

Integrating Capacitor Dielectric Absorption 
Any integrating AID assumes that the voltage change 

across the capacitor is exactly proportional to the integral of 
the current into it. Actually, a very small percentage of this 
charge is "used up" in rearranging charges within the 
capacitor and does not appear as a voltage across the 
capacitor. This is dielectric absorption. Probably the most 
accurate means of measuring dielectric absorption is to use 
it in a dual-slope AID converter with VIN=VREF. In this 
mode, the instrument should read 1.0000 independent of 
other component values. In very careful measurements 
where zero-crossings were observed in order to extrapolate 
a fifth digit and all delay errors were calculated out, 
polypropylene capacitors gave the best results. Their equiv
alent readings were 0.99998. In the same test polycarbon
ate capacitors typically read 0.9992, polystrene 0.9997. 
Thus, polypropylene is an excellent choice since they are 
not expensive and their increased temperature coefficient is 
of no consequence in this circuit. The dielectric absorption 
of the reference and auto-zero capacitors are only impor
tant at power-on or when the circuit is recovering from an 
overload. Thus, smaller or cheaper capacitors can be used 
if very accurate readings are not required for the first few 
seconds of recovery. 

Charge Lost by CREF in Charging Cstray. 
In addition to leakage and switching charge injection, the 

reference capacitor has a third method of losing charge 
and, therefore, voltage. It must charge Cstray as it swings 
from 0 to VIN to VREF. (Figure 5). However, Cstray only 
causes an error for positive inputs. To see why, let's look 
firstly at the sequence of events which occurs for negative 
inputs. During auto-zero CREF and Cstray are both charged 
through the switches. When the negative signal is applied,. 
CREF and Cstray are in series and act as a capacitance 
divider. For Cstray = 15pF, the divider ratio is 0.999985. 
When the positive reference is applied through switch #5, 
the same divider operates. As mentioned previously, a 
constant gain network contributes no error and, thus, 
negative inputs are measured exactly. 

For positive inputs, the divider operates as before when 
switching from auto-zero to VIN, but the negative reference 
is applied by closing switch #6. The reference capacitor is 
not used, and therefore the equivalent divider network is 
1.0000 instead of .999985. At full scale, this 15/JV IV error 
gives a 30/JV rollover error with the negative reading being 
30/JV too low. Of course for smaller Cstray, the error is 
proportionally less. 
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Summary 
Error analysis of the circuit using typical values shows 

four types of errors. They are (1) an offset error of 2.5pV 
due to charge injection, (2) a full scale rollover error of 30pV 
due to Cstray, (3) a full scale rollover error of 5 to 30pV due 
to buffer non-linearity and (4) a delay error of 40/JV for the 
first count. These numbers are in good agreement with 
actual results observed for the ICL7135. Due to peak-to
peak noise of 20/JV around zero, it is possible only to say 
that any offsets are less than 10/JV. Also, the observed 
rollover error is typically 1t2 count (50/JV) with the negative 
reading larger than the positive. Finally, the transition from a 
reading of 0000 to 0001 occurs at 50pV. 

These figures illustrate the very high performance which 
can be expected from a well designed dual-slope circuit
performance figures which can be achieved with no tricky 
'tweaking' of component values. Furthermore, the circuit 
includes desirable convenience features such as auto-zero, 
auto-polarity and a single reference. 

MAXIMUM CLOCK FREQUENCY 
Because of the 3/Js delay in the comparator, the maxi

mum recommended clock frequency is 160kHz. In the error 
analysis it was shown that under these conditions half of the 2 
first reference integrate period is lost in delay. This means 
that the meter reading will change from 0 to 1 at 50pV, from 
1 to 2 at 150/JV, etc. As was noted earlier, most users 
consider this transition at midpoint to be desirable. Howev-
er, if the clock frequency is increased appreciably above 
160kHz, the instrument will flash 1 on noise peaks even 
when the input is shorted. 

The clock frequency may be extended above 160kHz, 
however, by using a low value resistor in series with the 
integration capacitor. The effect of the resistor is to 
introduce a small pedestal voltage on to the integrator 
output at the beginning of the reference integrate phase 
(Figure 6). By careful selection of the ratio between this 
resistor and the integrating resistor (a few tens of ohms in 
the recommended circuit), the comparator delay can be 
compensated and the maximum clock frequency extended 
by approximately a factor of 3. At higher frequencies, ringing 
and second order breaks will cause significant non-lineari
ties in the first few counts of the instrument. 

NOISE 
The peak-to-peak noise around zero is approximately 

20/JV (pk-to-pk value not exceeded 95% of the time). Near 
full scale, this value increases to approximately 40/JV. 

Since much of the noise originates in the auto-zero loop, 
some improvement in noise can be achieved by putting gain 
in the buffer. A gain of about 5X is optimum. Too much gain 
will cause the auto-zero switch to misbehave, because the 
amplified Vos of the buffer will exceed the switch operating 
range. 
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1,.S DELAY 

so,.\' IN 

(.) UNCOMPENSATED 

3 .. 5 DELAY 

50"V IN 

Ib) COMPENSATED 

55003301 

Figure 6: Integrator and Comparator Outputs 
for Uncompensated (a) and 
Compensated (b) System 
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Games People Play with Intersil's 
AID Converters 

INTRODUCTION 
This application note is a collection of application circuits, 

mostly small or special purpose circuits that could not justify 
publication in this form alone, but together constitute a 
useful compendium. The circuits have been loosely catego
rized into three groups for convenience in reference, as 
follows: 

Input Games: Circuits which alter the input signal(s) in 
some (preferably) unusual or non-obvi
ous way, to achieve an unexpected or 
non-standard function. 

Converter 
Games: 

Output Games: 

Mixed Games: 

Circuits involving some alteration to the 
operation of the converter, to achieve 
some result other than the normal direct 
linear voltage conversion. 

Games played with the output of the 
converter, to alter or add to the display, 
or add a computer interface or alarm, 
for example. 

Games that cannot easily be catego
rized into one of the other types, or that 
involve more than one of the above 
activities. 

Since many of the circuits are based on only a few of the 
wide range of available Intersil converters, a Schedule 
(Table) is provided to show to which converter circuits the 
applications relate, either directly or with modifications. It is 
assumed throughout that the "normal" operation of the 
devices is known to and understood by the reader. If this is 
not the case, the perusal of the relevant data sheet(s) and 
of the other application notes listed at the end of this one is 
recommended. 

Evaluation Kits are available for the ICL71 06, 7107, 7126, 
7135, and 7136, containing the IC, a PC board, the required 
basic passive components, and in some cases a display, in 
others various ancillary ICs, together with the required 
instructions, etc. Most of the simpler circuits shown here 
can be easily built on the appropriate EV/Kit with a little 
component juggling and occasional trace cutting. Several of 
the kits have "breadboarding" areas to facilitate the 
addition of extra components. 

The circuits shown here come from various and sundry 
sources. Many came directly from users of the devices, and 
many others from questions or suggestions from them, still 
others came from our engineering and applications people 
around the world. 

Enough of this! Without more ado, LET THE GAMES 
BEGIN! 

Table 1:-SCHEDULE OF GAMES (a.k.a. Table of Contents) 

APPLICABLE DEVICES (ICLI 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 CATEGORY 
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 OF GAME 

NO. TITLE 4 6 7 9 6 7 6 5 6 7 
1 LCD Annunciators V V V V Output 
2 Decimal Point Drive V V V V Output 
3 Low Battery Detector V V V V V V V Output 
4 Blank Display on Low Battery V V V V V V V Output 

5 LED Brightness Control V V V Output 
6 Leading Zero Blanking V V V V V m V V Output 
7 Instant Continuity on Ohms V m m m m V m V m Output 
B High Voltage Display Driving V V V V V V V Output 

9 DVM Circuits V V V V V V V V Input 
10 Battery Operated Tachometer V V V V V V V V V V Input 
11 Examining your Navel m V V V m m V m V V Input 
12 Measuring hr. V V V V m V V Input 

13 Running off 1.5V Battery V m m V m V m V m Mixed 
14 Conversion Status Signal V V V V V Output 
15 Switching Preamp V V V V Input 
16 Capecitance Meter V m m V m V m V m Input 

17 Eliminating Overrange Hangover V Converter 
lB A~to-Tare Circuit m V Converter 
19 ~ 4·Dig~ Meter (LCD/LEDIVF) m V Converter 
20 4 Count Resolution Meter m m V Converter 

21 A Logarithmic AID Converter V V V V V V V V V Converter 
22 No-Ref-Cap Circuits m V V V V V V V V V Converter 
23 Low Noise Preamp Circu~ V V V m m V Converter 
24 Current lIP Converter Circu~ V V V m m V Converter 

25 BCD Output from 7-Segment OIP V V V V V V V Output 

Note: "V" means that the circuit is shown for the device listed (although frequently some component values may need alteration), 
whereas "m" signifies that some modification is required to use that device. Tha "ICL7104" is to be considered a chip pair. w~h the required 
ICLB052 or ICL806B not listed, but assumed. 
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LCD Annunciators 

::::::ev 

100lI0 y. 

V· BPI----+--+--+-t~r ~lTOLCD 
rr----~r+~.L-/1 ~C~~ 

~ ANNUNCIATORS, 
H------+-t-+~L-/ I ETC • 

..........,.---0 ~-+-IDr 
CD4030 

L. -' '--_____ --_-------'OND 

LCO.21BOI 

Figure 1: Loglc-Controlled LCD Annunciators. These circuits can be used to show any desired 
messages on the same display as the digital output . 

Decimal Point Drive 

I 
V· 

INTERSIL 
7108, 
7118, 
7126, 

=kO.l~F 
~TOLCD 

DECIM~L POINT 

lMD 

7136 21 TO LCD 
BP F--+-oO BACKPLANE 

TEST~ 

LC021101 

Figure 2: DC-less Decimal Point Drive. Although the circuit of Figure 1 can provide fixed annunciator 
drive, it is relatively expensive. A crude drive method (shown in A023) is to tie the LCD 
segment to COMMON, but this applies a significant DC voltage to the display which can 
lead to problems. In any case it cannot be used If COMMON is grounded externally, etc. 
This circuit, suggested by a French correspondent, avoids those problems, and acts as a 
rough "low-battery" detector also. Note that by the time the segment disappears, the 
reference voltage on COMMON has altered significantly, and that the detection point is a 
function of the individual display 
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Low Battery Detector 

V' .Pr-----1f--------....-:.r"--\, 

ICL71OI, 
71'" 
7121, 
7131 

LC021801 

'0,' 

(b} 

LC021901 

Figure 3: Low Battery Detector. The threshold is set by the resistor ratio against the Internal logic 
regulator In each case. The remaining gates can be used for annunciator drivers, etc. as 
shown 

Blank Display on Low Battery 

V' 

tcL71D7, 
JCL711', 
1CL7I37 

OND 

8EQMENT~=====~ DRIYE 
V-

(e} 

V- ..... 
(b} 

l.C022OOl 
LC022101 

Figure 4: Blank Display on Low Battery. Sometimes no reading is better than a (possibly) bad one. 
The same type of circuit can be used to cover other conditions a180. The LCD circuit 
forces an "overrrange" reading by shorting the reference input, and Inverts the "1", 
leaving only a possible polarity Indication 
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LED Brightness Control 

Ca' 
LC022301 

Figure 5: Controlling LED Brightness. The circuit In (a) applies a variable voltage to the anodes of 
the LEDs, and can lead to mismatch problems, while that of (b) uses a timer circuit to 
control the duty cycle, needing good supply bypassing. A counter driven by the oscillator 
could be used Instead of a timer 
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Leading Zero Blanking 

ABoH-------\ 

G3 ..... -t----\ 
F31-+-l-..-I 

BPt-++--I 

ICL7106, 
7116, 
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Bo 

C2 
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E. 

F. 

G. 

A,-

G. 

LC022<O' 

ICL7107, 
ICL7117, 
ICL7137 

47l1li.8 
ABoI-~"""'-, 
G31----t..--I 
F3~-----' 

G31--------~ 
F2~-----------' 

OTHERI---.....J\ 
SEGMENTSr----v 

(b) 

Figure 6: Leading Zero Blanking for the ICL71X6 and 71X7. The circuits detect the "segment f and 
not-segment g" condition, and blank the display accordingly 
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Instant Continuity on Ohms 

SEE FIGURE 9(C) 

RsT 

Rx 

TO BACKPLANE 

AUDIBLE 
"ALARM" 

t 

1M!) 

TEST 

'ICL7106 only. See data s~eets or A052 for correct values of these components. 

ANNUNCIATOR 
ON 
DISPLAY 

~9V 

C[)026601 

Figure 7: Instant Continuity when Measuring Resistance. The output can be used to drive an audible 
alarm, etc. if desired. The continuity annuciator or audible signal will indicate regardless of 
normal measurement cycle if input is less than set proportion of full-scale input. For use 
with ICL7107 or ICL7109, different annunciator connection will be needed, of course. To 
use with ICL7116, 7117, or 7135 reverse positions of known RST and unknown Rx, swap IN 
HI and REF HI, IN LO and REFLO, and invert sense of output. The ICL7135 will also need a 
supply to drive the resistors 
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High Voltage Display Driving 

A vacuum-fluorescent display panel can be activated by 
three DI805A high voltage drivers which are directly driven 
by an ICL71X7 3Y2-digit AID converter. The ICL71X7 
normally drives a common-anode LED display and its 
outputs pull-down to turn on a segment. The DI805A acts as 
an inverter in this application to illuminate display segments 
when its inputs are pulled down. Note the grid and filament 
connections to the display panel in Figure 8(a). 

N.E.C.F_ 
VACUUM FLUORESCENT DISPlAy. GRID 

-15V 

+tiY 

Figure 8(a): Vacuum Fluorescent Display Interface 
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A gas-discharge type display is shown in Figure 8(b) 
being activated QY three 01220 display driver circuits which 
are driven by an ICL71X6 AID converter. The ICL71X6 is 
designed to drive an LCD display. In this application, the 
BackPlane signal is buffered by a PNP emitter-follower and, 
when low, enables the high voltage drivers by providing a 
ground return for them. A high level on the input to the 
01220 when BackPlane is low will turn on a display 
segment. Thus, only when a segment line is out of phase 
with BackPlane will the segment be on. In this mode, the 
display will be operating at 50% duty cycle. 

Figure 8(b): A Gas-Discharge Plasma Type Display 
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DVM Circuits 

200mV F5 .. 
I 

9MO 

2VF.S. 

,~ 900'"' 
20V F.5. 

. _. r 
2IIOV F.S. 

9kU 

2000V F.5. 

.. ., 
, 

r e;A~T;o;;;; 

I IVREF '"' 100mV) 
OAIC 

IN HI 

I 
I 
I 
I =~ 
I 
I 
I 

'NLO 

-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L ____ .J 

'CAUTION: High voltages can be lethal. Proper operating 
precautions must be observed by the user. Intarsil assumes no 
liability for unsafe operation. 

(a) Multirange Voltmeter 

TC030701 

(c) Resistance Measurement. The optional resistor can be 
replaced by a diode string 

~) 

.D~DIl 

** 

r-;;...~;;.;;;;..., 
I IYIlEPO:~1 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I I i L ____ ..J 
TC000501 

'200mV F.S. for all switches open 

(b) Multirange Voltmeter, Alternative Arrangement 

_F.s. 

9000 

2mAF.8. 

~ __ F.s. 
900 

r 200mAF.s. 

90 

0.90 

2AF.S. 

0.10 

I" 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
... 

EYAWA110N KIT 
(VR" -100mV) 

ORIC 

- , 
-

=~ 
71011 
1107 

~ L ___ _ 

TCOOO8OI 

(d) Multirange Current Meter 

Figure 9: DVM Circuits. Voltage and current measurements for metering. For auto-ranging circuits 
see A046 for the 3 Y2-dlglt devices, and A028 for the 4 Y2-digit parts 

Battery Operated Tachometer 
The problem of getting a reading in RPM from an input 

frequency is solved by the use of a frequency-to-voltage 
converter at the front end of an AID converter. 

The frequency-ta-voltage conversion is accomplished by 
a CMOS timer which generates a constant pulse width 
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waveform at its output and a micropower CMOS op amp 
which integrates the timer pulses. Operating the timer from 
the internal reference voltage of the AID converter elimi
nates the need for a second reference because of the rail
to-rail output swing of the timer. 
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The input to the AID converter is given by: 

VIN = (R:OM)(tpW) (VR) (E) (::) 

Where tpw - timer pulse width = 1.1 R2C2 
VR - ICl7106 Reference Voltage = 2.BV 
E = Number of events per revolution'" 2 for this 

example 
The reading of the AID converter is given by: 

n.= (VIN)(RB + R7) 
VR RBA 

(RPM) (R4)(RB + R7) n= -(1.1 R~2) (E) ---
60 Ra RBA 

c. 

The factor E relates to the number of pulses per 
revolution from a magnetic or optical sensor, the number of 
blades on a propeller, or the number of point closures per 
rev.olution in an automotive application. R6 is needed only if 
the AID converter is adjusted for 200mV full-scale. 

Examining your Navel (alias Looking at the 
Beam in your Own Eye . • .) 

One common application question concerns using an 
ICl710617 family device to monitor its own supplies. 
Obviously this won't work at all if the supply gets too low, 
but above this level the circuits of Figure 11 will do just that. 
The ICl7107 circuits can also be used for the ICl7109 and 
ICl7135. 

R. R. r-n- Itt 
100tdl 2.7MU 12kU 

i 
I 

C, 

INPUT o-i22Op 
FROM 

SENSOR 

F 

4 a 
V' fI4 

~ 
130kll 

R3 ICM7555 
360k 12~ ~ 3 

OUT lis 

(~7( 
1M ~ 

2 TRIG 

Ile ..Lee Ct 

100p~T v-
1101dl-~ 0.01 

NPO P 

Re 
10kll 

·t~ 

FIgure 10: Tachometer using ICL7106 Family AID 
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35 REFLO 
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TOPtN1 

1G1d1 
~-..JtI\/\r_-+ r-_-_'��_-+~V· 

1I71lkD" 

1Il10 

'I-------, ...... _.F -
~---U~~~---ov-

CD0287<M 

TOPtN 1 

~--'II\/\r_-+ r--------~~V· 

_t 

1Il10 

ICL71CJI 
1--------,· ...... 0'01.F 

1G1d1 

_1 

~--~~~~--~v-

tThese resistor dividers should be set up so that at "end-ot-lite" 
for the supply. IN LO is about 2.8V below V" • and correct division 
occurs to IN HI-IN LO. 

"ICL710617 only. See data sheet tor values tor other parts. 

Figure 11(a): Voltage Monitor, LED Version 
using 7107. Dotted connection 
should be used for supplies of 
4V·6V. For higher supplies, 
pr.fvide regulated SV between 
V and GND. 
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Figure 11(b): Voltage Monitor, LCD Version, 
for Voltages over 6.SV (to 1SV 
max). Circuit uses internal 
reference. For < 6V, use 
ICL8069 reference. 
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CD02IIOOI 

Figure 11(c): Spilt Supply Current Monitor with 7107, using the Internal Reference. Values for RSH 
depend on current to be measured, should drop 100mV at half full-scale 
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~W~PIN~I ________________________ ~W~ 

ll11d1 AoH 

mIIoO mIIoO 

1110 :w 
D.01.F 

mIIoO mIIoO 

TO LOAD 

CilO27001 

'ICL710617 only. See data sheet for values for other parts. 

Figure 11(d): Single Supply Current Monitor using External Reference. Circuit can use ICL7106 or 
7107. Resistor dividers must match very accurately to ensure accuracy. RSH depends 
on current to be monitored, division ratio. of dividers 

Measuring hfe 
The circuit of Figure 12 sets the emitter current of the 

OUT via R3, and measures the ratio of the resultant base 
and collector currents, monitored in R1 and R2 at the 
REFerence and INput terminals respectively. A fixed volt
age and R3 set the emitter current, hence the slightly 
smaller collector current and the input voltage, while the 

1 
reference voltage varies as - -. 

hie 

Although high betas cau~ overrange readings, the circuit 
is not actually overloaded, while with low betas the high 
reference gives a short de-integrate cycle, but still accurate 
readings. 

For the resistor values shown, full-scale is 199.9: increas
ing R1 by a factor of 10 will give 1999 full-scale. R1 and R2 
should be 0.1 % or better, but R3 is not critical. Although 
Figure 12 shows separate NPN and PNP circuits, they could 
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be c;:ombined with a range-switching arrangement. Minor 
component value changes will accommodate the ICL7126/ 
7136. 

Running off 1.5V Battery (with aid of 
Voltage Converters) 

Two ICL7660 voltage converters quadruple the 1.5V 
single cell battery voltage into 6V, sl!fficient to power the 
ICL712617136 AID converter and an ICL8069 voltage 
reference. The latter is needed because the internal refer
ence needs over 6.5V to operate correctly. The battery 
current is typically less than =¥4mA, and batteries up to 3.5V 
may be used. CR1 may be required for batteries over 3.0V. 
The ICL7106 and ICL7116 can use the same circuit, but 
with higher battery drain. A similar arrangement can also be 
used with the ICL7109 and ICL7135, and also the ICL71 07/ 
7117 although LED display currents are usually too high. 

PI 
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~~~~N~1 __________________________ ~ __ -, 

(8) 

COO271Of 

IE(IC) 1pA 10pA 100pA 1n1A 

R1 20M 2M 200k 20k 
R2 200k 20k 2k 200.n 
RS 2M 200k 20k 2k 

'ICL710617 only. See data sheet lor values lor other parts. 

Figure 12: Digital h'e Tester. The switch shown In the PNP version (a) permits testing at VCD-G.5V or 
-3.5V. This cannot be done on the NPN tester (b), however, without exceeding the 
common-mode range of the input 

Conversion Status Signal 
Many applications of the ICL710617 family would be 

facilitated by a signal similar to the BUSY or STATUS signal 
on such converters as the ICL7109 and 7135. The simple 
circuit shown here will accurately signal the end of conver
sion, for use in multiplexing,· auto-ranging, etc. Note that it 
will only work with the reference input near V + and with 
reference voltages of less than a few hundred mV. Also the 
reference is disturbed by the current drawn, so ratiometric 
use is not recommended, and the beginning of conversion 
signal will be appreciably delayed. The good news is that 
the roll-over error discussed in A032 for reference not at 
COMMON does not apply to this circuit. See A046 for a 
variant of this. 
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1.IV 

V· 
IC& 

IID~DIl 

ICln~ HIF'"-1 ____ IM_~ 

• REFHI IJ.01.F v... 
INLOF:ID~~_-o 

'--=::------"1 t-..... -:-::'~---+--1f-...... --...... --..... --'·:=jREFLOV_ COM 32 

211 
(-4.51/J 

LCO.22901 

Figure 13: Using ICL7660 to Run ICL7126/36 from 1.SV Battery 

+5V 

CD027301 

·ICL7106/7 only. See data sheet for values for other parts. 

Figure 14: Simple End-of-Converslon Detector 

Switching Preamp 
The low-signal resolution of even the best AID convert

ers is limited by the effective noise voltage at the inputs, 
generally dominated for the ICL710617 family by the noise 
voltage trapped on the auto-zero capacitor. Low cost 
preamplifiers usually contribute wildly excessive offset er
rors, but the circuit here uses the backplane drive output of 
an ICL7106 (or 7116, 7126, or 7136) to synchronously 
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switch a differential amplifier through a pair of polarity 
reversing analog switches. The input always sees the signal 
in the same polarity and magnitude, but the preamp offset is 
inverted with a 50% duty cycle at the AID input so that it 
averages zero over the integrate cycle. The switching is 
performed at a 60Hz rate, and performs excellently down to 
20mV full-scale (10IlV/count). 
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13 

ANALOG 
SWITCH 
IH5143 

VIN + _6,_8-t--V-' 

18 

4 

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER 

ICl7621 

+SV 

lOOk11 

20kII 

lOOk11 

8 

13 

IHS143 

1,3 

9 31 IN HI 

18 30 IN lO 

.. 

+5V 

47l1li" BUFF .. 28 __ _ 

+5V -SV +5V -SV TO -SV 
DISPLAY 

lC023001 

"ICL7106/7 only. See data sheets or A052 for correct values of Ihese componenta. 

Figure 15: Switching Preamp with Gain. of 10 

Most low cost dual amplifiers are suitable, but it is 
important that the negative and positive slew rates be 
reasonably close. Op amps with crossover distortion (such 
as the LM124/324) should not be used. See Figure 23 and 
also application notes A030 and A053 for alternative 
preamplifier circuits. 
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Capacitance Meter Based on 312-0iglt AID 
The circuit charges and discharges a capacitor at a 

crystal-controlled rate, and stores on a sample-and-differ
ence amplifier the change iri voltage achieved. The current 
that flows during the discharge cycle is averaged, and 
ratiometrically measured in the AID using the voltage 
change as a reference. Range switching is done by 
changing the cycle rate and the current rnetering resistor. 
The cycle rate is synchronized with the conversion rate of 
the AID by using the internal OSCillator (externally divided) 
and the (internally divided) BackPlane signals. For conve
nience in timing, the switching cycle takes 5 counter states, 
although only four switch configurations are used. Capaci
tances up to 200/oLF can be measured, and the resolution on 
the lowest range is down to 0.1 pF. 
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,.F 
OSC3t-=3I"-f-1'--~ 

35 REF lO 

.D~D[l 

TEST 

.-----_f---'34~CtIu 

ICL1108, 
ICL"2f, 
ICL"3I 

POSH 
1 

'-----f---'33~COE. 
, 

2 SW18' 
~>--____ """'~~~Ih--__ ...... _-+-_3!!1' 'N.H' 

o.D1.F 4.-
POSH 

~ ___ -+-~30!lINLO TESTF.37:::--_'-_· --~,-c.-----.....J 
0SC21'3I'"-_-.-_----l 

ANA COlI 

3'01 

SWITCH 1A SWITCH 1B MAX C COUNTER/SWITCH PHASES 

1 10Mn 6kHz 200pF OY 00 Charge Cx 
2 lMn 6kHz 2nF 1Y 01 AVcx on CREF 
3 100kn 6kHz 20nF 2Y 10 Discharge Cx thru Rnal 
4 10kn 6kHz 0.2/lF 3X 11 Reset Ct to zero 
5 l00kn 60Hz 2/lF 
6 10kn 60Hz 20/lF 
7 lkn 60Hz 200/lF 

Figure 16: Capacitance Meter Built on 3 h-Oiglt Meter 

Eliminating Overrange Hangover of 
Dual-Slope AID Converters 

Intersil's two chip 4 Y2-digit and 14 -16-bit dual-slope AID 
converters have eliminated most of the hassle of building 
accurate data acquisition systems, DVMs, DPMs, etc. 
However, the published standard hook-up circuits can, 
under some circumstances, give inaccurate readings. The 
most annoying of these is after an overload, when the 
residual voltage on the integrator is transferred, as a 
transient, to the auto-zero system, which then in turn has to 
settle back down. The effect is described in A030. In any 
system with a multiplexed input, having succeeding chan
nels disturbed by an overload condition on one channel can 
be a severe problem. 
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This "hangover" can be eliminated by adding a simple 2 
IC circuit to zero the integrator output at the beginning of 
the auto-zero cycle, as shown in Figure 17(a) for the 
ICL8052171 (C)03 device, and Figure 17(b) for the ICL8052! 
7104-16 device. The circuit works by connecting the 
comparator output to an inverting input on the buffer during 
the first portion of the auto-zero time, and then (as normally) 
to the auto-zero capacitor for the remainder [Figure 17(c)]. 
Half of the ICM7556 controls the timing, the other half 
forming the clock oscillator, and the ICL8053 performs the 
switching. This circuit is used, rather than other more 
normal switch devices, because of its low charge injection 
into the auto-zero capacitor. 
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The Zero Integrator time can be set initially at h to Y2 the 

minimum auto-zero time, but if an "optimum" adjustment is 
required, look at the comparator output with a scope under 
worst-case overload conditions. The output of the delay 
timer should stay low until after the comparator has come 
off the rail, and is in the linear region (usually fairly noisy). 
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Figure 17(8): 4b-Dlglt LCD DPM with Zero Integrator Phase 
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• Nole: 16·bil verSion shown: 
14- and 12·bil versions diller 
in pin oul on ICL7104. 

•• v 

• 
7 RESET V 3 

OUT 

ICM7555 

., 
..l... 
-r; 

_.1; 
Of'TIONAL 

OV CAPACITOR 

, .... 

f' ... · ... BUFFEAGAIN 
(OPTtONAL.) 

r 
30 

~.'IV 
~ I ":" 

... INTIN 12 r-~-
- .. v~Y-
+sv~v+ 

I 
I .IV 

.". l CO'"' iN - -,-L.....J.......J-'L.-L-J.......L.....L....J.........L......l......J......J.......J'-L.-L-J.......L., 

"Note: 16·bit version shown: 14· and 12-bil versions differ in pin oul on ICL7104. 

80011101 

Figure 17(b): 8052A (8068A)17104 16-/14-/12-Bit AID Converter Functional Block Diagram with 
Gross Overrange Protection Zero Integrator Phase Circuit 
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. PHASE I 
AUTOZERO 

~ ___ ~--JU'\J'I..11J'L-----
10.000 CLOCK 

PULSES 
UP TO 20.000 

Cl.OCK PULSU 

IF ZIRO CROSSING 
OCCURS 

"'~E= __ "----'t, __ -----=~='-RO==CC::..:T":'""""'=-D-=:=-----

~ 
INTERNAL 

CLOCK 

_, 
Figure 17(c): 4h.Dlglt AID Converter Timing Diagrams 

Under non-overtoad conditions, a small "zero integrator" 
phase is desirable, but the full time given here is not 
necessary. A P-channel MOSFET across the timing resistor 
can be used to reduce the time constant if overrange has 
not occurred. Alternatively, a 3-diode network can be used, 
or a 2-input OR gate, as in Figure 17(d). 

- • 
1. 
12 

OR 

--J;J-'--.. _ 
OR 

0s022l!lll 

-
I 

I 

7 

The delay circuit also introduces a delay from the 
beginning of the conversion interval before the Zero Inte
grator phase is enabled; this delay should not exceed the 
input integrate time. If circuit modifications are made, this 
should be checked. 

+sv 

Ys - • 
1 

I 

0- 4 

10 3' 

Figure 17(d): Timing Gross Overvoltages 
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AID Converter and Counter make Auto
Tare Weighing Electronics 

Using Intersil's ICL7109 12-bit AID and ICM7217 4 
decade display driving counter, this circuit provides simple 
pushbutton tare for a weighing machine and requires only a 
single 5V supply. With any tare weight on the scale, the 
press of a button zeroes the display, which then reads 
weight added or removed. 

Operated in its handshake mode, the ICL71 09 dual-slope 
converter gives a HBEN pulse at pin 19 one clock period 
after detection of zero crossing. By the nature of dual-slope 
conversion the zero crossing, hence the HBEN pulse, will 
move N clock periods later as the input is increased N bit 
values, and vice versa [see Figure 18(b)]. Each conversion 
cycle lasts 8192 clock periods. 

The 7109 input can be derived from a bridge connected 
load cell powered from the same 5V supply as the ICL7109 
and its reference, so the ratio metric operation of the 71 09 
rejects supply variations. 

The ICM7217 4 decade bidirectional counter has display 
latches enabled by STORE (pin 19) which drive a multi
plexed LED display. The ZERO output (pin 2) indicates the 
zero state of the counter, which also has a RESET input (pin 
14). A separate compare register is preloaded via diodes 
from the display digit selects to the BCD port when Load 
Register (pin 11) is high. EQUAL (pin 3) goes low when 
register and counter are equal. 

At power-up, the 10/JF capacitor on Load Register (pin 
11) preloads the compare register to 4096. The counter 

,GND 
ZSTATUS 
3 POL 
COR 
5812 
1811 
7Bl0 ... 
988 

1087 ICL7101 

_. 
FULL SCALE 

INPUT 

R:~·C~~:: p'·'1 
REF IN • 381-:===r-""iT ''''' IN.-asl-

-:: O.22~r 

UP/DOWN line is controlled by, a flip-flop (Y2 74LS74) 
alternately set and reset by zEl!«5 and EQUAL so the 
counter cycles up and down between zero and 4096, taking 
8192 clock periods per cycle. 

With a steady weight on the scale, the HBEN pulse from 
the 7109 activates the STORE input of the 7217 every 8192 
clock periods to give a steady, but initially random display. 
When the TARE switch is closed, the counter is reset by 
HBEN, zeroing the display. Even when the TARE switch is 
opened, the display remains zero because, with an un
changed weight, HBEN enables the display latches each 
time the counter passes zero [solid line in Figure 18(b)]. 

If weight corresponding to N bit values is added to the 
scale, HBEN moves N counts later, hence N will be latched 
and displayed [dotted line in Figure 18(b)]. Conversely, if N 
bit values of weight are removed, -N is displayed (dashed 
line in Figure 2). The minus sign is obtained by latching the 
state of the UP/DOWN line at HBEN in the second flip-flop. 

The only restriction is that the converter input must not 
change polarity. If necessary, the POL output (pin 3) of the 
7109 can be latched to warn of such an erroneous 
condition. 

For more than 4096 count resolution, the 7109 can be 
replaced by the ICL8052AIICL7104 2-chip converter set 
with up to 16-bit resolution. The ICM7217 counter is 
cascadable. The system can clearly also operate with force 
balance type weighing systems or other types of input 
Signal. 
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Figure 18(a): Auto-Tare Weighing System for AID Converter 
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Figure 18(b}: Auto-Tare Weighing System Waveforms 

3'4-Digit (± 4095 Count) Meter with LED, 
LCD or VF Display 

Using an ICL710912-bit AID, an ICM7224, 7225 or 7236 
counter/display driver and two 4000 series CMOS chips 
you can build a 3~4-digit (4095 count) auto polarity digital 
meter. The choice of counter determines the choice of 
display. ICM7224 drives liquid crystal displays, ICM7225 
drives common anode LEOs and ICM7236 drives bright, 
green vacuum fluorescents. 

Figure 19(a) shows the system schematic. The ICL7109 
is run in its handshake mode (MODE wired high). The 
analog input is completely conventional and the analog 
connections are not shown in detail. Waveforms are shown 
in Figure 19(b). 

The ICL7109 takes 8192 clock cycles to complete a 
conversion, 2048 for auto-zero, 2048 for signal integrate 
and 4096 for reference de-integrate. STATUS goes high at 
the beginning of signal Integrate and comes low 1 'It.! cycles 
after the zero crossing, giving a total of 2050 + N pulses of 
the clock while status is high, where N is the digital reading 
of the AID. Therefore, by counting clock pulses while 
STATUS is high and subtracting 2050, the reading can be 
obtained. 

The ICM72241722517236 display driving counters have 
identical Input configurations. They contain a 4'1t.! decade 
counter with CLOCK, RESET and COUNT INHIBit inputs 
and separate display latches activated by S'fORE. These 
latches in turn drive, via decoders, non-multiplexed 7. 
segment displays. 

When STATUS goes low, RESET of the CD4040 is taken 
high and the bI-stable composed of gates 3 and 4 is set, 
taking COUNT INHIBIT low. At the beginning of integrate 
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STATUS goes high, removing RESET from the CD4040 and 
allowing it to start counting. Gate 3 detects the count of 
2050 and resets the bi-stable, removing COUNT INHIBIT 
and allowing the counter to count clock pulses. When 
STATUS goes low after zero crossing the bi-stable is again 
set, and further counting inhibited. The counter has now 
counted any pulses over 2050, hence now contains the 
reqUirEueading. This is transferred to the display latches 
by HB from the 7109. The counter is reset by LBEN and 
the circuit is now ready for the next conversion cycle. The 
binary outputs of the 7109 are not used. 

Of course, other counters' can be used instead of the 
ICM7224/722517236, but these are extremely convenient 
in their ability to drive displays directly. The ICM7217 could 
be used with LED displays and its compare register could 
also be employed to provide an over or under limit 
indication. 

Should greater resolution (up to 65536 counts) be 
required, the ICL7109 may be replaced by the ICL8052/ 
8068 + ICL7104 14- or 16-bit converters, which have the 
same output interface as the 7109. The ICM7224/25/36 
counters are cascadable. In this case the CD4040 counter 
chain would have to be extended to the appropriate length 
for 14- or 16-bit operation, as in these cases 8194 and 
32770 counts respectively would have to, be subtracted. 

Because the display drive is non-multiplexed, it is conve
nient to mount the counter/display driver package on the 
same board as the diSrays. ~t'R~ Signal connections (i.e., 
COUNT, COUNT INH BIT, S and RESET) are then 
required from the main circuit board to the display board. 
Moreover, by interchanging display boards LED, LCD or 
Vacuum Fluorescent meters could be made using the same 
main circuit board. 
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Figure 19(a): Block Schematic 
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Figure 19(b): Operating Waveforms 
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5000 Count Weighing with )4 Count 
Resolution 

Low cost digital scales are readily built using a strain 
gauge transducer, and ICL7650 chopper stabilized CMOS 
amplifier, a dual-slope AID converter such as Intersil's 
ICL710617 (3Y2-digit), ICL7109 (12-bit binary) or ICL7135 
(4Y2-digit) single chip CMOS devices, plus, if necessary, a 
display driver. To be approved for trade, however, the 
electronics must resolve to 1t4 of a displayed increment. 
This can be simply arranged by replacing the display driver 
with a display driving counter and a handful of standard SSI 
CMOS. 

The ICL7135 4Y2-digit dual-slope AID chip has 3 phases 
of operation: auto-zero, integrate and de-integrate. In the 

STRAIN GAUGE 
BRIDClE 

auto-zero phase, offsets are measured and nulled and the 
BUSY output is low. During integrate, the BUSY output goes 
high and the ICL7135 integrates the input signal for 10,000 
clock cycles. During de-integrate, the reference is integrat
ed- until the integrator returns to its starting pOint (or zero 
crossing). If N is the digital reading, de-integrate lasts N + 1 
clock cycles (the extra. one is due to the fact that de
integrate actually ends on the next positive clock edge after 
zero crossing), and at the end of this, BUSY returns low. 
BUSY is. therefore high for a total of 10,001 + N clock
cycles, and clearly the reading can be determined by 
counting clock cycles while BUSY is high and subtracting 
10,001. 

LCD (WITH 7220) 
LED (WITH 72211 
VF(WITH 723\Il 

DISPLAY 

O/R FLAG DRIVER 

_US_DRIVER 

OVEARI\NGE 
POL 

STROBE 
!ITlIIII! ICM7224 

OR 
ICL713& Os 1CM7225 

AID OR 
CONVERTER Os IIE!IET ICM7238 

CLOCK BUSY etkiNf INAlllt 

0. COUNT CJIIII'I' 

1Ct.7136CLOCK A J1Jl.IU'1J1. 
STATE --~: --j.-,NTEGAATE---+J._---

713S INTERNAL C:OUNT I 0 I '1 1_1_~ollOOj 0 I ' I 2 I 3 I • 1 5 1 • I 
BUSY B ___ jl ~:.......:...----....:..-tl =t:jIC:It=±I=II =1i::JIC 

.... 'NTEANALC:OUNT --0---1' I 2 1 1_: 0 

.... CJIIII'I'OUT C ---ur---------....;..--
03 D 

D, E _______ .... ____ .J 

m F ------------~ 

.... C:OUNT IN 

Figure 20: 5000 Count Meter with tnternal ~4 Count Resolution DS02300f 
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In our case, we wish to display N/4, so that the 20,000 

count conversion will yield a full-scale reading of 5000. This 
is done by delaying for 10,001 clock cycles after BUSY 
goes high, then enabling a counter clocked at Y4 the 7135 
clock rate. When BUSY goes low this counter is halted, its 
contents transferred to the display, and reset ready for the 
next cycle. A small refinement is that the counter should 
increment at values of 2,6, 10 etc., rather than at 4,8, 12 
etc. so that quantization error is symmetrical about the 
reading. A useful economy is to use the same counter for 
the initial 10,000 clock cycles and for the final counting. 
Suitable counters are Intersil's ICM7224 (driving LCD dis
play), ICM7225 (driving LED display) or ICM7236 (driving VF 
display). Apart from the display drivers, these are identical 
4 h-decade counters. 

The circuit works like this; during auto-zero, when BUSY 
is low, the counter is disabled via its COUNT INHIBIT input. 
Flip-flop 3 is set, so that its 0 output holds flip-flops 1 and 2 
reset and gate 3 is enabled, passing 7135 clock pulses to 
the counter. 

At the beginning of integrate, BUSY goes high and the 
counter begins to increment. Notice that the counter and 
flip-flops are incremented on the falling edge of clock, while 
the ICL7135 increments on the rising edge, avoidin~ race 
conditions. After 10,000 counts, the falling edge of C RRY 
clocks flip-flop 3 to its reset state. Flip-flops 1 and 2 are now 
enabled to divide the input clock by 4, while G3 blocks 
direct clock input to the counter, which has now rolled to 
zero. 

The preset conditions of flip-flops 1 and 2 are such that 
the first rising edge of 02 comes 3 clock cycles later, so the 
counter increments to 1 just before the ICL7135 increments 
to 2, and so on. At the end of dsint~rate BUSY comes 
low, freezing the counter. The TR BE output of the 
ICL7135 consists of 5 pulses, one coincident with each digit 
select, during the first multiplexed output scan cycle after 
de-integrate ends. TROBE is used to set flip-flop 3, 
restoring initial conditions ready for the next conversion. 
STROBE gated with ~5 stOBE the counter contents in the 
display register, then TR with D4 resets the counter. 
Notice that the normal BCD outputs of the 7135 are unused. 

A Logarithmic AID Converter 
An ordinary single chip DVM can be easily converted to 

display the logarithm of the ratio of 2 input voltages V1 and 
V2. The main restriction on operation is that V1 ::: V2. 

Figure 21 (a) shows the configuration. The modifications 
from the standard connection are the potential divider (ratio 
K) on the reference input, the signal input being the 
difference between Vl and V2, and the addition of resistor 
Rp in parallel with the integrator capacitor. The time 
constant of the integrator capacitor and Rp is given by: 

Referring to the waveforms of Figure 21 (b), let us first 
calculate the final integrator voltage, VINT. The aiming 
potential of the exponential is given by: 

Rp 
VASSYMPTOTE = -- (V1 - V2) 

RINT 

and the final' integrator voltage is therefore: 
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.D~DIL 
VINT = Rp (Vl - V2) (1 -~) 

RINT T 

where T is the fixed integration period. 

During de-integrate, the total swing of the exponential is 
given by: 

Rp 
VTOTAL = VINT + VREF -

RINT 

and remembering that VREF = KV2, the total exponential 
swing is: 

Rp (-T) Rp VTOTAL=-- (V1-V2) 1-e - +-- KV2. 
RINT T RINT 

The integrator will actually cross zero when the exponen
tial has reached 

R R 
VFINAL = VREF -p- = -p- KV2· 

RINT RINT 

Therefore, the time to zero crossing is given by: 

(VTOTAL) TOE-I NT = T tn ---
VFINAL 

Rp (-T) Rp -- (Vl-V2) 1-e - +-- KV2 
RINT T RINT = T tn ______________ _ 

= T tn _________ _ 

Now, if we are sneaky, and make K = (1 - e -TT), 

T 
Now let us make T = -

2.3 

where T is the integration period: 

T Vl Vl 
Now ToE-INT=- tn -=T log10-

2.3 V2 V2 

so that the DVM will read 1,000 (T oE-INT = T) when V 11 
V2 = 10, which is correct. The divider ratio, K, is: 

K = (l-e ~T) = 1_e-2.3 = 1-0.1 = 0.9 
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which makes sense when you realize that the final integra-, 
tor voltage during the integrate phase must reach 0.9 of the 
assymptote level. 

Theoretically. the full-scale of the system is V11V2 -100 
(i.e .• when the log - 2) but noise will probably limit this to 
lower values. Note also that the accuracy of the system is 

'" IN HI 

V. INLO 

.... ICL71Q117107I7101. 
ICL712t171351713817137 

AATIQ_k REF HI -
0 _LO 

COM" 

no longer independent of passive component variations. 
The simplest set-up procedure is to ensure K = 0.9 (prefera
bly using a pretrimmed divider) then. with V1 - 10V2. adjust 
Rp until the reading is 1.000. Examples of the use of 
logarithmic readings are photographic and chemical densi
tometry and colorimetry and audio decibel scales. 

DISPLAY OR 
DIGITAL SYSTEM 

/0 0 0 

l.C0204OI 

Figure 21(a): Circuit Modifications for Logarithmic Operation. For ICL7116, ICL7117, and ICL7135, 
REF LO Is already connected to ANALOG COMMON 

1------........,.--------- -- L 

! i l I', _ ... 
[

I ---7 T .. , .... --I' I 
"""..... I "I , 

---.- ---- --_J---~j L _COUNTS(7111111 _COUNTS(7111111 -l:---------- 2OOICOUNTS(7111111 .1 
.o,aaoCOUNTSC7I3111 .o,aaoCOUNTSC7I3111 ...... COUNTSC713111 

WF021001 

Figure 21(b): Inte'Jrator Output Waveforms with Respect to Integrator Non-Inverting Input 
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7108J7107 
(7128/38/37) 

11 [711~~6r08, 

.D~DIL 

COO27401 

·ICL710617 only. See data sheet for values for other parts. 

Figure 22: A "No-Ref-Cap" Circuit. This circuit gives correct negative readings but very high 
(or O/R) readings for positive inputs 

No-Ret-Cap Circuits 
In many cases, the polarity of the input voltage is always 

known, or a different reference is required for different 
polarities. In other applications, it may be desirable for the 
reference voltage to vary in some manner during the 
conversion, for instance to achieve some nonlinear conver
sion function. In all these cases, the reference capacitor is 
undesirable or un-needed. Figure 22 shows the way in 
which it can be removed, and the desired reference voltage 
fed directly into the CREF pinS(s). Note that the reference 
source may be shorted out in some phases of the conver
sion, so a current-limiting impedance must be provided. 
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Low Noise Preamp Circuit 
The noise performance of the ICL7106/7/9 family is 

controlled by the noise trapped on the auto-zero capacitor 
at the beginning of the integrate phase. This noise depends 
(in a complicated way) on the input noise of the buffer 
amplifier. If the built-in buffer is replaced by a low noise op 
amp, the noiSe performance could be improved, especially 
if gain can be introduced into this buffer, as can be done 
with the 2-chip devices. Figure 23 shows a way of doing 
this, the main losses being in higher input current and the 
lack of a true differential input. The switch network of the 
original is replaced by an ICL8053 driven in synchronism 
with the internal counter by using the original switch 
network-buffer combination, fed by resistive dividers, and a 
quad comparator to detect the various phases as shown. 
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ICL7128 

.D~OlL 

IN HI 1---------+ 

1C111O 1C111O 1C111O 

BUFFI-------~--~ 

INLO 

1000 25kIl 
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LF156. LM339. 8053 run off V+ and V-. 10V. These values should be changed for ICL7126. 

Figure 23: Using an External Low-Noise Preamp with the ICL710617126 

Current liP Converter Circuit 
The normal voltage conversion circuits convert the differ

ential input and reference voltages into corresponding 
currents in the integrating capacitor. In cases where the 
input signal is fundamentally a current in the appropriate 
range, it may make more sense to integrate it directly, rather 
than convert it to a voltage first, especially if the reference 
value is a current also. 
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The circuit of Figure 24 injects the currents directly into 
the integrator input. The sources are switched in synchro
nism with the internal conversion phase by using the buffer 
amplifier and the voltage switching network in combination 
with a quad comparator, in the same manner as in Figure 
23. The normal auto-zero operation still occurs, provided 
the input is grounded during the appropriate phase. 
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V· 

ICL7I06I7, 
~CL7I28, 

ICL7I36I7) 

hN 

>---.--+INT 

>--,--r+DE+ 

>---.-.... DE-

I I 
I I 

>-.--t-t+AIZ 

...J 1 1 
I 1 
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___ ...J 

COO27501 

·See A052 for calculation on these values. 

Figure 24: Current lIP Converter Circuit 

BCD Output from 7·Segment OIP Drive 
Frequently it is necessary to provide a BCD output in 

addition to display driving, for peripheral output on panel 
meters, or for special decoding of upper flower limit values, 
etc. The circuits shown here use a standard CMOS gate 
circuit to convert the 7 -segment output of either LCD or LED 
drivers to BCD. 
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10 
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80 
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POL 
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"For ICL7l0717ll7, lie "INVERT" high, use OV supply for logic GND, and omit EX-NOR gates. 

Figure 25: BCD Output from 7-Segment OIP Drive 

OTHER APPLICATIONS BULLETINS 

Some other applications bulletins that may be found 
useful are listed here: 
A016 Selecting AID Converters. 
A017 The Integrating AID Converter. 
A018 Do's and Dont's of Applying AID Converters. 
A019 4-1;2 Digit Panel Meter Demonstratorl 

Instrumentation Boards. 
A023 Low Cost Digital Panel Meter Designs. 
A025 Building a Remote Data Logging Station. 
A028 Building an Autoranging DMM with the ICL7103A1 

B052A AID Converter Pair. 
A030 The ICL71 04 - A Binary Output AID Converter for 

Microprocessors. 
A032 Understanding the Auto-Zero and Common Mode 

Performance of the ICL7106/710717109 Family. 
A046 Building a Battery Operated Auto-Ranging DVM with 

the ICL7106. 
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A051 Principals and Applications of the ICL7660 Voltage 
Converter. 

A052 Tips for Using Single-Chip 31;2-Digit AID Converters. 
A053 The ICL7650: A New Era in Glitch-Free Chopper 

Stabilized Amplifiers. 
R005 Interfacing Data Converters and Microprocessors. 
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Tip's for Using Single-Chip 
3-h Digit AID Converters 
by Dan Watson 

INTRODUCTION 
Since their introduction, the single-chip 3-Y2 digit AID 

converters have been widely accepted and used in a variety 
of digital instrumentation applications. As the number of 
applications for these low-cost circuits increases so does 
the number of specific questions about their operation. 

The products covered are Intersil's full line of single-chip 
3-Y2 digit AID converters. 

They are: 
• ICL71 06, ICL7116 for liquid crystal displays (LCD) 
• ICL71 07, ICL7117 for light emitting diode displays 

(LED) 
• ICL7126 micropower version for LCD 

A great deal of versatility has been designed into these 
devices. All have differential inputs for signal and reference. 
This permits applications where input and reference are not 
referred to ground; it also allows the ratio of two signals to 
be digitally displayed. The devices also feature wide operat
ing ranges for power supply voltage and conversion time. 

The first part of this application note will address the most 
commonly asked questions, the second part consists of a 
troubleshooting guide, the third section shows normal 
waveforms, and the fourth gives formulae for component 
values. 

COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Power Supply 
Q: What is the minimum battery. voltage from which the 
ICL7106 or ICL7126 can operate? 

A: If the internal voltage reference of the circuit is used, the 
ICL7106 and ICL7126 will operate down to approximately 
6.5 Volts. When the battery voltage drops below that level 
the internal voltage reference will degrade, directly affecting 
converter accuracy. 

If an external voltage reference such as the ICL8069 is 
used, a lower operating voltage can be used. Care must be 
taken to ensure that the input common-mode voltage range 
is not exceeded and that the integrator output swing is kept 
within its linear region. (See appropriate discussion in data 
sheets for specifics.) If these parameters are kept in check 
the ICL7106 and ICL7126 will operate accurately with a 
battery voltage as low as 4 Volts. 

Q: How can the ICL7106 be used with fixed system power 
supplies? 

A: The ICL7106 has been deSigned to be used with a 9 Volt 
battery. When ±15 Volt supplies are used, they should be 
converted to ±5 Volts with simple three terminal regulators 
such as ,..A7B05 and ,..A7905, or the new low power 
ICL7663 and ICL7664. If only a + 5 Volt supply is available, 
an ICL7660 voltage converter circuit can be used to 
generate -5 Volts at 20mA from the + 5 Volt supply. See 
Figures 1 and 2. 
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Once a proper dual polarity power supply has been set 
up, the ICL7106 will make AID conversions from input 
voltages referred to power supply ground. Figures 3 and 4 
show the use of the ICL7106 with internal and external 
voltage reference. Note the 27kil pull up resistor on analog 
COMMON (pin 32) when using an external reference. 

+15V 

-15V 

REFLO 35 

COM 32 
ICL7101 

AF019901 

Figure 1: Operation from Dual Polarity 
Supplies with Internal Voltage 
Reference 

Q: How well regulated must the power supply for the 
ICL7107 be? 

A: The ICL7107, ICL7106, and ICL7126 have power supply 
rejection ratios of 86dB typically, and a power supply with 
50mV load regulation or better is recommended. High 
frequency signals and spikes on the power supplies can get 
into the AID system, and should be bypassed to ground. 

Q: How long will an ICL71 06 and an ICL7126 operate from a 
standard 9 Volt battery? 
A: A standard carbon-zinc 9 Volt battery will provide 200 
continuous hours of operation for the ICL7106 and 8,000 
continuous hours for the ICL7126. 

Q: How much power supply current is needed to operate 
the ICL7107? 

407057-001 
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+5V 

REF LO r35=---4_~ 

":" 

COMr32=--------l 
ICL7108 

27k 

08010501 

Figure 2: Operation from + 5V Supply with External Voltage Reference 

A: The supply current from the positive power supply varies 
from 72mA to 200mA depending upon the combination of 
display segments lighted. The ICL7107 (without display 
current) requires typically 1.5mA from the positive supply 
and 300~ from the negative supply. 
Q: What is the maximum power supply voltage for the 
ICL7106 and ICL710n 
A: The ICL7106 has an absolute maximum battery voltage 
rating of 15 Volts from V+ (pin 1) to V- (pin 26). The 
ICL7107 has an absolute maximum rating of 6 Volts from 
V+ to ground (pin 21) and -9 Volts from V- to ground. If 
the positive voltage to the ICL7107 is greater than 6 Volts, 
excessive power dissipation will result. To increase LED 
brightness, use external drivers such as SN7407 or discrete 
transistors; see ICL7107 data sheet Figure 22. 
Display 
Q: How can the displayed reading of the ICL7106 or 
ICL7107 be held for a time rather than continuously 
updated? 
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A: The ICL7106 and ICL7107 are designed to continuously 
update the display as each conversion is completed. For 
applications where it is desirable to hold the displayed 
reading, either the ICL7116 (LCD) or the ICL7117 (LED) 
should be used. These parts are the same as the ICL7106 
and ICL7107 except that they have built-in display hold 
function and slightly different pinout confi!l.urations. When 
the HLD terminal (pin 1) is connected to V ,the displayed 
reading is frozen and the converter continues in its cycle; 
when the HLD pin is connected to TEST or Digital Ground 
(7117 only) the display updates with each conversion. The 
pinout differences are as follows: 

1. Pin 1 is the HLD pin. 

2. Pin 35 is the positive power supply pin. 

3. REFerence LO is internally connected to the analog 
COMMON pOint. REFerence LO does not connect 
to a package pin separately. 
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STACK 

v
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READING = ~ x 1000 
RSTO 

080' .... 

Figure 3: Examples of Ratiometric Operation 

Q: What types of displays should be used with the ICL7106? 

A: The ICL7106 drive signal is approximately 3.5Vrms with a 
backplane frequency of 60Hz, and will drive almost any size 
character liquid crystal display. The 0.5" variety is the most 
common and inexpensive. Suitable displays include the 
6FE0203-E from AND, the SX140 from Crystaloid, the 
3902-315 from Hamlin, and the 7543-W-2 from LXD. 

Q: What types of displays should be used with the ICL7107? 

A: Almost any common anode seven-segment LED display 
will work with the ICL7107. The ICL7107 drives the LEDs 
with current-limited outputs of 7mA to 8mA per segment; 
this will automatically compensate the LEDs for different V-I 
characteristics. For more contrast, use displays that are 
more efficient. Suitable displays include the Hewlett Pack
ard 5082-7736/30, the ITAC MAN3730/10, the Litronix 
DL70117 and the Monsanto 4630/10. 

Timing 
Q: How fast can the ICL7106 or ICL7107 be operated? 

A: The maximum oscillator frequency of the ICL7107 and 
ICL7106 should normally be considered to be 240kHz. This 
frequency is the highest frequency that will reject 60Hz 
noise in the integrator (200kHz for 50Hz rejection). Since 
the signal integrate phase of the conversion cycle is 1000 
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clock pulses long, and one cycle of 60Hz lasts 16 ~ms, the 
internal clock frequency is: 

1000 
---=60kHz 
0.01667 

The internal clock is generated by dividing the oscillator 
frequency by four, therefore, the oscillator frequency will be 
240kHz. This corresponds to 15 conversions per second. In 
applications where 50Hz or 60Hz rejection is not required, 
the devices may be operated up to 30 readings per second 
(480kHz). At this high speed, however, the devices may 
tend to read one count high. 

Ratiometric Operation 
Q: What is ratiometric operation and how can the ICL7107 
or ICL7106 be operated in that manner? 

A: In a ratiometric application the ICL7106 and ICL7107 will 
display a reading which is proportional to the ratio of two 
inputs. In this mode, one signal is connected between 
INPUT HI and INPUT LO, and the other signal is connected 
between REF HI and REF LO. For Signals which share a 
common connection, INPUT LO and REF LO should be 
connected together, see Figure 3. When the two input 
signals are equal, the reading will be 1000. The maximum 
readable ratio of two inputs is 1.999. 
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Figure 4: Grounding Detail for ICL7107 

Temperature 
a: What variation in reading can be expected with the 
ICL7106 or ICL71 07 when used over the temperature range 
Qf O·C to + 70·C? 

A: To determine temperature stability of the circuit, analyze 
each of the three sources of drift. 

1. Offset drift is specified to be 1 p.V I"C maximum. For 
a 70·C change in temperature, a 70p.V change in 
offset will occur. If the AID is set for a 200mV full
scale, each count corresponds to 100p.V. The 
change in offset for a 70·C change in temperature 
will be 70/100 or 0.7 counts maximum. In practice, 
offset drift is likely to be much less than this. 

2. Scale factor is specified to be 5ppml"C maximum. A 
70·C change in temperature corresponds to a 
change in scale factor of 0.035%. The 
corresponding change in reading will be 0.035% of 
2000 counts, or 0.7 counts maximum. In practice, 
scale factor drift is likely to be much less than this. 

3. The temperature coefficient of the internal voltage 
reference is specified to be 80ppml"C typically. A 

. 70·C change in temperature will cause a change in 
reading of 0.56%. The change in reading from this 
will be 0.56% of 2000 counts or 11.2 counts 
typically. This is clearly the major source of error in 
absolute measurements. 

Since using the internal reference of the ICL710S can 
result in a change in reading of 11.2 +0.7+0.7 = 12.S 
counts over a change in temperature of 70·C, the use of an 
external reference is recommended. 

USing an external reference such as the ICL80S9, the 
change in reading can be kept to 2.8 counts maximum. 
Such an external reference is recommended for the 
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ICL7107 because of the chip heating caused by power 
dissipation. This power dissipation is due to the LED drivers, 
and is not a significantfactor when using the ICL710S over 
a limited temperature range. 

One other effect of increasing temperature on the 
ICL710S or ICL7107 is the increase of input leakage 
currents. This has negligible effect on performance in most 
applications when recommended component values are 
used. In more critical applications, increasing the value of 
CAEF and CAZ will minimize these effects. 

Components 
a: Can the ICL7126 plug directly into a socket previously 
occupied by an ICL7106? 
A: The ICL7126 and ICL71 06 have identical pinout configu
rations, however some external component values will have 
to be re-calculated in order to use the ICL7126. 

1. The oscillator capaCitor (pin 38) should be no more 
than 50pF, and the oscillator frequency adjusted to 
60kHz or less. 

2. The current through the reference voltage divider 
(V + to COMMON pin 32) should be limited to 10p.A. 

3. The integrating capacitor (pin 27) and resistor (pin 
28) values should be re-calculated. See component 
selection question or Component Formulae section 
of this note for further details. 

4. The auto-zero capacitor (pin 29) should be 0.33p.F 
for 0.2 Volt full-scale, or 0.033p.F for 2 Volt full-seale 
operation. 

a: What types and values of external passive components 
Should be used with the ICL7106, ICL7107, and ICL712S? 
A: The oscillator, integrator, and voltage reference divider 
resistors may be carbon or metal film resistors with a 
tolerance of 5%, the oscillator capacitor should be a dipped 
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mica or ceramic type with 10% tolerance, and the reference 
and auto-zero capacitors should be either polystyrene or 
mylar types with 20% tolerance. The integrating capacitor 
should be polypropylene, with polystyrene and polycarbon
ate as second and third choices, respectively. The integrat
ing capacitor must have good dielectric absorption charac
teristics for the AID converters to have optimum linearity. 

The values for these components depend on the type of 
converter used. See the Component Formulae section of 
this application note. These formulas will give an approxi
mate value that is best for a given AID converter. The 
actual component value should be the closest standard 
value that is available. 

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 
When problems occur with the application of Intersil's 

family of 3 Y2 digit AID converters, they can usually be 
divided into three categories. These categories are: 

1. Accuracy problems 
2. Display problems 
3. Functional problems 
This portion of this application note will deal with specific 

problems in these three areas. 

Accuracy Problems 
1. ,Problem: Above a certain input voltage level, the 
displayed reading does not linearly track the input. 
Action: Observe the waveform at the output of the integra
tor stage (pin 27) of the AID converter. There should be no 
clipping at the positive and negative peaks of the ramped 
waveform. The value of R'NT or C'NT may be too small, or 
the oscillator frequency may be too low, allowing the 
integrator to saturate. See previous section on component 
value selection. 
2. Problem: For a constant input voltage, there is a 
difference in the absolute value of the reading when only 
the polarity is reversed. 
Action: This problem is called "rollover error" and is 
usually eliminated by proper selection of the integrating 
capacitor connected to pin 27. A capacitor with good 
dielectric absorption characteristics is required; polypropyl
ene or polystyrene are the best types of capacitors to use 
here. Another possible source is that CREF is too small, or 
that there is excessive stray capacitance to ground from its 
pins (see A032). 
3. Problem: For a constant input level, the displayed 
reading varies as the positive power supply voltage varies. 
Action: The connection to analog COMMON (pin 32) 
should be checked. If the internal voltage reference is used, 
analog COMMON should not be grounded, but rather 
should be connected to REF LO (pin 35), as shown in 
Figure 1. 
4. Problem: The displayed reading of the ICL7106 or 
ICL7107 is not constant for constant input, and changes 
several counts from one reading to the next. 
Action: The connection to analog COMMON should be 
checked. If an external voltage reference is used, the 
COMMON pin should have a pull-up resistor of 27kn 
connected between it and the positive power supply, as 
shown in Figure 2. 
5. Problem: With the voltage inputs shorted together, there 
is an offset reading of several counts. 
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Action: The size of the reference capacitor is too small, or 
the type of capacitor is too leaky. Use a mylar capacitor of 
11lF in most applications. Only in applications where input 
and reference voltage are referred to ground as a common 
pOint will a 0.11lF capacitor be satisfactory. 
6. Problem: The evaluation kit has been carefully assem
bled and displays an offset error of several counts when 
inputs are shorted together. 
Action: Proper cleaning of the printed circuit board after 
assembly should eliminate any leakage paths. 

Display Problems 
7. Problem: The displayed reading of the ICl7107 is not 
stable and changes every conversion cycle. 
Action: The connections to power supply ground and signal 
grounds must be carefully routed to avoid noise problems. 
Digital ground (pin 21) carries all the LED return current, and 
should only be connected to INput lO (pin 30) at the power 
supply terminals. Figure 4 shows how this grounding should 
be done to keep the LED current from generating a noisy 
input voltage. 
8. Problem: As power is applied to the ICL7107 with 
constant input voltage, the reading changes with time and 
only after a few minutes is stable. 
Action: This is caused by the use of the internal reference 
of the ICL7107 in applications where external lED displays 2 
are also being driven. The power dissipated by the lED 
drivers causes internal chip heating which causes the 
internal voltage reference to drift. This can be avoided by 
using an external voltage reference such as the ICl8069, 
which is considerably more stable than the internal refer-
ence of the ICl71 07. See Figure 2 for connections. 
9. Problem: The lED display driven by the ICl7107 is not 
bright enough. 
Action: The ICl7107 will typically drive 8mA per segment. 
This current cannot be varied upward, and will be the same 
regardless of the size and type of display. To increase 
brightness, the user should either pick the most efficient 
display available or use external drivers such as 7407 open 
collector buffers. 
10. PrOblem: The lCD display connected to an ICl71 06 is 
weak and occasionally displays incomplete characters. 
Action: Low power supply or battery voltage will cause the 
LCD display to have low contrast. Temperature extremes 
below O·C will also cause problems with LCD displays. 
11. Problem: There is permanent distortion or "burning" of 
the lCD display after prolonged use. 
Action: lCD display damage is caused when there is DC 
drive to a segment or decimal point. Holding the TEST pin 
(pin 37) high for a long period may also cause display 
damage. 

Functional Problems 
12. Problem: When power is applied to the AID converter it 
displays 1666 steadily and does not change. 
Action: This is an indication that the oscillator is not 
functioning. Check oscillator components and printed circuit 
board for leakage paths around pins 38, 39, and 40. 
13. Problem: The overrange condition (+ or -1 and blank) 
is continually shown regardless of input voltage. 
Action: Check to see if input voltage between pins 30 and 
31 is greater than twice the reference voltage. Also check 
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to see that the reference voltage (between pins 35 and 36) 
or CREF is not shorted out in some way. 
14. Problem: Excess power supply current is drawn after 
the TEST pin is pulled high and then low. 
Action: Make sure that when the TEST pin is dropped it is 
allowed to float and not returned to the negative power 
supply level. 

NORMAL WAVEFORMS 
Integrator output and buffer amplifier waveforms are 

shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the two most common 
configurations of the ICL71 06, ICL71 07, and ICL7126. 
Figure 5 shows battery operation with COMMON (pin 32) 
shorted to INput LO (pin 30). In this case, all voltage 
measurements are made with respecrto COMMON, which 
is internally set to 2.8 Volts below V+ terminal (pin 1). 
During the auto·zero phase of the conversion cycle both 
INTegrator and BUFFer amplifier outputs are at VCOM, the 
voltage on pin 32. When the integrate portion of the cycle 
begins, the buffer is switched to the input voltage, VIN, and 
its output goes to a level equal to VCOM + VIN. In Figures 6 
and 7, the solid line shows the negative input voltage, and 
the dotted line represents the positive input voltage. During 
this phase the integrator will ramp in a direction opposite to 
the input voltage polarity. During the third (de·integrate) 

V+ 
REFHI~ 

REFLO~ 

phase of the conversion cycle the reference .capacitor (pins 
33 and 34) is switched between COMMON and the BUFFer 
amplifier input with the right polarity to make the integrator 
ramp back to its starting voltage, VCOM. 

Dual power supply operation is shown in Figure 1 for the 
ICL7106 and in Figure 4 for the ICL7107, with INput LO 
connected to ground in both cases. Figure 7 shows the 
INTegrator and BUFFer amplifier outputs at VCOM during 
the auto·zero part of the conversion cycle, just as in the 
case of Figures 5 and 6. When the integrate phase starts, 
the buffer and integrator are switched so that their inputs 
are referred to ground rather than VCOM. The BUFFer 
OUTput goes to a voltage corresponding to VIN, and the 
integrator begins ramping from ground in a direction oppo· 
site to the input voltage polarity. During the third phase of 
the cycle, deintegration takes place with respect to VCOM 
and the conversion is complete when the INTegrator output 
equals VCOM. 

Figures 8 and 9 show normal clock (OSC 3) and LCD 
driver waveforms (ICL7106 and ICL7126). Note that in 
Figures 6 and 7, the buffer and integrator input offset 
voltages (typically about 20mV) have been neglected. 
These will move the baselines by the corresponding 
amount, but will not affect the actual waveforms them
selves. 

.!._'-
9V-:-

COM J.=3:::.2_-*"_--. 

ICL7106, 

ICL7126 31 1 VIN IN HI J.=~..L-'lAfIr-+-O 

IN LO 3Or" 

V-
Measurements made with respect to pin 32 

..020001 

Figure 5: Operation from 9 Volt Battery with Internal Voltage Reference 
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AUTO-ZERO 
PHASE 

INTEGRATE 
PHASE 

DE·INTEGRATE 
PHASE 

INTEGRATOR __ +VC=OM=-__ --1iC 
PIN 27 

BUFFER VCOM 
PIN 28 

IN LO (pin 30) = COMMON (pin 32) 

Solid Line for VIN < 0 

Dolled Line for VIN > 0 
WFoonol 

Figure 6: Integrator and Buffer Waveforms for Circuit of Figure 5 

AUTO·ZERO INTEG '\ATE I DE·INTEGRATE 
PHASE PHASE PHASE 

INTEGRATOR VcoM ~ 
PIN 27 

~ "'1---
GROUND 1-__ r' I ----... v 

VcOM+ VREF ~ 

BUFFER VcOM L-- T PIN 28 

----LJ-IIIN+ 

L 
GROUND ------- VREF 

-l- VIN IN LO (pin 30) = Ground 

IIIN- COMMON (pin 32) = REF LO (pin 35) 

Solid Line for VIN<O 

Dolled Line for VIN > 0 

WFOO78OI 

Figure 7: Integrator and Buffer Waveforms for ICL7106, ICL7126 Connected as In Figure 1, or 
ICL7107 Connected as in Figure 4 
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CLOCK 
(OSC3. 

t-Io4-+-1Io!-''+--1Hio~-HII \lrEST 

WFOO7901 

Figure 8: Clock Waveform on OSC 3 (Pin 38) 
R = 100kQ and C = 100pF 

1--

1--

Ir-- -h Ir 
-fl IL r-r-f-I 
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L._ r-i-J ilL 

1 ++ 1 

T 
I--- ~ 16.6m. -_I 

(60Hz) 

v + BACKPLANE OR 
\lrEST "OFF" SEGMENT 

v+ 
"ON" SEGMENT 

\lrEST 

WFOO8OO1 

Figure 9: LCD Drive Waveforms for ICL7106 
and ICL7126 

COMPONENT FORMULAE 

Integrator Resistor and Capacitor (RINT. 
CINT) 

Full-scale input voltage 
RINT = --------'

liNT 

4000 x liNT 
CINT = -----"-"-'--

Integrator swing x fosc 

where liNT is integrator drive current and fosc is oscillator 
frequency. 

Fdr ICL7106, ICL7107 
For ICL7126 

liNT = 4j.tA 
liNT = 1j.tA 

Full-scale input voltage is normally that input voltage that 
will just read (-)1999 or overrange. However, if a more 
restrictive input (and reading) range is in use, the larger of 
this maximum input voltage or the reference voltage may be 
used instead. 

Integrator swing for ICL7106 and ICL7126 battery opera
tion is 2 Volts. Integrator swing for ±5 Volt supply operation 
3.5 Volts. 
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Auto-Zero Cap(CAZ) 

RANGE 
ICL7106 

ICL7126 
ICL7107 

200mV scale 0.471lF 0.331lF 

2.0V scale 0.0471lF 0.0331lF 

The value for CAZ should be approximately twice the 
value for CINT. Increasing CAZ will reduce nOise, but slow 
down recovery from overload or start-up. See A032 for 
more details. 

Oscillator Frequency 
0.45 

fose = (approximately) 
RosexCose 

where Rose> 50kn and Cose> 50pF for ICL71 06, 
ICL7107 and where Cose-SOpF and fose:S 60kHz for 
ICL7126. 

Note that changing the oscillator frequency may require a 
change in the value of CINT and CAZ. Also note that the 
internal clock frequency is equal to one-fourth of the 
oscillator frequency. 

Reference Cap (CREF) 
Use 1.01lF for high input to reference common-mode 

voltages or 2.0 Volt full-scale input range. 

Use 0.11lF for low input to reference common-mode 
voltages. 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
Much of the discussion given here is also relevant to 

other AID converters, such as the ICL7109 and ICL7135, 
which have an analog section almost identical to that of the 
ICL7106/7 etc., and even to chip pairs such as the 
ICL8052/1CL71C03 and ICL8052/1CL71 04. 

OSCILLATOR CONVER- FREQUENCY 
FREQUENCY (kHz) SIONS REJECTED (Hz) 

PER SECOND 

240 15 60 
200 12.5 50 
120 7.5 60 
100 6.25 50 
80 5 60 

66.66 4.16 50 
60 3.75 60 
50 3.12 50 
48 3 60 
40 2.5 50 & 60 

34.28 2.14 60 
33.33 2.08 50 

30 1.87 60 
25 1.56 50 
24 1.5 60 
20 1.25 50 & 60 

OTHER APPLICATIONS BULLETINS 
Some other applications bulletins that may be found 

useful are listed here: 
A016 "Selecting AID Converters", by Dave Fullagar. 
A017 "The Integrating AID Converter", by Lee Evans. 
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A018 "Do's and Dont's of Applying AID Converters", by 

Peter Bradshaw and Skip Osgood. 
A023 "Low Cost Digital Panel Meter Designs", by David 

Fullagar and Michael Dufort. 
A032 "Understanding the Auto-Zero and Common Mode 

Performance of the ICL7106/7107/7109 Family", 
by Peter Bradshaw. 

A046 "Building a Battery Operated Auto-Ranging DVM 
with the ICL71 06", by Larry Goff. 

A051 "Principals and Applications of the ICL7660 Voltage 
Converter" by Peter Bradshaw and Dave Bingham. 

PI 
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Video Analog-to-Digital Conversion ~ IN.I U l5 ~ I.!::. 
Calls for virtuoso performances. And the plot really thickens when you have to 
produce high resolution. 

Accurately digitizing analog signals containing high fre
quencies, demands ultrahigh-speed, or video, AID convert
ers. Such a converter is essential to diverse uses like radar
signature or transient analysis, high-speed digital-data 
transmission, video densitometry, and digital television. In 
television alone, a speedy converter can help enhance 
images, correct time-base errors, convert standards, syn
chronize or store frames, reduce noise, and record TV. 

Most video AID converters work in the 1-to-20MHz 
range. But at these speeds, resolution can be a problem. 
Fortunately, 8 bits and fewer most often suffice in ultrafast 
AID applications. 

Higher resolutions are hard (and expensive) to come by, 
particularly at 10 to 20M Hz. In this ultrahigh-speed range, 4 
bits is about the practical limit for a single-stage converter. 
However, you can cascade AID stages for more than 4 bits. 

Below 5MHz, you can retain the "one bit at a time" 
concept of the familiar successive-approximation converter, 
while reducing the time delays inherent in converting each 
bit. The "propagation" (or variable-reference-cascade) 
converter of Figure 1 does just this. 

COMPARATORS STAR IN PROPAGATION 
AID'S 

The critical parts of the circuit are the comparators, which 
must be very fast, and the switches, which must be not only 
very fast but also capable of withstanding the reference 
voltage. A propagation AID converter uses one comparator 
per bit. Furthermore, each bit is converted in sequence, 
beginning with the most significant. With a -5 V reference, 
the circuit of Figure 1 handles inputs from 0 to + 10V. 

Comparator A1 makes its decision at a + 5V input: when 
the analog-input voltage exceeds + 5V, the output is true. 
The threshold of comparator A2 is set for an input of either 
+ 2.5 or + 7.5V, depending on the output of comparator A1. 
If the analog input voltage exceeds + 7.5V, comparator A2 
also goes true. If, however, the analog input voltage is 
between +5 and +7.5V, the output becomes ZERO; an 
input between + 2.5 and + 5V produces a ONE. And for 
lesS than 2.5-V input, the output becomes ZERO. 

As you can see, then, the output of comparator A1 sets 
the threshold of comparator A2 via electronic switch S1. S1 
switches one end of the resistive divider at comparator A2 
to ground when the output of comparator A1 is ZERO, and 
to the -5V reference when it is ONE. Therefore, the 
threshold of the second comparator is set for either of two 
analog-in put-voltage levels: + 2.5 or + 7.5V. 

This process continues for comparators A3 and A4. Each 
succeeding threshold is set by the result of all previous 
comparator decisions. Thus, comparator Aa has four possi
ble threshold levels, +1.25, +3.75, +6.25, or +8.75V. 
Similarly, comparator A4 has eight possible threshold levels 
(for a summary of each comparator's threshold levels, see 
Table 1). 

Obviously, a propagation-type converter becomes more 
complex as its resolution increases beyond 4 bits. Higher 
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resolution requires not only more resistors - to set the new 
threshold levels - but also higher-value resistors. The 
resistor values go up in a 1, 2, 4, 8,. . . binary sequence. 
So as the number of bits increases, the resistors soon take 
on values so large as to affect the conversion time for the 
less-significant bits. The fault lies with slow settling of the 
currents switched through the resistors. The time constants, 
caused by switch plus stray capaCitances and the high
value resistors, cause the delays. 

Still, you can achieve 50-ns per bit conversions with a 
propagation-type converter. After a new input is applied to 
the converter, the resulting digital output word propagates 
rapidly down the converter-output liries, as each compara
tor and switch change states. Instead of simply allowing the 
circuit to propagate naturally, you can also operate it in a 
clocked mode by using sampling (gated) comparators, 
rather than the usual ungated kind. 

But 5-MHz and higher conversion rates, together with the 
complexity required for higher than 4-bit resolution, severely 
limit the video uses of propagation-type analog-to-digital 
converters. 

ANALOG ....... 
(OTO IOYI 

R R R 

-$Y lIT I (MSIl lIT 2 alT ;" 
REf. ~'"-____ ---.y 

OUTPUT DAT' 

lIlT 4 (LSBI 
I 

AF011301 

Figure 1: A propagation-type AID converter 
uses one comparator per bit, with 
each bit converted in sequence. At 
best, this type of AID runs at 5MHz 
for up to four bits. 

407047-001 
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TABLE 1. COMPARATOR THRESHOLDS FOR A 
4-BIT PROPAGATION-TYPE AID CONVERTER 

SCALE COMPARATOR NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 

FS-1 LSB +9.375 
+8.750 

+8.125 
3/4 FS +7.500 

+6.875 
+6.250 

+5.625 
1/2 FS +5.000 

+4.375 
+3.750 

+3.125 
1/4 FS +2.500 

+1.875 
+1.250 

1 LSB +0.625 

QUANTIZER PLAYS THE LEAD 
Fortunately, a much faster technique is available. Parallel 

conversion (also called flash, or simultaneous) is more 
popular because it is faster than propagation. A parallel· 
type AID converter is simply a quantizer circuit followed by 
a decoder circuit. As a matter of fact these two functions 
are fundamental to all AID converters. The difference is 
that these functions are clearly separate in a parallel AID. 

CODE 

IIII 

1110 

1101 

1100 
1011 

1010 ; 
1001 e 
1000 ~ 
0111 
01'0 _ 
0101 

0100 
0011 
0010 
0001 
0000 

LEVEL 

" 
" 13 
12 

" 10 

• 
5 

, 
, ' 
I '1 ANALOG 

...i-i-:-;""-TRANSITION 
~ POINTS 

I , I I 
I , I I 

, : I : 

2.5 l.1'5 ~ 6.25 7.5 a.7S 100 

ANALOG INPUT VOLTAGE 

SCOOOOOI 

Figure 2: The quantizer transfer function for 
a 4-bit parallel-type converter 
shows how the analog input is 
broken into 16 different levels. 
Each word of digitally coded output 
signals represents a range, Q, of 
input voltage. 

The quantizer section of a parallel converter is defined by 
its transfer function, which is shown for a 4·bit quantizer, in 
Figure 2. The quantizer breaks up the continuous-analog 
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input (horizontal axis) into discrete-output levels (vertical 
axis). 

In Figure 2, the output is divided into 16 different states, 
or 2" levels, where n is the number of bits. Along the 
horizontal axis of the transfer function are 2" -1 or 15 
analog-transition points which represent the voltage levels 
that define the edges between adjacent output states or 
codes. 

There is no one-to-one correspondence between input 
and output for the quantizer, which assigns one output code 
word to a small range, or band, of analog-input values. The 
size of this band is the quantum, Q, and is equal to the full
scale-analog range divided by the number of output states: 

FSR 
Q=-

2" 

In Figure 2, where the full-scale-input range is 10V, 

Q= 10 
24 

=10 
16 

=0.625V. 

TABLE 2. PARALLEL 3-BIT AID CODING 

SCALE 
7-LlNE EQUALLY WEIGHTED BINARY 

(FRACTION OF FULL 
CODE WITH OVERRANGE CODE 

SCALE) 

+9/8 11111111 1000 
01111111 0111 

+3/4 00111111 0110 
00011111 0101 

+1/2 00001111 0100 
00000111 0011 

+ 1/4 00000011 0010 
00000001 0001 

0 00000000 0000 

Figure 2 shows levels of 0 through 15 at the output. 
When binary-code words are assigned to these output 
states, as shown in the leftmost column, the transfer 
function becomes that of a complete AID converter rather 
than just a quantizer alone. 

The binary codes are aSSigned by a circuit that decodes 
the quantizer-output logic. Though you can select any code, 
the code shown, natural binary, is most used. Notice that 
the analog center of each code word - the exact analog 
value - is depicted by a dot on the transfer-function graph. 

The transfer function in Figure 2 depicts an ideal quantiz
er or AID converter. A real device, of course, has errors in 
offset, scale-factor (gain) and linearity. 

Figure 3 shows a circuit implementation of a 3-bit parallel 
AID converter. Usually, the quantizer portion of such a 
circuit consists of a bank of 2"-1 high-speed comparators. 
But, in Figure 3, 2" or 8, comparators are used, because 
this circuit also provides an overrange output that can be 
used for expansion. 

The bank of comparators has 2" analog-transition points. 
These are directly set by biasing one side of the comparator 
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inputs from a reference with a series string of equal-value 
resistors, R. The 0 for this circuit depends on the value of 
R, the reference voltage, and the total resistance: 

(VREFR) 
0=--

RTOTAL. 

The bottom and top resistors in the string have values of 
R/2, which correspond to the values of the first and last 
analog-transition pOints. These transitions are at 0/2 and 
FS-m(0/2), respectively. 

Without the overrange output, the last analog transition 
point would be at FS-(30/2). The value of the top resistor 
would then be 3R/2. 

,...-
1 
1112 • 
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II-S8) 
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Figure 3: The circuit for a parallel 3-blt. AID 
converter (a) has Just two basic 
sections: the quantlzer and the 
decoder. The transition points in 
the quantlzer are set by biasing 
each comparator, through a 
resistive divider and reference. The 
complete 3-blt analog-to-dlgltal 
converter comes packaged as a 
thin-film hybrid (b). 

ENTER THE DECODER 
The parallel converter's decoder section is a rather 

straightforward logiC circuit. It translates the logic outputs 
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from the comparators into the most commonly used code, 
natural binary. 

Table 2 shows the coding for quantizer and decoder 
outputs. In this quantizer-output code, the seven compara
tor-output lines (eight, counting the overrange comparator) 
are equally weighted. This equally weighted code is simple 
and unambiguous, but inefficient - only one output line 
changes at a time from all-ZERO to all-ONE outputs. Except 
for not being cyclical, the quantizer code is like the Johnson 
code used in shift counters. Like the quantizer code, 
Johnson code proceeds from' ali-ZEROs to ali-ONEs, but 
then cycles back to all ZEROs. . 

In the decoder, simple NOR and OR gates perform the 
logic according to thl;! following equations: 

Bit 1 =A4 

Bit 2=As+A2· A4 

Bit 3 = A7 + (A5 • AS) + (Aa • A4) + (A1 • A2), 

where the An's are the numbered-comparator outputs in 
Figure 3, Bit 1 is the MSB and Bit 3 is the lSB. The AND 
function in the equations is replaced by a NOR in the actual 
circuit. The OR function can be implemented by tying 
together the appropriate outputs of wire-ORed ECl logic. 

With ultrafast analog comparators, parallel conversion 
offers the ultimate conversion speed. Since the compara
tors all change state simultaneously, the quantizer output is 
available after just one propagation time. Of course, the 
decoder adds more delay, but high-speed Schottky-TTL or 
ECl circuits can minimize the decoding time. 

In 3-bit form with an additional comparator, for overrange, 
the parallel converter in Figure 3 can be expanded for 
higher resolution. You can connect two converters, com
bine into one flash converter to get often-needed 4-bit 
resolution. Likewise you can connect four such circuits for 
5-bit resolution - and so forth. In this way, these circuits 
can be used as "building blocks" for ultrafast AID convert
ers. Conversion rates of 50MHz, for 3,4, or 5-bit AID's, are 
possible using the commercial hybrid version of these 
expandable parallel converters. 
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Figure 4: Two-stage parallel AID converters can develop 8-bit resolutions at 20M Hz. Though 
conversion 1 begins at the Start-Convert pulse and ends 65 nanoseconds later, 
subsequent conversions take only 50 nanoseconds. 

COMPARATOR PLAYS A COMPLEX ROLE 

The most critical component in a parallel AID convert· 
er - as in a propagation converter - is the comparator. It 
not only determines the speed of the converter but also the 
accuracy. Ultrafast sampling comparators like the 685, 686 
lind the dual 687 are excellent for this function. 

A sampling comparator has two Latch-Enable inputs that 
switch it into either a Compare or Latched mode. In the 
latter, the comparator's digital output is locked until the next 
comparison is made. 

Whether or not you use a sampling comparator, you must 
consider the propagation delay for small overdrive. This is 
important because the analog full-scale-siglllil range is 
generally small for ultrafast AID converters - commonly 
between 1 and 4V. The comparator must change state 
rapidly for a Q/2 analog-input change. For a 4-bit converter 
with a 1-V input range, this represents an pverdrive of 
31 mV; for an 8-bit converter with the same input range, the 
over-drive is just 2mV. 

The analog-input characteristics of a comparator are 
importa'lt because they affect conversion accuracy. Input
offset voltage and input-bias current are usually the most 
significant of these parameters. The offset voltage directly 
affects the accuracy of the quantizer's analog-transition 
points; the input-bias current also affects the accuracy 
through the effective input resistance of the comparator. 

Since an ultrafast comparator generally has bias currents 
as high as 10pA, its inputs must look into low resistances. 
Fortunately, for small-signal ranges like 1 to 4V, each 
resistance in the series network can be kept low. In an 
actual 3-bit parallel hybrid converter, laser-trimmed, thin
film-resistor networks make the transition points stable and 
accurate. 
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Figure 5: Timing for the 8-bit two-stage AID 
converter allows for two modes in 
the sample-and-hold circuit - Hold 
and Track. These occur between 
successive Start-Converts. The 
second and succeeding 
conversions take 50ns. 
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Figure 6: A gen.,ralized n-bit, m-stage AID 
converter develops an output with 
n x m bits of resolution. Ih each 
stage, except the first, the analog 
result of the subtraction is 
amplified by a circuit whose gain is 
2n. 

One comparator parameter that greatly affects speed is 
input capacitance. For example, the analog-input line to a 4-
bit AID with overrange feeds 15 parallel-comparator inputs. 
It must be driven from a low-impedance source to retain 
high speed. Therefore, either a high-speed input-buffer 
amplifier or a sample-and-hold circuit drives the input. 

Parallel AID conversion suffers from one significant 
drawback; more resolution than four bits requires many 
comparators. The number (Ncl increases exponentially with 
n, the number of bits: 

An a-bit converter, for example, requires 255 comparators. 
That many comparators vastly complicates bias-current and 
input-capacitance problems - to say nothing of the high 
power dissipation they produce. Another problem, of 
course, is how to position so many comparators while 
minimizing lead lengths. 

COMING ONSTAGE - THE TWO-STAGE 
AID 

As a result, the practical limit of parallel AID converters is 
usually 4 bits. Higher-resolution designs use a two-stage 
parallel technique that is really a combination of the parallel 
and propagation techniques. It cascades two 4-bit conver
sions. 

This two-stage method is illustrated in Figure 4, which 
shows the block diagram of a complete a-bit, 20-MHz 
converter, including buffer amplifiers and a sample-and
hold. Starting at the input, amplifier A terminates the analog 
input with the proper impedance and scales the signal for 
the sample-and-hold circuit. During its conversion to digital 
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form, the ultrafast sample-and-hold acquires and holds the 
analog-input. 

The sample-and-hold output goes into two unity-gain 
buffer amplifiers, one of which buffers the input to parallel 4-
bit AID converter 1. This AID converts the input level, then 
stores the digital result in half of the output-data register. In 
addition, 15 undecoded comparator-output lines drive a 15-
line, equally-weighted digital-to-analog converter. This 01 A, 
in turn, generates an analog voltage that is subtracted from 
the other buffered-input signal. 

The subtraction result, a residual signal, goes to the input 
of the second parallel 4-bit AID, the output of which goes to 
the other half of the output-data register. The input signal is 
therefore sampled and converted to digital form in two 4-bit 
steps. 

Four digital delays time the converter as shown in Figure 
5. A pulse at the Start-Convert input begins the timing 
sequence. The Start-Convert pulse puts the sample-and
hold into the Hold mode for 30ns. During this time, the first 
4-bit conversion is made and the second 4-bit converter 
quantizes the residual signal. While the second AID conver
sion is decoded and transferred to the data register, the 
sample-and-hold goes into the Track mode to acquire the 
next value. 

When the conversion is done and the a-bit word is ready 
in the output register, the delay circuit generates and End of 
Conversion (or Status) pulse. In the timing diagram, num
bers 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the relationship of the signals for 
the first, second, third and fourth conversions. The delay 
from the leading edge of the Start-Convert pulse to the 
falling edge of the Status pulse is 65ns - the delay for the 
first conversion. After the first conversion, new output data 
arrive every 50ns - a rate of 20M Hz. 

A two-stage parallel AID converter is practically the only 
device used for ultrafast conversion at a-bit resolution. 
Moreover, just about all new a-bit converters have built-in 
sample-and-holds to shorten the effective aperture time of 
the conversion from the 50ns of the converter in Figure 4, to 
a fraction of an ns. 

While the a-bit AID in Figure 4 is functionally simple, it's 
actually difficult to develop. In fact, it usually takes longer to 
develop than today's other types of AID's. More engineer
ing time can go into just determining circuit and ground
plane layout than into any other part of the development. 

BEHIND THE SCENES - A HYBRID 
At least one commercial a-bit converter uses thin-film 

hybrid components as building blocks, which organize the 
critical-circuit functions into miniature packages. For exam
ple, each 4-bit AID shown in Figure 4 can be implemented 
with two hybrid 3-bit expandable decoded AID's. Also, the 
15-line 01 A converter, the sample-and-hold and the input
buffer amplifier can be readily hybridized. The remaining 
noncritical circuit elements can be made from standard 
monolithic devices and passive components. 

The hybrid circuits' stable thin-film resistors can be laser
trimmed for optimum linearity. The entire circuit of Figure 4 
fits on a single circuit card, so laying out critical components 
is less formidable. 

Propagation and parallel two-stage are specific examples 
of a more general conversion method by which m stages of 
n bits each, make an AID converter with m x n bits of 
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resolution (see Figure 6). In each case, the residual analog 
signal from the subtraction is boosted for the next stage by 
an amplifier with gain of 2n. This technique can produce a 
12-bit AID converter using three parallel 4-bit AID stages. 

SLOWER AID CONVERTERS ARE ALIVE 
AND WELL 

The two most popular techniques for AID conversion are 
dual-slope (a) and successive-approximation (b). Together 
these methods probably account for over 98% of all 
analog-to-digital converters in use. 

Dual-slope conversion, an indirect method, converts the 
analog-input voltage into a time period. Then a digital clock 
and counter measure the interval. For only serial-output 
data, a simple gate replaces the counter. The method is 
simple, accurate, and inexpensive, but suffers one major 
drawback: Conversion is usually slow - often taking milli
seconds. 

Successive approximation AfO converters, on the other 
hand, can be much faster. They can convert to 12 bits in 2 
to 50jls and to 8 bits in 400ns to 20jls. Also, every 
conversion is completed in a fixed number (n) of clock 
periods, where n is the resolution in bits. 

Successive-approximation, a direct method, puts a Of A 
converter inside a feedback loop containing both analog 
and digital elements. The succes$ive-approximation regi$
ter controls the Of A converter, and the comparator and 
clock, in turn, control the register. 

A conversion consists of turning on, in sequence, each bit 
of the Of A converter, starting with the most significant. 
During each clock period, the analog input and the Of A 
output are compared. The comparison determines whether 
to leave each bit on or turn it off. 
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So, after n clock periods, each bit has been turned on, a 
comparison has been made, each bit's logic state has been 
decided and the conversion is complete. Clock periods 
usually last from just fractions of a microsecond to several 
jlS. Each clock period must allow time for comparator 
switching, changing successive-approximation-register 
states and Of A converter switching plus settling. Settling 
time for the Of A converter takes a large part of the clock 
period because the output must settle to within half the 
least-significant bit before the comparison starts. 

AF011501 
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QUAD Current Switches 
For DIA Conversion 

BASIC 01 A THEORY 
The majority of digital to analog converters contain the 

elements shown in Figure 1. The heart of the Of A converter 
is the logic controlled switching network, whose output is an 
analog current or voltage proportional to the digital number 
on the logic inputs. The magnitude of the analog output is 
determined by the reference supply and the array of 
precision resistors, see Figure 2. If the switching network 
has a current output, often a transconductance amplifier is 
used to provide a voltage output. 

J LretPUj I 

REFERENCE r-----~ 
I I I 1 I 

RESISTOR ARRAY 
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Figure 1: Elements of a 01 A Converter 

NOMINAL 
OUTPUT 

LOGIC INPUT CURRENT (mA) 

0000 1.875 
o 0 0 1 1.7~0 
001 0 1.625 
001 1 1.500 
o 1 0 0 1.375 
o 1 0 1 1.250 
o 1 1 0 1.125 
o 1 1 1 1.000 
1 0 00 0.825 
1 00 1 0.750 
101 0 0.625 
1 0 1 1 0.500 
1 1 0 0 0.375 
1 1 0 1 0.250 
1 1 1 0 0.125 
1 1 1 1 0.000 

Figure 2: Truth Table 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The resolution of a Of A converter refers to the number 

of logic inputs used to control the analog output. For 
example, a Of A converter using two quad current sources ;' 
wO\lld be an 8 bit converter. If three quads were used, a 12 
bit converter would be formed. Resolution is often stated in 
terms of one part in, e.g., 256 since the number of 
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controllin~ bits is related to total number of, identifiable 
levels by the power of 2. The four bit quad has sixteen 
different levels (see Truth Table) tach output correspond
ing to a particular logic input word. 

Note that maximum output of the quad switch is 
1 + Y2 + Y4 + Ya = 1-~ = 1.875 mA. If this series of bits 
were continued as Y16 + 1-'32 + Ys4 . . . . . Y2n-1, the 
maximum output limit would approach 2.0 mAo This limiting 
value is called full scale output. The maximum output is 
always less than the full scale output by one least signifi
cant bit, LSB. For a twelve bit system (resolution 1 part in 

4096) with a full scale output of 10.0 volts the maximum 
4095 

output would be --x 10V. Since the numbers are ex-
4096 

tremely close for high resolution systems, the terms are 

often used interchangeably. 

The accuracy of a Of A converter is generally taken to 
mean the largest error of any output level from its nominal 
value. The accuracy or absolute error is often expressed 
as a percentage of the full scale output. 

Linearity relates the maximum error in terms of the 
deviation from the best straight line drawn through all the 
possible output levels. Linearity is related to accuracy by the 
scale factor and output offset. If the scale factor is exactly 
the nominal value and offset is adjusted to zero, then 
accuracy and linearity are identical. Linearity is· usually 
specified as being within ± Y2 LSB of the best straight line. 

Another desirable property of Of A converter is that it be 
monotonic. This simply implies that each successive 
output level is greater than the preceding one. A possible 
worst case condition would be when the output changes 
from most significant bit (MSB) OFF, all other bits ON to the 
next level which has the MSB ON and all other bits OFF, 
e.g., 10000 ... to 01111. 

In applications where a quad current switch drives a 
transconductance amplifier (current to voltage converter), 
transient response is almost exclusively determined by the 
output amplifier itself. Where the quad output current drives 
a resistor to ground, switching time and settling time are 
useful parameters. 

Switching time is the familiar 10% to 90% rise time type 
of measurement. Low capacitance scope probes must be 
used to avoid masking the high speeds that current source 
switching affords. The settling time is the elapsed time 
between the application of a fast input pulse and the time at 
which the output voltage has settled to or approached its 
final value within a specified limit of accuracy. This limit of 
accuracy should be commensurate with the resolution of 
the OAC to be used. 

Typically, the settling time specification describes how 
soon after an input ~ulse the output can be relied upon as 
accurate to within ± Y2 LSB of an N bit converter. Since the 
8018A family has been designed with all the collectors of 
the current switching transistors tied together, the output 
capacitance is constant. The transient response is, there
fore, a simple exponential relationship, and from this the 

407049-001 
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settling time can be calculated and related to the measured 
rise time as shown in Figure 3. 

Blt8 of ±1/2 LSB Number of Number of Error Time Resolution 
% Full SCale Constants Rise Time 

8 .2 % 6.2 2.8 
10 .05% 7.6 3.4 
12 .01% 9.2 4.2 

Rise Time (10%-90%) = 2.2 RLCeff 

Figure 3: Setting Time vs. Rise Time Resistor 
Load 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
An example of a practical circuit for the quad current 

switch is shown in Figure 4. The circuit can be analyzed in 
two sections; the first generates very accurate currents and 
the second causes these currents to be switched according 
to input logic signals. A reference current of 125/lA is 
generated by a stable reference supply and a precision 
resistor. An op-amp with low offset voltage and low input 
bias current is used in conjunction with the internal refer
ence transistor, 06, to force the voltage on the common 
base line, so that the collector current of 06 is equal to the 
reference current. The emitter current of 06 will be the sum 
of the reference current and a small base current causing a 
drop of slightly greater than 10 volts across the 80k resistor 
in the emitter of 06. Since this resistor is connected to 
-15V, this puts the emitter of 06 at nearly -5V and the 
common base line at one VSE more positive at -4.35V 
typically. 

Also connected to the common base line are the 
switched current source transistors 07 through 0, o. The 
emitters of these transistors are also connected through 
weighted precision resistors to -15V and their collector 
currents summed at pin 8. Since all these transistors, 06 
through 010, are designed to have equal emitter-base 
voltages, it follows that all the emitter resistors will have 
equal voltage drops across them. It is this constant voltage 
and the precision resistors at the emitter that determine the 
exact value of switched output current. The emitter resistor 
of 07 is equal to that of 06, therefore, Ois collector current 
will be IREF or 125/lA. 08 has 40k in the emitter so that its 
collector current will be twice IREF or 250/lA. In the same 
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way, the 20k and 10k in the emitters of 09 and 0,0 
contribute O.5mA and 1 mA to the total collector current. 

The reference transistor and four current switching tran
sistors are designed for equal emitter current density by 
making the number of emitters proportional to the current 
switched. 

The remaining circuitry provides switching signals from 
the logic inputs. In the switch ON mode, zener diodes 05 
through 08, connected to the emitter of each current switch 
transistor 07 thru 0, 0, are reverse biased allowing the 
transistors to operate, producing precision currents 
summed in the collectors. The transistors are turned off by 
raising the voltage on the zeners high enough to turn on the 
zeners and raise the emitters of the switching transistor. 
This reverse biases the emitter base diode thereby shutting 
off that transistor's collector current. 

The analog output current can be used to drive one load 
directly, (1 kn to ground for FS = 1.875V for example) or 
can be used to drive a transconductance amplifier to give 
larger output voltages. 

EXPANDING THE QUAD SWITCH , 
While there are few requirements for only 4 bit 0 to A 

converters, expansion to 8 and 12 bit is easily achieved with 
the addition of other quads and reSistor dividers as shown in 
Figure 5. 2 

To maintain the progression of binary weighted bit 
currents, the current output of the first quad drives the input 
of the transconductance amplifier directly, while a resistor 
divider network divides the output current of the second 
quad by 16 and the output current of the third by 256. 
e.g.,ITotal = 1 x (1 + '1,12 + '1,14 + Ye) + '1,1,6 (1 + '12 + '1,14 + Ye) 

+ '1256(1 + '1,12 + '1,14 + Ye) = 1 + '12 + '1,14 + Ye + 
'1,1,6 + 1tJ2 + Ys4 + '1,1,28 + '1,1256 + Ys12 + 
'1,1,024 + '1,12048. 

Note that each current switch is operating at the same 
high speed current levels so that standard 10k, 20k, 40k 
and 80k resistor networks can be used. Another advantage 
of this technique is that since the current outputs of the 
second and third quad are attenuated, so are the errors 
they contribute. This allows the use of less accurate 
switches and resistor networks in these positions. It should 
be noted that only the reference transistor on the most 
significant quad is required to set up the voltage on the 
common base line joining the three sets of switching 
transistors (Pin 9). 
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GENERATING REFERENCE CURRENTS
ZENER REFERENCE 

As mentioned above, the switch currents are determined 
by a constant voltage across the external precision resis
tors in the emitter of each switch. There are several ways of 
generating this constant voltage. One of the simplest is 
shown in Figure 6. Here an external zener diode is driven by 
the same current source line used to bias internal Zener 
°11· 

The zener current will be typically 1 mA per quad. The 
compensation transistor 06 is connected as a diode in 
series with the external zener. The VSE of this transistor will 
approximately match the VSE'S of the current switching 
transistors, thereby forcing the external zener voltage 
across each of the external resistors. The temperature 
coefficient of the external zener will dominate the tempera
ture dependence of this scheme, however using a tempera
ture compensated zener minimizes this problem. Since 06 
is operating at a higher current density than the other 
switching transistors, the temperature matching of VSE'S is 
not optimum, but should be adequate for a simple 8 or 10 bit 
converter. 

PNP REFERENCE 
Another simple reference scheme is shown in Figure 7. 

Here an external PNP transistor is used to buffer a resistor 
divider. In this case, the -15 volt supply is used as a 
reference. In this scheme, the internal compensation tran
sistor is not necessary, since the VSE matching is provided 
by the emitter-base junction of the external transistor. A 
small pot in series with the divider facilitates full scale 

output adjustment. A capacitor from base to collector of the 
external PNP will lower output impedance and minimize 
transient effects. 

BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 
5 • 3 2 

y+ 

1 

012 

r-+-t---1Hr-+ ...... ~~-+~~·IOUT 
...... -i~'-f~-+t-''''--H-'''''+~~+---...J- - - -TO 

Q12 

13 1. 

10k 

OTHER 
QUADS 

TC012901 

Figure 6: Simple Zener Reference 
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012 

8 
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10 11 12 13 

10k 40k 20k 10k 

-l1V 

Figure 7: PNP Reference 
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TOLERANCE TABLE 

Rl 10k 0.1% ABS Rl0 10k 0.5% ABS 
R2 20k 0.0122% R11 20k Ratio to 10 1% 
R3 40k 0.0244% R12 40k Ratio to 10 1 % 
R4 80k 0.0488% R13 80k Ratio to 10 1% 
Rs 10k 0.096% R14 1k 1% ABS 
R6 20k 0.196% R15 937.50 1% ABS 
R7 40k 0.391% R16 14.0625k RATIO to R1S 1% 
Rs 80k 0.781% R17 14.0265k RATIO to R14 0.1% 
R9 80k 0.1% 

NOTE: All resistors ratio to Rl unless otherwise noted. 

Figure 8 

FULL COMPENSATION REFERENCE 
For high accuracy, low drift applications, the reference 

scheme of Figure 4, offers excellent performance. In this 
circuit, a high gain op-amp compares two currents. The first 
is a reference current generated in RS by the temperature 
compensated zener and the virtual ground at the non
inverting op-amp input. The second is the collector current 
of the reference transistor 06, provided on the quad switch. 
The output of the op-amp drives the base of 06 keeping its 
collector current exactly equal to the reference current. 
Since the switching transistor's emitter current densities are 
equal and since the precision resistors are proportional, all 
of the switched collector currents will have the proper value. 

The op-amp feedback loop using the internal reference 
transistor will maintain proper currents in spite of VBE drift, 
beta drift, resistor drift and changes in V-. Using this circuit, 
temperature drifts of 2 ppml"C are typical. A discrete diode 
connected as shown will keep 06 from saturating and 
prevent latch up if V- is disconnected. 
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In any reference scheme, it is advisable to capacitively 
decouple the common base line to minimize transient 
effects. A capacitor, .001j.1F to .1j.1F from Pin 9 to analog 
ground is usually sufficient. 

IMPROVED ACCURACY 
As a final note on the subject of setting up reference 

levels, it should be pOinted out that the largest contributor of 
error is the mismatch of VBE'S of the current switching 
transistors. That is, if all the VBE'S were identical, then all 
precision resistors would have exactly the same reference. 
voltage across them. A one millivolt mismatch compared 
with ten volt reference across the precision resistors will 
cause a 0.01 % error. While decreasing the reference 
voltage will decrease the accuracy, the voltage can be 
increased to achieve better than 0.01 % accuracies. The 
voltage across the emitter resistors can be doubled or 
tripled with a proportional increase in resistor values result
ing in improved absolute accuracy as well as improved 
temperature drift performance. This technique has, been 
used successfully to implement up to 16 bit Of A converters. 
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PRACTICAL DI A CONVERTERS 
The complete circuit for a high performance 12 bit 01 A 

converter is shown in Figure 8. This circuit uses the "full 
compensation reference" described above to set the base 
line drive at the proper level, the temperature compensated 
zener is stabilized using an op-amp as a regulated supply, 
and the circuit provides a very stable, precise voltage 
reference for the D/A converter. The 16:1 and 256:1 
resistor divider values are shown for a straight binary 
system; for a binary coded decimal system the dividers 
would be 10:1 and 100:1 (BCD is frequently encountered in 
building programmable voltage sources). 

The analog output current of the current switches is 
converted to an output voltage using an op-amp as shown. 
The output amplifier must have low input bias current (small 
compared with the LSB current), low offset voltage and 
bffset voltage drift, high slew rate and fast settling time. The 
input compensation shown helps improve pulse response 
by providing a finite impedance at high frequencies for a 
point that is virtual ground at DC. 

An alternative bias scheme is shown in Figure 9. In this 
case, the bias at the common base line is fixed by inverting 
op-amp A4, the gain of which is adjusted to give -5.0 volts 
at the emitter of the reference transistor. With the bias at 
the common base line fixed, the regular circuit of A1 uses 
the internal reference transistor and drives the bus connect
ing all the precision resistors. This isolates the precision 
resistors from V- fluctuations. Zener 03 and constant 
current source Q1 keep the regulation op-amp in mid-range. 
There are several alternative bias schemes depending on 
power supplies available. If -20 volts is used for V-, the 
bottom of the precision resistor will be at -15 and operation 
will be the same as the standard circuit. If only -15V is 
available for V- the gain of the output transconductance 
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amplifier can be increased by 30% to allow use of a smaller 
switching currents with 7 volts across the precision resis
tors. 

MULTIPLYING DAC 
The circuit of Figure 9 is also convenient to use as a one 

quadrant multiplying 01 A converter. In a multiplying DAC, 
the analog output is proportional to the product of a digital 
number and an analog Signal. The digital number drives the 
logiC inputs, while the analog signal replaces the constant 
reference voltage, and produces a current to set up the 
regulating op-amp. To vary the magnitude of currents being 
switched, the voltage across all the 10k, 20k, 40k and 80k 
resistors must be modulated according to the analog input. 

CALIBRATING THE 12 BIT DIA 
CONVERTER 

1. With all logic inputs high (ones) adjust the output 
amplifier offset for zero volts out. 

2. Put in the word 0000 1111 1111 (Quad 1 maximum 
output Quad 2 and 3 011) and adjust full scale pot for 
Va of 15/16 (10V) where full scale output is to be 10 
volts. 

3. Put in the word 1111 0000 1111 and trim the Quad 2 
divider for Va of 15/256 (10V). This adjustment 
compensates for VSE mismatches between quads. 2 

4. Put in the word 1111 1111 0000 and trim the Quad 3 
divider for Va of 15/4096 (10V). 

5. Finally, with all bits ON (all D's) readjust the full scale 
factor pot for 

Va = 4095/4096 (10V) 
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Building a Battery Operated Auto 
Ranging DVM with the ICL7106 

D~DIL 

INTRODUCTION 
In the field of DVM design, three areas are being 

addressed with vigor: size, power dissipation, and novelty. 
The handheld portable multimeter has gained in popularity 
since low power dissipation devices enabled battery opera
tion, LSI AID converters reduced Ie count, and novelties 
such as conductance, automatic range scaling, and calcu
lating were included to entice the user. 

This application note describes a technique for auto
ranging a battery operated DVM suitable for panel meter 
applications. Also, circuit ideas will be presented for con
ductance and resistance measurement, 9 volt battery and 5 
volt supply operations, and current measurement. 

'J ~.J •• /4 

SECTION 1: AUTO RANGING CIRCUITRY 
The control signals necessary for auto-ranging are over

range, under-range, and clock. The over-range and under
range inputs control the direction of a scale shift, becoming 
active at the completion of an invalid conversion and 
remaining active until a valid conversion occurs. The clock 
input controls the timing of a scale shift. This signal should 
occur only once per conversion cycle, during a time window 
which will not upset an ongoing conversion and must be 
disabled after valid conversions. 

TEST 
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Figure 1: Auto Ranging Circuitry 
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In the circuit of Figure 1, inverted over-range (07R) and 

under-range (07A) are generated by detecting the display 
reading. The 7106 turns the most significant digit on and 
blanks the rest to indicate an over-range. An under-range 
occurs if the display reads less than 0100. R1C1 and R2C2 
are required to deglitch 07R and UtA. 

The next step in the logic disables O/R and 07R prior to 
shifting into non-existent ra~. 07R is disabled when in 
the 200 volt range, while U/R is disabled when in the 
200mV range. 

The next level of gating disables the clock if the 
conditions are as described above and a valid conversion 
state exists. Clock is enabled only when a range shift is 
called for and there exists a valid range to shift into. 

The 4029 is a four bit up/down counter, used as a 
register to hold the present state and as a counter to shift 
the scale as directed by the control inputs. The 4028 is a 
BCD to decimal decoder interfacing the 4029 and ladder 
switches. An additional exclusive OR gate package is 
added to drive the appropriate decimal pOint. 

SECTION 2: INPUT DIVIDER NETWORK 
A simplified drawing of the divider network is shown in 

Figure 2. This configuration was chosen for simplicity and 
implementation using analog switches. The low leakage 
ID101's are used for input protection, and the second set of 
switches to IN LO reduces the net error due to switch 
resistance. This can be seen calculating IN HI and IN LO 
voltages for the two equivalent circuits. 

For equivalent circuit A, 

( RS+ R/K ~ 
VMEAS = VIN HI = VIN 

RS+ R + RI 
(1) 

where RS = switch resistance, R = input resistance (1 Mn), 
and 1 + K is the desired divider ratio. 

Ideally VINHI should be 

VI DEAL = (R/:: R)VIN = (1 : K)VIN (2) 

Therefore the percent error is 

[Ideal- actual] 
-----100, 

ideal 

( Rs+ R/K ) 
or 1 - (1 + K) 100 

Rs+ R/K+ R 

(3) 

(4) 

The worst case error occurs at (1 + K) = 1000. For this 
example, the error due to a lkn switch resistance is 99.7%. 

IN HI for equivalent circuit B is the same as EO(1) above. 
However, IN LO for circuit B is 

(RS + :S+ R/K)VIN, (5) 

and combining EO(1) and (5) 

VMEAS = VINHI - VINLO = ( R/K \VIN 
Rs+ R + R/KJ 

(6) 

The percent error is equal to 

( R/K) 1-(1 + K) 100 
R + Rs+ R/K 

(7) 
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Figure 2: Input Divider Network 

Using the same values for RS, (1 + K), and R, the worst 
case error is 0.1 %. This error can be further improved if 
lower rDS(on) switches are used. From the results calculat
ed above, the worst case conversion error due to switch 
resistance will be one count of the least significant digit for a 
full scale input, and a slight adjustment to R itself will 
correct the remaining error on all scales. 

SECTION 3: RANGING CLOCK CIRCUIT 
Two N-channel MOSFET's, a PNP transistor and a 

handful of passive components combine to generate the 
clock Signal used to gate the auto-ranging logiC. A closer 
look a the inner workings of the ICL 7106 will help clarify the 
discussion of this circuit. The analog section of the ICL 7106 
is shown in Figure 3 . 

. It can be shown that CREF low (pin 33 of ICL71 06) will sit 
at -VREF for DE+ and at common for DE-, with DE+ 
designating the deintegrate phase for a positive input Signal 
and DE - referring to a negative input Signal. During the 
auto-zero phase, CREF low is tied to an external reference 
through pin 35, which in Figure 1 is VREF below the positive 
supply. The net result is that CREF low is above COMMON 
during auto-zero, is left to float during Signal integrate, and 
is at or below COMMON during deintegrate. Rs and D1 are 
added externally to pull CREF to COMMON during integrate, 
with 02 and R1 included to speed this action. The Signal at 
CREF low is now a square wave that is high during auto-zero 
and low at all other times. 01 and 03 amplify and level shift 
this waveform for logic level compatability. This clock signal 
is gated through D2 and controls the timing of the auto
ranging circuitry. C3 is added to delay the clock, eliminating 
disparity with O/R and U/R (see Figure 4 for timing 
diagram). 
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Figure 5: Low Voltage Detector 

+5V 

AUTORANGIN' 
DVM CIRCUIT 

-SV 

LC024201 

Figure 6: Generating ±5 Volts from +5 Volts 

SECTION 4: SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 
The circuit of Figure 1 operates on a standard 9V 

transistor battery. CMOS logic and a CMOS AID converter 
(ICL7106) are used to extend battery life; the approximate 
power drain for this circuit is BmW. The circuit of Figure 5 
can also be added to detect low supply voltage. 

The circuit of Figure 6 can be used to generate ±5 volts 
from a single 5 volt supply. The ICL7660 is a voltage 
converter which takes a 5 volt input and produces a - 5 volt 
output. With respect to common mode signals, the circuit of 
Figure 1 will have infinite common mode handling capability 
if operated from a floating nine volt battery. However if 
powered by a fixed supply such as in Figure 6, the common 
mode capability of the converter will be limited to approxi
mately ±2 volts, if COMMON is disconnected from -VIN. 

SECTION 5: RESISTANCE, 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE AND CURRENT 
CIRCUITS 

The purpose of this section is to show the simplicity of 
measuring transconductance (1/R) and resistance with the 
ICL7106. The circuit of Figure 7 requires only one precision 
resistor per decade range of interest. The conversion output 
is described by the formula 

2~6 

(~)1000 
RSTD 

y+ 

l.C0243Ol 

Figure 7: Transconductance and Resistance 
Measurement 
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For transconductance measurement, merely switch 

RSTD and Rx. This scheme makes the measurement of 
large resistors, in conductance form, convenient and easy. 
This is also convenient for leakage measurements. 

A simple current meter can be built using the circuit of 
Figure 8. The low leakage of the ICL7106 (10pAlmax) 
makes possible the measurement of currents in the mid 
pico-Amp range. However, the switch leakage current will 
limit the accuracy of the resistor network and may degrade 
converter resolution. 

0 .n. 
'0' 

?' 
<,>9OCIA 

.0-
'0' 

~- --C IN HI 

liN .0-
~ 

ICL7106 
'0' 

'> 9R --C INLO 

.0-
'U" 

> 
">R 

@ 
LC02..,' 

Figure 8: Current Meter 

SV 

O/Range 

SECTION 6: USING THE ICL7126 AND 
ICL7107 

With a few modifications the circuit of Figure 1 can easily 
be adapted for use with either the low power 7126 or the 
7107. Using the 7126 simply requires a change in the 
values of the integrating and auto-zero components. Refer 
to the ICL7126 data sheet for details. 

The ICL7107 is an LED version of the ICL7106, and is a 
bit trickier to use in this application. First the overrangel 
underrange logic must be changed slightly. Simply replace 
the quad exclusive-NOR with an LM339; connect the 
outputs, as before, to the 4023 triple 3-input NAND. 
Second, the 7107 requires +5V and -5V rather than the 
+ 9V battery used in figure 1. If battery operation is desired, 
the negative supply can be derived from 4 Ni-cad cells in 
series and an ICL7660. (See figure 9.) Note that both 
supplies float with respect to the input terminals. (Logic 
supplies are V+ and DIG. GND.) 

7107 

r-1.~..J..:>o. NEGATIVE (OV) 20"------.... LOGIC SUPPLY 

COO27701 

Figure 9: Circuit for developing Underrange and Overrange signals from 7107 outputs. The LM339 is 
required to ensure logic compatibility with heavy display loading 
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Low Cost Digital Panel Meter 
Designs 

.. nlNnnt;1D;s;:nn 
~UlN.l U lSlN?JUlb 

Including Complete Instruction for Intersll's LCD and LED Kits 

Intersil's 7106 and 7107 are the first ICs to contain all the 
active circuitry for a 3 Y2 digit panel meter on a single chip. 
The 7106 is designed to interface with a liquid crystal 
display (LCD) while the 7107 is intended for light-emitting 
diode (LED) displays. In addition to a precision dual slope 
converter, both circuits contain BCD to seven segment 
decoders, display drivers, a clock and a reference. To build 
a high performance panel meter (with auto zero and auto 
polarity features) it is only necessary to add display, 4 
resistors, 4 capacitors, and an input filter if required (Figure 
1 and 2). 

COST ADVANTAGES OF 7106 AND 7107 
Until recently, the make or buy decision for any A-to-D 

system was dominated by the engineering costs. Even a 
simple panel meter, built from off-the-shelf digital and linear 
ICs, required at least six months of engineering effort for 
completion. However, the advent of truly single chip panel 
meter functions (Intersil's 7106 and 7107) has reduced the 
design effort on the part of the user to zero. The make or 
buy decision becomes a simple question of dollars and 
cents. 

At the time of writing, a 3 Y2 digit LED display panel meter 
can be built for $18 in production (5,000) quantities. This 
figure includes labor at $3 per hour with 300% overhead. 
The cost breakdown is as follows: 

ICL7107 (@5000 pes) $5.95 
LEOs (4) 3.00 
Capacitors (5) .58 
Resistors (4) .12 
Potentiometer .60 
Circuit Board 1.00 
Misc Hardware .75 

TOTAL COMPONENTS '12.00 
Labor 6.00 
(1/2 hour at ,3/hour, 300% overhead) 

TOTAL COST '18.00 
including assembly and test 

A 3 Y2 digit LCD panel meter, using the 7106, is $3 to $4 
more expensive. This is due to the greater cost of the 
display. 

These cost figures are considerably lower than the least 
expensive of the ready-built panel meters. However, the 
cost is not the only advantage; the do-it-yourself approach 
allows greater flexibility. Off-the-shelf panel meters have 
form factors which are frequently inconvenient, whereas a 
single IC design takes up a minimum of circuit board real 
estate. Consider the advantages for field servicing a military 
radar, for example, if each complex circuit card had its own 
built-in voltmeter and, miniature switch. Fault finding would 
be greatly simplified by making critical voltages throughout 
the system instantly accessible. 
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Figure 1: LCD Digital Panel Meter Using 
ICL71Q6 

TC014101 

Figure 2: LED Digital Panel Meter Using 
ICL7107 

THE EVALUATION KITS 
After purchasing a sample of the 7106 or the 7107, the 

majority of users will want to build a Simple voltmeter. The 
parts can then be evaluated against the data sheet specifi
cations, and tried out in the intended application. However, 
locating and purchasing even the small number of addition
al components required, then wiring a breadboard, can 
often cause delays of days or sometimes weeks. To avoid 
this problem and facilitate evaluation of these unique 
circuits, Intersil is offering a kit which contains all the 
necessary components to build a 3Y2 digit panel meter. 

407002-001 
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With the help of this kit, an engineer or technician can have 
the system "up and running" in about half an hour. 

Two kits are offered, the ICL7106EV/KIT and the 
ICL7107EV/KIT. Both contain the appropriate IC, a circuit 
board, a display (LCD for 7106EV/KIT, LEOs for 7107EVI 
KIT), passive components, and miscellaneous hardware. 

Assembly Instructions 
The circuit board layouts and assembly drawings for both 

kits are given in the Appendices. The boards are single
sided to minimize cost and simplify assembly. Jumpers are 
used to allow maximum flexibility. For example, provision 
has been made for connecting an external clock (Test Poinf 
#5). Provision has also been made for separating REF Lo 
from COMMON when using an external reference zener. In 
a production instrument, the board area could be reduced 
dramatically. Aside from the display, all the components 
can easily be placed in less than 4 square inches of board 
space. 

Molex' pins are used to provide a low cost IC socket; 
one circuit board can thus be used to evaluate several ICs. 
(Strips of 20 pins should be soldered onto the P.C. boards; 
the top of the strip holding the pins together can then be 
broken off by bending it back and forth using needle-nose 
pliers). Solder terminals are provided for the five test points, 
and for the ±5V input on the 7107 kit. 

Full Scale Reading - 200mV or 2.000V? 
The component values supplied with the kit are those 

specified in the schematics of Figure 1 or Figure 2. They 
have been optimized for 200.0mV full scale reading. The 
complete absence of last digit jitter on this range illustrates 
the exceptional noise performance of the 7106 and 7107. In 
fact, the noise level (not exceeded 95% of time) is about 
15/lV, a factor of 10 less than some competitive one chip 
panel meters. 

To modify the sensitivity of 2.000 volts full scale, the 
integrator time constant and the reference should be 
changed by substituting the component values given in the 
Table below. The auto-zero capacitor (C2) should also be 
changed. These additional components are not supplied in 
the kits. In addition, the decimal point jumper should be 
changed so the display reads 2.000. 

Table 1: Component Values 
for Full Scale Options 

COMPONENT 200.0 mY 2.000 Y 
(type) Full Scale Full Scale 

C2 (mylar) O.47/LF .047/LF 
Rl 24Kn 1.5.11' 
R2 47.11 470Kn 

'Changing RI to 1.5Kn will reduce the battery life of the 7106 kit. As an 
alternative, the potentiometer can be changed to 25Kn. 

Liquid Crystal Display (7106) 
Liquid crystal displays are generally driven by applying a 

symmetrical square wave to the back-plan (B.P.). To turn on 
a segment, a waveform 180· out of phase with B.P. (but of 
equal amplitude) is applied to that segment. Note that 
excessive D.C. voltages ( > 50mV) will permanently dam
age the display if applied for more than a few minutes. The 
7106 generates the segment drive waveform internally, but 

'Molex is a registered trademark of Molex Corporation, Lisle, Illinois 
60532. 2-89 

the user should generate the decimal pOint front plane drive 
by inverting the B.P. (pin 21) output.·· In applications where 
the decimal point remains fixed, a simple MaS inverter can 
be used (Figure 3). For instruments where the decimal pOint 
must be shifted, a quad exclusive OR gate is recommended 
(Figure 4). Note that in both instances, TEST (pin 37, TP1) 
is used as V - for the inverters. This pin is c~pable of sinking 
about 1 mA, and is approximately 5 volts below V +. The 
B.P. output (pin 21) oscillates between V+ & TEST. 
"In some displays, a satisfactory decimal pOint can be achieved by tying 
the decimal front plan to COMMON (pin 32). This pin is internally regulated 
at about 2.8 volts below V +. Prolonged use of this technique, however, 
may permanently burn·in the decimal, because COMMON is not exactly 
midway between B.P. high and B.P. low. 

Y+ 

7106 
INTEASIL 

1T11SO 

1Mn 

TOlCO 
DECIMAL POINT 

L......._--<>~~CL;~LANE 
AF010301 

Figure 3: Simple Inverter for Fixed Decimal 
Point 

Before soldering the display onto the circuit board, make 
sure that it is inserted correctly. Many LCD packages do not 
have pin # 1 marked, but the segments of an unenergized 
display can be seen by viewing with reflected light. The 
package orientation should correspond with that shown in 
Appendix I. 

y-

7106 

TES"!' 

B.I----_-t--\ 

DECIMAL r 
POINT 

SELECT 

l 
CD4030 I 

--..I 

'--------...1 \GND 

AF010401 

Figure 4: Exclusive 'OR' Gate for DeCimal 
Point Drive 

Light Emitting Diode Display (7107) 
The 7107 pull-down FETs will sink about 8mA per 

segment. Using standard common anode 0.3" or 0.43" red 
LEOs, this drive level produces a bright display suitable for 
almost any indoor application. However,' additional bright
ness can be achieved through the use of Hewlett Packard 
high-efficiency LEOs. Note that the display contrast can be 
increased substantially by using a red filter. Ref. 4 discusses 
filter techniques and lists manufacturers of suitable mate
rials. 
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A fixed decimal point can be turned on by tying the 

appropriate cathode to ground through a 150n resistor. The 
circuit boards supplied with the kit will accommodate either 
H.P. 0.3" displays or the popular MAN 3700 types. The 
difference between the two is that the H.P. has the decimal 
point cathode on pin 6, whereas the MAN 3700 uses pin 9. 
Due to the limited space on the circuit board, not all decimal 
pOints are brought to jumper pads; it may be necessary to 
wire directly from the 150n resistor to the display. For 
multiple range instruments, a 7400 series CMOS quad gate 
or buffer should be used. The majority of them are capable 
of sinking about 8mA. 

Capacitors 
The integration capacitor should be a low dielectric-loss 

type. Long term stability and temperature coefficient are 
unimportant since the dual slope technique cancels the 
effect of these variations. Polypropylene capacitors have 
been found to work well; they have low dielectric loss 
characteristics and are inexpensive. However, that is not to 
say that they are the only suitable types. Mylar capacitors 
are satisfactory for C1 (reference ) and C2 (auto-zero). 

For a more detailed discussion of recommended capaci
tor types, the reader is referred to page 3 of Reference 2. 

The Clock 
A simple RC oscillator is used in the kit. It runs at about 

48kHz and is divided by 4 prior to being used as the system 
clock (Figure 5). The internal clock period is thus 83.31lS, 
and the signal integration period (1000 clock pulses) is 
83.3mS. This gives a measurement frequency of 3 readings 
per second since each conversion sequence requires 4000 
clock pulses. Setting the clock oscillator at precisely 48kHz 
will result in optimum line frequency (60Hz) noise rejection, 
since the integration period is an integral number of line 
frequency period (see Ref. 2 for discussion). Countries with 
50Hz line frequencies should set the clock at 50kHz. 

710117107 -------------, , 

1".~-11 ,. 
I 
I , 

I '-t----+:,3I=-<> --1 , , , , , 
I , 
I , 

CLOCK I __ . __________ -J 

LCOO1101 

Figure 5: 710617107 Internal OSCillator/Clock 

An external clock can also be use.d. In the 7106, the 
internal logic is referenced to TEST. External clock wave
forms should therefore swing between TEST and V + 
(Figure 6a). In the 7107, the internal logic is referenced to 
GND so any generator whose output swings from ground to 
+ 5V will work well (Figure 6b) 
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Figure 6: External Clock Options 

The Reference 
For 200.0mV full scale, the voltage applied between REF 

Hi and REF Lo should be set at 100.0mV. For 2.000V full 
scale, set the reference voltage at 1.000V. The reference 
inputs are floating, and the only restriction on the applied 
voltage is that it should lie in· the range V - to V + . 

The voltage between V + and COMMON is internally 
regulated at about 2.8 volts. This reference is adequate for 
many applications and is used in the evaluation kits. It has a 
typical temperature coefficient of 100ppm1"C. 

The limitations of the on-Chip reference should also be 
recognized, however. With the 7107, the internal heating 
which, results from the LED drivers can cause some 
degradation in performance. Due to its higher thermal 
resistance, plastic parts are poorer in this respect than 
ceramic" The user is cautioned against extrapolating from 
the performance of the kit, which is supplied with a ceramic 
7107, to a system using the plastic part. The combination of 
reference TC, internal chip dissipation, and package ther
mal resistance can increase noise near full scale from 25 
/lV to 80 IlV pk-pk. 

The linearity in going from a high dissipation count such 
as 1000 (19 segments on) to a low dissipation count such 
as 1111 (8 segments on) can also suffer by a count or more. 
Devices with a positive TC reference may require several 
counts to pull out of an Qverload condition. This is because 
overload is a low dissipation mode, \ with the three, least 
significant digits blanked. Similarly, units with a negative TC 
may cycle between overload and a nonoverload count as 
the die alternately heats and cools. These problems are of 
course eliminated if an external reference is used. 

The 7106, with its negligible dissipation, suffers from 
none of these problems. In either case, an external 
reference can easily be added as shown in Figures 7(a) or 
7(b). 
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Figure 7: Using an External Reference 

Power Supplies 
The 7106 kit is intended to be operated from a 9 volt dry 

cell. INPUT Lo is shorted to COMMON, causing V + to sit 
2.8 volts positive with respect to INPUT Lo, and V- 6.2 
volts negative with respect to INPUT Lo. 

The 7107 kit should be operated from ±5 volts. Noisy 
supplies should be bypassed with 6.8/lF capacitors to 
ground at the point where the supplies enter the board. 
INPUT Lo has an effective common mode range with 
respect to GND of a couple of volts. 

The precise value is determined by the point at which the 
integrator output ramps within ~.3V of one or other of the 
supply rails. This is governed by the integrator time con
stant, the magnitude and polarity of the input, the common 
mode voltage, and the clock frequency: for further details, 
consult the data sheet. Where the voltage being measured 
is floating with respect to the supplies, INPUT Lo should be 
tied to some voltage within the common mode range such 
as GROUND or COMMON. If a -5 volt supply is unavail
able, a suitable negative rail can be generated locally using 
the circuit shown in Figure 8. 

TC014301 

Figure 8: Generating Negative Supply 
From +5V 

Input Filters 
One of the attractive features of the 7106 and 7107 is the 

extremely low input leakage current, typically 1 pA at 25°C. 
This minimizes the errors caused by high impedance 
passive filters on the input. For example, the simple RC 
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(1 MfU.Ol/lF) combination used in the evaluation kits intro
duces a negligible l/lV error. 

PRELIMINARY TESTS 
Auto Zero 

With power on and the inputs shorted, the display should 
read zero. The negative sign should be displayed about 
50% of the time, an indication of the effectiveness of the 
auto-zero system used in the 7106 and 7107. Note that 
some competitive circuits flash negative on every alternate 
conversion for inputs near zero. While this may look good to 
the uninitiated, it is not a true auto zero system! 

Over-range 
Inputs greater than full scale will cause suppression of 

the three least significant digits; i.e. only 1 or -1 will be 
displayed. 

Polarity 
The absence of a polarity signal indicates a positive 

reading. A negative reading is indicated by a negative sign. 

Further evaluation should be performed with the help of a 
preCision DC voltage calibrator such as Fluke Model 343A. 
Alternatively a high quality 4V2 digit DVM can be used, 
provided its performance has been measured against that 
of a reliable standard. 

DPM COMPONENTS: SOURCES OF 
SUPPLY 

It has already been shown that the 7106 and 7107 
require an absolute minimum of additional components. The 
only critical ones are the display and the integration 
capacitor. 

The following list of possible suppliers is intended to be of 
assistance in putting a converter design into production. It 
should not be interpreted as a comprehensive list of 
suppliers, nor does it constitute an endorsement by Intersil. 

Liquid Crystal Displays 
a) LXD Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, 216/831-8100 

b) Hamlin Inc., Lake Mills, Wisconsin, 414/648-2361 

c) lEE Inc., Van Nuys, California, 213/787-0311 

d) Shelley Associates, Irvine, California, 714/549-3414 

e) Crystaloid Electronics, Stow, Ohio, 216/688-1180 

LED Displays (Common Anode) 
a) Hewlett Packard Components, Palo Alto, California, 

415/493-1212 

b) ltac Inc., Santa Clara, California, 408/985-2290 

c) Litronix Inc., Cupertino, California, 408/257-7910 

d) Monsanto Inc., Palo Alto, California, 415/493-3300 

Polypropylene CapaCitors 
a) Plessey CapaCitors, West Lake Village, California, 

213/889-4120 

b) 1MB Electronic Products, Santa Fe Springs, 
California, 213/921-3407 

c) Elcap Components, Santa Ana, California, 714/979-
4440 

d) TRW CapaCitors, Ogallala, Nebraska, 308/284-3611 
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CAUTION: Potential trouble areas when 
constructing the evaluation kits. 

1. Certain LCD displays have a protective 
plastic sheet covering the plastic top. 
This sheet may be removed after 
Installing the display to maximize 
display viewing. 

2. Solder flux or other impurities on PC 
board may cause leakage paths between 
IC pins and board traces reducing 
performance and should be removed 
with rubbing alcohol or some other 
suitable cleaning agent. Displays should 
be removed when cleaning as damage 
could result to them. 

3. Blue PC board material (PC75) has been 
treated with a chemical which may 
cause surface leakage between the 
input traces. It is suggested that the 
board be scribed between the input 
traces and adjacent traces to eliminate 
this surface leakage. 

4. In order to ensure that unused 
segments on the LCD displays do not 
turn on, tie them to the backplane pin 
(pin 21). 
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APPENDIX I: 7106 Printed Circuit Board Layout and Component Placement 

~ _________________ 5._50_0_~_.O_05 ___________________ ~ 

r -, 

PLOOO101 

PLOOO201 

t Jumper to display decimal lor temporary decimal point. See text. 
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APPENDIX II: 7107 Printed Circuit Board Layout and Component Placement 

5.500 t .005 !li\\ 
---:--------@; 

r:~~~'~NTE=RSI=L7='07~L~EO;DP~M~~~~~ 

IM.Le"2Ir l.~Ol. reo DbN 

• Jumpers can be inserted here to short IN LO to GND or COMMON. 

t Jumpers to decimal point if required. 

2-&4 

PL000301 
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Applying the 7109 AID Converter 
This article examines the operation and applications of the ICL7109 monolithic, 
CMOS, 12 bit, integrating analogue to digital converter which was introduced to 
the market early in 1979. 

Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit of the lel 7109. 
When the RUN/HOLD input is left open or connected to V+ , 
the circuit will perform conversions at a rate determined by 
the clock frequency (8192 clock periods per cycle). Each 
measurement cycle is divided into three phases as shown in 
Figure 2. They are Auto-Zero (AZ), Signal Integrate (INT) and 
Deintegrate (DE). 

Figure 1 
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Auto-zero phase. During auto-zero three things happen. 

First, input high and low are disconnected from their pins 
and internally shorted to analogue common. Second, the 
reference capacitor is charged to the reference voltage. 
Third, a feedback loop is closed around the system to 
charge the auto-zero capacitor CAZ to compensate for 
offset voltages in the buffer amplifier, integrator, and 
comparator. Since the comparator is included in the loop, 
the AZ accuracy is limited only by the noise of the system. 
In any case, the offset referred to the input is less than 
101lV. 

Signal integrate phase. During signal integrate the auto
zero loop is opened, the internal short is removed, and the 
internal input high and low are connected to the external 
pins. The converter then integrates the differential voltage 
between input high and input low for a fixed time of 2048 
clock periods. At the end of this phase, the polarity of the 
integrated signal is determined. 

Deintegrate phase. The final phase is deintegrate, or 
reference integrate. Input low is internally connected to 
analog common and input high is connected across the 
previously charged (during auto-zero) reference capacitor. 
Circuitry within the chip ensures that the capacitor will be 
connected with the correct polarity to cause the integrator 
output to return to the zero crossing (established in Auto 
Zero) with a fixed slope. Thus the time for the output to 
return to zero (represented by the number of clock periods 
counted) is proportional to the input Signal. 

DIFfERENTIAL INPUT 
The input can accept differential voltages anywhere 

within the common mode range of the input amplifier, or 
specifically from 0.5V belOW the positive supply to 1V above 
the negative supply. In this range the system has a c.m.r.r. 
of 86dS typical. However, since the integrator also swings 
with the common mode voltage, care must be exercised to 
ensure that integrator output does not saturate. A worst 
case condition would be a large positive common mode 
voltage with a near fullscale negative differential input 
voltage. The negative input signal drives the integrator 
positive when most of its swing has been used up by the 
positive common mode Voltage. For these critical applica
tions the integrator swing can be reduced to less than the 
recommended 4V full scale with some loss of accuracy. The 
integrator output can swing within 0.3V of either supply 
without loss of linearity. 

The ICL7109 has, however, been optimised for operation 
with analogue common near digital ground. With power 
supplies of +5V and -5V, this allow~ a 4V full scale 
integrator swing positive or negative, maximising the perfor
mance of the analogue secti.on. 

DIIFERENTIAL REFERENCE 
The reference voltage can be generated anywhere within 

the power supply voltage of the converter. The ICL7109 
provides a reference output (pin 29) which may be used 
with a resistive divider to generate a reference voltage. This 
output will sink up to about 20mA without significant 
variation in output voltage, and is provided with a pullup bias 
device which sources about 101lA. The output voltage is 
nominally 2.8V below V+, and has a temperature coeffi
cient of ±80ppml"C typo The stability of the reference 

.D~DIL 
voltage is a major factor in the overall absolute accuracy of 
the converter. The resolution of the ICL7109 at 12 bits is 
one part in 4096, or 244ppm. 

Thus if the reference has' a temperature coefficient of 
80ppml"C(onboard reference) a temperature difference of 
3GC will introduce a one-bit absolute error. For this reason, 
an external high-quality reference should be used where the 
ambient temperature is not controlled or where high
accuracy absolute measurements are being made. The 
internal reference may then be used as a pre-regulator for 
an external reference, such as the ICL8069 bandgap 
reference diode. 

DIGITAL SECTION 
The digital section includes the clock oscillator and 

scaling circuit, a 12-bit binary counter with output latches 
and TTL-compatible three-state output drivers, polarity, 
oveHange and control logic, and UART handshake logic. 

The MODE is used to control the output mode of the 
converter. 

Direct mode. When the MODE pin is left at a low level, the 
data outputs (bits 1 to 8 low order byte, bits 9 to 12, polarity 
and overrange high order byte) are accessible under control 
of the byte and chip enable terminals as inputs. These three 
inputs are all active low, and are provided with pullup 
resistors to ensure an inactive high level when left open. 
When the chip enable input is low, taking a byte enable 
input low will allow the outputs of that byte to become active 
(three-stated on). This allows a variety of parallel data 
accessing techniques to be used, and enables the convert
er to be interfaced directly, either as 1/0 or by memory 
mapping, to any microprocessor system with an 8-bit, 12-bit 
or 16-bit word length. 

Handshake mode. The handshake output mode is provid
ed as an alternative means of interfacing the ICL7109 to 
digital systems, where the AID converter becomes active in 
contrOlling the flow of data instead of passively responding 
to chip and byte enable inputs. This mode is deSigned to 
allow a direct interface between the ICL7109 and industry
standard UARTs (such as the Intersil CMOS UARTs, 1M 
6402/3) with no external logic required. When triggered into 
the handshake mode, the ICL7109 provides all the control 
and flag Signals necessary to sequence the two bytes of 
data into the UART and initiate their transmission in serial 
form. This greatly eases the task and reduces the cost of 
designing remote data acquisition stations using serial data 
transmission to minimise the number of lines to the central 
controlling processor. 

Entry into the handshake mode is controlled by the MODE 
input. When the MODE terminal is held high, the ICL71 09 will 
enter the handshake mode after new data has been stored 
in the output latches at the end of every conversion 
performed. The MODE terminal may also be used to trigger 
entry into the handshake mode on demand. 

In this mode, the SEND input is connected to the UART 
TBRE output so that the ICL7109 can detect when the UART 
is ready for more data. The CE/lOAD pin becomes an output 
strobe and is connected to the UART TBRl input to clock 
data into the UART HBEN and lBEN also become outputs 
which identify the high and low bytes respectively. Figure 3 
shows the output sequence. 
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Figure 3 

Assuming the UART transmitter buffer register is empty, 
the SEND input will be high when the handshake mode is 
entered after new data is stored. The cEiLoAD and HBEN 

terminals will go low after SEND is sensed, and the high 
order byte outputs become active. When CEiLoAD goes high 
at the end of one clock period, the high order byte data is 
clocked into the UART transmitter buffer register. The 
UART TBRE output will now go low, which halts the output 
cycle with the HBEN output low, and the high order byte 
outputs active. When the UART has transferred the data to 
the transmitter register and cleared the transmitter buffer 
register, the TBRE returns high. On the next ICL71 09 internal 
clock high to low edge, the high order byte outputs are 
disabled, and one-half internal clock later, the HBEN output 
returns high. At the same' time, the CE/LOAO and LBEN 
outputs go low, and the low order byte outputs become 
active. Similarly, when the cEiLoAD returns high at the end 
of one clock period, the low order data is clocked into the 
UART transmitter buffer register, and TBRE again goes low. 
When TBRE returns to a high it will be sensed on the next 
ICL7109 internal clock high to low edge, disabling the data 
outputs. One-half internal clock later, the handshake mode 
will be cleared, the the CE/LOAD, HsEiii, and LBEN terminals 
return high and stay active (as long as MODE stays high). 

STATUS OUTPUT 
During a conversion cycle, the STATUS output goes high at 

the beginning of Signal Integrate (Phase II), and goes low 
one-half clock period after new data from the conversion 
has been stored in the output latches (See Figure 2 for 
details of this timing). This signal may be used as a "data 
valid" flag (data never changes while STATUS is low) to drive 
interrupts, or for monitoring the status of the converter. 
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When RUN/HOLD is held high or left open (it has an 2 
internal pull-up resistor) the 7109 converts continuously, 
taking 8192 clock cycles for each conversion. If RUN/HOLD 

is taken low, the current conversion is completed and the 
7109 then remains in Auto Zero state until RUN/HOLD is 
taken high. A single, positive pulse on RUN/HOLD will cause 
one conversion only to take place and is a simple way of 
providing a "convert on command". 

From the foregoing, it will be seen that the ICL7109 is a 
converter offering unusual flexibility in both input and output 
interfacing. Let us first see how flexible input interface leads 
to a number of applications. 

BRIDGE MEASUREMENTS 
The differential input of an ICL7109 lends itself to 

measurement of error voltages in resistance bridges, as the 
common mode voltage is immaterial. Moreover, because 
the 7109 is ratiometric, if the reference input to the chip is 
derived from the bridge supply, changes in the supply will 
not upset the output reading. A typical example is a bridge 
connected load cell. 

Some strain gauge bridges have very low output volt
ages. The input noise of the ICL7109 is about 15pV peak to 
peak, so that if a bridge with say 5pV per count were used 
the output reading would jitter. This problem can be solved 
in two ways. The first is to use a low drift, low offset 
amplifier, such as the ICL7650 chopper stabilized opera
tional amplifier, before the converter. An alternative is to 
have the microprocessor take the average of several 
conversions. (Usually 2, 4, 8 or 16 so that the division sum is 
a simple right shift of the binary word). 
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OFFSET ZERO MEASUREMENTS 
By hooking Input Low of the 7109 to some voltage other 

than signal ground, measurements with an offset zero are 
easily possible. Consider a temperature measurement 
scheme using the -2mVrC temperature coefficient of the 
Vbe of a silicon transistor. By connecting one input pin to 
the transistor and the other to a variable voltage source the 
7109 can be made to read zero atO°C, even though the 
transistor Vbe is still about 0.65V. Because the temperature 
coefficient of the transistor is negative, IN HI and IN LO have 
been interchanged so that the output goes positive for 
increasing temperature. 

These are just a few examples of how the fully differen
tial, fully ratiometric inputs of the ICL7109 can simplify the 
design of input circuitry. Now let us pass on to output 
configurations. 

DIRECT PARALLEL PROCESSOR 
INTERFACES 

The separately tri-state byte wide outputs of the ICL7109 
make it ideal for interfacing to 8-bit microprocessor busses. 
Figure 4 shows a direct memory mapped interface to an 8-
bit Intel 8085 processor bus. In this case linear addreSSing 
is used to select the two data bytes. 

SERIAL INTERFACE 
The ICL7109 is easily combined with' a UART, and if 

necessary an analogue multiplexer, to provide a complete 
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remote serial data acquisition statiOn (Figure 5). The UART 
at the processor end of the serial link sends a digital word to 
the remote UART This word specifies the multiplexer 
address, and at the same time the remote UART Data 
Ready flag takes the RUN/HOLD line of the 7109 high to 
initiate a conversion. The appropriate input is therefore. 
selected and converted and when conversion is complete 
the 7109 enters its handshake sequence, transmitting the 
converted data over the serial link. The HBEN output from 
the 7109 also clears the UART Data Ready flag so that 
RUN/HOLD returns low and no further conversions take 
place. 

Optoisolators can optionally be put in the serial lines to 
allow for large common mode voltage differences between 
processor and remote station. Because all components in 
the remote station are low power CMOS, the generation of 
isolated supplies is simplified. 

REPLACING V TO F CONVERTERS 
A popular method of making a low cost serial interface, 

particularly where opto-isolation is required, is to use a V to 
F converter. Such an approach has its problems, as V to Fs 
need accurate and stable analogue components to 'operate 
correctly. They also do not generally have zero offset, scale 
factor drift and linearity commensurate with 12-bit accuracy 
applications. 

The ICL7109 has a much more flexible input interface 
and better performance at a cost comprable with V to' F 
Converters. The STATUS output remains high for a period of 
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N + 2049 Y2 clock cycles, where N is the digital reading. 
(See Figure 2). Therefore if the BUF ase aUT from the 7109 
is gated with STATUS a pulse train results which can be 
passed through an opto-isolator and counted by a proces
sor to determine the digital reading, in much the same way 
as it would with a V to F converter. The processor only 
needs a simple software timeout loop to determine when 
the pulse train has ended. There are no critical timing 
requirements such as are encountered when using a V to F 
converter. 

Alternatively, the STATUS and BUF ase aUT lines can be 
separately opto-isolated and fed to a hardware counter 
system, if display of data is required. A suitable counter/ 
display system uses the ICM7217 4 decade counter. 

The 20491,12 pulses are subtracted by presetting the 
counter to 7950, the tens complement of 2050. This 
technique has been used to make d.v.m.s with high voltage 
input isolation. 

CONVERSION SPEED 
The ICL7109 is an integrating (dual slope) converter and 

as such is not intended for very fast applications. The data 
sheet specifications are quoted at 7.5 conversions per 
second (corresponding to an internal clock frequency of 
about 61.5kHz, or a clock period of 16.3Ils). 

The speed of a dual slope converter is principally limited 
by the response time of the comparator, bearing in mind 
that the input to the comparator is a shallow ramp rather 
than a nice clean voltage step. In the ICL7109 the compara
tor gain/bandwidth product is about 200M Hz, giving a delay 
of about 41ls. For this delay to represent a Y2 count error 
the clock period would be 81ls, giving 15 conversions per 
second. 

The logic of the ICL7109 is capable of operating at up to 
500kHz, however, which would give about 60 conversions 
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per second. At this speed the comparator delay will result in 
a zero offset. Linearity and resolution are, however, unaf
fected. (Remember that as the clock frequency is in
creased, the integrator and auto zero capacitors should be 
reduced in proportion). In many systems it is a simple matter 
for the microprocessor to subtract the zero offset. 

An alternative technique is to compensate the zero offset 
by placing a small resistor in series with the integrator 
capacitor. Because the current in the integrator capacitor is 
constant during deintegrate, this resistor produces a "lead" 
on the ramp which can be calculated as follows. 

dv I 
Slope of the ramp, - = -

dt C 

Offset voltage of ramp, Ll V = IR 

Time lead of ramp, 

dt C 
Llt = Ll V. - = IR - = RC 

'dV 'I 

Llt 
Therefore:- R = -, where Llt = 4ps. 

C 

By this means, the zero offset is cancelled (the system PI 
works for both input polarities). One error is being offset 
with another, and the two may not track with temperature, 
so this method is not to be relied on for wide temperature 
range applications. 

The ICL7109 has shown itself to be one of the most 
versatile and cost effective A/D converters on the market, 
replacing existing 12-bit converters, as well as creating new 
applications which previously had been the domain of V to F 
converters and other devices. 
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Figure 5 
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Understanding the Auto-Zero 
and Common Mode Performance 
of the ICL7106/7107/7109 Family 

INTRODUCTION 
Most of Intersil's one chip AID converters offer differen

tial input, differential reference and separable analog and 
digital ground references. The price of all this freedom, of 
course, is technical vigilance, and this note is intended as a 
defense manual against the potholes and landmines it 
makes accessible. The discussion is based on the 
ICL7106/7, but applies in large part to the ICL7116/7, the 
ICL7126, the ICL7109, and to a lesser extent to the 
ICL7135. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Figure 1 shows the Block Diagram of the Analog Section 

for the ICL7106 and 7107. Each measurement cycle is 
divided into three phases. They are (1) auto-zero (A-Z), (2) 
signal integrate (INT) and (3) deintegrate (DE). 
Auto-Zero Phase 

During Auto-Zero three things happen. First, input high 
and low are disconnected from the pins and internally 
shorted to analog COMMON. Second, the reference capaq
itor is charged to the reference voltage. Third, a feedback 
loop is closed around the system to charge the auto-zero 
capacitor CAZ to compensate for offset voltages in the 
buffer amplifier, integrator, and comparator. Since the 
comparator is included in the loop, the A-Z accuracy is 
limited only by the noise of the system. In any case, the 
offset referred to the input is less than10j.lV. 

CRE' r------ 34 

, .... 

IN HI G=-3'+-o!~~---t:~~=-:-+------' 
INT 

IoIZ 

I 

Signal Integrate Phase 
During signal INTegrate, the auto-zero loop is opened, 

the internal short is removed, and the internal input high and 
low are connected to the external pins. The converter then 
integrates the differential voltage between INHI and INLO 
for a fixed time. This differential voltage can be within a wide 
common mode range - within one volt of either supply. If, 
on the other hand, the input signal has no return with 
respect to the converter power supply, INLO can be tied to 
analog COMMON to establish the correct common-mode 
voltage. At the end of this phase the polarity of the 
integrated signal is determined. 

De-Integrate Phase 
The final phase is DE-integrate, or reference integrate. 

Input low is internally cormected to analog COMMON and 
input high is connected across the previously charged 
reference capacitor. Circuitry within the chip ensures that 
the capacitor will be connected with the correct polarity to 
cause the integrator output to return to zero. The time 
required for the output to return to zero is proportional to the 
input signal. Specifically the digital reading displayed ill 

1000 (Vin). 
Vref 

>-<p--_ TO DIGITAL SECTION 

IN~QI~H~~>-----~--------------t---____________ ~ 
L ___ ~~____________________ ~ ___________________ .l. ________________ _ 
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Figure 1: Analog Section of· 710617107 
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Figure 2: Auto-Zero Phase, with Offset Voltages and Stray Capacitances 

CMRR AND COMMON MODE VOLTAGE 
EFFECTS 

There are three basic voltages applied to the ICL71 06/7, 
etc. which can give "common mode voltage" conse
quences. These are indicated in Figures 2, 3, and 4 which 
show the analog section in the phases described above. 
The choices are 1 of reference voltage source to COM
MON, 2) of input voltage source to COMMON, and 3) of 
COMMON to (digital) supply voltage. 

During Auto-Zero, the outputs of the buffer, integrator, 
and comparator are all within various offset voltages of 
analog COMMON. These are marked on Figure 2, which 
shows the Auto-Zero phase. For the remainder of the 
discussion, these offset voltages will be ignored, since they 
are merely added to other voltage changes described. The 
non-inverting inputs of the buffer and integrator are also tied 
to analog COMMON, so it is convenient to describe all 
these voltages with respect to COMMON. 

Reference Common Mode Voltage to 
COMMON 

The reference capacitor is recharged during the Auto
Zero time; the stray capacitance shown in Figure 2 as CS1 
and CS2 will also be charged. During DE-integrate (Figure 
4) the reference capacitor is switched so that one or the 
other of its terminals is at analog COMMON. This will cause 
charge-sharing with the stray capacitances on the other 
terminal. In particular, a common mode voltage on the 
reference input (with respect to COMMON) will give a roll
over error, since the effective DE-integrate reference will be 
higher in one polarity than the other. The ideal here is for 
(VREFHI + VREFLO)= 2 VANCOM, at least for equal stray 
capacitances, but this is inconvenient in most applications. 
The roll-over error contribution at full scale (ignoring a 
second order term) is 

(VREFLO CS1 + VREFHI CS2) 
2000 . "'" 

VREF CREF 
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2000 VCM (CSt + CS2) (counts) n 
VREF CREF r.:I 

For CREF = 0.1 /IF, Cs = 15pF, VCMiVREF = 10, this 
can give two counts of error, bu1 if VREFLO = 0, and CS2 is 
5pF, the error is 0.1 counts, lost in the noise level. In the 
latter case (a very common application condition) CS1 does 
not contribute any errors, so putting the "outside foil" of the 
reference capaCitor to this side will minimize roll-over. Also 
increasing CREF (without corresponding increases in CS) 
will reduce rollover. Note that stray capaCitance to the 
buffer output is also unimportant if either REFHI or REFLO 
is at COMMON. 

Input Voltage to COMMON 
First, the direct CMRR of the buffer and integrator op 

amps will themselves lead to a scale factor error and an 
offset if INLO is not at analog COMMON. Higher order 
CMRR terms are generally negligible, and this first order 
term is very small for most devices. It can be adjusted out in 
most applications with a reference voltage adjustment. 
More serious is the effect of stray capacitance to ground of 
the integrating and auto-zero capacitors, and the AZ pin, 
CS4 and CS3 in Figure 2. The AZ pin will swing from 
COMMON to INLO (Figure 3) and Csa will have to be 
charged through CAl, giving an error voltage on CAl, 
during the integrate phase, of: 

Csa 
~ VAl = VINLO -

CAl 

This acts as an offset voltage referred to the input, and is 
most serious for small ratios of full-scale inpu1 voltage to 
common mode voltage: For CAl = 0.47 /IF, Csa = 10pF, 
VINLO = 2V, the offset will be 40/lV, or 0.4 counts for 
200mV full scale input. This charge is recovered in the 
transition back to COMMON for DE-integrate (Figure 4), so 
the offset is not continued in this phase. The same charge, 
together with that due to CS4, also flows through the 
integrating capaCitor. Ignoring second-order terms, the error 
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voltage on the integrator output during the integrate phase 
will be: 

(csa Csa + CS4) 
~VINT = VINLO - + 

. CAZ CINT 
However, the charge transferred through the integrating 

capacitor is also recovered for DE-integrate and does not 
cause any errors, except for inputs near zero. The decision 
as to the polarity of the input Signal, and the required DE
integrate reference polarity is made precisely at the end of 
the integrate phase, and for small input signals the error 
charge on the integrating capacitor due to charging strays 

.---II---r--------,:lI-------...,---ll--.., 
-J._- CS1 CAeF Cu ~J-_-

CAEF1- REF HI 
r------
I .. 31 

: V' 
I 
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I 10 .... 
I 
I 

REF LO CAEF - BUFFER 

INHI~I~31~_t~~---t~~~~------~ 
INT 

All 

I .. 
COMMON~~----~--~--~----~ 

1 

can exceed the true signal charge, leading to an incorrect 
choice of polarity. Thus, the.return of the error charge at the 
beginning of DE-integrate will lead at once to· a zero 
crossing and a result of zero with the wrong polarity. This 
shows up as a series of readings such as (in a bad case) 
-4, -3, +0, +0, +0, +0, + 1, +2, +3, +4 for INLO 
negative (Figure 5). The magnitude of this effect is depen
dent on the full scale integrator swing, and is given by: 

( VINLo)(Csa Csa + CS4) ~ pol. = 2000 -- - + (in counts) 
VINTFS CAZ. CINT 

r-__________ V~._O----_..--~~-, 
C .. -_~-

_ON. 
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Figure 3: Integrate Phase. All voltages shown with respect to COMMON 
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Figure 6: Reducing Stray Capacitances CS3 
and CS4 

For CINT = .22/JF, CS4 = 10pF, VINTFS = +2V, and oth
er values as before, this amounts to about 0.23 counts, but 
for CAZ = 0.047/JF (recommended for 2.0V F.S.) ~ pol is 
0.6 counts. A small increase in stray capacitance or 
reduction of integrator swing will give a significant "gap" in 
the readings, as shown in Figure 5. This effect, the only one 
causing significant nonlinearity, can be reduced by guarding 
the integrating and auto-zero capacitors and resistor with 
either BUFFer out or INTegrator out pins in so far as 
possible. This can readily be done on a PC board by simple 
extension of the traces leading from those pins to the three 
components, as suggested in Figure 6. Note that excessive 
capacitance across RINT will increase the width of the zero 
reading (see A017 for a discussion of a similar effect), while 
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capacitance across CAZ and CINT has no effect on the 
circuit. 

Analog COMMON to Digital Supply 
Voltages 

The COMMON line on the ICL710617 family of devices 
provides a convenient ground-return point in many applica
tions; particularly with floating (battery) supplies. However, 
in a fixed supply environment, improved integrator swing 
(improving many system parameters) can be achieved if 
COMMON is pulled more negative, and the circuit has been 
set up to allow this. The effects described above are all 
independent of the actual level of COMMON, but the next 
one is not! 

The DE-integrate phase should ideally terminate when 
the output of the comparator returns to the value it had 
during Auto-Zero (analog COMMON), but will actually 
terminate when the output passes through the logiC thresh
old of the zero-crossing gate and flip-flop combination. The 
"free" analog COMMON voltage is very close to the logic 
threshold, giving a negligible error, but if analog COMMON 
is pulled negative, zero crossing will be detected late for 
positive inputs, (reading high) and early for negative inputs 
(reading low), this leads to a (positive) offset. The polarity 
detection sees the same influence, so no nonlinearity 
results. The magnitude of this offset depends on compara-
tor gain (typically 7 -BK, but as low as 3K in some devices) !':II 
and F.S. integrator swing; r.:::I 

OFFSET (COMMON) = 2000 (VCOMMON - VTH ) 
V,NTFS AAVCOMP 

With a 2V swing and 3K gain, this will contribute 1/3 
count per COMMON negative volt. This can be used to 
measure comparator gain, at least with moderate accuracy, 
which is otherwise hard to do. Obviously, the offset can be 
minimized by maximizing the integrator swing. The compar
ator gain varies from device to device, and is limited also by 
the need to keep the comparator fast. Various improve
ments in this gain have been made, and will probably 
continue to be made in the future, but this offset should be 
considered carefully if COMMON is to be moved away from 
its "free" location, or if the logic supplies are altered. 

The Auto-Zero Loop Residual 
During the Auto-Zero phase, the converter self-corrects 

for all the offset voltages in the buffer, integrator, and 
comparator. 

This section covers a normally undetectable, but under 
some circumstances Significant, error generated in the 
auto-zero system. A similar effect which occurs in the 2-chip 
systems has been discussed previously (see A030, Appen
dix A), but the details and remedies are sufficiently different 
to warrant a separate discussion. 

The relevant circuit to be discussed is shown in Figure 7 
and the major cycle waveforms in Figure B. Let us first 
assume that the prior auto-zero cycle has been indefinitely 
long, or is otherwise ideal, so that the conversion starts with 
no residual error on the auto-zero capacitor. The integrate 
and DE-integrate cycles will be classically perfect to the 
pOint at which a zero-crossing actually occurs (at the output 
of the integrator). However, from this point two delays 
occur; first the comparator output is delayed (due to 
comparator delay) and secondly the zero-crossing is not 
registered until the next appropriate clock edge. (For further 
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discussion of this, see Application Note A017) .. At this point, 
the circuit is returned to the auto-zero connection (logic and 
switch delays may be absorbed in comparator delay as far 
as our discussion is concerned). The net result is that the 
integrator output voltage will have passed the zero-crossing 
point by an amount given by 

Vires = ±VIFS (CD + cx) 
, cFS 

where O:S CX:S 1 is the variable delay, CD is the fixed delay, 
CFS is the full scale count in units of clock pulse periods, 
and VIFS is the full scale integrator swing in volts. 
Note: In all subsequent discussions, "C" indicates a capacitor, while "c" 
denotes a number (not necessarily an integer) of counts. 

The range of this residual voltage corresponds to the 
integrator swing per count, and is independent of input 
value, except for polarity. 

-.ClllATOI! 

Note, however, that we have assumjKl a zero-crossing 
actually occurred. If the input is overloaded (past full scale), 
DE-integrate will terminate with a substantial residual volt
age remaining on the integrator capaCitor. The maximum 
value of this residual depends on the total possible swings 
of buffer and integrator, as compared to the "full scale" 
values used. In general, we may treat this case as corre
sponding to a large negative value of cx. 

The immediate effect of closing the auto-zero loop may 
be seen by examining Figure 7. We may consider the 
comparator as acting as an op-amp. Under these condi
tions: the voltage across the auto-zero impedance is high, 
and the (nonlinear) impedance is low; on the other hand, 
the initial voltage across the integrating resistor is zero. 

=-lin. 

'01.. 

URO 
CIIotIlIHQ 

" 

Q 

'-----a. 

AFOO9701 

Figure 7: The Analog System (simplified to show only Auto-Zero connections) 
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Figure 8: Major Cycle Waveforms 

Thus, the auto-zero capacitor will be charged rapidly to 
exactly cancel the residual voltage, as shown in Figure 9. 
The output of the integrator is now at the correct position, 
but the auto-zero and integrator capacitors have shared the 
original err~r. The junction pOint of the two capacitors and 

resistor has been moved by a portion of the original residual 
voltage, given by: 

VAZI = Vires ( CINT ) 

CAZ+CINT 
(4.1) 

This voltage will decay with a time constant controlled by 
the integrating resistor and the two capaCitors, while the 
auto-zero capaCitor is easily kept in step owing to the high 
comparator gain. Thus, at the end of the auto-zero time, 
tAZ = cAl 1cp., the residual will be reduced to: 

( (-CAZ) (1c~) ) 
V AZres = V AZI exp 

RINT(CINT + CAZ) 

( CINT ) ( (-CAZ) (1cp) ) 
= Vires exp 

CAZ + CINT RINT (CINT + CAZ) 
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For the residual left after a zero-crossing, we may further 

refine this to: 

(cx + co) CINT 
VAZres = VIFS ~ (CAZ + CINT) (4.2) 

exp ( -cAZ tcp ) 

RINT (CINT + CAZ) 

For the overrange case, we may again assume a large 
negative CX value. 

-D.~------~~~~~ __ ~ ____________ __ 
I , , 
, ' , , 
, ' , , ,~ 

COMPQJP ----__ -.;..' --::;""!~"",, ... '_......;: ______________ __ 0, 
IoIifr--·, : .... 

, 'I 
CL ----------t-.LI' , f.-+ DETECTED ZERo-CROnlNG 

ze" rr 
I , , , 

AJz __ ~l~J 
II~ 

C" ---------1'111'--1"':;-----
ALL ANALOQ YOLTAGII ARE WITH REIPECT TO THEIR MAUTO.ZUOEDM VALUE 

WFOO5401 

Figure 9: Waveforms at Beginning of Auto
Zero Interval 

Now RINT CINT is controlled by the buffer swing, VBFS, 
the integrator swing, VIFS, and the integration time tiNT = 
CINT tcp, so that 

VBFS 
or RINT CINT = clNT -- tcp 

VIFS 

Also we may write CAZ = a CINT, for convenience, and 
will then obtain 

V AZres = Vires (~\exp ( -cAZ VIFS )(4.3) 
1 + ~ clNT VBFS (1 + a) 

This residual voltage on the auto-zero capaCitor effective
ly increases the magnitude of the input voltage as seen on 
the output of the buffer. Thus, converting this voltage to 
count-equivalents; 

VAZres VIFS (cx + CO) 
cAZres = -- • CFS =-- (4.4) 

VBFS VBFS (1 + a) 
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( cAZ VIFS 1) 
exp - clNT • VBFS • 1 + a 

Since this voltage also subtracts from the reference, its 
effect at the input is magnified in the ratio 

(CINT + COE) 
clNres = cAZres so that 

clNT 

cOE VIFS (CX + co) 
CINres = (1 + -) (--) (4.5) 

clNT VSFS (1 + a) 

( cAZ VIFS 1 \ 
exp - CINT • VBFS • ~ 

Note that COE is equal to the displayed result, except for 
overrange conditions, when it is equal to CFS and the first 
bracket becomes 3. Also, cAZ = cINT; and this expression, 
so substituted, determines the overrange residual perfor
mance. 

For the normal in-range condition, two things should be 
noted here. First, this residual acts to increase the input 
voltage magnitude, and secondly, a small increase in input 
voltage tends to decrease the magnitude of the residual 
until the result count changes. These effects lead to 
"stickyness" in the readings; suppose, in a noise-free 2 
system, that the input voltage is at a level where the 
residual's a minimum, the detected zero-crossing follows 
the true one as closely as possible. A minute increase in 
input voltage will cause the zero-crossing to be detected 
one pulse later and the residual to jump to its maximum 
value. The effect of this is a small increase in the apparent 
input voltage; thus if we now remove the minute increase, 
the residual voltage effect will maintain the new higher 
reading; in fact we will have to reduce the input voltage by 
an amount commensurate with the effective residual volt-
age to force the reading to drop back to the lower value. In 
more detail, we should consider the equilibrium conditions 
on the auto-zero capacitor. Clearly, the voltage added at the 
end of reference integrate must just balance that which 
decays away during the auto-zero interval. So far the 
relationships we have developed have assumed a zero 
residual before the conversion, but in the equilibrium 
condition the residual given by equation (4.4) remains, and 
at the end of conversion, the new amount, given by 
equation (4.1), is added to this, so we start the "auto-zero 
decay" interval with 

VIFS (CX + CD) 
cAZI = cAZres + -- (4.6) 

VBFS (1 + a) 

By combining equations (4.4) and (4.6) we find, for the 
equilibrium condition, 

VIFS (cx + co) 
cAZres = ±-- ----

VBFS (1 + a) 

[ ( CAZVIFS) )1 exp+ -1-
CINTVBFS (1 + a) 

Once again, the effect of this at the input is multiplied by 
the ratio of total input integrate times, so that, under 
equilibrium conditions, 

VIFS ( COE) (cx + co) 
CINres = ±-- 1 +--

VBFS CiNT (1 + a) 
(4.7) 
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[exp(CINT c~:~:~ + a,) -1)-1 

Those expert at skipping to the end of the difficult bit will 
recognize that as the final equation, in terms of complexity. 
So let us now see what it means. Clearly, the error term is 
greater, the larger CDE/CINT, and the smaller CAZ/CINT. For 
the devices considered here (except some applications of 
the ICL7109) these are both worst case near full scale 
input, where CDE/CINT ... 2 and CAl/CINT ... 1. 

Substituting these, we find the worst case 

CINres ""± VIFS (3) (CX+CD) [exp ( VIFS )-1)-1 (4.8) 
VBFS (1+ a) VBFS(1 + a) 

Recall that CD is fixed; and Cx must be between 0 and 1. 
The expression is now a function purely of the ratio of 
integrator and buffer full scale swings, and the ratio of auto
zero and integrator capacitors, a. The effect of the latter 
ratio is mixed; a largef value reduces the initial error, but 
increases the time - constant for its decay. The relation
ship is plotted in Figure 10 and shows the desirability of 
keeping the integrator swing higher than the buffer swing. 
Note also that a lower capacitance ratio a always improves 
the residual. However, both noise and the common-mode 
effects discussed in Section 3 above require a large auto
zero capacitor, and a compromise must be reached. In 
general, if the full scale input is small, a large CAl is 
needed, but for larger full scale inputs, a smaller value is 
best. Note also that the comparator delay (CD in equation 
(4.8» is also effectively enhanced. This has the effect of 
shrinking the zero somewhat more than normally occurs. 
Since this term changes sign with polarity, the converter will 
have a tendency to keep the current sign at zero input. 

1.0 r+----I--+----'\I----\l----\l----i 

0.5 r+----I--+--+-+-t"""',-I,.-l\r--l 

DO 0.1 0.5 1.0 

ClPOOtI4OI 

Figure 10: Auto-Zero Loop Residual vs. 
Integrator/Buffer Swing and 
Capacitor Ratios (worst case) 

The effects of noise should be mentioned here. The 
worst case value of residual shown in Figure 10 ass\Jmes a 
very gradual approach to equilibrium, and any noise spike 
causing the reading to flash to the next value will destroy 
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.D~DIL 
this carefully established residual value! Thus, for any 
system with noise of 1rJ count or more, the effect is greatly 
reduced, and even 1t10 count of noise will restrict the actual 
hystereSiS value found in practice. The detailed analysis of 
the auto-zero residual problem in the presence of apprecia
ble noise is left as an exercise for the masochist. 

10" rt----I--+----i\--\-t+--1Hr-I 

10" rt----I--+--+-\-~--'Hr--+-i 

\ OPOO9501 

Figure 11: Auto-Zero Loop ReSidual vs. 
Integrator/Buffer "Swing for 
Overload and Capacitor Ratio 

For overrange conditions, the controlling equation is (4.5) 
with the appropriate substitutions for the count ratios. 
Specifically, putting COR for the count-equivalent value of 
the overrange above full scale, and ignoring CD, we obtain: 

CINres=3 (VIFS\(COR\exp [_ VIFS • ~1 (4.9) 
VBFSJ 1 + -;J VBFS 1 + ~ 

This is plotted in Figure 11, and shows the very strong 
dependence on the integrator to buffer swing ratio. The 
direction is the opposite of that for the post-zero-crossing 
residual, as well as being normally much larger. A positivEi 
overrange on one reading. will tend to make the next 
reading(s) too negative, and vice versa. The influence on 
second and even subsequent readings after an overrange 
can also be appreciable in some cases. The miss-charge 
trapped on the auto-zero capaCitor during the first conver
sion after an overrange will still be there at the end. If this 
conversion is in-range, we may ignore cx and CD and just 
consider the continuation of the exponential decay during 
the following Auto-Zero phase: Thus, at the beginning of the 
second conversion, the residual will have been reduced to: 

[ CAl VIFS 1 j 
CAZres 2 = CAZres exp - -- • -- • --

CINT VBFS 1+ 

where CAlres is given by equation (4.4). This will be similar 
for subsequent in-range conversions. The effect at the input 
is again increased by the time ratio of DE-integrate and 
INTegrate, and so we may write, for the effective error at 
the input on the nth conversion after the overrange: 
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C'Nresn = 

(1 + CDE)(VIFS)(COR \ 
C'NT VSFS 1 + ;J 

[ ( CAZ V,FS 1) In 
exp - C'NT • VSFS • 1 + a 

(4.10) 

This also is plotted in Figure 11, for various values of n 

against VIFS _1_, for worst case conditions (an overload 
VSFS 1 + a 

followed by several full scale conversions). 
The residual can be reduced for devices, such as the 

ICL71 09, which provide indications of overrange conver
sions and auto-zero phase (OR and STATUS in the 
ICL7109) by reducing the integrator time constant during all 
or part of the Auto-Zero phase after an overrange conver
sion. This can be done by shorting out all or part of the 
integrating resistor R'NT by a suitable analog switch. A 
circuit to do this is shown in Figure 12 for the ICL71 09. Care 

ICL71D9 

OR 

2 STTS 

.. "'8""UF'--_-+ 

31 AZ 

32 INT 

leL7101 

100KII 

• OR 

should be taken to ensure that the switch does not cause 
errors due to charge injection into the capacitors when 
going OFF. Alternatively the clock can be slowed down or 
stopped, or Run/Hold used to extend the Auto-Zero phase 
under the same conditions. These techniques are much 
harder to apply to devices such as the ICL710617 which do 
not provide the necessary signals. Generally, however, 
these devices are not used in multiplexing applications. 

SUMMARY 
This note has described the most common behavior 

patterns that cause concern and/or confusion among users 
of the ICL710617 and similar products, and their origins. 
Hopefully, it will help alleviate or eliminate any consequent 
applications problems with this family of devices. Naturally, 
some parts will not show all of the effects; for instance, the 
ICL711617 and ICL7135 cannot suffer from large common
mode voltages between reference and COMMON, because 
no such voltage can be applied, and the ICL7135 has a 
modified auto-zero sequence that alters the residual effects 
in the Auto-Zero Loop Residual Section. 

+5V 

+5V 

100KI! 

ICM7555 

r- .. 
c~-:;~g~~LR :~: .,.'---T-I 

+5V 

lOKI! 

STTS 

1000 pF 

TC011801 

Figure 12: Circuits to Reduce Overrange Residual on ICL7109 
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A030 
ICL7104 A Binary 
Output AID Converter 
for ~Processors 

INTRODUCTION 
The ICl7104, combined with the ICl8052 or ICl8068, 

forms a member of Intersil's high performance AID convert
er family. The 16-bit version, the ICl7104-16, performs the 
analog switching and digital function for a 16-bit binary AID 
converter, with full three state output, UART handshake 
capability, and other outputs for a wide range of output 
interfacing. The ICl7104-14 and ICl71 04-12 are 14 and 12-
bit versions. The analog section, as with all Intersil's 
integrating converters, provides fully precise Auto-zero, 
Auto-polarity (including ±O null indication), single reference 

'operation, very high input impedance, true input integration 
over a constant period for maximum EMI rejection, fully 
ratiometric operation, over-range indication, and a medium 
quality built-in reference. The chip pair also offers optional 
input buffer gain for high sensitivity applications, a built-in 
clock oscillator, and output signals for providing an external 
auto-zero capability in preconditioning circuitry, synchroniz
ing external multiplexers, etc., etc. The basic schematic 
connections are shown in Figure 1. 

The chip pair operates as a dual-slope integrating con
verter. The conversion takes place in three stages, each 
with their own configuration. In the first, or auto-zero phase 
(this is also the "idle" condition), the converter self-corrects 
for all the offset voltages in the buffer, integrator, and 

+11Y -11V 

rtll 
I.' 7 1 

comparator. During the second, or input integrate phase 
the converter integrates the input signal for a fixed time (215 
clock pulses for the -16 part, 213 for _14,211 for -12). The 
converter then determines the (average) polarity of the 
input, and during the third, or deintegrate (alias reference 
integrate) phase, integrates the reference voltage in the 
OPPOSite polarity, until the circuit returns to the initial 
condit.ion. This point is known as the zero-crossing, and 
terminates the conversion process. The time (number of 
clock pulses) required to reach zero-crossing is proportional 
to the ratio of the input signal to the reference. A more 
detailed discussion of the operation of the dual-slope 
converter is given in Application Note A017 "The Integrat
ing AID Converter." Figure 2 shows the basic waveforms of 
the Integrator. 

This application note will first cover the digital interface of 
the ICl8052(ICl8068)-ICl7104 chip pair to digital systems 
of various kinds, including microprocessors, using the three 
state output capabilities (covered in Section 2) and the 
handshake system built into the 7104 (Section 3). Finally, 
some (mainly) analog techniques to enhance the system 
performance in certain applications are covered in Section 
4. An Appendix covers a normally undetectable but under 
some circumstances significant error generated in the auto
zero system. 

OIRPOI,.1'f114131211to •• 7' I. a 2 1 --, 
,....J....I...L..J....I...L...L..L..L..J...L..L..J...L...L..u.,.. : 

1 
I 
I 

MM~,,~ ____ ~+-~+-~ I;!. _____________ _ -.. CAP 
(I) 

PINS 23, 12, 13 NOT CONN. 
PINS 23, 10, II, 13, 12 NOT 
CONN. 

OPTION 

16 BIT 
14 BIT 
12 BIT 

AZ 
MIN. INTEG. DEINTEG. 

32K 32K 0-64K 
8K 8K 0-I!\K 
2K 2K 0-4K 

Figure 1: 8052A (8068A)17104 16/14/12 Bit AID Converter 
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Figure 2: Simplified Dual-Slope Converter and the Three Phases of a Dual-Slope Conversion 

7, .... ,' POL 0111 8" 811 81. 8" 812 811 810 .. .. 87 .. .. .. 8' 82 81 

71 .... ,. 81. 8" 812 811 81. .. .. 87 .. 8. .. 81 81 81 
71 .... ,2 812 811 81' .. .. 87 .. .. .. ., 82 81 

18001801 

Figure 3: Three State Formats via Disable Pins 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 
(Without Internal Handshake) 

The output format of the ICL7104 is extremely versatile, 
and includes a full internal handshake capability, which is 
discussed in the next section. Here we will be concerned 
only with the "normal" three state output lines. To disable 
the handshake circuitry, the MODE pin (pin 27) should be 
tied low (to digital gnd). 

In this mode, the most useful output·timing signal is the 
STaTuS(STTS) line (pin 3), which goes high at the begin· 
ning of the signal integrate phase. When zero crossing 
occurs (or overload detection), new data is latched on the 
next clock pulse, and 1,12 clock pulse later, the STTS line 
goes low. Thus, the new data is stable on this transition. 
The Run/Rold pin (RlFi) (pin 28) is also useful for control· 
ling conversions. A more detailed description of the opera· 
tion of this pin is given in Section 4.B, but it will suffice to say 
here that if it is high, conversions will be performed 
continuously, while if it is low, the current conversion will be 
completed, but no others will start until it goes high again. 
There are 18 data output lines (16 and 14 on the 14-bit and 
12-bit versions), including the polarity and over·range lines. 
These lines are grouped in sets of no more than 8 for three 
stated enable purposes, in the format shown in Figure 3, 
under the control of the byte and chip disable lines shown. 
To enable any byte, both the chip disable and the corre· 
sponding byte disable lines must be low. If all four (three for 
7104-14 and -12) disable lines are. tied low, all the data 
output lines will be asserted full time, thus giving a latched 
parallel output. For a three state parallel output, the three 
(two) byte disable lines should be tied low, and the chip 
disable line will act as a normal three state control line, as 
shown in Figure 4. This technique assumes the use of an 18 
(16, 14) bit wide bus, fairly common among minicomputers 
and larger computers, but still rare among microprocessors 
(note that "extra" bits can sometimes be sensed as 
condition flags, etc.). For small words, the bit groups can be 
enabled individually or in pairs, by tying the chip disable line 
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low, and using the byte disable lines either individually or in 2 
any combination as three state control lines, as shown in 
Figure 5. Several devices can be three stated to one bus by 
the technique suggested in Figure 6, comparable to row and 
column selection in memory arrays. 

~ .. 
.. S2A1 7104 
IOU" -II 

'---+ __ --':----t:_"'_CHIP ..... CT I 

AF036401 

Figure 4: Full 18 Bit Three State Output 
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Figure 5: Various Combinations 
of Byte Disables 
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Figure 6: Three Stating Several 7104's to a Small Bus 
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ADO"III.US 
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521 - 71M 

I 

0111._ 
L-__ '" ---........ -. 

':" : ':' •• TOT : ~ _____________________ J 

AF035701 

Figure 7: Full Time Parallel/Interface 8052(8068)-7104 to MCS-48, 80/85 Families 
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Figure 8: Full Time Parallel Interface 8052(8068)-7104 to *MC5-48, 80/85 Families with Interrupt 

Some practical interface circuits utilizing the parallel and 
three state output capabilities of the ICL7104 are shown in 
Figures 7 through 13. Figure 7 shows a straightforward 
application to the Intel *MCS-48, 80, and 85 systems via an 
8255 PPI, using full-time parallel output. The I/O ports of an 
8155 can be used in the same way. This interface can be 
used in a read-anytime mode, although there can be timing 
problems here, since a read performed as new data is being 
latched in the ICL7104 may lead to scrambled data. (Note 
that this will occur only very rarely, in proportion to the ratio 
of setup-skew to conversion times). One way to overcome 
this problem is to read back the SITS line as well, and if it is 
high, read the data again after a delay exceeding Y2 

°MCS is a registered trademark 01 Intel Corporation, Santa Clara. Ca. 
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(converter) clock cycle. If SITS is now low, the second 
reading is correct, if it is still high, the first reading was 
correct (note that data never changes when SITS is low, 
and it goes low Y2 clock cycle after data update occurs). 
Alternatively, the problem is completely avoided by using a 
read-after-update mode, as shown in Figure 8. Here the 
high to low transition of SITS triggers a "read data" 
operation through the MCS-8 Interrupt system. This applica
tion also shows the RlR pin being used to initiate conver
sions under software control. If continuous conversions are 
desired, RlR may be held high, and if the maximum 
possible conversion rate is desired, R/R" may be tied to 
clock out (see Section 4.B below). 
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A similar interface to the Motorola MC6800 system is 

shown in. Figure 9. Since the maximum input-port count 
here is only 16, while the 16-bit ICL7104 has 18 outputs, 
control register A is used to input the two extra bits. The 
high to low transition of the STTS pin enables the two high 
bits, clocking the two interrupt flags in Control Register A if 
they are negative. A pullup resistor is needed on CA 1, 
though CA2 has one internally. The same transition causes 
an interrupt via Control Register B's CB1 line. It is important 
to ensure that the software interrupt routine reads control 

register A before reading data port A, since, the latter 
operation will clear the interrupt flags. Note that CB2 
controls the R/H pin through control register B, allowing 
software initiation of conversions in this system also. 
Naturally, the 14 and 12 bit versions of the ICL7104 avoid 
this problem since 16 or fewer bits need to be read back. ' 
Since the MOS Technology MC650X microprocessors are 
bus-compatible with the MC6800's the same circuit can be 
used with them also. 

IUICONTIIOL 

AF005901 

Figure 9: Parallel Interface from 7104 to MC 6800 Family (also MCS650X Family) 
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Figure 10: Direct 8052(8068)17104 to MC6800 Microprocessor Interface 
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Figure 11: Direct Connection of 8052(8068)17104 to MCS-80/85 System 
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Figure 12: Timing Relationships in Handshake Mode 

It is possible using the three state output capability, to 
connect the ICL7104 directly onto many microprocessor 
busses. Examples of this are shown in Figures 10 and 11. It 
is necessary to consider the system timing in this kind of 
application, and careful study should be made of the 
required set-up times from the microprocessor data sheets. 

Note also the drive limitations on long busses. Generally 
this type of circuit is only favored if the memory peripheral 
address density is low, so that simple redundant address 
decoding can be used. Interrupt handling can require 
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multiple external components also, and use of an interface 
device is normally advisable if this is needed. 

HANDSHAKE MODE INTERFACE 
Entry into the handshake mode will occur if either of two 

conditions are fulfilled; first, if new data is latched (i.e. a 
conversion is completed) while MODE pin (27) is high, in 
which case entry occurs at the end of the latch cycle; or 
secondly, if the MODE pin goes from low to high, when 
entry will occur immediately (if new data is being latched, 
entry is delayed to the end of the latch cycle). While in the 
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handshake mode, data latching is inhibited, and the MODE 
pin is ignored. (Note that conversion cycles will continue in 
the normal manner). This allows versatile initiation of 
handshake operation without danger of false data genera
tion; if the MODE pin is held high, every conversion (other 
than those completed during handshake operations) will 
start a new handshake operation, while if the MODE pin is 
pulsed high, handshake operations can be obtained "on 
demand." 

During handshake operations, the various "disable" pins 
become output pins, generating signals used for the hand
shake operation. The Send ENable pin (SEN) (pin 29) is 
used as an indication of the ability of the external device to 
receive data. The condition of the line is sensed once every 
clock pulse, and if it is high, the next (or first) byte is enabled 
on the next rising CL 1 (pin 25) clock ed~e, the correspond
ing byte disable line goes low, and the Chip DisabIE/[oaD 
line (pin 30) (CE/LD) goes low for one full clock pulse only, 
returning high. 

On the next falling CL 1 clock pulse edge, if SEN remains 
high, or after it goes high again, the byte output lines will be 
put in the high impedance state (or three-stated off). One 
half pulse later, the byte disable pin will be cleared high, and 
(unless finished) the CE/LD and the next byte disable pin 
will go low. This will continue until all three (2 in the case of 
12 and 14 bit devices) bytes have been sent. The bytes are 
individually put into the low impedance state i.e.: three
stated on during most of the time that their byte disable pin 
is low. When receipt of the last byte has been acknowl
edged by a high SEN, the handshake mode will be cleared, 
re-enabling data latching from conversions, and recognizing 
the condition of the MODE pin again. The byte and chip 
disables will be three stated off, if the MODE pin is low, but 
held high by their (weak) pullups. These timing relationships 
are illustrated in Figure 12. 

This configuration allows ready interface with a wide 
variety of external devices. For instance, external latches 
can be clocked on the rising edge of CE/LD, and the byte 
disables can be used to drive either load enables, or 
provide data identification flags, as shown in Figure 13. 

More usefully, the handshake mode can be used to 
interface with an 8-bit microprocessor of the MCS-8 group 
(eg. 8048, 8080, 8085, etc.) as shown in Figure 14. The 
handshake operation with the 8255 Programmable Periph
eral Interface (PPI) is controlled by inverting its Input Buffer 
Full (IBF) flag to drive the Send ENable pin, and driving its 
strobe with the CEILD line. The internal control register of 
the PPI should be set in mode,1 for the port used. If the 
7104 is in handshake mode, and the 8255 IBF is low, the 
next word will be presented to the chosen port, and strobed. 
The strobe will cause IBF to rise, locking the three stated 
byte on. The PPI will cause a program interrupt in the MCS-
8 system, which will result (after the appropriate program 
steps have been executed) in a "read" operation. The byte 
will be read, and the IBF reset low. This will cause the 
current byte disable to be dropped, and the next (if any) 
selected, strobed, etc., as before. The interface circuit as 
shown has the MODE pin tied to a control line on the PPI. If 
this bit is set always high (or mode is tied high separately), 
every conversion will be fed into the system (provided that 
the three interrupt sequences take less time than one 
conversion) as three 8-bit bytes; if this bit is normally left 
low, setting it high will cause a data transmission on 
demand. The interrupt routine can be used to reset the bit; if 
desired. Note also that the R/R pin is also shown tied to a 
control bit so that conversions can be performed either 
continuously or on demand under software control. Note 
that one port is not used here, and can service another 
peripheral device. The same arrangement can again be 
used with an 8155 1/0 port and control lines. 

Similar methods can be used with other microprocessors, 
such as the MC6800 or MCS650X family, as shown in 
Figure 15, and the Intel MCS4/40 family, as shown in Figure 
16. These both operate almost identically to the method 
described above, except that in the former both R/R and 
MODE are shown tied high, to avoid using a full port for only 
two lines. Any 8-bit or wider microprocessor (or minicomput
er), or narrower devices with 8-bit wide ports (most 4-bit 
devices have 8-bit wide ports available) can be interfaced in 
a handshake mode with a minimum of additional hardware, 
frequently none at all. 

PARALLEL HRlAL 
TO DATA 

.. RIAL wrnt 
CONVERTIR .YTI 

LOAD FUGa 

AFOO64OI 

Figure 13: Use of Byte Disable Lines as Flags or for Loading 
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Figure 15: 8052(8068)17104 to MC6800 or MC650X Microprocessor With Handshake 
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Figure 16: 8052A-7104 to MCS4/40 Microprocessor With Handshake 
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The handshake mode can also be used to interface with 
industry-standard UARTs, such as the Intersl! IM6402/3 
and the Western Digital TR1602. One method is shown in 
Figure 17. The arrangement here is such that if the UART 
receives any word serially down the Receiver Register Input 
line (RRI) the Data Received flag (DR) will be set. Since this 
is tied to the MODE pin, the current result will be loaded, full 
handshake style as before, into the transmitter buffer 
register, via the Transmitter Buffer Register Empty flag 
(TBRE) and the TBR=usL=kooad lines. The UART will thus 
transmit the full 18 (16, 14) bit result in 3 (2, 2) 8-bit words, 
together with the requisite start, stop and parity bits, serially 
down the Transmitter Register Output (TRO) line. The DR 
flag is reset via DRReset, here driven by a byte disable line. 
If we use DR to drive R/Ff instead, and use the received 
data word to drive a multiplexer, as shown in Figure 18, the 
multiplexer address sent to the UART will be selected, and 
a conversion initiated of the corresponding analog input. 
The result will be returned serially if the MODE pin is tied 
high. Thus a complete remote data logging station for up to 

+IV 

.U~UIL 

256 separate input lines can be controlled and readback 
through a three line interface. By adding a duplex or 
modem, telephone or radio link control is possible. (For a 
fuller discussion of this technique, see Application Note 
A025, Building A Remote Data Logging Station). 

Alternatively, the data word could be used to select one 
of several AID converters, as shown in Figure 19. The 
unselected A/Ds all have three stated disable lines as well 
as data lines, so provided only one device is selected at a 
time, no conflicts will occur. (Note that byte disable lines are 
internally pulled-up when not active, sO CE/LD has no 
effect on ul)selected converters). Naturally, care must be 
taken to avoid double selection errors in the data word, or 
an address decoder used. This technique could also be 
used to poll many stations on a single set of lines, provided 
that the TRO outputs are either three state or open 
collector/drain connections, since only that UART receiving 
an address that will trigger an attached converter will 
transmit anything. . 

SEN- TaRE TRO SERIAL O/P 

CEli:Dt-----I TBRL 
LiEN DRR 

O/R 
7104 6403 

UART PO(. 

MSB 

LSBt---..J 
MooE 

AR1 _ SERIAL lIP 

DR 

AFOa6801 

Figure 17: 8052(8068)17104 Serial Interface Using UART 
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Figure 18: 8052(8068)17104 Serial Interface Using UART and Analog Multiplexer 
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Figure 19: Multiplexing Converters Through the Mode Pin 

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNIQUES FOR 
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 

This section covers a few techniques, primarily analog, 
that can be used to enhance the performance of the 
ICLB052 (ICLBOSB)IICL7104 chip pair for certain applica
tions. Section 4.A. deals with buffer gain, for sensitivity 
increases of up to about 5 or 10 to 1, Section 4.B. with a 
special interconnection to allow the maximum rate of 
conversion with lower-valued inputs, and Section 4.C. 
external auto-zero for extending the benefits of auto-zero 
operation to preamplifiers, etc., to cover specialized Signal 
processing or sensitivity enhancement by 10-100 to 1. 

Buffer Gain 
One of the significant contributions to the effective input 

noise voltage of a dual slope integrator is the so called 
auto-zero noise. At the end of the auto-zero interval, the 
instantaneous noise voltage on the auto-zero capacitor is 
stored, and subtracts from the input voltage while adding to 
the reference voltage during the next cycle. Although the 
open loop band width of the auto-zero loop is not wide, the 
gain from the input is very high, and the resulting closed 

, loop band width to buffer noise is fairly wide. The result is 
that this noise voltage effectively is somewhat greater than 
the input noise voltage of the buffer itself during integration. 
By introducing some voltage gain into the buffer, the effect 
of the auto-zero noise (referred to the input) can be reduced 
to the level of the inherent buffer noise, This generally 
occurs with a buffer gain of between 3 and 10. Further 
increase in buffer gain merely increases the total offset to 
be handled by the auto-zero loop, and reduces the available 
buffer and integrator swings, without improving the noise 
performance of the system (see also the appendix). The 
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circuit recommended for doing this with the ICLBOSBI 
ICL7104 is shown in Figure 22. With careful layout, the 
circuit shown can achieve effective input noise voltages on 
the order of 1-2/N, allowing full 1S-bit use with full scale 
inputs of as low as 150mV. Note that at this level, 
thermoelectric EMFs between PC boards, IC pins, etc., due 
to local temperature changes can be very troublesome. 
Considerable care has been taken with the internal deSign 
of the ICL7104 and the ICLBOSB to minimize the internal 
thermoelectric effects, but device dissipation should be 
minimized, and the effects of heat from adjacent (and not
so adjacent) components must be considered to achieve 
full performance at this sensitivity level. 

Minimal Auto-Zero Time Operation 
The R/R pin (pin 2B) can be used in two basic modes. If it 

is held high, the ICL7104-1S will perform a complete 
conversion cycle in 131 K clock counts (strictly 21 \ regard
less of the result value (for the -14,2'5 counts, _12,213 
counts). 

If, however, the R/R pin (ever) goes low between the 
time of the zero-crossing and the end of a full 216,14112 
count reference integrate phase, that phase is immediately 
terminated. If it is then held low, the 7104 will ensure a 
minimum auto-zero count (of 215/13/11 counts) and then 
wait in auto-zero until the R/H pin goes high. On the other 
hand, if it goes high immediately subsequent to this minimal 
auto-zero count, the 7104 will start the next conversion 
after the least permissible time in auto-zero; i.e., at the 
maximum possible rate. The necessary "activity" on the RI 
R pin can be readily provided by tying it to the clock out pin 
(pin 2S). Obviously under these conditions, the conversion 
cycle time dEipends on the result. Also note the scale factor 
and auto-zero effects covered in the Appendix. 
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External Auto-Zero 

In many systems, signal conditioning is required in front 
of the converter for preamplification, filtering, etc., etc. With 
the exception of buffer gain, discussed in Section 4.A. 
above, it is generally not possible to include these condi
tioning circuits in the auto-zero loop. However, a sample
and-difference circuit keyed to the auto-zero phase can be 
used to eliminate offset and similar errors in preamplifiers, 
multiplexers, etc. A suitable circuit for a simple system is 
shown in Figure 21. The ICL8053 is used as a switch here 
primarily because of its extremely low charge injection 
(typically well below 10pC), even though it does limit the 
analog swing to ±4V. The use of an IH191 or IH5043 avoids 
this restriction, but increases the charge injection. The 
circuit of Figure 22 includes some balancing, but still injects 
typically 60pC (or 150pC for a DG191). Note that all these 
circuits have some sensitivity to stray capacitance at the 
converter input node. The amplifying or conditioning stages 
indicated in both these circuits must be capable of passing 
the chopping frequency with small enough delay, rise time, 
and overshoot to lead to insignificant error. Filtering should 
be done before or after the switching devices. Note also 
that although the input signal is still integrated over the 
normal time period, the input reference level is not. The time 
constant of the hold capacitor charging circuit should take 
noise and interference effects into consideration. 

... ,." -11V 

rtll 
II' 7 1 

For a multiplexed input system, an arrangement similar to 
that of Figure 23 may be needed with individual precondi
tioning amplifiers, and Figure 24 with a common precondi
tioning amplifier. Note that in both of these cases, the 
capacitor may be charged to different voltages on each 
channel. By putting a capacitor in each line of Figure 23, the 
capacitor charging transients are eliminated, but the multi
plexer capacitance becomes an important source of stray 
capacitance. 

SUMMARY 
The list of applications presented here is not intended to 

be nor can it be, exhaustive, but is intended to suggest the 
wide range of possible applications of the 
ICL8052(ICL8068)/ICL7104 chip pair in AID conversion in 
a digital environment. Many of the ideas suggested here 
may be used in combination; in particular, all the digital 
concepts discussed in Sections 2 and 3 can be used with 
any of the analog techniques outlined in Section 4, and 
many of the uses of the R/Fi and MODE pins can be mixed. 

Some other applications bulletins that may be found 
useful are listed here: 
A016 Selecting AID Converters 
A017 The Integrating AID Converter 
A018 "Do's and DonI's of Applying AID Converters" 
A025 Building a Remote Data Logging Station 
ROO5 InterfaCing Data Converters & Microprocessors 

Electronics, Dec. 9, 1976 . 

ilS026901 

Figure 20: 806817104 Converter With Buffer Gain 
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Figure 22: External Auto-Zero System for Large Signals Using IH5043 or Equivalent 
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Figure 23: Multiplexed Auto-Zero System 
With Individual Preamps 
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Figure A 1: The Analog System 

APPENDIX A: The Auto-zero Loop 
Residual; A Relatively Complete Discussion 
for those with Strong Heads 

The relevant circuit to be discussed is shown in Figure A 1 
and the major cycle wavefOrms in Figure A2. Let us first 
assume that the prior auto~zero cycle has been indefinitely 
long, or is otherwise ideal, so that the conversion starts with 
no residual error on the auto-zero capacitor. The integrate 
and deintegrate cycles will be classically perfect to the point 
at which a zero crossing actually occurs (at the output of the 
integrator). However, from this pOint two delays occur; first 
the comparator output is delayed (due to comparator delay) 
and secondly the zero crossing is not registered until the 
next appropriate clock edge. (For further discussion of this, 
see Application Note A017). At this pOint, the circuit is 
returned to the auto-zero connection (logiC and switch 
delays may be absorbed in comparator delay as far as our 
discussion is concerned). The net result is that the integra
tor output voltage will have passed the zero-crossing point 
by an amount given by 

Vires = ±VIFS (CD + Cx) where 0 ~ Cx ~ 1 (A1) 
CFS 

is the variable delay, where CD is the fixed delay, CFS is the 
full scale count in units of clock pulse periods, and VIFS is 
the full scale integrator swing in volts. 

INTEGRATOR 
OUTPUT 

AUTO. I IIONAL I R.'ER.~ ZERO INT. INTEGRATE 
2tSI2'312'1 2'512'3/211 215/2131211 

COUNTS COUNTS COUNn MAL 

FULL IIEAIIJIIIEIlENT CYCLE 
215/213/211 COUNTS 

WFQ25601 

Figure A2: Major Cycle Waveforms 

The range of this residual voltage corresponds to the 
integrator swing per count, and in independent of input 
value, except for polarity. The immediate effect of closing 
the auto-zero loop may be seen by examining Figure A3. 
We may consider the comparator as acting as an op-amp 
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under these conditions: the voltage across the auto-zero 
impedance is high, and the (nonlinear) impedance is low; on 
the other hand, the initial voltage across the integrating 
resistor is zero. Thus the auto-zero capacitor will be 
charged rapidly to exactly cancel the residual voltage, as 
shown in Figure A4. 

TC035101 

Figure A3: Analog System During Auto-Zero 

The output of the integrator is now at the correct position, 
but the two inputs are not. The residual voltage will decay 
away with a time constant controlled by the integrating 
resistor and capacitor, while the auto-zero capacitor is 
easily kept in step owing to the high comparator gain. Thus 
at the end of the auto-zero time, tAl = CAZ tcp, the residual 
will be reduced to: 

( -CAZ tcp) 
VAZres = Vires exp 

RINT C'NT 

1 (-CAZ tcp ) = VIFS (Cx + CD)- exp 
CFS RINT CINT 

(A2) 

Now RINTCINT is controlled by the buffer swing, VSFS, 
the integrator swing, VIFS, and the integration time 
tiNT = CINT tcp, so that 

VSFS/RINT"tINT = CINT VIFS, or RINT CINT 

VSFS 
=CINT -- tcp 

VIFS 

( CAZVIFS) and VAZres = Vires exp - .....:.=-..::..::.:.. 
CINTVBFS 

(A3) 
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ALL ANALOG VOLTAGES ARE WITH RESPECT TO THEIR 
"AUTO-ZEROEO" VALUE 

Figure A4: Waveforms at Beginning of 
Auto-Zero Interval 

This residual voltage on the auto-zero capaCitor effective
ly increases the magnitude of the input voltage as seen on 
the output of the buffer. Thus, converting this voltage to 
count-equivalents, 

VAZres 
CAZres = -, -- CFS 

VSFS 

VIFS , ( CAZ VIF~ = -- (Cx + Co) exp ----.--
VSFS CINT VSF 

(A4) 

Since this voltage also subtracts from the reference, its 
effect at the input is magnified in the ratio 

(CINT+ COE) 
CINres = CAZres so that 

CINT ' 

( COE)( VIFS) ( CAZ VIFS) elNres- 1 +-- -- (Cx+Col exp ---._-
CINT VSFS CINT VSFS 

(AS) , 

Note that COE is equal to the displayed result. 
Two things should be noted here. First, this residual acts 

to increase the input voltage magnitude, and secondly, a 
small increase in input voltage tends to decrease the 
magnitude of the residual (until the result count changes). 
These effects lead to "stickiness" in the readings; suppose, 
in a noise-free system, that the input voltage is at a level 
where the residual is a minimum; the detected zero crossing 
follows the true one as closely as possible. A minute 
increase in input voltage will cause the zero crossing to be 
detected one pulse later, and the residual to jump to it's 
maximum value, The effect of this is a small increase in the 
apparent input voltage; thus if we now remove the minute 
increase, the residual voltage effect will maintain the new 
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higher reading; in fact we will have to reduce the input 
voltage by an amount commensurate with the effective 
residual voltage to force the reading to drop back again to 
the lower value. In more detail, we should consider the 
eqUilibrium conditions on the auto-zero capacitor. Clearly. 
the voltage added at the end of reference integrate must 
just balance that which decays away during the auto-zero 
interval. So far the relationships we have developed have 
assumed a zero residual before the conversion, but clearly 
in the equilibrium condition the residual given by equation 
(A4) remains, and at the end of conversion, the new 
amount, given by equation (A 1), is added to this, so we start 
the "auto-zero decay" interval with 

VIFS 
Clres = CAZres + -- (Cx + CO) (A6) 

VSFS 

By combining equations (A4) and (AS) we find, for the 
equilibrium condition, 

CAZres = ±-- (Cx + CD) exp + -1 -1 VIFS [I CAZVIFS j ] 
VSFS CINTVSFS 

Once again, the effect of this at the input is multiplied by 
the ratio of total input integrate times, so that, under 
equilibrium conditions, 

CINres=± VIFS (1 + CDE)(CX + cOI[expl CAZ VIFSj_1]-1 (A7) 
VSFS CINT I CINTVSFS 

Those expert at skipping to the end of the difficult bit wil,l 
recognize that as the final equation, in terms of complexity. 
So let us now see what it means. Clearly, the error term is 

COE CAZ 
greater, the larger --, and the smaller --. For the 

CINT CINT 
ICL7104 combinations, (and also the ICL71 03, and the data 

sheet systems for the ICL8053 pairs), these are both worst 
COE CAZ 

case near full scale input, where --""2 and --""1. 
CINT CINT 

(Note that the minimum auto-zero time technique of section 
CAZ 

48 will make -- = 1 for all input values). Substituting 
CINT 

these, we find the worst case 

CINres"" ± VIFS (3)(Cx + CO) [exp (VIFS \ -1]-1 (A8) 
VSFS VSF~ 

'Recall the, CD is fixed; and Cx must be between 0 and 1. 
The expression is now a function purely of the ratio of 
integrator and buffer full scale swings; the relationship is 
plotted in Figure A5, and shows the desirability of keeping 
the integrator swing higher than the buffer swing. Note also 
that the comparator delay (CD in equation (A8» is also 
effectively enhanced. This has the effect of shrinking the 
zero somewhat more than normally occurs. Since this term 
changes sign with polarity, the converter will have a 
tendency to keep the current sign at zero input. 
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Figure AS: Auto-Zero Loop Residual vs. 
Integrator/Buffer Swing Ratio 

The effects of noise should be mentioned here. The 
worst case value of residual shown in Figure A5 assumes a 
very gradual approach to equilibrium, and any noise spike 
causing the reading to flash to the next value will destroy all 
this carefully established residual value! Thus for any 
system with noise of - Ya count or more, the effect is 
greatly reduced, and even 1/10 count of noise will restrict 
the actual hysteresis value found in practice. The detailed 
analysis of the auto-zero residual problem in the presence 
of appreciable noise is left as an exercise for the masochist. 

.D~DIl 
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Power 01 A Converters 
Using The IH8510 

THE POWER 01 A CONVERTER 
Intersil has introduced a family of power amplifiers - the 

IH8510 family. These power amplifiers have been specifi
cally designed to drive D.C. servo motors, D.C. linear and 
rotary actuators, electronic orifice valves and X-Y printer 
motors. There are three versions presently offered - the 
IH8510 is specified at 1 amp continuous output with up to 
±35V power supplies; the IH8520 is specified at 2 amps 
continuous output at up to ±35V; finally the IH8530 is a 3 
amp version with the same power supply range. 

The amplifiers are linear mode types and are basically a 
power version of the popular 741 differential op amp. The 
parts are available in 8-pin TO-3 packages. USing ±30V 
power supplies, the amplifiers are capable of delivering up 
to ±26V swings into a 1 Oil load. The parts are biased Class 
AB, and have typical no-load quiescent current of 20mA. 
Frequency response, input offset voltage, input offset, and 
bias currents are the same as the 741 op amp. All three 
models can withstand indefinite shorts to ground on the 
output. When driving a D.C. motor, the amplifiers can also 
withstand the surges caused by motor lock-up and motor 
reversal (Le., while running in one direction, the voltage is 
suddenly reversed). 

The linear nature of these power amplifiers allows them 
to fit in very well with another Intersil product family - the 
D/A converter. Intersil has low cost DAC's available-the 
7520 series. When a DAC and a power amplifier are 
combined, one has a very useful building block for control 
functions, i.e., a digitally programmable power driver. This 
power DAC can interface directly with microprocessors, 
UARTS, computers, etc. 

1 16 

2 15 VREF (,tOV) 

3 14 +15V 

- { 4 INTERSIL 13 

~} ., 5 
7520 

12 
'BIT 6 11 SWITCHES SWITCHES 

7 10 lOOp! 
8 9 

DESIGN DETAILS 
A typical power DAC designed for 8 bit accuracy and 10 

bit resolution is shown in Figure 1. The IH8510 power 
amplifier described in the introduction is driven by the 
Intersil 7520 monolithic 01 A converter. 

The 7520 contains the R/2R ladder network and the 
feedback resistor for proper scaling of the reference input 
voltage (± 1 OV)and also the SPOT switches (CMOS) for 
each bit. Figure 2 shows a part of the system (first 4 bits). 
Note that a permanently biased "on" switch is in series with 
the 10Kil feedback resistor. The ROS(on) of this "on" FET 
is 0.5 x flOS(on) of the Most Significant Bit (MSB) switch to 
maintain MSB accuracy (gain accuracy) at 25°C and over 
the temperature range. Since the FET switches are on the 
same I.C. chip, the temperature tracking is excellent. 
Actually, the 7520 specifies the temperature coefficient at 
2ppmfOC maximum. 

The circuit configuration is such that the SPOT switches 
in series with each 20Kil resistor never see more than 
±25mV; this minimizes DAC errors caused by IO(Off) and 
10(on) leakages. It also allows the DAC switch to handle 
± 1 OV references with only a single + 15V power supply. 
The size of each DAC switch is scaled so that it does not 
distort the gain for each bit, Le., the MSB switch ROS(on) is 
25il; the next switch ROS(on) is 50il; the next is 100il, etc. 

A summing amplifier is shown between the 7520 and the 
IH8510 in Figure 1. This apparently redundant amplifier is 
used to separate the gain block containing the 7520 on-chip 
resistors from the power amplifier gain stage whose gain is 
set only by external resistors. This approach minimizes drift 
since the resistor pairs will track properly. 

30Kn 

+35V 

0,6Bn 
10Kn 

6 

7.5Kn 
O,6Bn 

-35V 

lC025411 

Figure 1: The Basic Power DAC 
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Figure 2: 01 A Converter Details 

Rl 
ASSUMED 

ZERO 

Rf-15Kn MAX . 

LC025611 

Figure 3: Worst Case Error Due to Input 
Current 

One of the decisions the user will have to make is the 
choice of summing amplifier. For 8 bit accuracy with 25 volt 
output swings, a Y2 LSB is equivalent to approximately 
50mV. The worst case errors introduced by the op-amp (Le., 
the cummulative effects of IB, and los, and ~Vos/ ~T) 
should therefore be significantly less than 50mV. 

The initial offset voltage of the buffer amplifier adds to 
that of the IH8510, and is multiplied by three before 
appearing at the output. Depending on the application, it 
may be desirable to null out this offset. The nulling should 
be done at the buffer in the manner recommended for the 
amplifier being used. 

In the majority of DAC applications, a full scale output 
adjustment is necessary. For example, set point controllers 
in servo systems are typically required to have an error no 
greater than 0.3% of full scale reading. This can be 
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achieved by either adjusting the reference voltage up or 2 
down from a nominaI10.000V, or by using a potentiometer 
in the amplifier feedback network, as shown in Figure 4. The 
potentiometer should be a low temperature coefficient type. 

(LOW T.e. POTENTIOMETER) 
5K 

lOKn 
INPUT 

LC025711 

Figure 4: Full Scale Gain AdJustment 

INPUT 
FROM lOlA 

10Kn 

ZOKn 

lOKU 

U8n 

>.::.6_-+-<lVOUT 

0.68n 

LC025801 

Figure 5: Non-inverting Gain Connection 

A final important note on the 7520 interface concerns the 
connection between Pin 1 of the DAC and the summing 
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junction of the amplifier with an AC gain of 50,000 or better, 
so stray capacitance should be minimized otherwise insta
bilities and poor noise performance will result. 

The 0.68n resistors from Pins 5 and 7 to Pin 6 are used 
to set current limits for the power amp. These are safe area 
limiting structures which follow a definite VOUT"OUT pro
file. This is shown in Figure 6. 

-. -a -m -16 -10 -6 

+--- "OUT (- AE) 

lOUT CAMPS) 

.. & 

"0 

0.& 

10 15 20 26 30 

VOUT (THE) -..... 

SC010901 

Figure 6: Output Current Umiting 

Notice that maximum output current is obtained when 
VOUT = + 25V .... 30V, for either polarity of VOUT; current 
falls off as VOUT decreases to limit the internal power 
dissipation. When driving 24V to 28V DC motors or actua
tors, the power amp delivers full power. Since lOUT is a 
maximum for this range, the internal power limiting does not 
affect normal performance. For example, consider driving a 
24V DC motor at 1.5 amps delivered current. The internal 
power dissipation is (30V - 24V) x 1.5 amps = 9 watts. 

Now the load is also taking 1.5 amps x 24V = 36 watts. 
36 watts 

The amplifier efficiency = ---= 80%. Now, if the 
46watts 

output is mistakenly shorted to ground (through motor 
failure) then IOUT(maxl goes to 0.5 amps and the power 
dissipation equals 30V x 0.5 amps = 15 watts. As long as 
the amplifier is heat-sinked to dissipate this 15 watts, no 
damage will result and proper performance will return when 
the fault is corrected. A significant advantage of the IH8510 
family is that the case is electrically isolated and is not tied 
to any pin. This means that multiple IH8510's can be 
mounted on the same heat sink. 

The IH8510 family design is shown in Figure 7. It consists 
of a 741 op amp driving a custom chip (called the IH8063). 
The 8063 is a 60V circuit which boosts the voltage and 
current outputs of the 741 to drive internal power transis
tors. It also contains plus and minus regulators to lower the 
±30V input voltages to ±15V for safe 741 operation. 
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COST OF THE POWER DAC SYSTEM 
The complete, operational system is shown in Figure 4. 

At the time of writing, the 7520 sells for $10 in small 
quantities, and the 301A is in the 50¢ area. The IH8510 sells 
for $15 each in small quantities, so the system cost is as 
follows: 

7520 DAC (Intersil) 
5Kn 50ppm pot (full scale trim) 
op amp 
100pF capaCitors 
Miscellaneous reSistors 
0.68n 5 watt resistors 
IH8510 power amplifier (Intersil) 

$10.00 
2.00 

.50 

.20 
1.10 
.50 

15.00 

$29.30 

To obtain a D.C. reference for the DAC, one can buy a 
10V reference or use a circuit such as that shown in Figure 
8. 

lN827 
(6.2Vl 

7 
::I1--_Vv-....... -o R'SC 

;-_--'-___ -06 vou~ 

r_-"""V>IV-..... R-SC 
5 

-Vee 

080 ..... ' 
Figure 7: IH8510 Schematic 

(lOW T.e. POTENTIOMETERl 
lKn 

l.C02&IIO' 

Figure 8: Buffered DAC Reference 
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APPLICATIONS 
Motor Control 

An important application for power Df A converters is in 
precision motor control systems (position controllers). Digi
tally controlled constant torque is best facilitated using the 
power DAC circuit shown in Figure 9. The desired torque is 
set by closing the appropriate DAC switches; this sets the 
DC output of the DAC. Torque is directly proportional to 
motor current, and the motor current is directly proportional 
to the voltage across RS, i.e., 

- KV1 
Torque = Kim =-

RS 

By setting the DAC input switches 2°,21,22, etc., any 
desired torque can be obtained and a torque versus time 
profile can be established. Torque versus time profiles are 
important in controlling the acceleration and deceleration of 
motors and may be used to provide dynamic breaking for 
different load conditions. The digital control could be 
performed by a microprocessor or a p/ogrammable logic 
array. 

30Kn 

BUFFERED 10Kn 
OUTPUT >--..J\I'o>lv---.., 

FROM 7520 

Rs 

LC026001 

Figure 9: Power DAC Driving DC Motor 
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Programmable Power Supply 
Another big application for power DACs is the digitally 

controlled power supply. It is probably that the coarse and 
fine control adjustment knobs on power supplies will be 
replaced in the future by digit switches. With this, the user 
does not need to use a 31;2 digit DVM just to set a power 
supply. An 8-bit power DAC allows the supply to be set 
instantly and provided remote control automatically. The 
practical problem one runs into here is the maximum load 
capacity the power DAC can drive without oscillating. Power 
supplies often use 0.1 J.lF to 1 OOJ.lF decoupling capacitors to 
ground; this will cause most op amps to oscillate, including 
the 8510. The only answer for this application is to reduce 
the bandwith to gain CL drive capability. Of course, the 
lower the bandwith, the bigger the value of CL to keep the 
output impedance to a certain minimum value; thus there is 
a compromise involved here. This compromise is not unique 
to the 8510; the amplifiers in typical series pass regulators 
must also be designed to handle capacitance loads without 
misbehaving. Another possible solution is to isolate the 
amplifier output from the load by using a series inductor. 
Thus, when large decoupling capacitors to ground are used, 
the amplifier still sees at least the inductance as a load. 
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Digital Panel Meter Experiments 
for the Hobbyist 

Digital displays have many advantages over their analog 
counter parts. They are more accurate, and more rugged 
since there are no moving parts. Equally important, un
skilled operators can record accurate data due to the 
unambiguous nature of the readout. But ready-built digital 
panel meters (DPMs) are costly and, until recently, design
ing one's own from scratch was an ambitious undertaking. 

Intersil's ICL71OS and ICL7107 one chip panel meter ICs 
have changed all that. By adding only a display and less 
than 10 passive components, anyone can build a high 
performance DPM for less than the cost of a good moving
coil meter. All that is needed is Ohm's Law and a soldering 
iron! The hobbyist can have digital display of his aquarium 
temperature or the speed of his sailboat, the serviceman 
can build his own test equipment, and the student of 
physics can measure his plasma potential. 

The starting point for designs such as these is one of 
Intersil's digital panel meter kits. Two· kits are offered. One 
uses a liquid crystal display (LCD), and is intended to be 
powered by a 9V "transistor radio" battery. The other uses 
light emitting diode (LED) displays, and will usually be driven 
by an external power supply. The kits include all the 
components necessary to build a 200mV full scale panel 
meter, including the IC, circuit board, display, passive 
components and miscellaneous hardware. They are avail
able from Intersil's distributors; the LCD kit (part #ICL710S 
EV/KIT) sells for $29.95, the LED kit (part #ICL7107EVI 
Km sells for $24.95. Figure 1 shows what the kits look like 
after assembly. Included in the kit is a detailed Application 
Note (# A023) flntitled Low Cost Digital Panel Meter 
Designs, which includes assembly instructions and sche
matics. For reference, the circuit diagram of each kit is 
repeated in Appendix I. 

The following discussion uses the assembled panel 
meter as a basic building block and explains how it can be 
used to make fundamental electrical measurements of 
voltage, current, and resistance. Very little circuit design 
knowledge is assumed; the discussion is primarily directed 
towards engineers, techniCians, students and hobbyists 
from fields other than electronics. 

DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS 
The most frequently measured electrical parameter is 

voltage. In the majority of applications, it is desirable to 
have the displayed reading correspond directly to the 
voltage being measured. Since the maximum value that can 
be displayed on the digital readout is 1999, voltmeters with 
full-scale readings of 199.9mV, 1.999V, 19.99V, etc., are 
easily made. The user must determine the full-scale reading 
that is most appropriate for his application. Then a refer
ence voltage, and in some instances an input attenuator, 
must be selected. 

The relationship between the full-scale input voltage and 
the reference voltage is very simple: 

VIN (full-scale) = 1.999 x VREF 
There is, however, a restriction on the magnitude of 

VREF. It is not pOSSible, for example, to measure a 199.9 
volt signal by using a 100 volt reference - the integrated 
circuit chip would be damaged by voltages of this magni-
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tude. The reference voltage should be between + 100mV 
and + 1 volt, and to achieve the one-to-one relationship 
between VIN and the displayed value, it should be exactly 
+ 100.0mV or + 1.000V. The evaluation kits are supplied 
with the components necessary to build a 200mV (or, to be 
preCise, a 199.9mV) full-scale panel meter. The kit applica
tion note (A023) explains how to change the sensitivity from 
200mV to 2V full scale. 

To measure voltages greater than 2 volts, an input 
attenuator is needed as shown in Figure 2. 

Now the full-scale sensitivity is given by: 

A2 
VIN (full-scale) = 1.999 VREF x ---==

(A1 + A2) 

For a panel meter which is to be used on a single fixed 
range, it is not necessary to buy .05% (1 in 2000) or better 
resistors. Any smatvariations in the ratio A2/A1 + A2) can 
be compensated by tweaking the reference voltage. It is 
important, however, that the ratio remains fixed for the 
calibration period of the instrument. Metal film resistors with 
good long-term drift characteristics should be used. It is 
also important to use low temperature coefficient types, 
otherwise small temperature changes will effect the full 
scale accuracy to an undesirable extent. 

The input attenuator ObviOUS¥ rE;!duces the input resis
tance of the circuit from> 101 ohms to (A1 + A2). This 
places an upper limit of about 1 OMn on the input resistance 
that can readily be achieved when using an attenuator 
before the AID input current causes off-set errors. 

MULTI-RAN(~E DVM's 
Multiple range voltmeters are frequently required and are 

easy to implement using the ICL710S or ICL7107. The full 
scale voltage is selected via a rotary or pUSh-button switch, 
or possibly an analog gate. Two schemes are commonly 
used, as shown in Figure 3a and 3b. 

The circuit of Figure 3a has the advantage that any 
switch contact resistance appears in series with the 
ICL710S/ICL7107 input. Since the input resistance 
is> 1012n, errors due to the switch are negligible. Another 
advantage is that precision voltage attenuators (A1 through 
A5) are available from a number of manufacturers. Allen 
Bradley, for example, makes thin film network which con
tains 1 K, 9K, 90K, 900K and 9Mn resistors in one package 
(FN207) - ideal for a five-range voltmeter. Most hobbyists, 
however, will find that it is less expensive to use medium 
precision resistors in series with potentiometers for the 
attenuator. Then the schematic of Figure 3b has some 
advantages because the resistors in the attenuator are non
interactive. Setting up the 10:1 attenuator, for example, has 
no influence on the 100: 1, the 1000: 1, etc. The circuit of 
Figure 3b is also more amenable to solid state range 
switching. An analog switch or FETs may be used in place 
of the mechanical switch. Then, by adding a couple of zener 
diodes (or ordinary silicon diodes in the case of a 200mV 
F.S. panel meter) the solid state switch is totally protected 
against overvoltages. By contrast, the configuration of 
Figure 3a exposes the switch to the full-input voltage, which 
may be several hundred volts. However, in 3b the switch 
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resistance forms part of the attenuator and could contribute 
an error. 

So far we have only discussed full-scale voltages of 
200mV or greater. On the 200mV scale, the least significant 
digit represents lOOIiV steps. To resolve smaller signals, it 
is necessary to use an operational amplifier prior to the 
ICL710611CL7107 inputs. It is quite feasible to do this, 
provided one realizes that the autozeroing circuitry within 
the panel meter cannot take care of the op-amp offset or 
voltage drift. In a 741 the drift may amount to as much as 
151lV rc, while a 30BA will have no more than 51lV rc. 

The initial offset can of course be zeroed in the usual 
way. Figure 4 shows a circuit with ±20mV full-scale and an 
input resistance greater than 10Mn. 

AC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS 
The ICL7106 and ICL7107 will not measure AC voltages 

directly; an AC to DC converter is needed. The least 
expensive way to build such a converter is to use an op
amp and some diodes in a half or full wave rectifying circuit. 
The type of circuit shown in Figure 5 has been used 
extenSively in commercial31t2 digit DVM's. It has high input 
impedence (10Mn), good bandwidth (20Hz to 5kHz) and 
introduces no DC errors since the CA 3140 is capacitively 
coupled to the ICL71 0611CL71 07. 

It should be realized, however, that this circuit is respond
ing to the average value of the applied waveform. The 
majority of AC voltmeters, on the other hand, are required to 
read RMS values. For a sinusoidal waveform, the relation
ship between the average value and the RMS value is fixed. 
Thus by altering the gain of the AC or DC converter (the 
2kn potentiometer Figure 5), the output can be adjusted to 
read RMS. But the more the measured waveform deviates 
from a sinewave, the greater will be the error. Other 
waveforms with fixed form-factors can be measured in a 
similar manner, provided the relationship between the 
average and the RMS value is known. 

In applications where the AC waveforms being measured 
have widely varying form-factors, a true RMS converter 
should be used. National's LH0022 and Analog Devices' 
Model 536 are suitable. In any event, the subject of AC and 
DC converters is a complex one. The reader wishing to 
pursue the subject in greater depth is referred to Reference 
1. 

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 
The best way to measure resistance is to use the 50-

called ratiometric technique. The unknown resistance is put 
in series with a known standard and a current passed 
through the pair. The voltage developed across the un
known is applied to the input (between IN HI and IN LO), 
and the voltage across the known resistor applied to the 
reference input (between REF HI and REF LO). If the 
unknown equals the standard, the integrate and de-inte
grate ramps will be of equal slope and the display will read 
1000. In general the displayed reading can be determined 
from the following expression: 

Displayed reading = RUNKNOWN x 1000 
RSTANDARD 

Figure 6 shown a typical resistance measurement circuit. 
Note that due to its ratiometric nature, the technique does 
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not require an accurately defined reference voltage. The 
display will overrange for RUNKNOWN ::: 2 x RSTANDARD. 

CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 
Current must be converted into voltage through the use 

of a shunt resistor. The relationship between the current 
and the displayed reading for the circuit of Figure 7 is given 
by the following expression: 

IINXRs 
Displayed reading = ---x 1000 

VREF 

In most current measurement applications, it is preferable 
to use a reference voltage of 100mV. This minimizes the 
shunt resistance and, therefore, the voltage dropped across 
the shunt. A multirange current meter is shown in Figure 8. 
Note that although the input current passes through the 
selector switch, IR drops across the switch do not contrib
ute to the measured voltage. 

ARBITRARY SCALE FACTORS 
We have already noted that one of the advantages of a 

digital display is the unambiguous nature of the read-out. 
When measuring other physical parameters, such as tem
perature, it is equally desirable to display 7B.0·C, for 
example, as 78.0. With the ICL7106 or ICL7107 this can 
readily be achieved, even though the temperature sensing PJ 
element may be a diode which changes. - 2.1 mV rc. 

For scale factors between 100mV and 1 mV per least 
significant digit (LSD), simply determine the reference 
voltage required from the following equation: 

VREF = (Voltage change represented by 1 LSD) x 103 

For example, in the temperature-sensing diode discussed 
above, we may want the least significant digit to represent 
0.1 ·C, which would correspond to a voltage change across 
the diode of 210IlV. To achieve this sensitivity, the refer
ence should be set at 210llV x 1000 = 210mV. 

For scale factors greater than 1mV/LSD, the most 
straight forward approach is to use an input attenuator in 
conjunction with a 1 volt reference. For example, consider a 
o to 2000lb. weighing machine with a transducer that puts 
out 3.7mV per pound. An input attenuation network that 
reduces the input signal. to 1 mV lib will give the desired 
scale factor. 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
Many of the points discussed in the foregoing sections 

can be illustrated by considering the design of a digital 
thermometer. We have already seen how a diode-connect
ed transistor can be used as the sensing element since VeE 
has a temperature coefficient of about - 2.1 mV rc. Setting 
the reference at around 210mV will give the desired scale 
factor of 0.1·C per count. 

The other problem that must be considered is the zero 
adjustment. At O·C and 1001lA bias current, the diode will 
have a forward voltage of about 550mV. In order for the 
meter to read zero at O·C, we must set up a fixed 550mV 
(approx.) source that can be used to offset the diode drop. 
Since the voltage between V + and common is internally 
regulated at about 2.8 volts in the ICL7106 and ICL7107, 
this is easily achieved. In the circuit of Figure 9, R5 should 
be adjusted to give 000.0 output reading with 01 at O·C. 
Then R4 should be adjusted to give 100.0 reading with 01 
at 100·C. 
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Figure 1: Digital Panel Meter Kits for the Experimenter 
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Figure 2: Input Attenuator for VIN 2: 2.0V 
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Figure 3(a): Multirange Voltmeter 
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Figure 3(b): Multirange Voltmeter, Alternative Scheme 
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Figure 4: 20mV Full Scale 
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Figure 5: AC to DC Converter 
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Figure 8: Multlrange Current Meter 
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Analyzing the Dynamic Accuracy 
of Simultaneous 
Sample-and-Hold Circuits 

In most simultaneous data-acquisition systems a large 
number of analog input channels are strobed at precise 
time intervals and then sequentially digitized by an analog
to-digital converter. To check the multichannel sample-and
hold circuits there are some simple tests the user can 
perform to verify correct circuit operation. 

To start the error analysis, several assumptions can 
safely be made: All static errors have been eliminated-

• The offset error. 
• The gain error. 
• The hold step error. 

Input Voltage. Vin, to the sample-and-hold equals the 
output voltage, Vout, from the sample-and-hold. Vin is any 
dc voltage between ±10V. The offset error is Vout when 
Vin = 0, while the gain error is the maximum value of the 
offset error divided by Vin maximum (10V). 

LOOKING AT THE DYNAMIC ERRORS 
Normally, one sample-and-hold circuit is used for each 

AID converter with any multiplexing between input chan
nels done previously. However, for a large number of 
channels this leads to errors due to the different conversion 
times of the various channels. In a simultaneous sample
and-hold configuration, a number of input analog channels 
are strobed at a precise time and the held voltages are 
sequentially converted to digital form. 

At this point the most basic test that can be performed is 
to simultaneously apply the same voltage waveform to all 
inputs. Now, if we look at the output for each channel, the 
digital words representing each voltage should be identical. 
If the system fails this basic test, the user must search the 
specification sheets and the circuits themselves for the 
error sources. 

The three major sources of dynamic errors can be traced 
to the following: 

• A change in the gain during the sample mode as a 
function of frequency. 

• A nonzero hold step as a function of frequency 
(hold-step error). 

• A shift in the effective beginning of the hold-step as 
a function of Vout, dVoutl dt, or frequency (aperture
shift error). 

The aperture-shift error can be caused by a slowly 
opening switch or by a pole at the unity-gain -3dB point 
(fcO> of the unity-gain sample amplifier. The error advances 
the etrective time of the switch opening to a time prior to its 
actually reaching open circuit. For IIPpljcations of simulta
neous sample-and-hold circuits both the fco's and the 
switct'l opening times, must be lTlatched. 

THE TRANSFER FUNCTION DURING 
SAMPLE 

Gain in the sample stage can be represented by a linear 
transfer function - at least for amplitudes sma!1 enough 
that the amplifier slew-rate doesn't affect the resuits. Thus, 
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a simple low-pass function with a pole at feo, say 1 MHz, can 
be represented by the following: 

Vout 

1+·_f_ 
J 106 

The graph of this typical low-pass filter is shown in Figure 
1 a. It has unity-gain transmission and a 1-MHz -3dB point. 

0P01100t 

Figure 1: Plots of a sample pole transfer 
function (a) and of the gain-error 
(b) are shown with a 1-MHz cutoff 
frequency. 

Usually, though, it proves more useful to plot small 
deviations from unity gain as shown in Figure 1 b. The 
formula used for this gain-error plot is 

f 
. Vout 

Gain error = -- - 1 
Vin 

-j 106 

1+·_f_' 
J 106 

While not usually seen in this form, this type of frequency
response plot is quite valid. From the equation we see, for 
example, that a circuit band-width of 1 MHz, an input of 10V 
at a frequency of 1 kHz results in an error of 0.001 or 10mV. 

By now finding the response of the circuit to a ramp of K 
V Isec, we can try to match transfer functions of all the 
channels of the sample-and-hold stages. The gain-error 
transfer function is put into the s domain using laPlace 
transforms and becomes 

Gain error 

-s 
~ 

s 
1+---

211'x 106 

The ramp is also transformed, and becomes K/s2. 
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THE SAMPLE-AND-HOLD: WHAT IS IT 
AND WHERE IS IT USED? 

A sample-and-hold (5tH) circuit holds or "freezes" a 
changing analog input signal voltage. Usually, the voltage 
thus frozen is then converted iflto another form, either by a 
voltage-controlled oscillator, an analog-to-digital (AID) con
verter or some other device. 

The simplified block diagram of a lossless (ideal) 5tH 
circuit is shown in Figure 1. Here the amplifiers are assumed 
to be ideal - with infinite input impedances and band
widths, zero output impedances and unity gains. The 
electronic switch is also considered ideal - with infinite 
speed, zero impedance in the sample position and infinite 
impedance in the hold position. Also, the sampling capaci
tor, C, is assumed to have no leakage or dielectric 
absorption. 

Depending upon cost, the user has three basic methods 
to choose from when setting up a multiple-signal data
acquisition system. The most basic but also the most 
expensive scheme is the one shown in Figure 2a. This 
circuit uses an individual 5tH and AID converter for each 
sensor line. Figure 2b is a low cost alternative in which all 
the sensor lines are first multiplexed and then fed into a 
single 5tH and AID converter. Another method, falling 
between those of Figures 2a and 2b in cost and perfor
mance is shown in figure 2c. Here, the sensor signals are 

BUFFER 

NON-INVERTING SAMPLE MID HO_O 

20 

n 11ft-LINES 
TOTAL 

MUL.TI
PLEXER 

'OUT 

n-UNES 

.O~DIl 
first sampled and then multiplexed and sent to a single AID 
converter. 

If the 5tH circuits were ideal, the only significant errors 
would occur in the multiplexer or the AID converters. In a 
real world situation, of course, the 5tH circuits introduce 
some serious errors into tile conversion circuit. 

The circuits of Figures 2a and 2c require additional 
qualities from the 5tH circuits that are not needed for the 
system of Figure 2b. Precise matching of the aperture 
delays and bandwidths is required. 

Taking the inverse transform' of the product we get 

K 
---s[1 + e-(211'x10S)t] 
211'x 10 

as the output error for a ramp input. 
The two terms in the result represent a gain error. This 

error is due to the ramp as a constant Kt211'fxx and a delay 
of 1 211'fxx seconds. The delay in the output can be 
considered as an advance in 1118 transition time of sample
to-hold states - but this is not usually done. The inverse 
transfer function can always be applied after the data has 
been digitized. However, for multichannel simultaneous 
sample-and-hold applications it is unnecessarily complicat
ed to keep track of, say, 32 different transfer functions. The 
solution to this problem is to match all the transfer functions 
so that the units will deliver identical outputs for the same 
input waveform. 

SENSOR ....... 

MP. 

BUFFER 

2b 

AID 

DIGITAL// 
OUTPuT 

AF014201 

Figure 2 
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OTHER ERROR SOURCES EXIST 
Examination of the output voltage near the time of the 

sample-to-hold transition shows the errors caused by both a 
hold step and an aperture shift (Figure 3). 

10EA" 

HOI.OSTt:P 

APERTURE SHIFT 

SAMPLE --+--HOLO 
I 

I 

nNE 

AF014301 

Figure 3: Dynamic errors caused by the hold 
step and the aperture shift are hard 
to distinguish. 

; 
SAMPLE' -r-- 11OL.:> 

Tllot[ 

AF014501 

Figure 4: By extrapolating the two straight 
line segments to meet each other, 
you can find the effective time at 
which the hold period starts. 

The hOld-step error appears as a sudden change in the 
sample capacitor voltage at the time of hold. If such an error 
exists only for a fast ramp input, a probable cause is 
dielectric absorption in the capacitor. 

The aperture shift is a variation, in either direction, of the 
pOint in time at which hold occurs. It is also known as 
aperture uncertainty. As a function of input rate it is 
somewhat difficult to measure. 

To measure aperture uncertainty, use an oscilloscope 
with a sampling amplifier or with a sensitive, wideband input 
having good recovery. T/1en observe the sample-and-hold 
output for an input slope of 0.5 or 1 V I /lS. The resulting 
straight lines can then be extrapolated to a point where they 
meet, and the effective hold instant can be found, as shown 
in Figure 4. A change of this point with the input waveform, 
or randomly, is called aperture jitter. 

A similar type of measurement uses a scope's differential 
input. All static and dynamic errors, including linear ones, 
due to the transfer function can be measured by observing 
Vout - Vin as shown in Figure 5. The slope during the hold 
period can be extrapolated back to zero to find the effective 

time when hold starts. With a single-pole transfer function, 
the value of Vout - V<in> during sample for an input ramp 
is proportional to the slope of the waveform. But as shown 
in Figure 6, to a first-order approximation, the start of hold is 
unaffected. 

TIMe: 

I', 
I , 

I " 

, 
I 

EF~ECTIYE~ 

I 
I 

SAMPLE --;---........ _ 

AF014401 

Figure 5: If you use a different scope input, 
the effective point of hold initiation 
can be found by extrapolating back 
to the zero point. 

But, there is zero aperture uncertainty with the transfer 
function representation, thus the effective time of hold 
initiation occurs before the switch opens! The amount of 
this shift can be determined as a function of bandwidth. A 
transfer function with an feo of 1 MHz can be represented by 3 
an RC low-pass filter with a resistor of 159n and a 
capacitor of 100pF. An input ramp of 1V/s will cause a 
capacitor current of 1 rnA (CV It) which in turn causes a 
resistor drop of 159mV. Thus the effective time of hold 
occurs 159mV IV I jJ.S or 159ns before the actual switch 
opening. 
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Figure 6: The effective start time for hold is 
not affected by the scope of the 
input ramp-for it first-order 
analysis. 

The two measurements described are difficult to perform 
without high performance test equipment. Therefore, most 
manufacturers' specifications of aperture delay and uncer
tainty tend to be primarily concerned with the variation of 
switch resistance after the logic input changes to the hold 
state. Figure 7 shows a typical logic switch resistance 
change during the sample-to-hold transition. 
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Figure 7: A typical analog switch introduces 
a delay in the sample-hold 
transition. 

TC014801 

Figure 8: An ideal slow opening switch can 
be modeled by using a sample RC 
network and a three position 
switch. 

.O~O[l 
The time T 1 is known as the switching delay or aperture 

delay and is characteristic of any practical switch. Switching 
time, T 2, usually is measured from the 10 to 90% points (as 
for logic circuits) and is sometimes called aperture time. The 
total switching time, T 3, is also referred to as either the 
aperture time or aperture delay. If the rise time of the switch 
varies with the input voltage waveform, or just randomly, the 
change in T1 is called the aperture jitter. 

To further complicate matters, some definitions do not 
use switch resistance. Diode-bridge switches are character
ized by stored charge and not by changes in resistance. 
The switch must then be viewed as a black box - apply a 
ramp voltage to it, open the switch and determine the 
effective time of opening by observing Vout and extrapolat
ing the straight lines as previously described. A second 
method relying on diode reverse-recovery measurements 
can be used but is not as accurate. 

The example shown in Figure 8 can demonstrate that the 
effective switch opening time occurs before the switch 
resistance reaches infinity. Let Vin be a ramp of K V / /J.s. If, 
at time t = 0, the switch goes from position 1 to 2, then 1 /J.s 
later it goes to position 3, the effective time of hold can be 
seen from Figure 9 to occur while the switch is in position 2. 
The aperture-time advance is fixed for an input ramp but will 
have jitter for waveforms thEit have curvature. The effective 
hold initiation will occur between instants T 1 and T 3. This is 
why T 2 - T 1 = T 2 is often specified as the aperture time. 
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Figure 9: The effective time at which hold 
commences occurs before the 
switch is fully opened. 
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Pick Sample-Holds By Accuracy 
and Speed and Keep Hold 
Capacitors in Mind 

When it comes to selecting a sample-hold device, 
fortunately there's a fine assortment available: monolithic, 
hybrid and modular types can all give good performance. 
There are different degrees of good performance, of 
course, and for the most part the sample-hold that's finally 
selected will depend on the degree of speed and accuracy 
needed. Depending on the type of sample-hold and its 
application, it may need an external hold capacitor. This 
capacitor should be chosen with as much care as the 
sample-hold itself, for its quality directly affects the perfor
mance of the sample-hold, There will be more about 
selecting hold capacitors, but first, it's a good idea to 
consider error analysis, which is vital in appraising the total 
error contribution of a sample-hold to a system. 

In a given system, of course, the sample-hold is but one 
of the many sources of error that may also include an 
amplifier, filter, multiplexer, and AID converter. Achieving 
total system accuracy on the border of 0.01 % is by no 
means a trivial task, but quite the opposite. It pays to take a 
somewhat peSSimistic approach in adding up the errors, 
and follow this by thorough testing of the sample-hold's 
accuracy in the system. In many cases the results will be a 
pleasant surprise, because a conservatively-specified de
vice has been chosen. In other cases, it won't be a shock to 
discover that the analysis is about right because the 
sample-hold that was selected has been specified right at 
the edge of its performance. 

The best way to handle error analysis is with a systematic 
listing like the one in Table 1, which gives errors for a fast, 
accurate system with 0.01 % error as a design goal. The 
errors are computed for an assumed operating temperature 
range of 0 to 50'C and take into account all of the 
specifications discussed in this series. 

What seems to be a large total error in Table 1 shouldn't 
be alarming. The sample-hold evaluated, designed for use 
in 12-bit systems, has been conservatively specified. If all 
the errors add in the same direction, the total error is 
±0.036%, but this is an unlikely possibility. Adding the 
errors statistically (RMS) gives a better figure of ±0.017%, 
which is a good bit closer to the goal. Since most of the 
errors are specified as maximums, the typical statistical 
error is actually close to 0.01 %. 

Speed and accuracy are the two foremost considerations 
in choosing a sample-hold, and the key to proper selection 
is an error analysis that takes the desired sampling rate into 
account. The circuit configuration, a subject discussed in 
Part 1 of this series, affects performance in certain applica
tions, so it should be kept in mind as well. 

CONSIDER MONOLITHICS FIRST 
In general, a monolithic device should be considered first, 

since it will result in the lowest-cost deSign if moderate 
performance is acceptable. Moderate performance implies 
about 4ps acquisition time to 0.1 % and 5 to 25ps to 0.01 %. 
Monolithic devices use external hold capaCitors, so one will 
need to be selected. 
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Hybrid microcircuit sample-holds offer a step up in 
performance without a major increase in size. Acquisition 
times of 5/ls down to 1 ps, to 0.01 % accuracy are available, 
and even faster acquisition times for 0.1 % can be obtained. 
Most hybrid sample-holds include an internal hold capaci
tor, so there's no need to select one unless additional 
capacitance is needed. Many hybrids use MOS-type hold 
capacitors which offer exceptionally good performance. 

Both the newer monolithic as well as hybrid devices 
equal or surpass the performance of many of the early low
cost modular sample-holds, but they can't match the newer, 
high-performance modular types. These new modules offer 
some difficult-to-achieve speed and accuracy specifications 
such as 350-ns maximum acquisition time to 0.01 %, or 
50ns to 0.1 %. 

Table 1: Error Analysis of An 
Accurate, High Speed Sample-Hold 

SOURCE OF 
ERROR 

Acquisition 
error 

Gain error 

Offset error 

Nonlinearity 

Droop error 

Gain change 

Offset 
change 

Dielectric 
absorption 

Total 
RMS Total 

ERROR 
CONTRIBUTION 

0.01% 

0.00 

0.00 

0.005% 

0.01% 

0.004% 

0.008% 

0.003% 

0.036% 
0.017% 

COMMENTS 

Maximum error 
specified for rated 
acquisition time. 

Extemally adjustable to 
zero. 

Externally adjustable to 
zero. 

Maximum specified. 

For lOllS hold time. 
Using 25'C droop of 
20/lV IllS max. and 
multiplying by 10 to 
give droop of 1mV at 
50'C. This is 0.Q1 % 
for 10V full scale. 

Using specified 15 
ppml"C max., x maxi
mum temperature 
change of 25'C. 

Using specified 30/lV I 
'c max., x max. tem
perature change of 
25'C. 

Estimated error voltage 
during hold time using 
curve of Fig. 2. 

405852-001 
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Once a sample-hold has been selected, it may need a 

hold capacitor. These capacitors have somewhat unusual 
requirements. Some parameters, such as tempco of capaci
tance, matter very little, while others, such as dielectric 
absorption, are very important. Dielectric absorption affects 
the accuracy of the held voltage, although insulation 
resistance is quite important as well, for the same reason. 

When high accuracy is needed, the range of satisfactory 
capacitor dielectrics narrows down to those in Table 2, 
which gives the important specs for them. Note that 
insulation· reSistance, which is quite high at 2SoC, drops 
drastically at higher temperatures, such as 12SoC. That's 
because insulation resistance decreases exponentially with 
temperature. 

IT WON'T STAY PUT 
If a capacitor is charged to a given voltage, discharged by 

shorting it, and then open-circuited again, its voltage will 
begin to creep up from zero toward the original voltage. The 
capacitor exhibits a "voltage memory" characteristic known 
as dielectric absorption, which occurs because the dielec
tric material doesn't polarize instantaneously -:- molecular 
dipoles need time to align themselves in an electric field. As 
a result, not all the energy stored in a charged capaCitor can 
be quickly rec~vered upon discharge. 

One way to measure dielectric absorption is to charge the 
capacitor to some voltage for S minutes, discharge it 
through a S-U resistor for S seconds, then disconnect it. 
Measure the capacitor voltage five minutes later. The ratio 
of the measured voltage to the charging voltage, expressed 
in percent, is the dielectric absorption. 

Even though the time scale in a sample-hold is usually far 
shorter than S min, dielectric absorption is still a source of 
error and should be taken into account. Assume the hold 
capaCitor has been resting at a given voltage Vo when a 
different voltage is sampled and held. Once hold mode 
begins, the voltage on the capaCitor will begin to creep back 
toward YO. Thus, the dielectric absorption causes an error 
as illustrated in Figure 1 a. 

Figure 1 b shows a first-order approximation model of an 
imperfect capaCitor,. emphasizing dielectric absorption. Re
sistor R1 represents the insulation resistance and rd and Cd 
represent the source of the dielectric absorption. (Actually, 
to model the absorption accurately, there should be a 
number of additional, parallel rdcd circuits with different 
values.) 

After capacitor C in the model has been rapidly dis
charged from a previous voltage and then open-circuited, 

the long time constant of r dCd causes some of the charge 
on Cd to transfer slowly to C, which develops a small 
voltage. 

An accurate approximation to this "creep" voltage 
caused by dielectric absorption is shown in Figure 2. The 
curve is a natural log function of the shortening time, or 
sampling time (ts). If the output creep voltage is measured 
at time 2ts, the voltage will be t:N.lf it is measured at 4ts, it 
will be 2 /:lV and at 8ts, 3/:lV. The equation for the curve is 

t 
Vc= /:lV In -

ts 

where ts is the sample time and t is the total time, or sample 
time plus hold time (ts + th). 
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Figure 1: In this example of dielectric 
absorption error, the hold capaCitor 
has been sitting at + 5V for. some 
time. Although given enough time 
to settle completely during 
sampling, in hold mode, the 
capacitor's voltage creeps back 
toward + 5V. An imperfect 
capacitor with dielectric absorption 
can be modeled (b) by a perfect 
capaCitor C, the Insulation 
resistance R, and the long-tlme
constant components rd and 
Cd,which simulate dielectric 
absorption. 
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Figure 2: A natural log function of time is an accurate approximation to the voltage creep caused by 
dielectric absorption. Before sampling, the capacitor has been holding a voltage Vo. A new 
sample charges the capacitor to a new voltage (zero, in this case, for simplicity), for period 
ts. Once in hold mode, the capacitor reaches a voltage .::l V at time 2t, and continues to 
creep toward Vo according to the logarithmic expression. 
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Figure 3: A data-acquisition system scans a number of analog inputs and converts them, one at a 
time, to digital form (a). The sample-hold provides an unchanging input to the converter 
until its conversion is complete. When it's finished, the STATUS line goes low to permit the 
next input in sequence to be converted (b). 

This equation is a good model, providing Vc « YO. It 
does not hold for extremely long time periods, however, 
since Vc goes to infinity for infinite time. As shown, Vd 
represents the voltage measured to determine dielectric 
absorption at a specific time, which is a large multiple of ts. 

Capacitors can be measured and fitted to this curve. 
First, determine the value of tlY from the measured 
dielectric absorption. The standard tests for dielectric 
absorption normally specify th > > ts, which is the correct 
way to make them. Since the equation is logarithmic, there 
is no asymptote to the curve, which continues to rise. For all 
practical purposes, however, a hold time much longer than 
the sample time will give a value for dielectric absorption 
that's far out on the curve. 
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Assume that the dielectric absorption is measured as 
0.02% for a point at which th = 15ts or t = 16ts. Then 

2x10-4 Vo 
tlY=------=-

In 16 

= 7.21 x 10-5 Vo 

V 
where the dielectric absorption is defined as ~ at t = 16ts. 

Vo 
The resulting equation for creep voltage is 

Vc = 7.21 x 10-5 Vo In ..!. 
ts 
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Table 2: Sample-Hold Capacitor Characteristics 

TYPE 

Polycarbonate 

Metaiized polycarbonate 

Polypropylene 

Metalized polypropylene 

Polystyrene 

Tellon 

Metellized T ellon 

IN 

I 
Z 

I!!s i4 
z5 -, 

7 • 

OPERATING 
TEMPERATURE 

RANGE (OC) 

-55 to + 125 

-55 to +125 

-55 to +105 

-55 to +105 

-55 to +85 

-55 to +200 

-55 to +200 

OUTPUT 
DATA 

OUTPUT 
DATA 
AF013601 

Figure 4: In a single-channel system, the 
settling time of the input buffer 
amplifier, A1, Isn't critical because 
the amplifier can follow changes in 
the signal (a). With multiplexed 
Inputs (b), however the, Input buffer 
may take additional time to settle to 
the new value at the multiples's 
output when It switches channels. 

Two factors reduce considerably the error due to dielec
tric absorption in typical applications of a sample"hold. First, 
the dielectric absorption measurement assumes a long 
initial charging time, say 5 minutes, whereas in a sample
hold a new voltage is held for a relatively short time. 
Second, the dielectric absorption is specified for a long 
open-circuit time compared with the shorting time, whereas 
in a sample-hold the hold time may be only slightly longer 
than the sample time. 

The amount of creep voltage can also be reduced by 
remaining in the sample mode as long as possible relative 
to the hold time. The result of these factors is that a 
capacitor with a dielectric absorption of 0.02%, for instance, 
may contribute 0.005% or less error to the sample-hold, as 
the curve in Figure 2 shows. 

At this point, there may be reason to wonder if all the care 
and time needed to select a sample-hold is worth it. It 
certainly is. There's an abundance of applications fo~ these 
devices. 

INSULATION INSULATION 
RESISTANCE RESISTANCE 

AT 25°C AT 125°C 
(MEGOHM- (MEGOHM- DIELECTRIC 

MICROFA",ADS) MICROFARADS) ABSORPTION 

5xl05 1.5xl04 0.05% 

3xl0o 4x 10' 0.05% 

7xl0o 5xl0' (1) 0.03% 

7x'10o 5xl,0' (1) 0.03% 

1 xl0" 7xl04(2) 0.02% 

1 xl0" 1 xl00 > 0.01% 

5xl05 
2.5 x 104 

(1) At 105 C 0.02% 
(2) At 85 C 

Take a sample 
Undoubtedly one of the most common applicatjons for a 

sample-hold is in data acquisition systems. A representative 
system would have an 8-channel multiplexer followed by a 
sample-hold and a 12-bit AID converter (see Figure 3a). 

A logic-control circuit steps an address counter to 
sequence the analog multiplexer through the eight channels 
of analog data. For each channel the sample-hold acquires 
the input signal and switches into the hold mode. 

After allowing for the hold-mode settling time, a start
convert pulse initiates the AID conversion, which is per
formed by successive approximation. After the conversion, 
the AID converter's status output goes low. 

When the conversion of this channel is finished, the 
analog multiplexer switches to the next channel while the 
output register of the AID converter holds the digital word 
from the completed conversion. This word is then trans
ferred out to a computer data bus. The sampling and 
conversion process is repeated for each analog channel in 
sequence. 

From Figure 3b, T is the time required for the multiplexer 
and sample-hold to acquire the Signal and for the AID to 
convert it. Then 1 IT gives the throughput rate, or the fastest 

, rate at which the analog channels can be scanned. The 
rates for practical 12-bit data acquisition systems may vary 
from about 20kHz up to 250kHz corresponding to values of 
T that range from 50ps down to 41'S. 

Indeed, conSidering the many applications for sample
holds, a good number are used in conjunction with AID 
converters. This is because the sample-hold greatly re
duces the converter's aperture time. 

There are two important ways to use a sample-hold with 
an AID converter, and each imposes a different require
ment for the acquisition time. Figure 4a shows a fast 
inverting sample-hold used ahead of an AID converter, 
which converts just one input Signal. The sample-hold 
continuously tracks the input signal until is goes into the 
hold mode. ' 

Even while in the hold mode, input-buffer amplifier A1 
continues to track the input signal and only A2 and Aa affect 
the acquisition time. Acquisition is very fast because A1 
doesn't have to settle to a new voltage for every sample. 
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The same sample-hold can also follow an analog multi

plexer, as in Figure 4b. The required acquisition time will be 
longer here since A1 must settle to a new voltage every 
time the multiplexer switches to a new channel. This means 
that the settling time of A1 is now part of the acquisition 
time. 
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Figure 5: A simultaneous sample-hold 
system such as this samples all 
analog inputs at the same time and 
holds the samples for conversion. 
While one of the held voltages is 
being converted, the others 
mustn't droop too much. 
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Figure 6: Multiplexed digital data destined 
for a number of analog channels 
are reconstructed and distributed 
by a system like ~,his one. Once the 
data for a channel have been 
converted, the a,ample-hold for that 
channel samples the DIA's output 
and retains it until the next data 
word for that channel comes in for 
conversion. 

These two situations are significant because A1 's settling 
time may be larger than the acquisition time of the rest of 
the circuit. If it is, there'll be a great difference between the 
acquisition times of single-channel and multichannel acqui
sition systems. 

Another important consideration in a data-acquisition 
system is interfacing the sample-hold to the AID converter. 
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A successive-approximation AID converter, without an 
input buffer amplifier (which adds to the conversion time), 
has a resistor input that goes to an analog comparator's 
input terminal. Since the comparator is changing state 
during the successive-approximation conversion, the input 
impedance to the AID changes. Since this happens at high 
speed, there may be errors if the sample-hold's high
frequency output impedance isn't low enough. Furthermore, 
most sample-holds have higher output impedance in the 
hold mode than in the sample mode . 

INPUT 

CON"""-

OUTPUT 
IllTA 

AFO'38Ol 

Figure 7: In an ultra fast AID conversion 
system, acquisition time in a 
sample-hold takes up a sizable part 
of the cycle. Interleaving two 
sample-holds like this lets one of 
them acquire while the other one's 
output is being converted . 
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Figure 8: Sample-holds can serve as a 
temporary analog signal-storage 
devices. The first sample-hold 
retains signal VA'S peak value so 
the converter can divide It by the 
peak value of input Va, which 
comes by later. 

Sample all at once 
Another way to use sample-holds in a data-acquisition 

system is illustrated in the simultaneous sample-hold sys
tem of Figure 5. Here, data must be taken from all analog 
inputs at precisely the same time. To do this, the system 
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requires a sample-hold per channel ahead of the analog 
multiplexer. 

All the sample-holds are given the hold command simul
taneously; then the multiplexer sequentially switches to 
each sample-hold output while the AID converter converts 
it into digital form. Notice that a high-impedance buffer 
amplifier is required between the multiplexer and the AID 
converter. 

For this application, select sample-hold devices that are 
identical and have very small aperture-uncertainty times. In 
addition, the aperture delay times should be adjusted so 
that they all go into hold mode simultaneously. Another 
important criterion is that the droop rate be relatively low, 
since the last sample-hold in the system must hold its 
voltage until all the other outputs have been converted. 

In an application which is the reverse of data acquisition, 
sample-holds can send Signals from a channel to many 
destinations in a data-distribution system. Such a system 
(see Figure 6) uses a single DI A converter and storage 
register together with a number of sample-holds to,distrib
ute data to a series of analog channels. As digital data are 
transferred into the DI A converter and its output changes, 
the appropriate sample-hold samples the new output volt
age and then, once the converter's output has settled, 
switches into hold mode. 
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Figure 9: An output developed by many 01 A 
converters for certain input-code 
transitions temporarily goes the 
wrong way. This tranSient, or 
"glitch", Is undesirable in some 
applications and can be removed 
by sampling the converter's output 
after the .glitch has gone by. 

Each sample-hold circuit is updated in sequence as new 
data arrive, and holds its voltage until all the other sample
holds have been updated and the sequence returns to the 
first one. The sample-holds used must be chosen for the 
required acquisition time, whictl depends. on the rate of 
updating each output, and for the desired droop error 
between updates. 

Back on the other side .of the coin, ultrafast AID 
converters can benefit from working with sample-holds. 
Interleaving two of them, as in Figure 7, will eliminate 
acquisition time delay in many applications. 
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In such systems, the sample-hold's.acquisition time can 
be a significant portion of the system's cycle time. With 
interleaved sample-holds, however, system cycle time de
pends only on the time required for AID conversion. 

Acquisition-time delay is eliminated by having one sam
ple-hold acquire the next sample while the AID is convert
ing the output of the other sample-hold. The AID converter, 
therefore, is simply switched from the output of one sample
hold to the other. The only dead time between conversions 
is the small delay in the analog switch. 

Conversion time can be decreased further, but doing it 
requires a second AID converter, with one AID operating 
off each sample-hold. The sample-holds then are operated 
sequentially, and the outputs of the AID's have to be 
digitally multiplexed. In this way the throughput time is 
reduced to half the conversion time of either AID converter. 

In yet another AID application, a sample-hold can delay 
or "freeze" analog data that exist only briefly; this informa
tion can then be combined with later data. This circuit (see 
Figure 8) computes the ratio of two peaks that occur at 
different times, ta and tb. 

The first sample-hold stores the peak of signal V A so that 
its value will still be available to the ratiometric AID 
converter when the peak of Signal VB comes by. The 
second sample-hold stores the peak while the ratio is being 
converted to digital form. 

Table 3: Sample-Hold Comparison 

ACQUISITION 
ACCURACY TIME PRICE 

Monolithic 0.1% 4 to 20j.ls $5 to $21 
0.01% 5 to 25j.lS 

Hybrid 0.1% 25ns $35 to $135 
0.01% 1 to 10j.ls 

Modular 0.1% 30 to 200ns $43 to $208 
0.01% 0.25 to 5j.lS 

Sample-holds deglitch 
The list of conversion applications for sample-holds 

seems almost endless. Even big problems can be solved. 
For example, major code transitions in a DI A converter can 
cause unwanted voltage spikes as large as half the full
scale output voltage. These spikes, commonly called glitch
es, are caused by switches in the converter that take longer 
to turn off than to turn on, or vice versa. The point is, in 
many DI A converter applications such as CRT displays and 
automatic testing, the converter output voltage should 
make a smooth, monotonic transition when it goes from one 
output voltage to the next. 

. This can be done by processing the DI A converter output 
With a sample-hold as shown in Figure 9. First, a digital 
control circuit transfers the digital data from the register to 
the DI A converter. With this information at its input, the DI A 
converter generates a new output containing glitches. Once 
the glitches have settled, the sample-hold takes a sample 
of the new analog data and returns to hold mode before the 
DI A output changes again. The output of the sample-hold 
now has a smooth, monotonic transition between the old 
and the new levels. 
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Keeping up with high-speed analog 01 A outputs general

ly requires ultrafast sample-holds for deglitching. Usually an 
inverting, current-input sample-hold follows the Of A con
verter to permit the highest possible operating speed. In 
fact, some specially designed Of A converters have self
contained sample-holds for deglitching, and not surprising
ly, are called deglitched Of A converters. 

Putting it all together 
Oata conversions aren't the only applications to benefit 

from sample-holds. As Part 1 of this series pointed out, a 
zero-order hold makes an excellent data-reconstruction 
filter and is commonly used in pulse-amplitude modulated 
(PAM) systems such as the one in Figure 10. Here, ,time
division multiplexing is used to send a train of amplitude
modulated pulses over a transmission system, each pulse 
in sequence being the sample from one analog channel. 

OUTPUTS 

~ 

sc003001 

Figure 10: When analog signals are encoded 
by pulse-amplitude modulation 
and then multiplexed, they can be 
sorted out and reconstructed by a 
set of sample-holds with properly 
timed sample commands_ The 
time scale of the input is shorter 
than that of the outputs_ 

To demodulate this pulse train, the control circuit syn
chronously switches on eaGh sample-hold in sequence as 
the pulse arrives, then returns it to hold mode until the next 
pulse from that channel arrives. Pulse by pulse, the output 
of each sample-hold becomes the reconstructed analog 
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signal of the appropriate channel. A low-pass filter can also 
be added to each sample-hold output to smooth the 
reconstructed signals further. 

In some analog-circuit applications, sampling should be 
quick, yet the sampled value should hold steady for a long 
time. Such conflicting needs produce conflicting require
ments on the sample-hold. The best solution to the problem 
is to use two cascaded sample-hold devices, as in Figure 
11. The first sample-hold is a fast unit that acquires the 
input rapidly and accurately, while the second unit is a slow 
device with a very long hold time (low droop rate), perhaps 
on the order of minutes. 

SCOO3101 

Figure 11: Cascaded sample-holds acquire a 
signal quickly and held it for a long 
time with little droop_ The first one g 
needs to hold a signal only long 
enough for the second to acquire 
it. Typical acquisition would be 
5iJ.S to 0.1% with a droop rate of 
30j.LV/s. 

Basically, the first sample-hold must acquire the signal 
quickly and then hold the result long enough for the second 
sample-hold to acquire it. The errors need to be calculated 
carefully to be sure of meeting the accuracy requirements. 
In many cases two monolithic sample-holds in cascade 
might do the trick. External hold capacitors can then be 
chosen to give the desired performance. 

For example, a 0.001-fJ.F polystyrene capacitor would be 
a good choice for the first sample-hold to give an acquisition 
time of 5fJ.s to 0.1 %. For the second one, a 1.0-fJ.F capacitor 
would give an acquisition time of 10ms but a hold time of 
300s to 0.1 % accuracy. The resulting droop rate 'WOUld be 
only 30fJ.V/s, which is quite low, indeed. 
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Keep Track of A Sample-Hold 
From Mode to Mode to 
Locate Error Sources 

A complicated process begins when a sample-hold takes 
a sample. The complications increase when it switches into 
the hold mode. To this bumper crop of complications, add 
the actual sample-to-hold transition itself, which, as a 
complex and important event, must not be overlooked. 
Understanding the intricate workings of this process is the 
basis for understanding the sources of error in the system 
and how to minimize them. 

In the sample mode, the sampling switch closes and the 
circuit charges the hold capacitor to the input voltage. With 
the capacitor charged, the circuit tracks the input signal as it 
changes. However, tracking is possible only if the signal 
doesn't exceed the bandwidth or slew rate limit of sample
hold. The term "sample mode" applies regardless of how 
long tracking continues. 

The operating parameters that apply to the sample-hold 
in the sampling mode are specified in the same way as an 
operational amplifier's. Offset voltage, expressed in milli
volts, may be referred to either the input or output, and is 
usually adjustable to zero with an external potentiometer. 
DC gain, the ratio of output to input voltage at DC, is 
commonly either + 1 or -1. With some sample-holds, 
adding external feedback resistors provides other gains, 
and some allow trimming external gain to precisely + 1 or 
-1. 

Bandwidth, the sinusoidal frequency at which gain is 
down by 3dB from its DC value, is measured with a small
signal sine wave below the slew rate limit. The slew rate is 
the fastest rate at which the sample-hold output can 
change. Specified in volts per microsecond, slew rate is 
generally determined by the charging rate of the hold 
capaCitor. 

ACQUISITION TIME COUNTS 
The most important speCification of the sample-hold in 

the sample mode is acquisition time - the time required, 
after the sample command is given, for the hold capacitor to 
charge to a full-scale voltage change and remain within a 
specified error band about its final value. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the definition applies to the 
capacitor voltage, not the output voltage of the circuit. The 
reason for this will become clear shortly. The figure shows 
an initial switching delay following the sample command. 
After this delay, the hold capaCitor charges at a maximum 
rate which is determined by its charging current. 

Initially, as the capacitor voltage attempts to enter the 
final value error band, it slightly overshoots the band, but 
then enters and remains within it. The amount of overshoot, 
generated by a wideband input amplifier driving a capacitive 
load, depends on this amplifier's stability. Acquisition time is 
therefore measured from the beginning of the sample 
command transition to the point where the signal enters the 
error band and stays there. 

Another useful definition of acquisition time is the amount 
of time following the sample command transition that the 
hold command can be given so that the hold capacitor 
retains the voltage change to the required accuracy. The 
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full-scale voltage change is usually specified as a 10-V 
change, although other magnitudes may be specifically 
stated. The. error band is commonly specified from 0.2% 
down to 0.005%, with other values possible. Within this 
range there are sample-holds available that provide acquisi
tion times from about 10j.ls down to 20ns. Basically, 
acquisition time determines the maximum sampling rate at 
which a sample-hold can be operated. 

ACQUISITION 
TIME 

fiNAL VALUE 
\IOLTAGE 

O~--~~---------------T~----
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Figure 1: Acquisition time of a sample-hold 
starts with the sample command 
and ends when the voltage on the 
hold capacitor enters and stays In 
the error band. Acquisition time is 
defined for a full-scale voltage 
change, measured at the hold 
capaCitor. 

Several circuit limitations determine the achievable acqui
sition time for a sample-hold: the speed of the input 
amplifier with a capacitive load, the current available to 
drive the hold capacitor, the source. resistance driving the 
hold capacitor (both amplifier output and switch), and the 
value of the hold capacitor. Either the input amplifier or the 
switch may limit the current available to drive the hold 
capacitor. 

Figure 2 shows the relationship betWeen the acquisition 
time, the current available to charge the capacitor, and the 
time constant associated with the hold capaCitor. For 
example, to determine the acquisition time for a 10-V 
change to within 1 mV, or a 0.01 % error band, assume a 
maximum charging current from the amplifier and switch of 
20mA and a capacitor value of 0.002j.lF. The rate of change 
of capacitor voltage dV cl dt is 

.!£= 20x 10-3 107 = 10Vlj.lS, 
CH 2x 10-9 

(1) 

where Ie is the charging current and CH is the capacitance 
of the hold capacitor. After a 50-ns switching delay, the 
capaCitor begins to charge at a constant rate of 10 V I j.lS 
until it approaches final value and maximum charging 
current is no longer required. This happens when 

Ve = 10 - (leRT) = 9.6V. (2) 

405853-001 
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RT, the total resistance in the hold capacitor's charging 
path, is also the sum of the amplifier output resistance (RO) 
and the switch series resistance (RS). 
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Figure 2: This equivalent circuit for 
determining acquisition time (a) 
shows the importance of the 
charging time constant, RTCH. 
Acquisition time is the sum of the 
various delays incurred in charging 
the hold capacitor to its final value 
(b), and is dominated by slew
limited charging. 

The capacitor charges exponentially over the final 
400mV with a time constant of 

T=RrCH=20x2x10-9 =40 ns. (3) 

Since the final error band is specified as 1 mV, it takes six 
time constants to reduce the 400mV error to 1 mV, or 
0.25%. Six time constants give a 240·ns exponential 
settling time. The acquisition time is then the sum of the 
three times that are indicated in Figure 2b, or 
0.05 + 0.96 + 0.24 = 1.25/-1s. 

This illustrates a fast sample· hold that acquires to 0.01 % 
accuracy and shows as well that the charging current to the 
capacitor must be high and the hold capacitor time constant 
must be low. The same acquisition time limitations apply to 
the other sample-hold circuits shown in Part 1 of this series, 
which is why a current booster amplifier is required in one 
case. 

Direct measurement of a sample-hold's acquisition time 
is not always possible since in some cases the capacitor 
voltage is not accessible externally. If a sample-hold has an 
operational integrator output stage, acquisition time can be 
measured, but in other circuits it may not be possible 
because the capacitor is inside the circuit. 

The two interesting cases in Figure 3 illustrate why the 
acquisition time is defined in terms of the hold capacitor. In 
Figure 3a, the output buffer has a slower response time 
than the input amplifier and capacitor. This lag means that 
when the capacitor acquires a new voltage, its final value is 
reached before the output of the sample-hold. The switch 
can be opened when the capacitor voltage has entered the 
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specified error band even though the output voltage has 
not. Slightly afterward, the output amplifier settles to the 
correct output voltage. 

Figure 3b shows the output stage of one of the popular 
monolithic sample-hold circuits that has a resistor in series 
with the hold capacitor. This resistor provides short circuit 
protection to the capacitor terminal. The resistor, however, 
causes a lag in the capacitor voltage, which means that the 
capacitor is not fully charged when the sample-hold output 
voltage has reached final value. To allow the capacitor to 
charge completely, the sampling switch in this circuit must 
remain closed longer than indicated by the output voltage. 
The acquisition time in this case must be measured by 
starting with a long sample time and then gradually reducing 
this time until the output starts to show an error. These 
cases underscore the fact that acquisition time is properly 
defined at the capacitor rather than at the sample-hold's 
output. 

THEN THERE'S HOLD MODE 
The second mode of operation for a sample-hold, when 

the sampling switch is open, is the hold mode. Two 
important specifications that characterize hold mode are 
hold mode droop, or voltage decay, and hold mode 
feedthrough. 

Hold-mode droop, defined as the output voltage change 
per unit of time while in the hold mode, is commonly 
specified in volts per second, microvolts per microsecond, 
or other convenient quantities. Hold-mode droop originates 
as leakage from the hold capacitor (see Figure 4). The four g 
leakage components consist of capacitor insulation leakage 
ICL, switch leakage current ISL, output amplifier bias current 
IS and stray leakage ISTRAY from the common terminal 
connection. The rate of voltage change on the capacitor 
dV / dt is the ratio of the total leakage current, I L to hold 
capacitance CH 

dVe II 
-=--
dt CH 

(4) 

If all the leakage currents don't have the same polarity, 
the result is somewhat lower droop rate. 
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Figure 3: Acquisition time may be less than or greater than the time it takes the output voltage to 
settle to its final value. In (a), the capacitor reaches its final value before the output 
amplifier catches up. In (b), the protective resistor permits the output to settle before the 
capacitor reaches its final voltage. 
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Figure 4: Hold-mode droop is caused by 
currents that charge or discharge 
the hold capacitor. These include 
switch-leakage, stray-leakage, 
amplifier-bias currents and leakage 
within the hold capacitor itself. 
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Figure 5: Droop in hold mode can be positive or negative-going, and may not be linear with time (a). 
Since most leakage current comes 
temperature is predictable (b). 

To measure hold-mode droop, simply acquire a given 
voltage and then while watching the output voltage on an 
oscilloscope, switch into the hold mode. The droop may be 
positive or negative and is not necessarily linear with time 
(See Figure 5a). Several possible droop rates are iIIustrat-
ed. The value measured, which appears on data sheets, is 
the slope right after initiation of the hold mode when the 
output voltage feeds an AID converter or other circuit. 

In addition, hold-mode droop changes exponentially with 
temperature. Most of the leakage that causes this droop 
comes from silicon devices. Since a device's leakage 
approximately doubles for every 10'C increase in tempera-
ture, hold-mode droop shares this characteristic. Figure 5b 
shows a normalized plot of hold-mode droop vs. tempera-
ture for virtually any sample-hold. Droop rate is specified on 
a data sheet at 25·C. To consider an example, a sample-
hold with a droop rate of 1 OOp.V Ims at 25'C will have a rate 
of 3.2mV/ms at 75'C and a rate of 102mVlms at 125·C. 

For a given operating temperature, droop rate must be 
determined based on the required hold time in order to 
know the resulting error. Of course, below 25'C, droop rate 
improves by a factor of two for every 10·C. In cases where . . . 
better droop rate IS required, an extra hold capacitor must 
be added or a better sample-hold selected. Additional 
capacitance also increases the acquisition time of the 
circuit. 

In the case of monolithic sample-holds, the hold-mode 
leakage is specified on the data sheet so that the required 
capacitor value can be figured from the relationships in 
equation 4. 

from silicon devices, droop as a function of 
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Figure 6: Aperture time can be measured by 
repeatedly feeding a tiny step (a) to 
the sample-hold's input and 
repeatedly shifting from sample to 
hold (b) with a varying delay, tx. A 
perfect sample-hold would have an 
output like (c) as a function of delay 
time tx, but a real sample-hold 
averages this step over tAo 

Since the hold capacitor directly affects both speed and 
accuracy of a sample-hold, it's useful to have a figure of 
merit for sample-holds. Increasing the hold capacitance 
decreases the droop rate, but increases acquisition time. 
Likewise, decreasing the capacitance increases the droop 
rate although it does decrease the acquisition time. 
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Figure 7: Effective aperture delay time is the 
difference between the input 
amplifier time delay, ta, and the 
delay between the hold command 
and the time when the switch 
opens (td). EADT may be positive, 
zero, or negative. If ta is greater 
than td, the hold capacitor sees a 
delayed version of the input (b), 
which results in holding an Input 
voltage that occurred before the 
hold command. 

The figure of merit is a ratio that measures the improve
ment in both acquisition time and droop rate together. It is a 
dimensionless quantity and may have values 'of 109 or more 
for a high quality sample-hold. 

A useful figure of merit sometimes used with sample
holds is the ratio of the current available to charge the 
capacitor (Ie) to the leakage current from the capacitor (liJ. 
This ratio is approximately equal to the ratio of slew rate to 
droop rate: 

Figure of Merit = ~ ~ Slew Rate (5) 
IL Droop Rate 

Another source of error in the hold mode is hold-mode 
feedthrough, or simply feedthrough, is the second specifica
tion that characterizes hold mode. This parameter is the 
percentage of an input sinusoidal signal that's measured at 
the output of a sample-hold in the hold mode. 

To measure feedthrough, apply a 20-V peak-to-peak 
sinusoid to the input of a sample-hold while it is in the hold 
mode. A greatly attenuated version of the input shows up at 
the output, passing through switch capacitance and stray 
coupling capacitance. The resulting feedthrough can be 
measured easily with an oscilloscope. Typical lialues of 
feedthrol,lgh for a well-designed sample-hold are from 
0.05% down to 0.005% of the input. Feedthrough is 
sometimes expressed in dB of attenuation. 

Hold-mode feedthrough may vary with frequency, either 
increasing or decreasing at higher frequencies depending 
on the particular design of the sample-hold. Feedthrough is 
a most important specification when a sample-hold follows 
an analog multiplexer that switches between many different 
channels. Note that feedthrough can also be measured with 
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.D~DIl 
a square-wave input rather than a sinusoid, since the 
square wave contains Olany harmonic frequencies. 

A CRITICAL PARAMETER 
The most critical part of sample-hold operation is during 

the short sample-to-hold transition when the sampling 
switch opens. It's during this'transition period that the real 
subtleties of sample-hold operation appear, including one of 
the most important parameters associated with this period, 
called aperture time. 

~• RATE Of ,HANOf: • ...!Y. 'f 
--a,,,,u 
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Figure 8: Timing uncertainty in the switch 
and driver circuit produces 
uncertainty in the held voltage, 
which for a given period of time, 
increases with the rate of change 
of the signal voltage. 

Aperture time is the most misunderstood of all sample
hold specifications. There are actually several related 
parameters which use the word aperture as part of the 
specification. 

The concept of aperture time in electronics relates 
closely to the root meaning of aperture: an opening, or hole. 
In electronic measurements aperture is the "opening" or 
"window" of time during which a signal is averaged or 
measured. For example, in an AID converter, the conver
sion time is the time required to measure the input Signal 
and is also known as the aperture time of the converter. In 
fact, a sample-hold is the device that reduces the aperture 
time of an AID converter by replacing the converter's time 
window with the sample-hold's much shorter window. ' 

Ideally, a sample-hold takes a point sample of the input 
Signal, that is, an accurate sample in zero time. Since this i,s 
impOSSible, the sample is actually taken in the short period 
of time when the switch opens, during which the Signal is 
averaged. The aperture time therefore occurs after the 
signal has been acquired, when the switch rapidly opens. 

Aperture time is frequently, but mistakenly, defined as the 
turn-off time of the switch. If this were true, aperture times 
would be extremely small since the switch opens very 
quickly. The confusion stems from the fact that the switch 
follows on a band-limited input amplifier which, even if the 
switch opening were instantaneous, averages the result 
over a small period of time. 

To interpret aperture time, as in Figure 6, assume the 
sample-hold receives a ~ -mV input step (Figure 6a). The 
hold command tranSition (Figure 6b) can be adjusted to 
occur before, with or after, the input step. The timing 
difference between the two, deSignated tx, can be positive, 
zero, or negative. (For Simplicity, assume no delay between 
the hold command and the opening of the sampling switch.) 

, To make the measurement, feed the sample-hold with 
repeated input steps and hold commands while slowly 
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varying tx. As the hold command transition effectively scans 
across the input step, the sample-hold's output in hold 
mode changes. Ideally, when hold-mode output is plotted 
against tx, it should look like Figure 6c. Such an output, a 
perfect sample with no averaging, requires an infinite
bandwidth input amplifier in addition to an infinitely-fast 
switch. 

Since this is not possible, the input step is averaged, or 
filtered, by both the switch with a non-zero opening time, 
and by the input amplifier, which has limited bandwidth. The 
actual waveform therefore looks like Figure 6d. The filtering 
action of the switch and input amplifier slows the rise-time 
of the step to tA, which is the aperture time or aperture 
window of the sample-hold as shown in Figure 6e. Mathe
matically convolving the input step (Figure 6a) with the 
aperture window (Figure 6e) gives the actual output (Figure 
6d). 

In practice, because of amplifier and switch speed 
limitations, it is extremely difficult to achieve true aperture 
times less than a few nanoseconds. 

DELAYED WINDOW 
Aperture delay time, another frequently used term con

cerning the sample-to-hold transition, is generally defined 
as the elapsed time between the hold command and the 
opening of the switch. Aperture delay time, a pure time 
delay, can be compensated out by advancing or delaying 
the hold command. Furthermore, this specification is diffi
cult to measure, if not impossible, since the precise time 
when the switch turns off cannot be determined directly. 

A more useful specification might be called effective 
aperture delay, and defined as the time difference between 
the hold command and the time at which the input signal 
and the held voltage were equal. In other words, effective 
aperture delay relates the hold command to the point on the 
input signal which was held (see Figure 7). 

Effective aperture delay really points out the difference 
between the two delay times shown in Figure 7. The first is 
the analog delay through the input amplifier, while the 
second is the digital delay to the switch opening (Figure 7a). 
Effective aperture delay (EAD) is then equal to (td - tal. 

Notice that either a positive, negative, or .zero value may 
be obtained depending on which delay is larger. Figure 7b 
illustrates negative effective aperture delay. In this instance, 
time lag in the input amplifier has resulted in holding an 
input voltage which occurred before the hold command. 
Knowing effective aperture delay time then is more useful 
than knowing aperture delay time. 

A related specification, aperture uncertainty time, or 
aperture jitter, is ttle uncertainty in the time at which the 
switch opens. Actually, it's the time variation in aperture 
delay time. If the sampling slNitch receives the hold com
mand for a series of samples at the same point on a 
waveform, it will hold slightly different values each time. 

Aperture uncertainty· time originates in the digital driver 
circuit and switch. The hold command has a finite risetime 
and must pass through one or more logic thresholds that 
have voltage noise. These transitions therefore generate 
time uncertainties. The significance of aperture uncertainty 
time is that it causes an amplitude uncertainty in the held 
output of the sample-hold. This amplitude error, tlA, shown 
in Figure B, equals the product of the rate of change of the 
input signal dVl dt, and the aperture uncertainty tu. 
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This product is the basis of a graph (Figure 9) that gives 
aperture uncertainty vs. signal rate of change for various 
accuracies. The accuracy is based on 10-volt full scale 
signals. The surprising fact is that moderate speed signals 
produce relatively large errors even with small aperture 
uncertainties. For example, if the aperture uncertainty is 
10ns and the input signal rate of change is 1V / jJ.s, the 
amplitude error is 0.1 % for 10V full scale. Reducing this 
error to 0.01 % means that the aperture uncertainty time has 
to be reduced to just 1 ns. 
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Figure 9: To obtain the error due to aperture 
uncertainty time for a given signal 
rate of change, a full-log plot is 
helpful. This plot assumes a 10-V 
full-scale signal. 

Aperture uncertainty time is generally quite small in well
designed sample-holds since it's possible to achieve values 
of a few nanoseconds down to tens of picoseconds. As a 
rough rule of thumb, the aperture uncertainty tends to be 
10% or less of the aperture delay time; in some designs it 
can be as low as 0.1%. 

Sample-to-hold offset error develops when the switch 
opens, as a direct result of a phenomenon called charge 
dumping or charge transfer. 

There are two types of sample-hold switches; one 
operates at virtual ground (Figure 10a), while the other 
operates at the Signal voltage (Figure 10b). Every electronic 
switch has a capacitance associated with it. In this case it is 
Cdg, the drain-to-gate capacitance of the junction FET 
switches shown. This capacitance couples the switch
control voltage on the gate to the hold capacitor. 
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Figure 10: Drain-to-gate capacitance, Cdg, 
transfers some charge, q, when, a 
FET sampling switch opens. The 
resulting voltage step on the hold 
capacitor, CH, is small If CH is 
large. The switch in the first circuit 
(a) operates at virtual ground. 

Since the switch-control voltage must generally be rather 
large, a significant charge transfers from the hold capacitor 
to the gate-drive circuit when the switch is turned off. This 
charge is 

(6) 

where LW 9 is the change in gate voltage. The error this 
produces on the hold capacitor is then 

q Cdg 
Vc=-=-t:Ng 

CH CH 
(7) 

This error typically might be 10mV assuming 2pF for Cgh, 
a 10-V lNg, and a 0.0021lF hold capacitor. Sample-to-hold 
offset error is one of the undesirable, inherent characteris
tics of sample-hold circuits. It should be looked for and 
recognized. The charge transfer that causes this error is 
expressed in picocoulombs and in practical circuits it may 
vary from 50pC down to 0.1 pC. Since monolithic sample
hold circuits require external hold capacitors, their voltage 
error must be determined by equation 7. Sample-holds with 
internal capacitors have a specified sample-to-hold offset 
Voltage. This offset, of course, can be decreased by adding 
an external capacitor to increase the total hold capacitance. 

Note that the two switch configurations in Figure 10 have 
somewhat different charge transfer characteristics. In the 
virtual ground switch the charge transfer.is constant regard
less of the Signal voltage, since the gate voltage change is 
always the same. In the other switch, however, the gate 
voltage change varies with the signal voltage. This causes 
the charge transfer to vary with Signal level. Furthermore, 
the drain-to-gate capacitance also varies with the signal 
voltage, so that the charge transfer itself is nonlinear and 
even has a "gain error." 

SOME HAVE CURVED ERRORS 
The output error caused by charge transfer differs for the 

two types of switches (Figure 11). The virtual ground switch 
produces a constant offset error vs. Signal voltage, while 
the floating switch produces a nonlinear error vs. signal 
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voltage. Charge transfer is obviously a limiting factor in a 
high-accuracy, high-speed sample-hold. It works against 
attaining both these characteristics simultaneously. Some 
sample-holds have unique switch deSigns that minimize or 
compensate for this charge transfer. In some of them, an 
externally-adjustable compensation circuit minimizes the 
charge transfer. If the sample-to-hold offset error is con
stant with Signal voltage, then the error is relatively easy to 
handle since it can be zeroed with a simple offset adjust
ment. 
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Figure 11: Sample-to-hold offset error varies 
with input signal voltage if the 
sampling switch floats with the 
Signal, but is unaffected by 
variations in signal voltage if the 
switch operates at virtual ground. 

Another effect of the sample-to-hold transition is a small 
transient in the output just after going into the hold mode
the hold mode settling time (Figure 12b). This is the time it 
takes the output of the sample-hold to settle within the 
specified error band after the hold command transition. 
Notice that the hold mode settling time includes aperture 
delay time. Figure 12 shows the small output transient 
caused by the rapid switch turn-off at the input to the buffer 
amplifier. 

WfOO59OI 

Figure 12: When an AID converter follows a 
sample-hold, the start-conversion 
pulse must be delayed until the 
output of the sample-hold has had 
enough time to settle within the 
error band and stay there. 
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This transient occurs after the output settles to a new 

value that includes the sample-to-hold offset. Hold mode 
settling time may be a few nanoseconds to a microsecond 
or so, depending on the particular sample-hold. It is an 
important specification because an aId conversion that 
follows sampling and holding cannot begin until hold-mode 
settling is complete without causing a conversion error. As 
Figure 12 shows, the pulse that starts the converter is 
generated after the sample-hold output has settled within 
the specified error band. 

KNOW THE LINGO 
Acquisition time: How long it takes after the sample 

command is given, for the hold capacitor to be charged to a 
full-scale voltage change and to remain within a specified 
error band around its final value. 

Aperture delay time: The time elapsed from the hold 
command to the opening of the switch. 

Aperture litter: Also called "aperture uncertainty time," 
it's the time variation or uncertainty with which the switch 
opens, or the time variation in aperture delay. 

Aperture time: The averaging time of a sample-hold 
during the sample-to-hold transition. 

Bandwidth: The frequency at which the gain is down 3dB 
from its DC value. It's measured in sample (track) mode 
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with a small-signal sine wave that doesn't exceed the slew 
rate limit. 

Effective aperture delay: The time difference between 
the hold command and the time at which the input signal is 
at the held voltage. 

Figure of merit: The ratio of the available charging 
current during sample mode to the leakage current during 
the hold mode. 

Hold-mode droop: The output voltage change per unit 
of time while in hold. Commonly specified in V Is, IlV I p.s or 
other convenient units. 

Hold-mode feedthrough: The percentage of an input 
sinusoidal signal that is measured at the output of a sample
hold when it's in the hold mode. 

Hold-mode settling time: The time from the hold
command transition until the output of the sample-hold has 
settled within the specified error band. It includes aperture 
delay time. 

Sample-to-hold offset error: The difference in output 
voltage between the time the switch starts to open, and the 
time when the output has settled completely. It is caused by 
charge being transferred to the hold capacitor from the 
switch as it opens. 

Slew rate: The fastest rate at which the sample-hold 
output can change. It's specified in V/p.s. 
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Designing With A Sample-Hold 
Won't Be A Problem if 
You Use The Right Circuit 

Sample-hold circuits are widely uSed in analog signal
processing and data-conversion systems to store an analog 
voltage accurately over periods ranging from less than a 
microsecond up to several minutes. This capability suits 
them to numerous applications including data-distribution 
systems, data-acquisition systems, simultaneous sample
hold systems, AID converter front ends, sampling oscillo
scopes and DVMs, signal reconstruction filters, and analog 
computation circuits. 

Although sample-holds are conceptually simple, their 
application is full of subtleties. In general, applications that 
need only slow to moderate speed and moderate accuracy 
generate few problems, but high-speed, high-accuracy 
applications are the ones that need careful design. An 
example of the latter is taking a 10-V sample in one 
microsecond or less with 0.01 % accuracy. 

To select the right sample-hold for a particular job, and 
apply it properly as well, requires understanding the intrica
cies of its design and operation. 

BASICALLY SPEAKING 
A sample-hold circuit is fundamentally a "voltage memo

ry" device that stores a given voltage on a high-quality 
capacitor. The circuit can take a voltage sample and then 
"freeze" it for some specified period, while some other 
circuit or system uses the voltage. 
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Figure 1: In a basic sample-hold circuit (a), 
the switch closes to sample the 
input voltage. When the switch 
opens, the capacitor holds the 
voltage. A practical circuit (b) has 
unity-gain buffers to charge the 
capacitor without loading the 
source and to drive normal loads 
without changing the voltage 
stored by the capacitor. 

Figure 1 a shows a sample-hold circuit in conceptua;l form. 
An electronic switch is connected to a hold capacitor so 
that when the switch closes, the capacitor charges to the 
input voltage. When the switch opens, the capacitor retains 
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this charge and thus holds the desired voltage for a 
specified period. 

There are three important sets of terminals in a sample
hold circuit: the analog input, the analog output, and the 
sample control terminals. Figure 1 b shows a practical circuit 
that includes input and output buffer amplifiers and a 
switch-driver circuit. The sample control input closes the 
switch for sample mode, or. opens it for hold mode. 

The sample-hold input terminals are usually the input of a 
high-impedance buffer amplifier since in most applications, 
such as operating at the output of an analog mUltiplexer, the 
source shouldn't be loaded. Likewise, the output has a low 
impedance so that the sample-hold can drive a load such as 
an AID converter input. The output buffer amplifier must 
also present a very high input impedance, and very low bias 
current, to the hold capacitor so that its charge doesn't leak 
off too rapidly. In virtually all sample-hold deSigns, there
fore, this amplifier has a junction-FET input stage. Similarly, 
the switch must be fast and have very low off-state leakage. 

SAMPLE-HOLD: AN ENERGY STORAGE 
CIRCUIT 

All sample-holds are basically accurate energy storage 
circuits. Since the hold capaCitor is a key component in an 
accurate sample-hold, a fundamental question to be an
swered is: Why use a capacitor to store the energy? 

It turns out that certain types of capaCitors very nearly 
approach the ideal. They have extremely low leakage, and 
therefore very high equivalent parallel resistance. This 
resistance, commonly specified in megohm-microfarads 
and known as insulation resistance, is the parallel resis
tance of a one-microfarad capacitor and is numerically 
equal to the self-diSCharge time constant of the capaCitor in 
seconds. 

To find the parallel resistance for other capaCitor values, 
divide the insulation resistance in megohm-microfarads by 
the capacitance in microfarads. Since the parallel resis
tance can be quite high for smaller value capaCitors, most 
manufacturers specify a maximum "need not exceed" 
value, generally twice the insulation resistance. This means 
only that the parallel resistance is not measured or guaran
teed by the manufacturer. It may well be as high as 
calculated. 

The self-discharge time constant is the length of time 
required for an open-circuited capaCitor to discharge to 
36.8% of its charged voltage. High-quality capacitors used 
in sample-holds have insulation resistance as high as 106 

megohm-microfarads, equivalent to a self-discharge time 
constant of one million seconds, or 11-1/2 days. In other 
words, this is only 1 % droop in almost three hours. 

To get back to why capacitors are used for the energy 
storage, they approach the ideal much more closely than 
the altemative, which is an inductor. The figure of merit for 
an energy-storage element is its self-discharge time con
stant. A high quality short-circuited inductor is hard pressed 
to give a self-discharge time constant (L/R) as high as 10 
seconds, while a capacitor can give a time constant (RC) of 

405854-001 
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106 seconds. (The only exception, a superconducting 
inductor, would, of course, be better than a high quality 
capaCitor, but it would be difficult to package in an ordinary 
sample-hold circuit!) 

Capacitors of certain types are therefore clearly superior 
to inductors when it comes to approaching the ideal. 
Acceptable types of capaCitors include polystyrene, poly
carbonate, polypropylene, and Teflon. In addition, MOS 
capacitors are excellent for hybrid circuit sample-holds. 

Two other storage elements useful in specialized sample
holds are an electrochemical cell such as the Plessey 
Electro-Products E-Cell, and a register that holds the 
voltage digitally. 

Sample-hold circuits are variously called zero-order
holds, track-and-holds, or sample-and-hold amplifiers. Al
though these terms are generally used interchangeably 
today, some technical distinctions should be pointed out. 

Strictly speaking, a sample-hold takes a very fast sample 
and then goes into the hold mode. This means that the 
switch closes for only a very short period of time, usually 
because a pulse transformer drives the switch. A track and 
hold circuit, on the other hand, can track the input with the 
switch closed indefinitely and then go into the hold mode 
upon command. 

A zero-order hold may be either a sample-hold or track
and-hold. When a device is called a zero-order hold, that 
means it's used as a signal recovery filter. There are various 
types of sample-hold recovery filters such as zero-order 
holds, first-order holds, fractional-order holds, and polygo
nal holds. 

The term "sample-and-hold amplifier" can refer to either 
a sample-hold or a track-and-hold, and originates from the 
fact that operational amplifiers are used to make sample
hold circuits. 

Although there's a technical distinction between the 
terms sample-hold and track-and-hold, it's automatically 
assumed that both functions are included in the term 
"sample-hold," as just about all sample-holds can also 
track and hold. The few circuits that can only sample for a 
short time, and cannot track the input, are clearly labeled 
this way. 

To appreCiate the difference between true sample-hold 
operation and track-and-hold operation, see Figure 2. In 
Figure 2a, a sample-hold periodically takes a sample of the 
input, a sinusoid in this case, and holds it for the rest of the 
time. In Figure 2b, a track-and-hold tracks the input for part 
of the time and holds it for the rest. Here, the track time and 
hold time are equal. 

ZERO-ORDER HOLD 
An important sample-hold application is reconstructing, 

or recovering, an analog signal that has been transmitted as 
a train of pulse samples, like those in Figure 3a. To 
reconstruct the original signal waveform, a sample-hold, or 
zero-order hold, retains the peak value of a sample until the 
next one arrives, thus filling in the spaces between them, as 
in Figure 3b. The result is a reasonable reconstruction of 
the original signal before it was converted to a pulse train. 
Ideally, the average of the reconstructed waveform, shown 
dashed in Figure 3b, is a near-replica of the original 
waveform, delayed by half the sampling period, T. 
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Figure 2: A sample-hold can operate in two 
, different ways. It can take a quick 

sample of the input and return right 
back to hold mode (a), or it can 
track the input for part of the time 
and hold it for the rest (b). 
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Figure 3: A zero-order hold reconstructs an 
analog signal that's been 
transmitted as a series of pulse
samples (a). It does so by holding 
the amplitude of each pulse to fill in 
the spaces between them (b). 
Practical averaging uses a low-pass 
filter (c) that has more delay than 
the ideal averaging shown in (b). 

If the staircase wavefprm of the output is objectionable, a 
low-pass filter following the zero-order hold will smooth the 
waveform further. This filter will add further phase delay, but 
the resulting reconstruction of the original signal is much 
better, as Figure 3c shows. The cutoff frequency of this filter 
must be determined from the sampling rate and the 
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bandwidth of the signal to be recovered. The lower the 
cutoff frequency, the better the smoothing. 

The zero-order hold is a type of filter. As with other types 
of filters, its gain-phase characteristics are important to 
know. These gain and phase terms are plotted in Figure 4. 
The zero-order hold is obviously not an ideal filter with its 
(sinx)/x amplitude response. Nevertheless, it reconstructs 
signals respectably. Its gain is slightly more than 3dB down 
at a frequency of fs/2, and it again goes to zero at integral 
multiples of the sampling frequency, fs. There are some 
undesirable gain peaks at frequencies of 3/2 fs, 5/2 fs, etc. 
These peaks are frequently attenuated by a low-pass filter 
following the zero-order hold. A zero-order hold as a filter 
has a perfectly linear phase response (Figure 4b), which 
results in the constant phase delay of T 12 for the output 
signal. 
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Figure 4: The gain response of a zero-order 
hold (a) in terms of the sampling 
frequency fs takes the form of the 
absolute value of (sin xl/x. The 
phase response (b) is linear 
because of the constant time delay. 
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There are also more-sophisticated recovery filters than 
the zero-order hold circuit. These higher-order hold circuits, 
known as first-order holds, second-order holds, etc., recon
struct a signal more accurately than a zero-order hold 
(Figure 5). A first-order hold does this by retaining the value 
of the previous sample as well as the present one. It then 
extrapolates from existing data to predict the slope to the 
next sample, which hasn't arrived yet (Figure 5b). When a 
new sample comes in, it generates a slope proportional to 
the difference between this sample and the previous one. If 
the slope of the original signal hasn't changed much, the 
resulting error is small; for a constant slope, the error is 
zero. When the original Signal reverses its slope quickly, the 
output" goes the wrong way," causing a fairly large error for 
one sample period. 

An interpolative first-order hold, also called a polygonal 
hold, reconstructs the original signal much more accurately. 
This circuit also generates a line segment with a slope 
proportional to the difference between consecutive sam
ples, but rather than extrapolate into the future, it interpo
lates between samples already received. Its accuracy is 
achieved at the expense of a delay of one sample period, 
which is necessary because a new sample must arrive 
before the line segment can be generated by starting from 
the previous sample. 
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ZERO - ORDER HOLD ® FIRST -ORDER HOLD 

""""""'" Figure 5: Three types of holds reconstruct an original signal (dashed curve) differently. The output 
of a zero-order hold (a) is steady between samples. A first-order hold (b) extrapolates a 
new slope that's proportional to the difference between the two most-recent samples. Its 
output error is zero during constant-slope portions of the signal. The polygonal hold (c) 
Interpolates between the two most recent samples. 
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LOTS OF CIRCUIT VARIETY 

Sample-holds come in many different circuit configura
tions, each suited to different speed and accuracy require
ments. It's important to know the common configurations 
and how they operate to choose the proper type and apply 
it properly. 

One configuration is popular because it's accurate and 
simple. This Circuit, shown in Figure 6a, has a gain of -1 
since Rl = R2; however, making R2 larger than Rl gives 
inverting gains larger than one. When the switch closes, 
hold capacitor CH charges to the negative of the input 
voltage. The switch opens after the capacitor has acquired 
this voltage to the desired accuracy. 
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Figure 6: This type of inverting, closed-loop 
circuit is both accurate and simple. 
The charge time constant, R2CH, of 
the basic circuit (a) is much too 
long for some applications. The 
current booster In (b) speeds up 
charging considerably. The input 
resistance, Rl, may be too low for 
some sources; the buffer raises it a 
great deal. 

Although potentially very accurate, this circuit is not a fast 
sample-hold. The capacitor charges slowly since it has a 
time constant of R2CH; with practical values such as 
R2 = 2k and CH = 2nF, the time constant is 41lS. To reach a 
value within 0.01 % of the input requires about nine time 
constants, or in this case, 36~s. 

Speed can be improved considerably, as shown in Figure 
6b, by adding an amplifier with current gain, inside the 
feedback loop. The operational amplifier must also be able 
to supply this current to the capacitor. Since these amplifi
ers have low output reSistance, the circuit's time constant is 
much lower. For example, with the same valued capacitor 
and an amplifier output resistance of 20n, the time con
stant is only 40ns rather than 4~s. Now, only the amplifiers' 
output current capability limits charging. 

With a maximum output current of 20mA from this 
amplifier to charge the capacitor and a 40-ns time constant, 
the capacitor takes just 1.2~s to charge to within 0.01 % of 
final value. This is much faster than the 36~s for the 
previous circuit. Note that in the latter case, Figure 6b, Rl 
and R2 can be larger since R2 no longer determines the 
charging time constant. 
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An input buffer amplifier improves this circuit further by 
boosting the input resistance to a much higher value than 
that of the input resistor Rl. In fact, the input resistance can 
be as high as 108 to 1012 ohms. Such high resistances are 
required when a sample-hold follows an analog multiplexer. 
In this case the buffer amplifier must be fast, since its 
settling time becomes part of the time required to charge 
the holding capacitor. The buffer can also be added to the 
circuit of Figure 6a. Both sample-holds in Figure 6 are 
referred to as closed loop, since the capacitor charging 
takes place within a closed loop circuit. 

Figure 7 shows a noninverting closed-loop sample-hold 
in which Al, that is serving as both an input buffer amplifier 
and an error-correcting amplifier, compares the output 
voltage to the input voltage, then charges the holding 
capacitor until this error is reduced to zero. Amplifier Al also 
gives this circuit a high input resistance. 

Thanks to the error-correcting feedback in this sample
hold, A2 need not be very accurate so long as its gain is 
roughly unity. Resistor R isolates the output of A2 from thEi 
input of Al during hold mode. 
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Figure 7: Closed-loop sample-holds can also 
be noninverting. In this 
configuration, Al is both an input 
buffer and an error-correcting 
amplifier. When the switch closes, 
current from A 1 charges the hold 
capacitor until the output equals 
the input. The pair of diodes clamps 
Al 'S output to keep it stable when 
the switch is open. 

This circuit is both fast and accurate; how fast it charges 
the capacitor depends on the speed of Al and its output 
current capability. Two back-to-back diodes clamp Al'S 
output to its negative input so that Al remains closed-loop 
stable when the switch is opened. Note that in this circuit 
the switch must float up and down with the input voltage, 
whereas in the circuits of Figure 6 the switch always 
operates at virtual ground. 

OPERATIONAL TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AMPLIFIERS 

Figure 8 shows another type of sample-hold circuit, which 
is versatile and can be operated in a number of closed loop 
configurations. This circuit is an operational integrator that 
can be enclos.ed in the feedback loop of Al. In this case, 
however, Al is an operational transconductance amplifier; 
that is, one that produces an output current proportional to 
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its input voltage. The current charges the holding capacitor 
while the integrator's input remains at virtual ground. 
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Figure 8: Several closed-loop sample-hold 
configurations can be built around 
this circuit, shown without its 
feedback connections. Basically, 
it's an operational integrator driven 
by an operational 
transconductance amplifier, A1. 

In this circuit, the two switches operate out of phase. 
Switch Sl closes to sample, then S2 closes to reduce hold
mode feedthrough when Sl opens again. 

This circuit can be connected in different ways as a 
closed-loop sample-hold: Figure 9a shows the most com
monly used connection, a noninverting sample-hold with a 
gain of + 1; Figure 9b shows ,the noninverting connection 
with gain, and Figure 9c shows the inverting connection with 
gain. 
, Both 'Of the switches in these circuits operate at virtual 
ground, an advantage in driving the switch and producing 
an accurate output voltage. This circuit has been success
fully used in monolithic, hybrid, and modular sample-hold 
devices. 

Another popular nonil)verting, unity-gain circuit is shown 
in Figure 10. It's basically the same as the one shown in 
Figure lb, with two unity-gain buffer amplifiers. This type of 
open-loop sample-hold is commonly used in ultra-fast 
designs. In this case, a pulse transformer drives a fast diode 
bridge switch. 

Normally, the supply voltage back-biases the diodes. 
Sampling is done by a fast-rise command pulse that turns 
on the diodes to charge the hold capacitor from the input 
buffer. Using ultra-fast buffer amplifiers and an appropriate 
diode-gate switch, such sample-holds can charge the hold 
capaCitor to a full-scale change in as little ,as 30 nanosec
onds. Because of the' open-loop configuration, there is no 
problem with phase delays from output to input caused by a 
feedback loop. This means that the circuit is both fast and 
stable. 

The input buffer in this circuit is difficult to design, for it 
must be both fast and stable while driving the hold capaCitor 
load. Sampling switches, however, cause no such prob
lems. 

,The basic sampling ~witch circuits commonly use junc
tion FETs, MOSFETs, O-MOSFETs, and diode-gate 
switches. All of these can be both fast and accurate. The 
FET-type switches have the advantage of zero offset since 
they are purely resistive in the closed state. The diode-gate 
switch does have an offset voltage, however, which is 
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minimized by properly matching the diode forward-voltage 
drops. 

THE INFINITE-HOLD CIRCUIT 
All sample-hold circuits have the problem that once they 

are in the hold mode, the charge will gradually leak off the 
hold capacitor due to switch leakage, capacitor leakage, 
and output amplifier bias current. It was mentioned previ
ously that a digital register can store a number equivalent to 
a voltage value as long as necessary. 

The "infinite hold" circuit uses this principle to store a 
voltage value for any required time without any drift due to 
leakage. The circuit, shown in Figure 11, is basically a 
tracking AID converter, with its output from the analog 
feedback line rather than from the counter. It consists of a 
01 A converter, up-down counter, clock, and analog com
parator. The circuit operates by directing clock pulSeS into 
the up or down count inputs of the bidirectional binary 
counter that controls a 01 A converter. 

,~o-, --4-r_~ 

AF013101 

Figure 9: Here are three different ways to 
connect the input and feedback to 
the partial circuit in Figure 8. The 
circuit in (c) has unity gain if the 
input (Rd and feedback (R2) 
resistors have equal values. 
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Figure 10: Ultra-fast sample-holds often use 
a circuit like this. It has a diode
bridge switch and operates open
loop. The diodes are biased off 
until a sample command arrives; 
then the pulse transformer's 
output turns on the diodes, which 
connect the input buffer amplifier 
to the hold capacitor. A 30-ns full
scale change is possible. 

An analog comparator tests the output voltage of the D/ A 
converter against the input voltage and directs the clock 
pulses to the counter so that the converter's output voltage 
changes toward the input. When the input voltage is 
reached, the circuit oscillates within one count of the input 
value. When the sample command goes low, the counter 
retains its contents indefinitely until the next sample is 
taken. 

This circuit is not particularly fast since it must go to each 
new value one count at a time until the input voltage is 
reached. Different counting techniques will speed it up, 
however. Its accuracy depends on the resolution of the D/ A 
converter; ±O.01 % accuracy requires at least 12 bits. 

AF013301 

Figure 11: Sometimes called an "infinite 
hold," this circuit can hold a 
sample indefinitely without the 
droop that happens with capacitor 
storage. It's an Ii./D converter with 
its output taken from the analog 
feedback line. A high on the 
sample command line lets the 
output follow the input. A low 
freezes the count inputs, so the 
count doesn't change. 
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KNOW YOUR CIRCUIT 
Sample-hold: The generic term used for track·and-hold, 

zero-order hold, or sample-and-hold amplifier, it describes 
basically a circuit that acquires an analog input voltage and 
accurately stores it for a specified period of time. 

Track-and-hold: A sample-hold circuit that can continu
ously follow the input Signal until switched into the hold 
mode. 

Signal-recovery filter: A circuit that reconstructs an 
analog signal from a train of analog samples. 

Zero-order hold: A sample-hold circuit used as a signal 
recovery filter. So called because its output represents the 
first term of a power series approximation to the input. 

First-order hold or extrapolative hold: A complex 
signal-recovery filter that predicts the next sample value by 
generating an output slope equal to the slope of a line 
segment connecting previous and present samples. In a 
sense, it works toward the future. 

Polygonal hold, or Interpolative hold: A complex 
signal-recovery filter that generates a straight-line segment 
output that joins the previous sample value to the present 
sample. It uses available data to reconstruct the Signal 
more accurately than other hold circuits, but with a one
sample-period delay. 

Infinite hold: AN analog/digital sample-hold that digitally 
holds an analog voltage indefinitely without the decay of 
capacitor storage. 

Closed-loop sample-hold: A sample-hold circuit that 
charges the hold capacitor within a negative feedback loop -=
during sampling to achieve high accuracy. -=

Open-loop sample-hold: A sample-hold circuit that does 
not enclose the hold capacitor within a feedback loop. 
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Analog Switches 
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Switching Signals With 
Semiconductors 
Analog switches are fast, low cost, and work well with the high impedance of 
most signal circuits. Often they can replace reed relays 

Until recently, signal routing and switching were con
trolled almost exclusively by electromechanical relays and 
mechanical switches. Now the electronic switch, also 
known as the analog switch, is being used for many such 
applications. Initially the electronic switch replaced relays in 
many applications. But design engineers soon realized that 
analog switches have unique characteristics that allow 
them to do things mechanical switches could never attempt. 
In particular, an ordinary electronic switch is about one 
thousand times as fast as a conventional relay. 

Further, the electronic switch is smaller, lighter, longer 
lived, more reliable and often lower in cost than an 
equivalent relay. These characteristics have allowed the 
development of such things as low cost, high speed, 
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, fast sam
ple-and-holds, video switching and many other circuits. 
Usage continues to grow and a number of different types of 
electronic switches have been developed for specific types 
of applications. 
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B - Electronic:: Signal switching 
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Figure 1: Bipolar transistor for power 
switching, FETS for signal 

Transistors have been used as switches ever since they 
first appeared, but usually as on-off devices for controlling 
lights, relays, and other leads, as indicated in Figure 1A. A 
dio~e is added to the equivalent circuit to show that current 
can flow in only one direction. Figure 1 B shows the nature 
of electronic switching. The Signals, voltage V" V2 and V3, 
are usually low level and often have high impedance; they 
represent the flow of information rather than power. Further, 
the signals may be combined to produce new Signals. 

Analog switch vs reed relay. The reed relay is closest 
to the analog switch in size, speed, cost and usage; 
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therefore it can serve as a basis for comparison. Current 
through the coil (Figure 2A) of the reed relay, opens or 
closes the aSSOCiated contacts through which the Signal 
passes. 

The control input to the analog switch usually comes from 
TTL or CMOS logic, which the driver translates to the 
voltage needed to turn on or turn off the channel. The 
channel is a field effect transistor (FET), with the signal to 
be switched fed to the source while the drain is the output 
terminal. Depending on the voltage the driver imposes on 
the gate, the channel is either a very high impedance
many megohms-or well below 1000hms. 

Advantages of the .reed relay include the ability to handle 
much larger signals and a much lower resistance when on. 

Some analog switches are severly limited in the magni
tude and polarity of the signals they can handle. Because of 
the nature of semiconductors, the voltages applied to 
source and drain cannot be allowed to vary indiscriminately 
but must be held within a range established by the 
characteristics of the device as well as by the voltage 
applied to the gate by the driver. If the range is exceeded, 
either the channel goes to the wrong state, or some 
intermediate state, or the device may be destroyed. 

With respect to "on" resistance, it will be a long time (if 
ever) before analog switches with the low "on" resistances 4 
of relays are manufactured. However, the applications that 
require extremely low "on" resistance are few and most 
signal switching is done into high impedanc;e loads. 
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Figure 2: Reed relay performs the same 
function as an electronic switch 

Since electronic components are much smaller than their 
mechanical counterparts, many more switches can be put 
into one package, greatly reducing parts count as well as 
space and volume. In addition, electronic switches have no 
moving parts and consequently no contact bounce. They 
are, however, sensitive to static electricity and thus good 
handling procedures should be used during assembly. The 
life of a solid switch is orders of magnitude greater than a 
relay and no maintenance is required. Driving the switch is 
easy since it can interface directly with TTL or CMOS logiC 
without requiring diode protection, as a reed relay normally 
does: Pricing on a per channel basis is often lower for the 

405855-001 
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analog switch than the reed relay, although some high 
speed switches are priced higher. But the most significant 
advantage of the electronic switch remains its extremely 
fast switching speed. Its ability to switch in less than 1 
microsecond has opened up possibilities that are inconceiv
able with a reed relay. 

Switch functions duplicate those commonly found in reed 
relays: form A (normally closed), form B (normally open) 
and form C (double throw). Both single pole and multi-pole 
circuits are available. Semi-conductor technologies typically 
used include bipolar, PJFET, NJFET, MOSFET, VARAFET 
and CMOS. 

.".,., 
inputs 

Xv, 10K 
Logic 

inputs D4t 
"-_-----I 

10K 
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Figure 3: Output of the op-amp is determined 
by both the signal inputs and the 
logic inputs 

VIRTUAL GROUND POSITIVE SIGNAL 
SWITCH SWITCH 

Output of switch must go Can switch positive sig-
into the virtual ground nals only unless a trans-
point of an Op Amp (un- lator driver is used. 
less signal is below 0.2). 

No quiescent current. No quiescent current. 

Does not need driver, Does not need driver, 
can be driven directly can be driven directly 
by TTl. by TTl. 

Lowest cost. Low cost. 

The P-channel JFETS. The simplest switch to under
stand and operate is a Junction Field Effect Transistor 
having a channel doped with "positive" impurities-the 
PJFET. The PJFET channel is on (low resistance) in the 
absence of any control signal. When the voltage at the gate 
terminal is made more positive than either the drain or the 
source terminal (by a minimum amount), the switch is turned 
off (high resistance). This phenomenon is known as the 
pinChing-off of the channel through which the signal is 
flowing, and the voltage required to do this is called the 
pinCh-off voltage. This voltage can be obtained directly from 
an open collector TTL or CMOS logic operating at + 5 or 
+ 15V. The PJFETS have no quiescent current and do not 
require external power. 

PJFETS make excellent special function switches. An 
example is switching signals into the virtual ground (invert
ing) terminal of an op amp. The PJFETS in the two-input 
circuit of Figure 3 (Note: the arrowhead orientation signifies 
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P-channel) can switch signals in the hundreds of volts as 
long as the op amp can handle such voltages. The only 
thing to keep in mind is that the current through each PJFET 
must be kept within its specified value. The solid line diodes 
01 and 02 at the inputs limit the voltage at the source of the 
PJFET to about 0.7 volt and also shunts positive inputs to 
ground when the switch is off. With diodes 03 and 04 in 
place, the circuit can switch ± 1 00 volts. The diodes limit the 
input to the PJFET to ±0.6 volt, but this is adequate since 
the op amp is actually forcing this point-the drains of the 
PJFET&-to ground. 

In Figure 4, PJFETS are used to switch feedback 
resistors to provide an amplifier with 16 different program
mable gains. 

~~ 

Gain select 

AF014901 

Figure 4: Programmable gain op-amp has 16 
levels of gain, from 1 to 1,000 

Another special function switch built using . PJFETS 
handles only positive signals. This switch requires an 
external referral resistor, Figure 5, for proper operation, but 
is ideal for switching into the positive terminal of an op amp. 

Signa'r __ -o-_ ..... 
in 

Referral 
resistor 

Load 

On-off 
control input 

0S004001 

Figure 5: Analog switch handles only 
positive voltage signals 

The N-channel JFET. An N-channel JFET -a JFET with 
the channel doped with "negative" impurities--'is also 
turned on with no control signal applied,and is driven off by 
making the gate terminal more negative than source and 
drain. Since the outputs of TTL and CMOS logic gates are 
either a positive voltage level or near zero, a driver is 
required to do level shifting and generate a negative control 
signal. Most NJFET switches come with the drivers built in. 
Drivers for NJFET gates are usually bipolar, or combined 
bipolar/MOS: they require significant quiescent currents 
and therefore consume power. 

The negative impurities used in NJFET channels have 
extra electrons, which are far more mobile than the "holes" 
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of PJFETS channels. As a result, the NJFETS have the 
lowest on resistance. 

VARAFET switches. In some applications, such as 
sample-and-hold circuits, low charge injection is critical. For 
these applications the VARAFET gate, Figure 6, was 
developed. The gate consists of an NJFET with a varactor 
diode in series with the gate terminal. An NJFET by itself is 
not satisfactory because it will inject charge into the signal 
path when it is turned on and will thereby distort the output. 

logic 
input 

Varactor 
diode \ 

DSOO4101 

Figure 6: Use of NJFET plus varactor diode 
for sample-and-holds 

Varactor diodes can store charge and thus they prevent 
most of the injected charge from entering the channel. The 
varactor diode also eliminates the referral components 
otherwise required for switching NJFET transistors. Figure 
7 A shows a sample-and-hold using VARAFET gates. When 
a sample of the analog input is wanted, the logic signal 
applied to the driver causes output 1 to go low and 2 to go 
high. This puts the circuit into the configuration shown at 
7B. When this sample period is over, 1 goes low, 2 goes 
high, and the circuit is put in the hold mode, Figure 7C. 
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Figure 7: Sample-and-hold circuit, A, uses 
three VARAFETS. Circuit 
configuration when sampling is 
shown at B, and hold mode at C 

MOSFET switches MOSFETS (Metal Oxide Silicon 
FET), unlike JFETS, are off when no control voltage is 
applied to the switch. They are turned on when the 
appropriate signal is applied to the gate terminal. MOSFET 
devices were among the first switches on the market but 

are now used in very few applications. Their only outstand
ing feature is more switches per package - up to six
than other technologies covered in this article. 

CMOS switches. Complementary MOSFET (CMOS) 
switches are now beginning to dominate. In applications 
where the special function switches - the PJFETS, 
NJFETS, VARAFETS - are not needed or cannot be used. 
CMOS switches are the preferred devices. 

CMOS switches consist of drivers and gates made from 
CMOS, usually on a single chip. A simplified circuit is shown 
in Figure 8. The on-off input signal can be obtained from a 
CMOS logic gate or TTL, either regular or open collector 
pulled to 15 volts. Switching speed is higher for 15 volt 
logic. When the logic input is low, both the P and N 
transistor are off. When the logic input is high, both 
transistors are on and signals up to ± 1 0 volts can flow 
either way through the circuits. 

A summary selection guide to analog switches is given in 
the table which appears at the top of these facing pages. 
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Figure 8: CMOS switches have extremely low 
drive and quiescent currents 
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LOWEST QUIESCENT CURRENT. HIGHEST SPEED LOWEST rOS(on) 

Monolithic CMOS driver Monolithic CMOS ,driv- Lowest charge injac- Bipolar/MOS driver Bipolar driver with 
gate combination (low er gate combinatiOn tion. CMOS driver with NJFET gate. NJFET gate (low 
cost). (low leakage). and VARAFET gate. cost). 

Low quiesceht cur- Highest speed Lowest charge in- Lowest rDS(on} Lowest rOS(on} 
rent. switch. jection. 

Lowest cost (for Lowest quiescent Very fast. Fast. Only switch with 
this category). current. Moderate leakage. true chip enable. 

Good speed w~h Lowest leakage re- Very low quiescent High quiescent cur- Low cost. 
moderate ros(on} suiting in lowest er- current. rent. 
and leakage. ror. 

Overvollage protec- Lower cost. Ultra low leakage. Highest cost. Moderate leakage 
fion to ±25V. quiescent current. 

Can switch up to Can switch signals Sw~ches ± 10V sig- Average speed. 
± l3V signals w~h almost to the sup- nals with ± l5V 
± l5V supplies. ply' rails. supplies. 

Switches ± 1 OV sig-
nals wnh ±15V 
supplies, or ± l2V 
and ± l8V supplies. 
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Understanding and Applying 
the Analog Switch 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically the analog switch has been thought of as a 
solid state relay, and many of its common applications are 
areas where the relay dominated the scene a few years 
ago. Routing signals in telephone exchanges is the most 
obvious example. More recently, however, as creative 
designers are becoming aware of the unique properties of 
the analog switch, a new generation of applications is 
emerging which were simply not possible using relays. The 
ability to change the gain of an amplifier, or the time 
constant of an integrator, in less than a microsecond has 
far-reaching implications in real-time analog signal process
ing. 

The purpose of this note is twofold. Firstly, to act as an 
introduction to analog switches to those who hav~ hitherto 
only used relays. Secondly, to compare and contrast the 
features of the different switch families and to illustrate their 
use with practical applications. 

RELAYS AND THE ANALOG SWITCH 
Since the class of relay closest to the analog switch in 

terms of cost and packaging is the reed relay, the compari
son which follows is confined to this type of device. Reed 
relays have three advantages; they are easy to apply 
(current through a coil opens or closes isolated contacts), 
they will handle signals of the order of hundreds of volts, 
and their ON-resistance is low. So what does the solid-state 
analog switch have to offer? It outperforms the mechanical 
relay in almost every other specification. It is much faster, 
does not suffer from contact bounce problems, is more 
rugged since there are no moving parts, has several times 
the number of switches per package, and is easier to drive 
since the switch can interface directly with TIL without 

requiring back-EMF diode protection, etc. The salient fea
tures of the two switch types are given in Table 1. 

Analog switches can be thought of in terms of form A, B, 
and C relays; it is only necessary to add some external 
connections as shown in Table 2. The table shows devices 
from the IH5040 series, with the switch states for a logic 
"1" input. In the normal state (logic "0" input) the contact 
closures drawn as closed would be open and vice versa. 

THE AVAILABLE SWITCH TYPES 
There are basically four different switch types on the 

market at the present time. They may be summarized as 
follows: 

a. Combination FET (MaS or Junction) and bipolar 
hybrid designs. 

b. Monolithic CMOS Designs. 
c. Simple low-cost JFET "virtual ground" designs. 
d. Simple low-cost "positive Signal" designs. 

Combination FET and Bipolar Hybrid 
Designs 

These may be described as first generation single 
package analog switches. In many respects they are 
equivalent to the jJ.A709 in the op-amp world; both deserve 
credit for pioneering the concept of a complete building 
block in a single package, and yet both have been outdated 
by advancing technologies and design concepts. 

This family is of hybrid construction and consists of a 4 
Bipolar, monolithic driver chip and MOSFETs or junction 
FETs as output devices. The driver stage is required to 
translate the TIL voltage levels to those suitable to drive 
the output stage; this is typically a 3V to + 15V or a O.SV to 
-15V translation. 

TABLE 1 

FAMILY 

HYBRID FET & 
TYPICAL BIPOLAR SWITCH CMOS SWITCH VIRTUAL GROUND 

PARAMETER REED RELAY (IH5001) (IH5040) 

SIGNAL HANDLING 
(Vs = ± 1SV WHERE ±300V ±8V ±14V 
APPLICABLE) 

ON RESISTANCE 0.1n. 30n. 7Sn. 

SPEED(ton/toff) 1000/S00j.lS 0.S/1.0j.lS 1.0/0.Sj.IS 

LOGIC COMPATIBILITY NO YES YES 

STEADY STATE 
QUIESCENT CURRENT 10mA @ 1SV a.SmA 10MA 
(WHEN ON) 

COST PER CHANNEL < $1.00 $2.S0 < $1.00 
@ 1000 PCS 

NOTE: 1. When used as recommended at the virtual ground point of an operational amplifier. 
2. A method of switching + 20V signals in the data sheet. 

SWITCH (IH5009) 

±1SV 
(NOTE 1) 

100n. 

O.S/O.Sj.IS 

YES 

NONE 

< $1.00 

POSITIVE SIGNAL 
SWITCH (IH5025) 

OV TO +10V 
(NOTE 2) 

100n. 

0.2/0.2MS 

YES 

NONE 

< $1.00 

405500-001 
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Table 2: Relay Equivalent Contact Forms 
NOTE 1: Switch states are for logic "1" input 
NOTE 2: Pin Connections are for DIP package 

FORM A 
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I 
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_, 
The DG 111 through DG 125 grouping has a bipolar driver 

and a PMOS monolithic output stage, with up to six (6) 
independent MOSFETs on each chip (Figure 1). These are 
enhancement mode MOSFETs and are turned off with no 
power applied. The range of switching is ± 1 OV with + 20V 
and -10V power supplies. Typical ROS(ON) is 70n for 
+ 10V signals, 150n for low level Signals and about 300n 
for -10V signals. Notice the switch does not show a 

_I 
..... '01 

DUAL B DuAL C 

v, 
'" Y, 

c;>-=-t---<>'1'1+'-O .. .. 
O-:i-"''''--O'"r'' ...... 'O .. 
O-:'I---o...L ........ .0 .. 

S8OD03OI 

constant impedance as signal level is varied. To minimize 
this modulation effect by the signal, these parts should work 
into relatively high load resistances (i.e., RL::: 10Kn). 

The DG126 through DG164 family, and also the IH5001 
through IH5007, again have a,bipolar driver chip for voltage 
translation, but discrete JFET chips are used as output 
stages here (Figure 2). typical ROS(ON)'S are in the 5n to 
50n range (depending on Part #), and all are characterized 
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by a constant switch resistance. Typical analog switching 
levels are ± BV with ± 15V supplies. 

For both of the above families, the following are common 
characteristics: 

1. Construction is hybrid. 
2. Switching speeds are typically 0.3j.1s and 1.0j.ls (ton 

and toff) 
3. Leakages are in 1 nA range. 
4. Charge injections are very similar. 
5. Circuit power dissipation is very similar. 
The new monolithic CMOS analog switches discussed in 

the next section will outperform these earlier hybrids in 
almost every parameter, will ultimately be much less costly 
to manufacture, and will undoubtably become the 741' sand 
101A's of the analog switch world. 

DSQ06701 

Figure 1: DG118 (One Channel) 

, ., 

Figure 2: 11"15001 

Monolithic CMOS Designs 
For all new designs, the CMOS switches should be 

considered along with the more specialized types described 
in c. and d. It will be shown later that the CMOS switch is 
extremely versatile; in fact, the only reason not to use it is in 
those instances where the much simpler (and less costly) 
specialized circuits can perform th~ task. 

These switches are of monolithic construction and in
clude part #'s IH5040 througll IH5052. Each part is a 
complete driver and output stage combination and the 
family has the following salient features: 

1. TTL compatible. 
2. Switches up to ±14V with ±15V supplies. 
3. Has overvoltage protection to ±25V signal inputs. 
4. Draws < 100j.LA (1 j.LA typ.) from ± 15V supplies. 
5. Break-before-make switching with typical ton "'" 

500ns and typical toff "'" 250ns. 
6. ROS(on} < 75n. 
7. Improved reliability due to lower power construction 

and monolithic consumption. 
The use of CMOS processing allows the fabrication of a 

family of switches with superior parameters compared with 
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the older hybrid techniques. For example, the CMOS parts 
can switch within tV of power supplies (±14V with ±15V 
supplies) while parts in a group a) switch ±BV with ±15V or 
±10V with +20V and -10V typically. Also, the CMOS 
quiescent current is typically microamperes instead of 
milliamperes; thus it is ideal for portable equipment. CMOS 
is compatible with any logic, while the hybrid families are 
strictly designed for TTL (+ 5V logic). 

The CMOS switches are offered in a variety of switch 
configurations, i.e., SPST, DUAL SPST, DPST, DUAL DPST, 
DPDT, 4PST, etc. Each different part is merely a metal 
mask option of the basic CMOS device. A typical schematic 
is shown in Figure 3. 

., 
OSOO6901 

Figure 3: IH5042 Schematic 

A. Hybrid Analog Gate Using Monolithic 
Bipolar Drivers and FETSwitches 
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B. MONOLITHIC CMOS ANALOG GATE 

Virtual Ground Switch Family 
The Combination FET and Bipolar Hybrid Designs and 

Monolithic CMOS Designs are families which feature great 
versatility; while there are differences in signal handling 
capability, speed, power consumption, etc., between the 
two groups, there is little doubt that both families will handle 
most switching needs. The disadvantage of this added 
versatility is the price one pays for it. If you need the 
flexibility to switch A.C. signals into any load, and up to 
± 1 OV amplitude, then you need either of the a) or b) groups. 
On the other hand, if you are switching into the inverting 
input of an operational amplifier, or are switching low level 
signals, the IH5009 through IH5024 provides the best cost 
performance tradeoff. 

The IH5009 family came into being at Intersil to fill the 
need for a $1 per channel switch function. It was found that 
40% of all switching applications encountered could be 
satisfied by a simpler switch than the driver/gate combina
tion designs. Since the switch could be simpler, the costs 
were less and customer objectives could be met. This 
"designing for need" concept led to the P-channel JFET 
analog switch (IH5009 family). A P-channel was chosen as 
the gating element since it could be driven directly from 
positive going logic (TTL); thus the TTL gate acted as a 
driver for the FET and resulted in an immediate cost saving 
to end users, since previous designs had required a 
separate driver. 

The phrase low level switching is a misnomer as applied 
to the IH5009 family of "virtual ground switches" (the 
negative feedback point of an op amp is a virtual ground). In 
reality, the switch could handle ±100V if one could find an 
op amp capable of ± 100V output swings, since the Signal 
appearing at the virtual ground is attenuated by the open 
loop gain. When the switch is off, it is the diodes that limit 
the swings, at the JFET, to levels compatible with the logic. 

The diodes from the source to ground limit the swing at 
the JFET to + 0.7V typically so the circuit operates correctly 
regardless of the signal voltage. 
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SIGNAL 
INPUTS 

08007001 

Figure 4: IH5009 SchematiC 

10 K,U 

10KU 

10 K!: 

DSOO71QI 

Figure 5: Switching At Virtual Ground of An 
Op-Amp (2 Channels Shown) 

While the intent of the 5009 family was to reduce cost, 
some unique advantages accompany this reduction: 

1. Since the TTL logic element is the driver, the switch 
is very fast; this implies that most analog switches 
are speed limited by the driver or translator and this 
is true. If the driver takes 1 f..LS to switch from + 15V 
to -15V then toll time of driver-gate combination (N
channel) will be approximately 1 f..LS. Only in the 5009 
and the 5025 family is the FET speed capability fully 
utilized; this then turns out to be inherent in the 
design. Typical ton times are 50nS and typical toll 
times are 150nS. 

2. The method of switching is current switching and the 
output/input relationship follows the well known 
inverting feedback amplifier gain equation. If the op 
amp has high open loop gain, the Signal present at 
summing junction will be f..LV or mV and therefore, 
the output is just the input current times the total 
feedback resistance. Thus, for 0.1 % or 0.01 % 
switching accuracy, a feedback JFET is used in 
series with the feedback resistor (At); this feedback 
FET compensates for the error due to lin x ADS loss 
at the input (ADS = "on" resistance of PJFEn. In 
the 5009 family, a "compensating FET" is included 
in the package specifically for this purpose (Figure 
6). The two FETs track so the gain tracks through 
temperature and system accuracy can be 
maintained. 
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AF01720t 

Figure 6: Use of "Compensating FET" To 
Reduce RDS(ON) Error 

The 5009 series is broken up into two different groups. All 
the odd-numbered parts (5009, 5011, etc.) are designed to 
be used with TIL open collector logic ( + 15V power supply) 
while the even-numbered ones are designed to be used 
with + 5V TIL logic. For odd-numbered parts, the JFETs 
have a pinch-off voltage of 4V to 10V anct a maximum 
ROS(on) of 100n (65n typical) and the even numbers have 
a pinch-off range of 2V to 3.9V and a maximum ROS(on) of 
150n (90n typical). 

For both even and odd numbers, the match between any 
two channels is better than 50n and versions at 25n, 10n, 
5n are available at increased cost over the basic 50n 
match. Additional information on the 5009 series is given in 
Intersil Application Note A004 "The IH5009 Series of Low 
Cost Analog Switches." 

,. 
'J 

1 
" 

DSOO7201 

Figure 7: IH5025 Schematic 

Positive Signal Switch Family 
Just as the 5009 series fits a particular need for virtual 

ground switching applications, the IH5025 through IH5038 

fits into a certain niche when only positive signals are 
switched. The 5025 series has been designed to switch any 
signal from OV to + 10V using TIL open collector logic 
( + 15V power supply). Signals up to + 25V can be switched 
by using a + 30V supply at open collector terminal point. 
There is no restriction on the load, as in the 5009 family, 
and load resistances from 50n to infinity are easily handled. 
A typical switching circuit is shown in Figure 8 below: 

~IGI\IAl 
INPUT 

fROM 
TTL OUTPUT 

SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

+I5V 

Too17101 

Figure 8: Typical Switching Circuit (One 
Channel) 

Notice that no op amp is required to be part of the 
switching circuit, as is the case in the 5009 family. The 
disadvantage of this series is that negative Signals cannot 
be switched unless external parts are added as in Figure 9. 

m .w"""'" 
",IL 

r-------,· .. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.... --

TC017201 

Figure 9: Switching Bipolar Signals Using 
The IH5025 

Thus, by adding a PNP (2N3638 or 2N2907, etc.) and two 
resistors, the 5025 family becomes just as versatile as any 
other analog switch. Of course, open collector logic must 
still be used. When switching only positive Signals, so that 
the circuit is driven directly from logic, speed is very fast; in 
fact, t(on) ,., 50ns and t(oft) ,., 200ns up to RL = 1 K loads 
(CL:S 10pF). When driving through PNP stage shown, 
speed is considerably reduced (to 300nS, 1 itS for t(on), 
t(oft) respectively). 

The 5025 family is broken up into 2 distinct groups, all of 
which have a pinch-off range of 2V to 3.9V. The odd
numbered parts have a maximum ROS(on) of 100n and the 
even numbers have a maximum of 150n; the difference 
between the two groups is that a larger geometry FET is 
used for odd-numbered parts. This larger geometry, while 
producing a lower on resistance, also inherently has about 
twice the charge injection when compared with the even
numbered parts. This is specified at 20mV maximum into 
10,000pF for all parts. Typical charge injections are 7mV for 
even-numbered parts and 14 mV for odd-numbered parts. 
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As with the 5009 family, the 5025 series has a channel to 

channel ROS(on) match of 50n or less, with typicals running 
in the 25n area. 

While the 5025 family has been targeted for use with TTL 
open collector logic, it can be used with 5V logic under the 
restraint that a maximum of 1V signal is switched. While this 
is rather restrictive, there are a few applications where this 
1 V maximum would be no problem; i.e., when switching 
transducer signals directly. 

COMPARING THE PARAMETERS 
Table 1 compares the key features of different switch 

types. A more detailed description of specific parameters 
follows: 
Signal Handling 

It has already been pointed out that one of the primary 
differences between relays and semiconductor switches is 
the degree of isolation between the control signal and the 
signal being switched. In the case of the semiconductor 
switch, the maximum analog signal that can be handled is 
related to the characteristics of the FETs or MOSFETs, and 
the supply voltages. When the switch itself is an N channel 
JFET, which in the absence of any gate bias is in the ON 
state, the device is held off by driving the gate towards the 
negative supply. Clearly, if the potential on the drain or 
source comes within Vp (the pinch-off voltage) of the gate, 
the device will turn on. With MOSFETs an analogous 
situation exists: The analog signal modulates the gate bias 
and can give rise to incorrect switch states if the recom
mended signal amplitudes are exceeded. 

For virtual ground family (IH5009, etc.) the situation is 
somewhat different. The maximum signal which can be 
handled at the switch itself is only + 700mV; however, when 
used as recommended at the virtual ground point of an op
amp, signals at Yin and You! may be much larger, as 
previously stated (Le., ± 1 OOV). It is worth noting that low 
level signals, such as those from a thermocouple, may be 
switches using an IH5009 without the need for an op-amp 
provided the amplitudes are less than 700mV. 

On Resistance 
The ON-resistance of a good reed relay is substantially 

less than that of a typical analog switch. However, the 
widespread use of high input-impedance op-amp buffers 
has tended to decrease the importance of ON-resistance as 
a key parameter. It is almost always possible to design the 
circuitry interfacing with the switch so that an ON-resistance 
of 30n to 100n does not contribute a substantial error. 
Some of these techniques are illustrated in the applications 
given on pages 10 through 16. 

In the case of the IH5009 series, the effective ON
resistance olthe switches may be further reduced by use of 
the "compensating FET" as described earlier. 

The linearity of ON-resistance as a function of the analog 
signal is dependent on the switch type. For junction FET 
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switches, which are normally on, ROS(on)iS independent of 
the analog signal (Figure 10). For PMOS switches, a 
negative gate bias is required to turn the device on. The 
analog Signal thus modulates the bias voltage, giving rise to 
the characteristics seen in Figure 11. In the case of the 
CMOS switch, the ROS(on) of the "p" and the "n" channel 
in parallel tend to compensate, as shown in Figure 12. 

The temperature characteristics of the different switch 
types are shown in Figure 13 through 15. 

ros(ON) AS A FUNCTiON OF THE ANALOG SIGNAL 
VOLTAGE 

VANALOG-V 

0P01310t 

Figure 10: JFET Switch 

ros(ON) AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANALOG SIGNAL 
VOLTAGE 

VANAlOG-V 

OP013101 

Figure 11: PMOS Switch 
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roS(ON) AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANALOG SIGNAL 
VOLTAGE 

1: 
0 1.5 ... 
ffi 
N 
:::; 
..: 1.0 

" a: 
0 z 
I 

Z 0.5 
0 

~ 

VANALOG-V 

OP013201 

Figure 12: CMOS Switch 

Speed 
Table 1 shows the maximum switching times for various 

switch families. The waveform photos which follow illustrate 
the typical performance that can be expected under normal 
operating conditions. When the 5009 and the 5025 series 
are used in conjunction with an op-amp, the switching 
characteristics are usually limited by the slew rate and 
settling time of the op-amp. At the present time, for 
example, there are no monolithic op-amps capable of 
swinging 10 volts and settling to .01 % in less than 500n8, 
even though the IH5009 is capable of such performance. 

ros(ON) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

~ E 1.5 

ljl 
N 
:::; 

" ~ 
o 
'f 
Z 0.5 

~ 1-- -~--~-- .. 

i ' 

OP013301 

Figure 13: JFET Switch 
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rDS(ON) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
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TEMPERATURE-gC 

0P013401 

Figure 14: PMOS Switch 

rDs(ON) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
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Figure 15: CMOS Switch 
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TYPICAL SWITCHING WAVE;FORMS 

HORIZONTAL & 1 pl/diy 
VERTlCAL·5V/diy 

.. LOGIC 
INPUT 

+10V 

-OUTPUT 
OV 

. WFOO7OOl 

IID~DIl 

"OuT 

70V 

05007301 

Figure 16: DG118 (Note "Make-Before-Break" Action) 

HORIZONTAL· 1 ps/diy 
VERTlCAL·5V/diy 

HORIZONTAL = 1 ps/diY 
VERTICAL (TOP) = 10V/diy 
VERTICAL (BOTTOM) = 5V/diy 

LOGIC 
.. INPUT 

+10V 

_OUTPUT 

OV 

WF007101 

101111 

-10\1 

Figure 17: IH5010 

LOGIC - INPUT 

+10V 

_OUTPUT 

OV 

WF007"'" 

Figure 18: IH5025 
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.'V 
ovJl. 
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INPUT 
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INPUT 
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or AMP 

08007501 

05007401 
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HORIZONTAL = 1 ... /div 
VERTICAL = 5V/div 

.. LOGIC 
INPUT 

+10V 

-OUTPUT 

OV 

WFOO73f» 

cs007601 

Figure 19: IH5041 (Note "Break-Before-Make" Action) 

05007901 

Figure 20: Interfacing IH5009 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 

......... ... 
....... 
0""". 

08007701 

Figure 21: Interfacing IH5009 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 

05008001 

Figure 22: Interfacing IH5025 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 
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DSOO8201 

Figure 23: Interfacing IH5025 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 

..A ... .... 

DSOO81OJ 

Figure 24: Interfacing IH5040 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 

0s0078OJ 

Figure 25: Interfacing IH5040 Family 
With 5V and 15V TTL 
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Logic Compatibility 

All the popular solid state switches are compatible with 
TTL output swings; some require a pull-up resistor to 
guarantee correct operatiorf,however, Schematics showing 
how to interface with both standard (5V) TTL and high level 
open collector (15V) are given in Figure 20 through 25. 

Power Supplies 
The IH5009 and IH5025 require no external supplies; the 

only power used is gate leakage current drawn from the 
logic. The IH5040 CMOS circuits require ± 15 volts and + 5 
volts, but again the only steady state power drain is a 
leakage current of 1#lA typical. The hybrid switches utilizing 
bipolar drivers require ± 15 volt supplies, and typically use 
2mA ,in the ON condition. In the OFF state this current is 
much reduced and may only consist of a few microamps. 

Charge Injection 
Most analog switches exhibit some degree of charge 

injection, due to capacitive coupling between the FET gate 
and the channel. This is a difficult parameter to define in 
quantitative terms since it depends on the rate of change of 
the gate drive signal. 

However, it turns out that all the analog gates under 
discussion in this note exhibit similar charge injection 
characteristics. Using the IH5025, for example, in'the test 
circuit of Figure 26, the waveform at the Qutput is as shown 
in Figure 27. Note that the equivalent circuit of Figure 26 is 
simply a capacitance divider between the gate-channel 
capacitance and the load capacitance. For other operating 
conditions, the amplitude of the charge injection spike can 
be scaled proportionately. For example, doubling the size of 
the load capacitance will halve the spike amplitude. 

rylV''';OSCOPE 

PROBE /lOXI 

.". J'O.OOOPF 

OS00830' 

Figure 26: Charge Injection Test Circuit 
l)pper Waveform = Logic Input 
(10V/div) Lower 
Waveform = Output (5 mV/dlv) 
Horizontal = 1.0 Ils/dlv 
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UPPER WAVEFORM = LOGIC INPUT (10V/div) 
LOWER WAVEFORM = OUTPUT (5 mV/div) 
HORIZONTAL· 1.0 !'S/div 

WFOO7401 

Figure 27: IH5025 Charge Injection 

SUMMARY 
As a guide to users trying to decide which of Intersil's 

family of analog gates is most appropriate for their system 
needs, the following summary may help to narrow the 
choice: 
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USE INTERSIL FAMILY" KEY FEATURES 

Any portable equipment IH5040 CMOS family. Lowest power dissipation (25j1.W typ.). Compatible 
with CMOS logic levels. 

Telephone switching IH5009 or IH5025 family. Very fast switching to allow multiplexing many 
signals over the same line; lowest cost part. 

Computer interfacing equipment IH5009 or IH5025 family for low cost. 
(Disc readouts. Read and write circuits 
from memory drums, etc.) 

Video or radar switching IH5025 family for fastest speed. 

Military Avionics 

a. Ground support material DGl16 thru DGl64 family or IH5040 family when versatility is more 
important than cost. 

b. Airborne equipment IH5040 family for minimum waste of power and versatility to perform 
many different switching functions with the same part. 

Any switching done in conjunction with IH5009 family can be switched directly from logic in virtual ground 
operational amplifiers (i.e., switched applications. 
integrators, switched gain, integrating 
sample and hold, etc.) 

Any system requiring switch to be off DGl16 thru DG125 family or IH5050 family. MOSFET and CMOS devices 
when power is off require power to be turned on. 

APPLICATIONS - DG120 SERIES 

1Xi120 
R, 

... 

10 

I,. 

III 
L ~OUN!"-LOO; J 
oOIFSlT V0l.1AGlS 

" 1 

LTOCON1AOL LOG"-=-.J 

AF017301 

Figure 28: 3-Channel Differential Multiplexer 
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APPLICATIONS - DG120 SERIES (CO NT.) 
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Figure 29: Gain Programmable Amplifier 
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Figure 30: Programmable Integrator With Reset 
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APPLICATIONS - DG120 SERIES (CO NT.) 
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Figure 31: Low Cost 4 Channel Multiplexer 
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Figure 32: 3 Channel Multiplexer With Sample " Hold 
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APPLICATIONS - DG120 SERIES (CO NT.) 
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Figure 33: Gain Ranging Circuit 
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APPLICATIONS -IH5009 SERIES 

NOTE: 1'HI! ANALOG IIWITCH IIETWUN 1'HI! OP _ AND 1'HI! 

~ IOIPU1" IIWITCHU IlEDUCIS1'HI! 1_ DUll TO LIAIIAGI! 

CHAIIACTIIIISTICS _OR· o.-..v TYPICAI..:tIC 
1QoN TYPICAI.. !lie 

Figure 34: 16 Channel Multiplexer 
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APPLICATIONS -IH5025 SERIES 

AF018001 

Figure 35: Multiplexer From Positive Output 
Transducers 

AF018101 

Figure 36: Sample and Hold Switch 
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Figure 37: Switching Up To + 20V Signals 
With TTL Logic 
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APPLICATIONS - Ui5025 SERIES (CONT.) 
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Figure 38: Switching Bipolar Signals With TTL Logic (Alternate Method) 
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APPLICATIONS - IH5025 SERIES 
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Figure 39: Using The IH5028 As A Dual SPOT To Drive Ladder Networks For Bipolar Switching (Up 
. To ±10V) 
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Figure 40: High Input Impedance Gain Control For Positive Input Signals Using IH5025 
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APPLICATIONS -IH5040 SERIES 
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-15V 
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AF018601 

Figure 41: Improved Sample & Hold Using IH5043 (NOTE: This circuit is available as a hybrid from 
Intersll. Part number is IH5110/5111) 
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Figure 42: Using The CMOS Switch To Drive An R/2R Ladder Network (2 Legs) 
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APPLICATIONS -IH5040 SERIES (CONT.) 

100kr1 
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i. e. with components shown 
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Figure 43: Digitally TUf'led Low Power Active Filter 
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The IH5009 Analog Switch Series 

INTRODUCTION 
The IH5009 series of analog switches described in this 

note were designed by Intersil to fill the need for an easy-to
use, inexpensive switch for both industrial and military 
applications. Although low cost was one of the primary 
design objectives (less than $1/switch in volume), perfor
mance and versatility have not been sacrificed. Up to four 
channels per package are available, no external power 
supplies are required, and switching speeds are guaranteed 
to be less than 500ns. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

Switching Virtual Ground Signals 
The signals seen at the drain of a junction FET type 

analog switch can be arbitrarily divided into two categories: 
Those which are less than ±200mV, and those which are 
greater than ±200mV. The former category includes all 
those circuits where switching is performed at the virtual 
ground point of an op-amp, and it is primarily towards these 
applications that the IH5009 family of circuits is directed. In 
applications where the signal amplitude at the switch is 
greater than ±200mV, the simple design of the IH5009 is no 
longer appropriate and a more complex switch design is 
called for. See REF. 1 for a complete discussion of this type 
of switch. 

It is important to realize that the ±200mV limitation 
applies only to the signal at the drain of the FET switch; 
signals of ± 1 OV or greater can be commutated by the 
IH5009 in a circuit of the type shown in Figure 1. For a high 
gain inverting amplifier the signal level at the virtual ground 
point will only be a few microvolts for + 10V input and 
output swings. 

10Kn 

9 
I 
I 
I { 

+ 10V 0---\M,---o---"" - . 

10Kn 

1 
r---4--o±10V 

Too17301 

Figure 1: Switching At Virtual Ground Point 

The Compensating FET 
Those devices which feature common drains (IH5009, 

5010,5013,5014, etc.) have another FET in addition to the 
channel switches (Figure 2). This FET, which has gate and 
source connected such that VGS = 0, is intended to com
pensate for the on-resistance of the switch. When placed in 
series with the feedback resistor (Figure 3) the gain is given 
by: 

10kn + ToS (compensator) 
GAl N = --::-:--::-='"::-'---:--'-::--:-:--

10kn + RoS (switch) 
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Clearly, the gain error caused by the switch is dependent 
on the match between the FETs rather than the absolute 
value of the FET on-resistance. For the standard product, 
all the FETs in a given package are guaranteed to match 
within 50n. Selections down to 5n are available however. 
The part numbers are shown in Table 1. Since the absolute 
value of ROS(ON) is only guaranteed to be less than 100n 
or 150n, it is clear that a substantial improvement in gain 
accuracy can be obtained by using the compensating FET. 
This is only true however when the input resistor and the 
feedback resistor are similar in value: for dissimilar values, 
the benefits of the compensating FET are less pronounced. 

Logic Compatibility 
The 5009 through 5024 series parts are primarily intend

ed for constant-impedance mUltiplexing. The diode con
nected to the JFET source acts like a shunt switch, while 
the FET itself acts as a series switch. The advantage of this 
configuration is its high noise immunity when the series 
element is off. The diode then clamps the source to +0.7 
TYP. with a low AC impedance to ground and prevents false 
triggering of the FET for positive inputs. Negative inputs 
present no problems since they further increase the OFF 
voltage beyond pinCh-off. 

COMPENSATING FET 

sooJt..s 

DSOO8401 

Figure 2: Schematic of IH5009 & IH5010 

10 K!! 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

SERIES 
ELEMENT 

COMPENSATION 
FET 

lOKi! 

08008501 

Figure 3: Use of Compensation FET 
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PART 
NUMBER 

IH5009 
1!'i5010 
IT57318 
IT57319 
IT57320 
IT57321 
IT57322 
IT57323 
IH5013 
IH5014 
IT57324 
IT57325 
IT57326 
IT57327 
IT57328 
IT57329 
IH5017 
IH5018 
IT57330 
IT57331 
IT57332 
IT57333 
IT57334 
IT57335 
IH5021 
IH5022 
IT57336 
IT57337 
IT57338 
IT57339 
IT57340 
IT57341 

INPUT 
LOGIC DRIVE 

High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 
High Level 
OTL, TTL, RTL 

r - ~ - - - - - - - - - .., +5V 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

I 5V TTL GATE -= -= I L ___________ .J 

TABLE 1 

DESCRIPTION 

4-Channel, 15V Logic 
4-Channel, 5V Logic 
4-Channel, 15V Logic 
4-Channel, 5V Logic 
4-Channel, 15V Logic 
4-Channel, 5V Logic 
4-Channel, 15V Logic 
4-Channel, 5V Logic 
3-Channel, 15V Logic 
3-Channel, 5V Logic 
3-Channel, 15V Logic 
3-Channel, 5V Logic 
3-Channel, 15V Logic 
3-Channel, 5V Logic 
3-Channel, 15V Logic 
3-Channel, 5V Logic 
2-Channel, 15V Logic 
2-Channel, 5V Logic 
2-Channel, 15V Logic 
2-Channel, 5V Logic 
2-Channel, 15V Logic 
2-Channel, 5V Logic 
2-Channel, 15V Logic 
2-Channel, 5V Logic 
l-Channel, 15V Logic 
l-Channel, 5V Logic 
l-Channel, 15V Logic 
l-Channel, 5V Logic 
l-Channel, 15V Logic 
l-Channel, 5V Logic 
l-Channel, 15V Logic 
l-Channel, 5V Logic 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

EFFECTIVE 
rDS(ON) 
(OHMS) 

MAX 

50 
50 
25 
25 
10 
10 
5 
5 

50 
50 
25 
25 
10 
10 
5 
5 
50 
50 
25 
25 
10 
10 
5 
5 
50 
50 
25 
25 
10 
10 
5 
5 

ANALOG 
>---<>--:::J OUTPUT 

LCOO24Ol 

Figure 4: Interfacing With + 5V Logic 
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rOS(ON) 
(OHMS) 

MAX 

100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
100 
150 
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r - - - - - - -- - - - '+15V 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

! :RE!T 

10K~! 
10K~! 

I 111Kn 
I I TO 
I 110Kni _ 

>-....... ~_ ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

I -

I LOGIC 
I INPUT 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

115VTTLGATE'= '= I L ___________ .J 

LCOO2501 

Figure 5: Interfacing With + 15V Open Collector Logic 

The even-numbered devices in the family (5010 through 
5024) are deSigned for interfacing with 5V logic. The pinch
off of the FETs is selected to be less than 3.7V (Vp @ 
10 = 1 nA); therefore, a positive logiC level + 4.5V will supply 
adequate safety margin for proper gating action. To guaran
tee this + 4.5V from series 54/74 TIL logic requires the use 
of a pull-up resistor: Values from 2kn to 10kn are suitable 
depending upon the speed requirements (Figure 4). Alterna
tively the TIL may be operated from + 6V supplies. The 
"1" level will then be greater than + 4.5V without the need 
for a pull-up resistor. The maximum on-resistance is guaran
teed for + 0.5V on the gate of the FET. Since the maximum 
low level output voltage from TIL is O.4V, the ON
resistances specified are conservative. WithOV applied to 
the FET gate, typical ON-resistances of 90n will be 
obtained. 

The odd-numbered devices in the family (5009 through 
5023) are designed for interfacing with 15V logic. The 
pinch-off of these parts is selected to be less than 10V, so 
that a + 11 V positive logic level provides adequate safety 
margin. To obtain this level from open collector TIL logic 
also requires a pull-up resistor; 1 kn to 10kn is suitable 
depending on the speed and fan-out requirements (Figure 
5). The ON-resistance is measured with + 1.5V applied to 
the gate and is guaranteed to be less than lOOn at 25°C. 
For OV on the gate, the typical RON is 60n. 

In applications where low ON-resistance is critical, spe
cial selections can be made. Since high pinch-off FETs 
have lower ON-resistances than low pinch-off types (for a 
given geometry) it is advantageous to make such selections 
from the odd-numbered devices and use high level TIL for 
the control logiC. 

Maximum Switch Current 
The maximum current through the switch is dictated 

primarily by leakage considerations rather than power 
dissipation problems. When the drain of the FET is held at 
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virtual ground, current through the channel tends to bias the 
source positive. Eventually, the source-gate junction will 
forward bias, giving rise to large leakage currents. This is 
most likely to occur at high temperature when the junction 
turn-on potential is at its lowest. The data sheet guarantees 
maximum leakage for IS = 1 mA and 2mA, with VIN = OV. 
The substantial increase seen in the leakage in changing IS 
from 1 mA to 2mA (at 70°C) indicates that the turn-on 
potential is being approached rapidly under these condi
tions. Specifying the leakage for VIN (the gate poten
tial) = OV is a worst case condition; under most circum
stances VIN = + 200mV would be a more typical value. 
Thus 200mV additional signal would be required at the 
source to give the same leakage current. 

SWitching Speed and Crosstalk 
The switching speed is guaranteed to be less than 500ns 

at 25°C. Typical turn-on and turn-off times are 150ns and 
300ns, respectively. 

When analog switches are used in conjunction with 
operational amplifiers, settling time is often an important 
parameter. In a typical fast amplifier, settling times of 11lS to 
0.1 % are seen. This time is primarily caused by non-linear 
modes of operation within the amplifier, and the inclusion of 
an analog switch at the virtual ground pOint will not cause 
significant degradation of the settling time. 

Crosstalk can be measured using the circuit of Figure 6. 
At low frequencies, it is very difficult to obtain accurate 
values since the separation is better than 120dB. Typical 
crosstalk as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 7. 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 
Table 2 shows the different product numbers, their 

schematics, and their equivalent circuits. The even numbers 
are deSigned to be driven from 5V TIL, while odd numbers 
are designed to be driven from TIL open collector logic 
(15V). 
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10K!2 

lOKI! 

10K!l 

V'N ~ 20V 
~Pk-I)k 

.. SV (5010 ETC) 
+15V (5009 ETC) 

VOUT 

IlSOO86OI 

Figure 6: Crosstalk Measurement Circuit 

CROSSTALK AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY 
-130 
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-120 

" -110 
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FREQUENCY (Hz) 

OP013601 

Figure 7: Crosstalk As A Function Of Frequency 
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TABLE 2 

IH5009 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
(IH5010 (rOS(ON) ::: 150n) 

14 PIN DIP 

2 

6 

9 

13 10 

12 

IH5017 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5018 (rOS(ON)::: 150n) 

8 PIN DIP 

2 

IH5011 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5012 (rOS(ON) ::: 150n) 

16 PIN DIP 

2 

7 3 

6 

IH5019 (roS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5020 (rOS(ON)::: 150n) 

8 PIN DIP 

4 

08008701 

4 

D8OO8801 

4 

DSOO8901 

2 4 

~ 
DSOO9OO1 
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IH5013 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
(IH5014 (rOS(ON) :::l50n) 

14 PIN DIP 

DS009101 

IH5021 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5022 (roS(ONI ::: 150n) 

8 PIN DP 

DSOO9201 

IH5015 (rOS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5016 (roS(ON)::: 150n) 

16 PIN DIP 

0S009301 

IH5023 (rDS(ON)::: lOOn) 
IH5024 (rOS(ON)::: 150n) 

8 PIN DIP 

3 1 :-rr. 
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ANALOG 
INPUTS 

.D~D[l 

r-~-----------------IH5009/1H50IO i 
4 10K!l 

~ ,.........-L_ ----------'VW-~-___, 
15pF 

10KU 
--""'I'v- -i--_-h 

6 

10K~l I 100!l 
--""'I'v- -J~--l--+-, 

I 
I 
J 
I 
I 

OUTPUT 
9 

10KU 
--""'I'v- -1--..--+--+--1 .... 

I 
I 
I 

150pF 

ANALOG 
INPUTS 

13 _____ .J 

CHANNEL SELECT 

CHARACTERISTICS: SLEW RATE = 10Vll's 
GAIN ACCURACY = 
.5% (lH5009) TO .05% 
(lTS7322). See Table 1. 

TC017401 

Figure 8: Low Cost 4 Channel Multiplexer 

.01!JF 

10K!'-------! ---.----Il 
\-:6 II I 

I--'VV\,-

10K!l 
~ ~~.--+--I--+' 

13 

/ 
SAMPLE/HOLD 

SELECT 

7 8 14 -CHANNEL 
SELECT 

10K~2 

CHARACTERISTICS: TYPICAL OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE DRIFT 
<5 mV/sec 

TC017501 

Figure 9: 3-Channel Multiplexer With Sample & Hold 
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lMi! 
;- --- ---'H5OO9i'H501o --- ---i 

lM~! 

= 

1 7 

CH4 CH3 CH2 eM 1 

liN -
r
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

11 

L ___ _ 

15 pF 

l00~! 

FOUl 

CHARACTERISTICS: GAIN = 1 FOR CHANNEL 1 ON; CHANNELS 2, 3, 4 OFF 
GAIN = 2 FOR CHANNEL 2 ON; CHANNELS 1,3,4 OFF 
GAIN = 10 FOR CHANNEL 3 ON; CHANNELS 1, 2, 4 OFf 
GAIN = 50 FOR CHANNEL 4 ON; CHANNELS 1, 2, 3 OFf 
GAIN = 100 FOR ALL CHANNELS OFF 
SLEW RATE = 10Vll's 

GAIN RANGING CIRCUIT 

TC017601 

Figure 10: Gain Ranging Circuit 

10K!! 

7 ,_ 8 

GAIN SELECT 

I 
_.J 

EOUT 

2 10K!! 

6 lOOK!! 

9 

13 10MS! 

CHARACTERISTICS: GAIN = -£oUT = RFB 
liN 

TC017701 

Figure 11: Gain Programmable Amplifier 
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R 
elN 0--'V'./Iv--..... ------.... -I 

11 

r- ---------------, 
I IH5009I1H5010 2 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 6 
I 
I 
I 
I 9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L ___ _ 

1 7 8 14 = 
SLOPE SELEC~ RESET 

C2 

C3 

C4 

2Kn 
13 

CHARACTERISTICS: eoUT = - R~ ferN dt 

TC017811 

Figure 12: Programmable Slope Integrator 
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10Kil 

E'N 1 

E'N2 

E'N 3 r 

E'N4 

E'N5 

E'N6 

E'N 7 

E'N8 

E'N 13'--'VVV--: 

>---0 EOUT 

CHARACTERISTICS: ERROR = O,4I'V TYPICAL @ 25·C 
10l'V TYPICAL@70·C 

NOTE: THE ANALOG SWITCH BETWEEN THE OP-AMP AND THE 
16 INPUT SWITCHES REDUCES THE ERRORS DUE TO LEAKAGE. 

Figure 13: Sixteen Way Multiplexer 
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A New CMOS Analog Gate 
Technology 

INTRODUCTION 
A new CMOS process has been developed by Intersi! 

which is destined to have a significant impact on the future 
of this technology in the fabrication of analog gates and 
multiplexers. ' 

Up to the present time, all the analog gates and 
multiplexers manufactured with standard CMOS technology 
have suffered from a serious limitation: under certain 
conditions, these circuits, "Iatchup", i.e., go into a non
operative state. They will only recover if both the power 
supplies and the input are removed and reapplied in a 
specific sequence. Under some circumstances the latchup 
is destructive and the only cure is replacement of the I.C. 

This new process, developed and patented by Intersil, 
totally eliminates these problems. As well as preventing the 
latchup condition, this process provides effective overvolt
age protection (to ±25V) without degradation of ON-
resistance. ' 

UNDERSTANDING THE LATCHUP 
PROBLEM 

A simplified schematic of one channel of a typical CMOS 
analog switch (or multiplexer) is shown in Figure 1. 

ANALOG 
SIGNAL o-------,----__=, 

INPUT 

LOGIC 
INPUT 

v-

Y+ 

ANALOG 
SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

LCOO_ 

Figure 1: Typical CMOS Analog Switch or 
Multiplexer 

The latchup condition occurs when a negative analog 
signal is applied to either the drain or source of the MOS 
transistors while V- is at OV. Since analog switches are 
frequently used to interface between different systems and 
sub-systems, these conditions occur surprisingly often, 
especially if the different parts of the system or sub-system 
have independent power supplies. It should also be noted 
that these conditions have only to occur briefly (as tran
sients) for latchup to take place. 

With V- at OV, and a negative potential on the analog 
input or output, a high current path exists through the 
forward biased body to drain junction of the N-channel 
device. Permanent damage or complete destruction of the 
I.C. can result from this current. This is shown in Figure 2. 
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HIGH 
CURRENT 

PATH 

Y,N = ~~~~~= 0--------:; 

Figure 2: Dangerous Condition 

RL 

lCOO2701 

However, the diode is not sufficient in itself to give rise to 
the latchup phenomena, but careful inspection of the cross 
section shown in Figure 3 will reveal that this diode forms 
part of an SCA. The drain and body of the N-channel FET 
form the emitter and base of the NPN transistor part of the 
SCR (Figure 4), the body of the P-channel FET (the 
substrate) acts as the collector; the source and body of the 
P-channel FET form the emitter and base of the PNP part of 
the SCR and the body of the N-channel device forms the 
collector for this PNP. If the beta product of these two 
transistors exceeds 1, an excellent SCR is formed. It is clear 
from Figure 4 that grounding the body of the N-channel FET 
(the gate of the SCR) and applying a negative potential to 
the analog input (the cathode of the SCR) will turn on the 
SCR and cause it to latch. 

N~L 

GATE 

N CHANNEL BODY 
(P-TUB) 

PCHAHNEL 

GATE 

P CHANNEL BODY 
(N- SUBSTRATE) 

LDOO21Ot 

Figure 3: CMOS Cross Section 

NPNEMmER 

P-
PNP COLLECTOR 

NPNBABE 

PNPEMITTER 

N

PNPBASE 
NPN COLLECTOR 

GATE 

LATERAL 
PNP 

SCR 
CATHODE 

lOOO2BOI 

Figure 4: The SCR Structure 
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INTERSIL'S FLOATING BODY PROCESS 
Intersil's improved CMOS process incorporates an addi

tional diode in the connection to the body of the N-channel 
FET (Figure 5). The cathode of this diode is then tied to V+, 
thus effectively floating the body. The inclusion of this diode 
not only blocks the excessive current path described earlier, 
but also prevents the SCR from turning on. As an additional 
precaution, processing changes have been incorporated 
which reduce the beta product of the NPN-PNP combina
tion to less than one. Thus in the unlikely event of excessive 
over-voltages being applied to the circuit (which could break 
down the blocking diode) the SCR action will still not occur. 

.,.15V 

JFOOO801 

Figure 5: Protective Circuitry for N-Channel 
FET 
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.O~OlL 
CONCLUSION 

Prior to "Floating Body" technology, solutions to the 
latchup problem have involved either using expensive and 
exotic manufacturing processes, such as dielectric isola
tion, or the addition of external components. Apart from 
being inconvenient, adding external components such as 
current limiting resistors always compromises the electrical 
performance. 

The new "Floating Body" CMOS technology overcomes 
these problems and has resulted in a reliable, low cost 
monolithic analog gate function. For the first time it is 
possible to realize a monolithic gate capable of approaching 
$1.00 per channel without compromising performance or 
reliability . 
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Reduce CMOS-Multiplexer Troubles ~ IN.I U 15 ~ I.!:. 
Through Proper Device Selection 
CMOS analog multiplexers exhibit problems with output leakage currents and 
overvoltage-protection circuitry. Here's how to deal with them. 

Dick Wilen ken, Intarsil Inc 
A CMOS analog multiplexer (MUX) is basically a channel

selector switch which can interface signal sensors and 
computers. It provides a number of input channels, which 
are time-shared onto a common output terminal. A central 
computer or microprocessor digitally sequences the MUX to 
"see" one channel at a time. The goal of designers is to 
pass the sensed signal through this multiplexer with virtually 
no error terms present. Providing adequate overvoltage 
protection also presents a challenge. Both objectives can 
tax designers' ingenuity unless they are familiar with multi
plexer anatomy. 

Many designers devise unnecessarily complex circuits in 
their efforts to avoid the substantial level of error terms that 
can be encountered during the multiplexing operation and 
to provide overvoltage protection for the CMOS circuitry. 
But you can save pc-board space, reduce component count 
and cost, and avoid the possibility of introducing new errors 
through proper identification of error sources. And adequate 
circuit self-protection is the result of the proper choice of 
multiplexing devices. 

OUTPUT LEAKAGE - THE MAJOR 
ERROR SOURCE 

A typical data-acquisition system, extending from sensors 
to computer, is shown in Figure 1. Here the sensors feed 

directly into the multiplexer input lines, but this is an 
idealized case, because most users insert operational 
amplifiers between the sensors and the MUX inputs. You 
can eliminate these op amps, however, if you utilize an IC 
MUX with very low output leakage currents. 

Most popular CMOS analog multiplexers have finite ON 
resistance and leakage currents. Typical of these ICs are 
the DG506 to DG509 (Siliconix), HI506 to HI509(Harris) 
and the IH6116/6208 Series (lntersi!). 

As noted, the design goal for the system in Figure 1 is to 
transfer the sensed signal into the sample-and-hold circuit 
with as little error as possible. Some potential error sources 
are labeled in Figure 2. One such error source arises from a 
voltage-divider action between rOS(ON) of a multiplexer ON 
channel (a consequence of finite channel resistance) and 
the input impedance of the follower op 'amp (Rin). The 
Signal level at the positive input of the op amp is equal to 
the sensor voltage times Rin/Rin + rOS(ON). And the error 
produced is equal to the ratio of Rin to Rin + rOS(ON). 
Because Rin (at low frequencies to dc level) = 100Mil and 
rOS(ON) = 1 kil, the error equals 108/108 + 103 = 1 I 
1 + 10-5. This set of conditions yields an accuracy of 
0.001 %; rOS(ON) can range as high as 10kil and still 
provide 0.01 % accuracy. The obvious conclusion to be 
drawn is that the rOS(ON) of the ON channel is not a very 
Significant factor so long as it is less than 10kn. 

AID 

DIGITAL COMMANDS 
BD005601 

Figure 1: Although the multiplexer diagrammed here is a 1-of-4 device, multiplexers in data
acquisition systems can switch as few as two or as many as 1000 channels to a common 
output 

Reprinted with permission from EON Magazine: 
Copyright CahnerS, 1979 
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A second and much more significant source of multiplex
er error stems from ITOTAL (basically total leakage plus 
input bias current) flowing across rOS(ON). (The total 
leakage is the sum of the OFF channel leakage plus the ION 
channel leakage.) For example, assume that 
IOFF(1 -4) = 150nA, ION = 2SnA and rOS(ON) = 2k!1, all at 
12SoC. The voltage drop across rOS(ON) is then 17SnA 
times 2kn, or 350pV. This 3S0-pV figure might be consid
ered acceptable if the sensor output were 10V FS. Howev
er, thermocouple outputs of 16mV FS over a 160°C 
temperature range correspond to 100pV/oC. Thus, the 350-
pV voltage drop across the switch is equivalent to a 3.SoC 
error - a deplorable level of accuracy. Of course, the same 
error would be reduced by a factor of approximately 1000 
when the ambient temperature drops from 12SoC to 2SoC: 
0.350,N at 2SoC is virtually error-free. 

en 
II: 

iil 
z 
w 
en 
II: 
w 
I 
t
O 
:;; 
o 
II: 
u. 

SENSOR 
INPUT 

CMOS MULTIPLEXER 

ION:; Vin /rOSlONI 

ITOTAL = 'INPUT BIAS + ION + IOFFU ... 1 

TO S/HG---4t-< 

BUFFER OP AMP 
80007401 

Figure 2: With all but one channel OFF, this 
equivalent circuit for the MUXI 
buffer portion of Figure 1 shows 
potential error terms 

Specifically, the error factors cannot be reduced to 
rOS(ON) of the ON channel, but rather to (Ioutput leakage + 
linput leakage)rOS(ON). The currently available DGS06 (1-of-
16) multiplexers are specified at 500nA max at 12SoC, and 
rOS(ON) is in the soon range, producing an error term of 
2S0pV for the multiplexer itself (exclusive of op-amp input 
bias currents). By comparison, IH6116 parts are rated at 

4-{l7 

100nA max at 125°C, with rOS(ON) of 1 kn; the maximum 
error term therefore equals 100j.tV, or ± 1 °C for typical 
thermocouple sensors. 

LC011401 

Figure 3: 600sting sensor output levels can 
overcome leakage and rOS(ON) 
errors, but you must pay for the 
added op amps and the resistors 

DEALING WITH LEAKAGE 
Figure .3 is a block diagram of a circuit providing a 

solution to the problem of leakage and rOS(ON) errors. In it, 
the signal levels are boosted so that the MUX error 
becomes a much smaller proportion of the multiplexer input 
signal. But this technique is expensive; the parts count is 
larger, more pc-board space is used, and new sources of 
error are introduced: op-amp offsets and temperature drifts. 

You can zero the raw offset down to 100pV with a $O.SO 
potentiometer. But how do you reduce offset drift? 

Because the thermocouple scale is 100IlV/oC, the op-
amp drift must be no greater than 100pV/oC to contribute a 
less than 10% error. Therefore, the best solution is to avoid :0lil 

inserting op amps between the sensors and the multiplexer, 
and to choose instead a multiplexer with significantly lower 
output leakages. 

You might have to spend a few dollars more to obtain a 
MUX specified at, say, a maximum IO(OFF):O; 100nA at 
12SoC. But the alternative is the 16 op amps and all those 
gain resistors required for 16 channels of low-level sensing. 
And even if you use 741 s, following this approach will cost 
you at least $4 (16 op amps at $0.25 each). However, if you 
choose a MUX with the lower leakage specifications, you'll 
save both money and pc-board space. 

OVERVOLTAGE FAULT PROTECTION 
As noted, CMOS multiplexers are designed to operate as 

sequential, time-shared multiple switches: When all 
supplies are correctly operating, only one channel is ON at 
a time. But when power supplies to a CMOS MUX are 
turned off, all sorts of damaging effects can occur. 

Most of today's IC multiplexers operate from ±1SV, GND 
and perhaps + SV. The sensor signals come from instru
ments powered by local supplies, which are usually inde
pendent of the MUX power supplies. When the multiplexer 
power is down while the signal inputs are active, the 
majority of today's CMOS multiplexers will not operate 
sequentially -:- instead, all channels will be turned ON 
simultaneously. In that case, one transducer is forced to 
drive the other transducers via the ON-channel resis
tances - operation that can be very tough on the sensors. 
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The origin of this problem lies in the design and fabrication 
techniques currently employed in manufacturing a CMOS 
multiplexer like the DG506 or IH6116. 

A typical CMOS channel circuit is shown in Figure 4a. If 
the sensor input signals are lower than ± 15V with MUX 
power on, no malfunctions occur. But if the sensor signals 
exceed the levels of the MUX power supplies, or if the 
multiplexer power is off, the channels are coupled. 

Figure 4b depicts a condition where the MUX power is 
down with sensor signals present. Note that with the power 
off, the gates and bodies of the parallel n- and p-channel 
MOSFETs are at ground potential. Because most threshold 
voltages fall in the range of 1 to 5V, the devices are in the 
enhancement mode (turned ON) when the signal levels 
exceed these threshold voltages. 

For example, assume that ±5V levels are being switched, 
with the n-channel Vthreshold at + 2V and the p-channel 
Vthreshold at -3V. Thus, for -5V levels, the VGS of the n
channel device equals + 5V when the gate is at ground 
potential; this value is + 3V more than the threshold 
voltage, and the FET turns ON. A similar condition occurs at 
+ 5V levels, when as a result, the p-channel device is 
turned ON. Either situation couples all channels with 
voltage levels higher than the MOSFET's threshold voltage. 

While this coupling phenomenon occurs only with multi
plexer power down, a similar situation occurs if the MUX 
power is at a normal ± 15V level and the signal levels 
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exceed ±15V, as happens with voltage spikes. Electrically, 
this condition is indistinguishable from the previous fault 
situation. Figure 4c shows that for levels in excess of -20V, 
the n-channel device's VGSequals -15V minus the -20V 
value (resulting in a final figure of + 5V), and the device is 
enhanced (ON). The opposite condition occurs at + 20V, 
when the p-channel device is ON. In either case, all 
channels are coupled. 

Another harmful condition can occur either when a 
multiplexer is powered-down or when excessive signal 
levels are present: Heavy current supplied by the sensors 
flows into the bodies of the n-channel or p-channel MOS
FETs; this current could damage the sensors. 

The origin of this problem lies in the junction-isolation 
technique inherent in the fabrication of CMOS devices. 
Figure 5 shows a cross-section of typical CMOS parts. Note 
that the body of the n-channel device contains the p- well 
(usually tied to -15V) and that the source-to-body junction 
is an n + /p- silicon junction that looks like a reverse-biased 
diode under no-fault operation. Specifically, the n+ source 
is :$ + 15V and 2: -15V when the p- well is tied to -15V. 
When the -15V level is off, the p- well rides at ground 
potential, and the source might be forward-biased into the 
body. The only limits on current flow are the maximum 
current that the sensor can deliver and the bulk resistance 
of the substrate. A similar situation occurs in the p-channel 
device, at the source/body pn junction. 
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Figure 4: The diagram in (a) shows a typical CMOS MUX channel; (b) and (c) demonstrate the effects 
of power-down and overvoltage faults, respectively. Inserting diodes in the MUX supply 
lines affords protection from excessive currents (d). 
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Figure 5: Power-down or overvoltage faults 
forward-bias the n-channel sourcel 
p-well junction and the p-channel 
source/n-epi junction 
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Figure 6: A series structure protects against power-down and overvoltage faults 

A common technique to prevent this excessive current 
flow from the sensor into the MOSFETs' bodies is to add 
diodes to the multiplexer supply lines, as shown in Figure 
4d. Addition of these diodes reduces the signal-handling 
level to + 14V (with ±15V supplies). But this factor is 
somewhat academic because most operational amplifiers 
have maximum input levels below ±14V (see the follower 
op amp in Figures 1 or 2). 

BETTER PROTECTION WITH A NEW 
STRUCTURE 

Another family of CMOS multiplexers (Intersil's IH5108 
and IH5208) features an improved fault-protection struc
ture. These devices have a series combination of n- and p
channel MOSFETs instead of the parallel arrangement 
found in more conventional devices. 
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The new structures' output-channel configuration is 

shown in Figure 6a. The series-connected n-channel de
vices are located on either side of the p-channel MOSFET. 
The IH5108/5208 IC's series-oriented design produces the 
following electrical characteristics: 
• When the ± 15V multiplexer power is off, all channels 

are OFF, rather than being ON as occurs in the 
parallel output stage in Figure 4. 

• No current is drawn from the sensors - only 
leakage current is present. 

• All channels remain OFF and draw only leakage 
currents for ± 25V overvoltage inputs, regardless of 
whether multiplexer power is on or off. 

Figures 6b and 6c show two fault conditions and the 
performance of the series multiplexers' structure under 
these conditions. In Figure 6b, Ql is turned ON by the fault 
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condition, but Q2 and Q3 remain OFF. Q2 and Q3 share a 
50V breakdown, and the device with the lowest leakage has 
the highest voltage drop across it. The series structure is 
symmetrical, with an n-channel device on either side of the 
p-channel MOSFET. Reversing the 25V polarity has no 
effect, because only one n-channel device will be ON with 
either polarity in effect; the remaining two devices will 
always be OFF. 

The same conditions exist in Figure 6c, with the ± 15V 
MUX power turned on. In this case, the gates are driven to 
-15V for the n-channel devices and to + 15V for the p
channel transistor - corresponding to the OFF-channel 
condition. The gate drive voltages derive from the on-Chip 
TTL translator circuitry. Again, as in Figure 6b, Ql is turned 
ON by the overvoltage; Q2 and Q3 are OFF and serve to 
stand-off the 50V voltage drop. 
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A New JFET'Structure 
The VARAFET 

Intersil has introduced a new concept in junction field 
effect transistor technology - an integrated JFET circuit 
called the VARAFET. The VARAFET has been designed to 
take the place of the popular 2N4091-2N4093 and 
2N4391-2N4393 families of n-channel switching FET's, 
and the big advantage of the new part over the present 
2N4091 family is that the usual analog gate interfacing 
components are monolithically built-in, thus saving board 
space. The VARAFET can be used whenever solid state 

, switching is required. The user will be pleasantly surprised 
to find that the VARAFET's cost is about the same as the 
2N4091, 'even though it has the equivalent of three extra 
interfacing components. 

Figure 1 shows a typical solid state switch or "analog 
gate" using the 2N4091 as the switching element. Compare 
this to Figure 2 which uses Intersil's new VARAFET for the 
same circuit function and the reason for the popularity of 
the VARAFET becomes apparent. 

Notice that the solid state switch of Figure 1 requires a 
voltage translator circuit, three· interfacing components-
01, C1 and Rf - and finally, the 2N4091 output switch. 

The same solid state switch in Figure 2 requires only the 
translator and the VARAFET, thus eliminating the need for 
interfacing components D1, C1, and Rf. 

The translator converts the low level TTL voltages 
(typically 0.4V-2.4V) to the ±15V levels required by the 
output FET to handle up to ± 1 OV analog signals. Point A of 
both Figures 1 and 2 corresponds to translator outputs, and 
this point swings from + 15V (when TTL level is high). to 
-15V (when TTL level is low). 

,---------, 
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INPUT 
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I +15Y I 
I I 
I I 

-15Y 
I TRANSLATOR 

I 
I 
I 
I 

'-------- -----'. 

Interfacing components 01, C1 and RI, are required for 
most switching applications when using any normal n
channel FET (Figure 1). 01 is needed to prevent forward 
biasing the drain to gate junction of the 2N4091. For 
example, when the switch is being turned "on," Point A 
goes to + 15V; if analog signal input is at least a diode drop 
less than + 15V, drain to gate forward biasing occurs and 
considerable signal current can be drawn. To prevent this, 
01 is added in a back-to-back diode arrangement with the 
drain to gate (or source to gate) FET junction. However, the 
necessity for 01 creates a new problem - the back-to-back 
diode arrangement becomes a "charge, area" switching 
device. This means that 01 in series with' the drain to gate 
FET junction looks like two capacitors in series, and the 
voltage drop across either capacitor is a function of the ratio 
of the capacitors, i.e., 

C1 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

COl is the capacitance across diode 01, and COG is the 
capacitance between FET drain and gate junction. (Source 
to gate capacitance is the same magnitude but qualitatively 
the effect is the same.) The culprit then is diode capaci
tance COl, since little can be done about the FET capaci
tance. When the FET is turned on, COl should be as small 
as possible, since it limits AC peak-to-peak handling capa
bility as shown in the schematic below. 

COG + CGS COt 

,......--~IIII,.......---~IIIf--~o +15V t .. \ (FROM POINT A TO AC GROUNO) 

ru ~~~~E 
INPUT FET GATE 

VOLTAGE 

TC034901 

In this case, since the FET is "on" when VGS = OV (for 
minimum rOS on), there should be no AC voltage drop 
across COG + CGS. This only occurs when COl = OpF, or 
more practically when (COG + CGS»C01. If, for example, 
the analog signal is ± 1 OV or 20Vpp and COG = CGS 2: 10pF 

2pF 
and COl = 2pF, then ~VGS = -- x 20Vpp 2: 2Vpp or 

22pF 
±lV. The AC signal will be rectified in the gate to source! 

drain junctions and this means that VGS*<> (lowest rOS(on» 
but rather the "on" case corresponds to VGS = -lV ±W. 
For FET pinch-off voltages in excess of 5V, the effect is bad 
but not disastrous, but when Vp is 3V-4V, the 30n FET has 
an average "on" resistance of 200n or so. 

While it is bad enough that the diode capacitance can 
limit the AC pp swing (rOS(on», even worse is the fact that it 
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can prevent the switch from functioning at all. Figures 3 and 
4 show, graphically, why this effect occurs. 

3pF a 
2pF 

o 5 10 15 20 

Figure 3 

VAEVEASE 
ACROSS 01 

25 
OP057001 

When the analog gate has to handle up to ± 1 OV signals, 
the voltage drop across 01 varies from about OV to 25V (of 

reverse bias). The total charge coupled through 01 is 

~QOl = f ~5VCOldV, or the shaded area of Figure 3. Also, 

during the same switching interval, the voltage at the FET 
junctions (VGS & VOG) varies, VGS from about OV to 15V, and 
VOG from approximately OV to 25V. Algebraically adding 
these two functions results in the curve of Figure 4; a 
graphic. representation of the total charge the 2N4091 

requires to be able to handle ± 1 OV analog signals, 

~QG = f~DGCDG dV + f~GScGS dV. The only place this 

charge can come from is 01, and a simple comparison of 
the two curves shows that for low voltages 01 has too little 
a charge area to allow proper switch operation. 
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This can be remedied by using a special varactor diode, 
using a capacitor in parallel with 01, or adding a referral 
resistor (RIl between analog input and the gate of the 
2N4091. Each has its own disadvantages. The varactor is 
expensive, the added capacitor limits the analog peak-peak 
swing, and the referral resistor limits the negative excur
sions of the analog signals. Figure 5 shows the effective 
circuit of the last. 

+15V 

Your 

RL 

05026301 

Figure 5 

When the transistor is in the low state (TTL strobe input is 
0.8V or less) the translator output PNP is off and the voltage 
at Point A is the result of a voltage divider between -15V 
and the analog signal input. For example, if Ra = 20kn 
(typical value) and Rf = 100kn, and for an analog input of 
-10V, Point A will go to -14.28V instead of -15V, and a 
signal current of 36/lA will be drawn. 

The -14.28V will be seen on the cathode side of 01, and 
the anode side will be approximately -13.6V. Thus the gate 
of the 2N4091 is at -13.6V when the analog input is -10V. 
This means that Vp (pinch-off) of the 2N4091 must be less 
than 3.6V or the FET will be on when it's supposed to be 
off. I n other words, this structure has lost 1.4 V of pinch-off 
voltage and instead of Vp < 5V (before Rf was added), we 
need Vp < 3.6V to hold off-10V signals. With any safety 
margin, Vp must be less than 2.6V to work over the 
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temperature range, and this translates as a useful pinch-off 
range of 1V < Vp < 2.6V. This means a special selection 
from standard (1-5V) 2N4093s must be made, and this is 
expensive. Additionally, this range means that minimum 
rDS(on) is 80n instead of perhaps 30n. 

Everything considered, the design of analog switching 
circuits is a nightmare of compromises at best, and may not 
work at all if the right interfacing components are not 
selected. The selection of 01, C1, Rt and Vp of the output 
FET requires a great deal of expertise (some say a lot of 
good luck). To put the design of solid state switches back 
into the system engineer's hands, Intersi! developed the 
VARAFET. 

The VARAFET is specified as a subsystem element to 
replace the 01, C1 and Rt and 2N4091 family elements; 
thus the user only need be concerned with system perfor
mance specifications such as ID(off), IS(off),ID(on) and 
IS(on), switching speeds, etc. To use the VARAFET, simply 
connect the output (Point A equivalent) of a translator to the 
FET's input. The output of the VARAFET is virtually 
identical to the source and drain of the 2N4092 type of 
discrete FET. The structure of the VARAFET is shown in 
Figure 6. 

TRANSLATOR 
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011------, 
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02rt~----~~----~_f03 

L.I . Ii 

05026401 

Figure 6 

01 is a small FET which controls the charge area curve 
of 02, a specially designed JFET which has a capacitance 
of approximately 60pF at OV and 5pF at pinch-off and 
beyond. 02 is designed so that its charge area curve is 
twice what 03 needs to work properly, so 100% guardband 
exists. Since the 5pF off capacitance would drastically limit 
the peak-to-peak signal capability, 01 has been added in 
series with 02 and the series configuration produces an 
"off" capacitance of about 0.3pF. This allows the user to 
handle up to 26Vpp (if V - is chosen to be at least (Vp + 1V) 
over -13V negative excursion, i.e., -20V. Figure 7 shows 
the charge area effect of the combined 01, 02 system, 
compared to the required charge area for 03. 

Again, a visual inspection of the area under the curve (0 
total) for the 01, 02 system will show that it is at least twice 
the area under the curve for (CGD + CGS) 03 and thus 
proper operation is insured. 

As previously stated, the 01, 02 and 03 systems are 
monolithically integrated into about a 26 mil x 26 mil chip, 
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whose back side is the common gate. Figure 8 shows a 
cross section of the monolithic construction. 

The VARAFET is being offered in two pinch-off ranges. 
IT401 has a Vp range of 4.0V to 7.5V, while IT401A has a 
3V to 5V range. Of course, the IT401 has the lowest rOS 
(on) resistance (30n maximum) while the IT401A is speci
fied at 50n maximum. The I O(off) , IS(off) and 10(on) + IS(on) 
leakages are all typically in the range of 10pA to 20pA. The 
VARAFET's speed, ton + toff is in the 10ns area, but this is 
limited practically by the translator speed. Intersil does offer 
a CMOS dual driver chip, the IH6201, which translates TTL 
levels into ± 15V levels at speeds of 400ns for ton and about 
150ns for toff (break-belore-make). The combination 01 the 
CMOS driver and the VARAFET produces a solid state 
switch which will easily handle ± 1 OV signals and yet draw 
no quiescent power supply current « 10~A) Irom the ±15V 
supplies. 
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High-speed Op Amps - They're 
in a Class by Themselves 
The same special characteristics that make fast op amps useful in difficult 
applications can also create problems for unwary designers. 

Fast operational amplifiers are not like other op amps. In 
addition to good dc characteristics such as high open-loop 
dc gain, low bias currents and low input offset drift, fast op 
amps have specially designed ac characteristics that come 
into play at high frequencies. Proper application of these 
amplifiers involves the selection of gain-bandwidth product, 
slew rate, settling time and output current. In addition, you 
must pay particular attention to many small circuit details 
like power-supply bypassing, proper routing of grounds, 
short lead lengths and minimization of stray capacitance. 
Poor design practice invariably produces an oscillator 
instead of a high-speed amplifier. 
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Figure 1: Well designed high-speed op amps 
have a smooth 20dB/decade roll
off. Additional amplifier pole should 
not occur until well beyond f T-

YOU CAN'T IGNORE OP-AMP 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Operational amplifiers offer designers one fundamental 
attraction: The characteristics of the closed-loop feedback 
circuit are determined almost exclusively by external circuit 
elements rather than by the op amp itself. Precise control of 
gain, offset, linearity, temperature stability, etc., in amplifier 
design itself thus reduces the user's task to the proper 
selection of the passive circuit components used around 
the op amp. Unfortunately, this simple relationship in 
general doesn't hold true for high-speed op amps: They're 
more difficult to handle than their low-frequency counter
parts, and a detailed knowledge of their characteristics 
becomes essential: 

Open-loop gain and bandwidth - Refer to Figure 1's 
gain-frequency (Bode) plot. The open-loop gain must be 
very high in a fast operational amplifier to reduce errors at 
the device's summing junction. Open-loop gain typically 
runs between 105 and 108 V IV in a good quality, high-
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speed op amp. As illustrated, the gain is flat from dc out to a 
corner frequency (100Hz in this case); then it decreases 
with increasing frequency. For well-designed amplifiers, 
gain decreases at a fixed rate of 20dB/decade of frequen
cy, a roll-off rate that assures stable closed-loop operation 
and also produces the best settling-time performance. 

The gain-frequency plot crosses the gain-of-one axis at 
unity gain frequency, fro This frequency should be as large 
as possible for a wide-band-width amplifier; 100MHz is 
common. Along the 20dB/decade slope of the gain roll-off, 
the product of gain and frequency remains constant and 
equal to fro Therefore, the value of fr is frequently referred 
to as the gain-bandwidth product of the amplifier. 

Smooth roll-off is generally maintained out beyond fr for 
most fast amplifiers. Another op-amp pole usually occurs at 
a higher frequency as a result of a nonideal amplifier circuit, 
but if this frequency is considerably greater than the circuit's 
closed-loop bandwidth, the extraneous pole will have very 
little effect on high-frequency performance. 

Slew rate - The ability of a high-speed op amp to 
reproduce fast, large signal outputs depends primarily on its 
specified slew rate, the maximum rate at which the output 
can change, expressed in V I j.lsec. When the output must 
respond to a step-input change, slew-rate limitation causes 
a longer large-signal settling time than you might expect 
from the bandwidth characteristics alone. Slew rates of 
modern high-speed op amps equal or exceed 1000 V I j.lsec. 

Settling time - In servo theory this term specifies the 
maximum time required to achieve an accuracy of 5% or so 
after a step input is applied to the servo. With regard to op 
amps, it refers to the time required for much greater 
accuracies, typically 0.1 % to 0.01 % of F.S., and is best 
defined as follows: 

"Settling time is the elapsed time from the application of 
a step input to an amplifier to the instant when the output 
has entered into and remained within a specified error band 
around its final value." Note that settling time must be 
specified with both the error band and the magnitude of the 
step change given. Almost all cases specify a F.S. output 
change of 10V. 

TODAY'S FAST OP AMPS ARE FAST 
Modular op amps introduced in the late 1960's featured 

settling times as low as 1 j.lSec to 0.01 %, and they quickly 
became popular in 12-bit data-acquisition systems. Early in 
the 1970' s, ultrafast modules became available, boasting 
even faster settling times, 1 OOMHz gain-bandwidth products 
and 1000 V/j.lSec slew rates. More recently, hybrid units 
have achieved such performance levels, as shown below. 

407001-001 
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL HIGH 

SPEED OP AMP (AM-500) 

DC OPEN-LOOP GAIN .............................. 106 VIV 
GAIN-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT .................... 130 MHz 
SLEW RATE .................................•.......•. 1000 V//lSEC 
FULL POWER FREQUENCY 
(20V pop) .............. ... ........... ... ............ .... 16MHz 
SETTLING TIME, 10V 10 1%....................... 70 nSEC 
SETTLING TIME, 10V 10 0.1% ................... 100 nSEC 
SETTLING TIME, 10V 10 0.Q1% .................. 200 nSEC 
INPUT OFFSET DRIFT.............................. 1 /lVrC 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE.................................. ± 10V 
OUTPUT CURRENT ................................. ±50mA 
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Figure 2: Slewing time must be included in 
settling-time measurements. 

Figure 2 illustrates a typical settling response for a high
speed op amp. Usually the amplifier's output first goes into 
slew-rate limit, overshoots its final value, then enters the 
specified error band and remains there until it reaches the 
final steady-state level. (One word of caution: Measure 
settling time from t = 0, the instant that the input step was 
applied. Some manufacturers play "specmanship" games 
and fail to include the amplifier slewing time in their 
measurements.) 

You can't predict amplifier settling time from bandwidth 
and slew-rate specifications alone: It's a measured, as well 
as designed-in, parameter. You can usually tell an op amp 
specifically designed for fast settling time from one that's 
not: The former's settling-time spec will be fairly predictable 
from bandwidth and slew-rate considerations; the latter's 
won't. 

Low output Impedance and high output current High
speed operational amplifiers almost always are designed to 
give low output impedance and relatively high output 
current. Low output impedance proves critical to stability for 
driving capacitive loads, while high output current (20 to 
100mA) is required for both driving capacitive loads at high 
speed (1 = Cdv/dt) and for driving relatively low-value 
feedback and load resistors. (Good high-frequency design 
practice keep all impedances as low as possible to cut 
phase shifts from parasitic capacitances.) 

Why is input dynamic range important? 
Figure 3 shows a simple, high speed op-amp circuit with 

an inverting gain of 2 to illustrate an important device 
characteristic. The signal input is a 10V pop sine wave at 
1 OM Hz; the output, an inverted 20V pop sinusoid. If we 
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assume that the amplifier has the Bode plot shown in Figure 
1, then its open-loop gain at 10MHz is 10. So for a 20V pop 
output, the voltage at the op amp's summing junction m!lst 
be 2V pop. This is a rather large Signal; in fact, most general
purpose op amps couldn't handle such a high level without 
distorting, limiting and/or clipping. Therefore, high-speed op 
amps must possess a large input. dynamic range; i.e., 
significant peak-to-peak voltages applied directly across the 
device's input terminals must not cause the output to slew
rate limit or distort. Calculation of a high-speed op amp's 
input dynamic range is straightforward (see box at right). 

2R 

V'.~ __ """'_""-I" ..... 
(1OVp-p 
AT tOMHz) 

>-+~VOUT 
(lOV p-pAT 
10 MHz) 

TC015001 

Figure 3: The summing junction is NOT a 
virtual ground in high speed op
amp applications. Thus the 
amplifier must be designed with a 
large Input dynamic range (lOR), or 
distortion, limiting or Clipping will 
result. 

Knowing the input dynamic range of an operational 
amplifier can help you determine how to best utilize the 
device while carefully avoiding slew-rate limitation prob
lems. For instance, Figure 4 shows an op amp connected 
as a unity-gain inverter. If we assume that this device has an 
input dynamic range of ± 1.23V (as calculated in the box), 
then the circuit can reproduce a 4.92V input step as a 
-4.92V output step without slew-rate limiting. (Observe that 
the 4.92V input step appears at the summing junction 
divided by a factor of two by the two equal-value resistors.) 

TC015101 

Figure 4: Staying within an amplifier's lOR 
avoids slew-rate limitation 
problems and produces a smooth 
output response. 

lOR is a function of SR and GB 
The input dynamic range (lOR) of a high-speed op !Imp is 

related to the unit's slew rate (or full-power frequency) and 
its gain-bandwidth product. To compute lOR, assume that 
the output is at its full ,power frequency and amplitude (Le., 
it's producing the largest and fastest output possible 
without distortion), then calculate the open-loop gain at this 
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frequency, and finally plug these values in the following 
formula: 

lOR = (Vpp x FPF)/GB 

where Vpp = peak-to-peak full-power voltage, FPF = full
power frequency and 

GB = gain-bandwidth product. 

If the full-power frequency is not known, you can use an 
alternate equation: 

lOR = Vpp x SR/(201l'GB) 

where SR = slew rate. 

EXAMPLE 
What is the input dynamic range of the amplifier de

scribed in the previous box (the AM-500)? 

lOR = (20 x 16MHz)/130MHz = 2.46Vp_p (or ±1.23V). 

Thus, within an input range of ± 1.23V, the op amp won't 
go into slew-rate limitation. 

SLEW RATE LIMITING 

TIME 

SCOOOSOI 

Figure 5: Rise times for pulses of varying 
heights remain constant as long as 
you observe lOR limits. 

To further appreciate the significance of input dynamic 
range, you must understand that within this input range the 
op amp's output rate of change is in direct proportion to the 
input voltage. Therefore, the output can make a large 
voltage transition in the time required to make a small 
voltage transition. Figure 5 illustrates three values of output 
steps for a fast op amp. Output steps 1 and 2 have identical 
rise times; since they lie within the lOR, they aren't slew
rate limited. Because Output 3 is generated outside the lOR, 
however, slew-rate limiting occurs, and the output takes 
considerably longer to reach its final value. Further, the 
waveform exhibits some overshoot, a common problem 
under slew-rate limit conditions. 

-IN 

"N 

TC015201 

Figure 6: Fast-feedforward amplifier design 
combines a low-drift bipolar Ie op 
amp with an FET feedforward stage 
to produce excellent dc and ac 
characteristics. 

It's no trivial task to design an op-amp input circuit that 
has good dc characteristics, plus good input dynamic range, 
plus the response needed to avoid slew-rate limiting. One 
approach combines the low-drift characteristics of a bipolar 
input op amp with the excellent lOR of an FET in a fast
feedforward design (Figure 6). This circuit produces very 
wide bandwidth, high slew rate and fast settling time. It also 
provides extremely high open-loop gain and very low input 
offset-voltage drift (typically 1 /lV fOC). 

Your choice should start with bandwidth 
When you select a high-speed operational amplifier, first 

determine your application's bandwidth requirement. The 
minimum closed-loop bandwidth is a function of both the op 
amp's gain-bandwidth product and its noise gain in the 
application. "Noise gain" is defined as the gain of the 
closed-loop amplifier to voltage noise or to any other signal 
inserted in series with one of the amplifier inputs (Figure 7). 

,R 

V'N 

TC015301 

Figure 7: Noise gain and signal gain differ. In 
an inverting circuit the noise gain 
equals the signal gain plus one. 

The noise gain drawn on the Bode plot of an op amp 
determines the -3 dB closed-loop bandwidth. In Figure 8, 
for example, closed-loop gain equals 99, giving a noise gain 
of (1 + a) or 100. When plotted on the diagram, this noise 
gain gives a closed-loop 3dB bandwidth of 1 MHz for the 
100MHz gain-bandwidth amplifier illustrated. 
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Figure 8: If the op amp exhibits a single-pole 
response, you can compute Its 
settling time from frequency and 
noise-gain data. This approach 
works best at high noise gains. 

(Note that for the common unity-gain inverting amplifier, 
the noise gain is 2; therefore the closed-loop bandwidth of 
such a circuit built with a 100MHz op amp would equal 
50MHz, not 100MHz.) 

A single pole simplifies response 
calculations . . . 

If an op amp has a true single-pole response (as many 
do), you can calculate its step response for the closed-loop 
circuit by the expression: 

and the output error is then 

.. 
3D 

• 10 11 12 

AF015201 

Figure 9: Output error decreases predictably 
as a function of the number of time 
constants when the op-amp circuit 
exhibits a single-pole response. 

From the latter equation you can readily compute the 
settling time to various accuracies. For greatest conve
nience, perform this computation in terms of the time 
constant T = (a + 1)/211'fr, where a is the closed-loop gain. 

.D~DIL 
The amplifier configuration of Figure 8, for instance, has a 
time constant (T) of 159 nsec. 

Figure 9 shows the number of time constants necessary 
to reach a given error, assuming a single-pole response. 
Thus, the amplifier configuration of Figure 8 would take nine 
time constants or 1.44psec to settle to 0.01 %. If the same 
amplifier (GB = 100MHz) were connected as a unity-gain 
inverter, its closed-loop bandwidth would equal 50MHz, 
giving T = 3.2 nsec and a settling time to 0.01 % of 28.8 
nsec. 

Using the ideal single-pole response with no slew-rate 
limiting to determine settling is a valid approach. At worst it 
gives a first approximation of the settling time, and this 
approximation gets closer at high noise gains. Given an op 
amp designed and specified for fast settling, you can obtain 
an even closer approximation by adding to the computed 
settling time that estimated extra time required to slew to 
the final voltage. 

. . . but multiple poles often occur 
In some cases the op-amp circuit is not really a single

pole system. Figure 10 shows three typical situations that 
add a second pole to the circuit. C1 represents the input 
capacitance of the amplifier plus any stray capacitance from 
the summing junction to ground, as well as (where applica
ble) the output capacitance of the device driving the op 
amp. C1 combines with resistances Rand aR to produce a 
pole located at -aRC1/(a + 1) on the real axis of the s
plane. The finite output resistance of the amplifier, R 11, and 
load resistance R1 combined with output capacitance CL 
can add another pole located at -RORLCL/(Ro+ Rd. And 
the op amp itself can add a third extraneous pole if it has an 
extraneous high-frequency pole in its response as noted. 

r-"'''' _ _ ~.~a:f.?~~E~~~~~~PACITOR 
I .R I , 

v,. 

c, 

rCOl5401 

Figure 10: Three sources of extraneous 
poles appear in this diagram; input 
capacitance, load capacitance and 
the op amp itself. C2 compensates 
for output ringing and is best 
chosen via experiments with the 
actual circuit components and 
layout. 

In general, one of these "extra" poles will be dominant; 
i.e., closer in frequency to the amplifier's unity-gain frequen
cy than the others. This dominant pole, of course, converts 
our first-order system into a second-order one and brings up 
the possibility of complex conjugate poles that produce 
ringing. 

When ringing occurs, the amplifier must be compensated 
by a feedback capacitor (Figure 10). You can determine 
experimentally the optimum value for this compensation 
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capacitor by observing the step response and adjusting a 
trimmer to eliminate the ringing. Normally you want a 
damping ratio of one, but in some applications you may 
actually prefer a small amount of overshoot. 

Calculations reveal that if the frequency of the second 
pole is at least 4 x the op amp's closed-loop bandwidth, the 
damping ratio will equal or exceed one, and overshoot 
won't occur. Since often you can quickly approximate the 
frequency of the extraneous pole, you can use this relation
ship to predict ringing in the circuit. 

In the common situation where input capacitance Cl 
causes the second pole, a good starting value for compen
sation capacitor C2 is C2 = Cl/a. Increase C2 as necessary 
above this value to achieve a damping ratio of one. (The 
other two possible extraneous poles, even when they don't 
dominate, may still add some phase lag to the amplifier. 
This possibility explains the somewhat higher value of C2 
often needed to give the required compensation.) 

Success is just a design tip away 
We conclude our discussion by offering six brief, but 

important, hints on applying high-speed op amps: 

• Keep all component leads as short as possible, 
particularly at the summing junction. Also, diligently 
strive to keep stray capacitance at the summing 
junction to an absolute minimum. 

• Separate signal grounds from power grounds, 
connecting them only at one common physical point. 

• If you must locate the source or load some distance 
from the op amp, use properly terminated coaxial 
cable for best response. 

• If you mount the op amp on a pc board, incorporate 
a ground plane into the board's design for best 
performance. 

• Make the input and feedback resistors as small as 
possible consistent with input-source drive capability 
and amplifier-output drive capability. A value in the 
range of 500 to 1000n is commonly used for the 
input resistor. 

• Use good power-supply bypass capacitors and 
connect them right at the amplifier power-supply 
pins. We recommend tantalum capacitors in parallel 
with ceramics. 
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Using the IT500 Family 
to Improve the Input Bias 
Current of BIFET OPAMPS 

INTRODUCTION 

The LF156 family of BIFET OPAMPS is very popular 
because of the combination of high slew rate (typically 12V / 
IJ.S @ unity gain) and moderate offset voltage (about 2mV). 
Input bias current, however, varies directly with input 
voltage, rising from 30pA @ VIN = -10V, to 50pA @ 
VIN= OV, and finally to 80pA @ VIN = + 10V. This can be 
improved markedly by using one of the IT500 series to drive 
the inputs of the LF156. 

The constant current source can be designed with any 
transistor pair having a high beta @ Ie = 400pA. See Figure 
2. 

An added bonus of the IT500 is its CMRR > 100dB, 
compared to the LF156 CMRR of 85dB. 

This configoration is ideal for electrometer circuits, with 
good measurement accuracy down to 10pA of input current 
« 10% error with 10pA of input current). A 10Mf2 glass 
feedback resistor connected between the -INPUT and 
OPAMP OUTPUT does the trick. Other possible applica
tions include sample and hold amplifiers, instrumentation 
amplifiers, etc. 

Although this application note has dealt solely with the 
LF156, all present day BIFET OPAMPS exhibit the same 
IBIAS vs, VIN dependancy, and all will benefit from using the 
IT500 as a preamplifier. 

The IT500, like the others in its family, is a dual cascoded 
n-channel JFET pair, featuring a typical input bias current of 
< 1 pA with inputs ranging from -15V to + 15V; actual IG is 

guaranteed to be less than 5pA @ VDG = 50V. 
Figure 1 shows an IT500 being used to drive the inputs of 

an LF156. This greatly reduces the input bias current, and in 
no way affects the already superior slew rate; the offset 
voltage is not significantly degraded because of the excel
lent matching of the IT500. 

+16V 

-1SV 
TC002101 

Figure 1: Input Drive Circuit Using IT500 

+15V 

75kn 
(ldully 73kn) 

-15V 
TCOO2201 

Figure 2: Constant Current Source 
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The ICL7650: A New Era 
in Glitch-Free Chopper 
Stabilized Amplifiers 
by Peter Bradshaw 

INTRODUCTION 
Op Amps 

Historically, the biggest single problem with the applica
tion of op amps has been the input offset voltage. This is 
indicated by the fact that almost all important op amps from 
the j.tA741 and LM101 on have offered offset null adjust
ment pins, special screening to low offset voltage values, 
and/or internal Vos trimming (laser or Zener-zap). Also 
consider the extensive series of specifications devoted to 
its variability with temperature, time, common-mode voltage 
(CMRR), power supply (PSRR), output voltage (AvaLl, and 
sometimes even down to variation of temperature drift with 
offset null correction. Contrast this with the treatment 
afforded one other important (error-causing) input parame
ter, input bias current, which usually gets just a specified 
value under one set of conditions, a variation over tempera
ture, and a term relating to its matching between the two 
inputs. If variation with common-mode voltage, power 
supply voltage, etc., is covered, it is generally only in a 
"typical curve" buried in the middle of the data sheet. 

The answers to this concern have been many and varied. 
Several modules use chopper stabilization to provide very 
low offset voltages, although most of these do not provide 
differential inputs and they also have problems with input 
frequencies near the chopping rate (see Intermodulation 
Effects). The devices are typically bulky and expensive, and 
the two-path approach frequently used (Figure 1) tends to 
adversely affect settling times; the high-speed path and the 
low-speed path will settle to different points unless the pole
zero pairs are extremely well matched. The only monolithic 
chopper-stabilized devices previously available are proba
bly best described as disappointing and expensive. 

Therefore, considerable effort has been expended to 
improve the offset and drift characteristics of standard op 
amp devices, and some very good results have been 
achieved with several bipolar input devices, such as the OP-
05 and OP-07. Careful die layout and circuit balance, in 
many cases combined with internal offset null trimming, 
bring initial offset voltages under 100jJ.V, and temperature 
drifts below 0.5jJ.V rc. Although this is over an order of 
magnitude better than a good grade of j.tA741 or LM101A, 
there is still much room for, but little realistic hope of, 
substantial further improvement in this direction. In addition, 
the requisite screening of parts is expensive, even with 
currently available levels of automation. 

Technology 
In the last few years, a new technology, in the shape of 

CMOS, has entered the analog field, and has led to the 
introduction of a range of products previously only dreamed 
of. Most spectacular, perhaps, has been its rapid domi
nance of the AID and 0/ A converter market (Figure,S 2 and 
3). Today very few converter systems are being designed 
that don't use CMOS devices specifically intended for this 
purpose, and, in most cases they provide virtually the whole 
function. More recently, CMOS technology has moved into 
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the more traditional blJilding blocks of analog circuits, so 
that now CMOS versions of the standard bipolar op amps, 
regulators, and timers are available, with comparable or 
better specifications, lower power dissipation, and close to 
competitive pricing (Figures 4-6). However, although these 
devices have solved many traditional op amp problems, 
input offset voltage and low frequency noise voltage were 
not among them. USing the op amp and analog switch 
capabilities of this CMOS technology, Intersil introduced in 
early 1979 a new approach to the low offset voltage 
requirement, the Commutating Auto-Zero or CAZ amp, 
shown, in Figure 7. 

407058-001 
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Figure 1: Typical Module Chopper-Stabilized Amplif!er 
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Figure 2: LCD Digital Panel Meter Using the ICL7136 CMOS AID Converter 
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Figure 3: CMOS 01 A Converter Functional Diagram (AD7541) 
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Figure 4: CMOS Op Amp Schematic (ICL7611 Family) 
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Figure 5: ICM755517558 CMOS Single and Dual Timers 
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Figure 6: Functional Diagram of the ICL7663 CMOS Regulator 
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Figure 7: ICL7600/lCL7601 Commutating Auto-Zero (CAZ) Operational Amplifier Showing Two-Cycle 
Operation 
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WFOO7601 

Figure 8: Output Spikes Due to Com mutating Operation 

These devices at' once became the best monolithic 
amplifiers available in terms of offset voltage (at 51N) and 
time and temperature drift. They utilize two internal op 
amps, one active while the other auto-zeroes itself into an 
external capacitor. Upon commutation, the roles change 
and the active op amp uses its capacitor to cancel its offset. 
Two capacitors are needed, but the values and characteris
tics are not critical. Although offering three orders of 
magnitude improvement over the input characteristics of 
the /lA741/LM101A type, and nearly two orders of magni
tude over the best bipolar devices in offset and drift, the 
CAZ principle has some disadvantages. The input curre~t 
does not exploit the CMOS capability fully, and there IS 

appreciable spiking at both the input and output (Figure 8). 
This can be largely removed by filtering, but that limits the 
available bandwidth. 
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SYNTHESIS 
Intersil therefore decided to try to overcome all these 

problems by applying the capabilities of CMOS technology 
to the principle of the chopper-stabilized amplifier. The 
result is the ICL7650, whose Functional Diagram is shown 
in Figure 9. The use of a single full-time main amplifier 
avoids any output glitches, and input switching glitches are 
minimized by careful area- and charge-balancing on the 
network of input switches. The chopping operation is 
performed by means of a nulling amplifier, which shares one 
input with the main amplifier. The other input is switched 
alternately between the two main amplifier inputs (Figure 
10). When the inputs are shorted, its output drives a null 
point on itself, and when the inputs are across those of the 
main amplifier, it drives a null point on that amplifier. The 
two null points are the back-gates (often called "body 
connections") on the mirror transistors of the input stage, 
and by bypassing these to the equivalent pOint on the other 
leg with external capacitors, a simple low-leakage automat-
ic offset null arrangement is achieved. Full differential input 5 
capability is retained, and the impedances on the two inputs 
are well balanced. The input stage legs are merged, as 
shown in Figure 11, to reduce the input noise and improve 
balance and high-frequency CMRR, etc. 
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Figure 9: Functional Diagram of ICL7650 

(8) Nulling Ilself (b) Nulling Main Amplifier 

Figure 10: Two Phases of Nulling Operation 
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Figure 11: Three-Legged Input Stage (Simplified) 
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Figure 12: Gain Roll-Off and Input Voltage (Main Amplifier Alone without Null System) vs Frequency 

The circuit automatically provides correction (at DC) for 
CMRR, PSRR, and AVOL, to the same level as for VOS 
(typically under 1 MV), and the IS remains in the low pA area, 
set by the leakage of the input switches (also acting as 
protection diodes) and the small net charge injection. The 
latter is doubly-balanced both by careful device matching 
and by the excellent recovery of any residual injection, due 
to the equipotential nature of the inputs. The open-loop 
gain-bandwidth product and the slew-rate are set purely by 
the main amplifier. The null system time constant is 
controlled by the effective gm to the output of the nulling 
amplifier and the external capacitors, and is readily con
trolled to be much longer than the chopping period. In 
addition, the "injection" of the nulling signal into the first 
stage of the main amplifier ensures that the pole-zero 
match at this cross-over pOint is no problem. 
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INTER MODULATION EFFECTS 
Two residual problems remain with the usual chopper

stabilized amplifier circuits. One of these is the intermodula
tion between applied Signals and the chopping frequency, 
as mentioned earlier. This arises because the main amplifier 
has finite gain near this frequency, and so develops a small 
differential input signal to sustain the requisite output 
(distinct from any DC offset voltage). This signal is, of 
course, at the signal frequency, and has an amplitude 
determined by the gain roll-off characteristics (Figure 12) 
and the signal amplitude, and will be seen by the nulling 
circuit as an error signal equivalent to an input offset 
voltage. This circuit will then attempt to null out the input 
signal during the active null time. If the difference in 
frequency between the signal and the chopping rate is large 
compared to the null circuit time constant, this attempt will 
essentially fail, since the proposed direction of change will 
vary between (or during) each null time in such a way to 
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lead to little net resultant. On the other hand, if the signal 
and chopping frequencies are close together (in terms of 
the time constant), the null circuit will respond at the beat 
frequency, leading to two undesirable results. First, the gain 
and phase characteristics will be disturbed in the neighbor
hood of the chopping frequency, since the amplifier input 
signal will be partially reduced, with some delay. Second, 
the effective input will include a component at the beat 
frequency, not present in the true input. 

The ICl7650 minimizes this problem by the simple 
expedient of introducing a compensating dynamic offset 
voltage in the nulling amplifier. This is possible since, at the 
frequency range of interest, the AC signal that causes the 
problem is a function only of the compensation capacitor, 
the input stage gm, and the output signal amplitude. By 
adding another capacitor from the output signal of the main 
amplifier to the corresponding summing point in the nulling 
amplifier, with a value which is correctly scaled to allow for 
the ratio of the input stage gms, and connecting it only 
during the time when the main amplifier is being nulled, the 
nulling amplifier does not see the input-related signal at the 
main amplifier. Thus, no nulling signal is generated, and no 
beat frequency is generated. The required matching of the 
gm and capacitor values is readily achieved, since they are 
all on a monolithic die, and the result is a device with 
virtually no interference between the normal operation of 
the main amplifier and the chopping action of the nulling 
amplifier. 

OVERLOAD EFFECTS 
The second traditional problem with chopper-stabilized 

amplifiers relates to their behavior under overload. Once 
again the problem arises through the presence of an input 
signal on the main amplifier which is not due to the input 
offset voltage. In this case, the presence of a,large signal in 
the system leads to the output running up against the 
supply rails. Under these conditions the amplifier no longer 
has control, and the voltage at its input becomes only a 
function of the feedback network, the input signal, and the 
output swing limit of the amplifier, as shown in Figure 13. 
The nulling amplifier, however, has no means of knowing 
that this is the problem, and will attempt to "rectify" it by 
driving the null network to remove this input signal. This 
effort cannot succeed, and in fact will increase the depth of 
overload. If this condition is maintained long enough 
(compared to the nulling time constant), the null circuit itself 
will also be driven to its limit. Thus, when the input signal 
returns to an inrange value, the input offset voltage will be 
skewed heavily to one side. If the nulling range of the 
amplifier exceeds the input signal range, frequently the 
case in the high-gain applications common for such de
vices, the output will remain stuck at the supply rail until the 
null circuit has almost recovered. Since the null amplifier 
driving signal may be quite small, recovery may take a long 
time. 

Several possible methods can be used to combat this 
effect. One is to detect the output limiting condition, and to 
stop the chopping operation during the time that this does 
(or can) occur. This has two disadvantages. It may not be 
possible to predict such overrange conditions, nor easy to 
detect their occurrence either. Further, even if this is done 
successfully, the nulling system will be unable to correct the 
inevitable loss of true null caused by leakage currents on 
the null points, etc. Thus, an extended overrange interval 
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with the chopping stopped can leave the null badly dis
turbed, perhaps as much as when the chopping is active. 
Nevertheless, in situations where an overrange occurrence 
is predictable or readily detectable, and lasts only for a 
limited time, the technique is very useful. The ICl7650 
facilitates this form of overload effect amelioration by 
providing an EXT ClKIN pin (in the 14-pin versions), which 
can be held "low", stopping the chopping action in a 
pOSition where no capaCitor charging can occur, and by 
allowing judicious use of the CLAMP pin (see below) as an 
overload detector. 

vsw 

AF01950t 

Figure 13: Voltages in Inverting Amplifier 
with Overload Input 

Vz",Vsw 

08010401 

Figure 14: Avoiding Overload with Zener 
Clamps 
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Figure 15: Output Clamp Circuit (a) and 
Conduction Characteristics (b) 

The other technique for avoiding the overload problem 
involves adding a nonlinear element to the feedback 
network, so that overrange inputs do not cause the output 
to limit against the supply rail. One possible way of dOing 
this is to parallel the feedback element with a pair of Zener 
diodes which conduct just before the limiting would occur, 
as shown in Figure 14 for the inverting configuration. The 
non-inverting arrangement is similar, but only reduces the 
gain to unity after the Zeners conduct. One disadvantage 
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with this circuit is that the Zener voltage is quite critical, 
especially if the supply voltage variation is significant and 
the maximum allowable swing is desired. The ICL7650 
avoids both of these problems by providing a CLAMP pin 
which will conduct current in the appropriate direction 
whenever the output voltage gets within a few hundred mV 
of either supply. The internal schematic is indicated in 
Figure 15a, and the output current characteristics as a 
function of the voltage margin to the supply rails in Figure 
15b. The leakage currents due to the small Nand P channel 
MOSFETs are negligible, and they can only be turned on if 
their common sources, tied to the output, get close to the 
relevant rail. If this pin is tied to the inverting input to the 
amplifier, and the impedance at this point is adequate, the 
desired limiting is readily achieved, with no disturbance to 
the null network, and usually negligible effect on the input 
bias current. The only penalties paid for this overload 
protection are a slight limitation on the output swing, and an 
increase in the input current on the inverting input when the 
output swings close to the rail. Also, the input circuit is not 
quite so easily guarded on a PC board if the CLAMP pin is 
used . 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
The net result, then, of all this technical wizardry is an op 

amp with quite remarkable characteristics. The input error
related parameters are unprecedented in a monolithic 
device, and rare indeed against all competitors, with a Vas 
of under 51lV (typically under 1 IlV) and an input bias current 
of no more than 10pA. The VOS value is maintained over 
the full range of the power supply, input common-mode, 
output swing, and temperature ranges. In other words the 
PSRR, CMRR, AVOL, and dVos/dT or drift are all virtually 
unmeasurable, and well over 120dB, 120dB, 140dB, and 
under 1 OnV I·C, respectively. The long-term drift, which we 
can consider to be very very low frequency noise (as indeed 
it is from a device physics pOint of view), is also undetect
able . 

The other device characteristics also compare favorably 
with those of the jJ.A741 and LM101 type. The Gain
Bandwidth product and slew rate are both about 3 times 
higher, at 2MHz and 2.5V I jJ.S respectively, the supply 
current is about the same, at 2mA (3.5 max), the stability 
margin is similar, and the output swings between the supply 
rails. The only significant limitations on its use are the 
reduced supply voltage range (±8V max) and the 1 Okn load 
limitation. These are becoming less important with the 
growth of ±5V analog systems, and also can be readily 
side-stepped, as shown in the Applications section below. 

And to cap it all, this paragon of op amp virtue is a 
moderate-sized monolithic die made with a high-yielding 
mature low-cost process, so the device cost is quite low. 

APPLICATIONS 
So much has been written about op amp applications 

over the last few decades that there is little pOint in trying to 
reproduce it all, even with revised specifications and 
capabilities. The most important pOint to be appreciated is 
that in any application where the performance of the circuit 
can be Significantly enhanced by a reduction of input offset 
voltage andlor bias current, the ICL 7650 can be put right to 
work. Further, any circuit using a null-trimming pot is an 
immediate candidate for replacement, since the cost of 
purchase, insertion, initial adjustment, and especially peri-
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odic readjustment will generally be greater than the initial 
small premium for this device and two capacitors. Other
wise, the finite space available here will be used to present 
the particulars of this substitution as germane to the 
ICL7650, followed by the details of some circuits that utilize 
the specific capabilities of the part particularly well, and 
some combinations with other devices that concatenate 
their respective features. 

The normal substitution requires nothing but the replace
ment of any null trim pot with two required capacitors. In the 
case of the 14-pin devices, the pinout corresponds to that 
of the LM108 type device, so substitution of the ICL7650 for 
a (rare) 14-pin LM101/A, LM107, iJA741 , OP-05/0P-07, or 

INPUT 

A3 + (A,/A,)", lOOk!) 
for full clamp effect 

(a) Non-Inverting Amplifier 

OUTPUT 

TC018001 

any similar part, can be done most readily with the 8-pin 
version. The alternative involves a minor PC board change. 
If good overload recovery is a requirement for the applica
tion, the connections to the CLAMP pin (see Overload 
Effects) should be made according to the basic configura
tions of Figure 16. The impedance at the point of attach
ment needs to be high enough, at least at DC, to permit the 
worst case input signal to be accommodated within the 
capability of the CLAMP pin output current, according to the 
curve of Figure 15b. Usually this is easily managed in the 
case of the inverting configuration, but in the non-inverting 
case, some additional input clamping may be necessary. 
Some alternatives for doing this are shown in Figure 17. 

INPUT >--A,IIIIr~--I 

OUTPUT 

(A,/A,)", lOOk!) 
for full clamp effect 

TC018101 

(b) Inverting Amplifier 

Figure 16: Non-Inverting and Inverting Configurations with (Optional) Clamp Circuit Connection 

v+------~--_.-----------

4.7kn 
O.l.F O.l.F 

Your 

VIN >-+----t--; 

Your 

4.7kll 

":" 
V-------~--~------~~ 

TC018201 TC018301 

Figure 17: Some other Clamping Configurations for Non-Inverting Amplifiers 
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One frequent use of an op amp is as a comparator. This 
cannot be done with the usual chopper amplifiers because 
of their terrible behavior under overload conditions, the 
normal operating mode for an op amp so used (see 
Overload Effects). However, the optional overload avoid
ance feature built-in to the ICL7650 allows its use in many 
of these applications, as shown in Figure 18. The current 
from the CLAMP pin forces the inverting input to follow the 
signal input (within the output swing and input common
mode ranges), and the transfer characteristic is essentially 
a reflection of the characteristic of Figure 15b. The compari
son voltage must be capable of absorbing the CLAMP pin 
current without distress to itself or other parts of the system. 
Only one polarity of comparison is possible with a high input 
impedance, but if a low impedance drive input is available, 
the roles can be reversed to achieve the other polarity. The 
speed of the circuit is limited to input ramp rates under 
100V/sec for the most accurate performance, but above 
this rate the timing errors of most comparators exceed their 
input offset errors in any case. 

vour 

L..... __ ~""',.,..-< VrH 
200kllTO 2MIl 

AF019701 

Figure 18: Low Offset Comparator 

The usual instrumentation amplifier configurations work 
extremely well with the ICL7650. The standard three op 
amp configuration (Figure 19) has unbeatable CMRR, a 
function only of the resistors in practice. With a differential 
input AID converter, such as the Intersil ICL71X6, 71X7, 
7109 or 7135, just two ICL7650s will maintain high differen
tial gain without any common-mode gain, ideal Jor pre-
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amplification of Signals from such bridge-type transducers 
as strain gauges, etc. The arrangment is shown in Figure 
20. This also works well with thermocouples whose shiel
ding is grounded at the sensing end, especially in a noisy 
environment. Note that the offset and drift of the ICL7650 
will contribute less than 1°C initial error and less than 0.2°C 
drift error to an absolute Platinum - Platinum/Rhodium 
Type S thermocouple between O°C and 1750°C, or to a 
Type B thermocouple between 500°C and 1820°C (over the 
operating temperature range of the ICL7650). This is less 
than the errors associated with standard thermocouples 
themselves. Naturally, to realize this performance, all the 
other little thermocouples between the leads, the PC board, 
any IC socket, and the other components, etc., will have to 
be carefully handled. This topic is discussed in Achieving 
the Full Benefits. 

OUT 

IN 

TC018401 

Figure 19: 3 Op Amp Instrumentation 
Amplifier 
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r----------------------------------------------------Qy+ 

CD004701 

Figure 20: 2 Op Amp Differential Preamp for ICL71061719 Families 

Conventional logarithmic amplifiers have very high dy
namic ranges in the current input mode, but in the voltage 
input mode they end up severely limited by errors associat
ed with the input offset voltage of the input op amp. Two 
methods are available to combat this problem with the 
ICL7650. The device itself may be used as the main 
amplifier, as suggested in Figure 21. This will give a wide 
dynamic range of close to 6 decades. However, this 
arrangement lacks the built-in temperature compensation 
and scale factor adjustment of such monolithic log amps as 
the IntersillCL8048. These can be combined with the same 
dynamic range enhancement by using the ICL7650 to offset 
null an ICL8048, as shown in Figure 22. The time constant 
of the nulling network needs to be high enough to avoid 
loop stability problems. The input current of the system will 
not be degraded by this configuration, so 6 decades of 
,dynamic range will be available in both voltage and current 
input modes. 
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Figure 21: Basic Log Amplifier 
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Figure 22: ICL8048 Offset Nulled by ICL7650 

Although the overall performance of the ICL7650 is 
unprecedented, there are some parameters for which other 
devices remain better, and it does have some limitations. 
We have already mentioned the supply voltage limitation, 
for which the promised circumvention appears in Figure 23. 
The two JFETs have IDSS values well above the supply 
current requirement of the ICL7650, and so operatlil close to 
"pinch-off". These "pinch-off" voltages constitute the 
supply voltages to the ICL7650, and must meet the 
specifications required, readily done with the parts listed. By 
boot-strapping the JFET gates to the output, a follower 
circuit whose input and output can span the full supply 
range can be constructed. High voltage JFETs would permit 
even higher supply voltages. A small amount of high
frequency roll-off is usually needed in the boot-strap to 
prevent RF instability. 
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Figure 23: Operating with ± 15V Supplies 
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The output drive limitations may be readily overcome by 

buffering the ICL7650 with a device such as the ~741, 
after the fashion of Figure 24. This has the additional 
advantage of reducing the dissipation in the ICL7650 due to 
the load, and the thermal effects associated therewith (see 
Achieving the Full Benefits). These two circuits may be 
amalgamated in several ways to combine higher voltage 
operation with heavy load driving capability, such as those 
shown in Figure 25. One or more of these can be used to 
construct a configuration that will act correctly in any 
inverting or noninverting application, for any gain required. 
These circuits can be used to substitute for virtually any 
chopper-stabilized module, and most other standard op 
amps also, with a substantial improvement in input parame
ters and no loss in output characteristics. 

OUT 

AF019801 

Figure 24: Using 741 to Boost Output Drive 
Capability 

The high slew-rate and/or bandwidth of devices such as 
the HA2500/10/20 and the HA2600/20 families is not, of 
course, preserved by the arrangements of Figure 25. For 
these types of devices, the concept used in Figure 22 is 
preferable. Figure 26 shows two methods of doing this for 
several high speed devices, and Table 1 gives suitable 
component values. Note that although. the input offset 
voltage is that of the ICL7650, the input current will 
generally be dominated by that of the other device. Also, no 
protection is provided against overload, and intermodulation 
is back (see Intermodulation Effects and Overload Effects). 
These three can be reduced or eliminated by extra com
plexity in the circuits, at the expense of further loss in 
generality. Figure 27 shows one method of balancing out 
the intermodulation terms, and a similar clamp circuit to that 
of the ICL7650 added externally. 

A similar combination of the exceptional low noise 
performance of the OP-05 (and OP-07) with the ICL7650 is 
also possible, and incidentally gives the lowest available 
overall noise performance in any bandwidth from true DC to 
any other frequency of use with op amps. In this case, the 
roll-off in the external nulling network should be low enough 
in frequency to ensure that the cross-over between the two 
devices does not degrade the performance in the band
width of concern. The schematic, in Figure 28, is otherwise 
the same as that of Figure 26, and Table 1 includes the 
values for this circuit also. Many other combination circuits 
have been published in the literature, and the ICL7650 can 
be used to advantage in the majority of them. 

Table 1 

WORST LOWEST 
FIGURE 26(a) CIRCUIT FIGURE 26(b) CIRCUIT DEVICE FAMILY SUPPLY 

FAMILY Voe (my) VOLTAGE 
OVER TEMP. tV RA (n) Rs (n) Vs NA PIN RA (n) NA PIN NG PIN 

jJA741 7.5 3.0 82K 2000 - 1 680k 1 5 
LM101 10.0 3.0 2M 1M - 5 1M 5 1 
LM118 15.0 5.0 330k 180k + 5 150k 5 1 
LF155,6,7 (Note 1) 13.0 5.0 120k 5.1k + 1 560k 1 5 
HA2500 (Note 2) 14.0 10.0 6.8k 100 + 5 62k 5 1 
HA2600 7.0 5.0 620k 18k + 1 620k 1 5 
CA3140 30.0 (Note 3) 4.5 1M 10k - 5 240k 5 1 
ICL8007 50.0 (Note 3) 5.0 100k 1.2k - 5 150k 5 1 
OP-05 1.6 3.0 1.6M 18k + 8 2.4M 8 1 
OP-07 0.25 3.0 10M 150k + 8 10M 8 1 

NOTES: 1. LF155, 156, 157 require 12k resistors from pin 1 and 5 to V +, in addition to the resistors mentioned above. 
2. ICL7650 supplies are ±8V max; HA2500 is not specffied, but will work, with supplies under ±10V. 
3. Unspecilied; Value inferred from other data. 
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Figure 25: Several High Voltage-High Load Combination Circuits 
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ACHIEVING THE FULL BENEFITS 
The ICL7650 brings a new level of accuracy to the an!iiog 

world, and in doing so exposes a new set of problems and 
difficulties in the environment of the typical op amp, 
previously masked by device errors. The standard care 
taken with ground loops is even more necessary here, and 
the prevention of PC board leakage is also more important. 
The pinout on the 14-pin device has been arranged so as to 
allow easy guarding of the input pins, and the same can be 
done on the TO-99 device by using a 10-pin outline 
mounting configuration, as shown in Figure 29. If the 
CLAMP pin is being used, the configurations of Figure 30 
may be found more useful. Careful cleaning with TCE or 
alcohol, followed by a compressed air blow-dry, is advis
able, and an epoxy or silicone rubber coating will prevent 
subsequent contamination. Careful use of Teflon® or 
similar standoffs may be helpful in stubborn cases of PC 
board troubles. 

The impedances of the driving nodes for the offset null 
storage capacitors are quite high, as explained above, and 
care should be taken in the PC board layout to avoid 
coupling stray Signals into these points. A pseudo guard ring 
tied to V- could be applied in exceptionally difficult cases. 
The CAP RETN pin (14-pin parts only) is somewhat less 
sensitive, but should be treated with respect also. 

Some consideration should be given to the capacitors 
themselves. On initial turn-on, and also if radical changes in 
common-mode or power supply voltages occur, the volt
ages on these capacitors must change to the (new) desired 
values. A capacitor with high dielectric absorption, such as 
a ceramic type, will absorb back part of the change in 
charge during the respective holding time during several 
clock cycles, or even for many seconds, leading to a 
significant initial (or recovery) settling time. If either of these 
is critical, a polypropylene capaCitor should be used, 
although in many cases a mylar or similar film capacitor 
would be adequate. Another disadvantage of ceramic 
capacitors is that they frequently generate a significant 
amount of 11f or "flicker" noise, which will be fed into the 
system through the null pins. For this reason, it is recom
mended that a film type capacitor be used, even though any 
low-leakage capaCitor will "work". 

The ultimate limitations to any high accuracy DC amplifier 
are the thermo-electric or Peltier effects in all the thermo
couple junctions between dissimilar materials. The junctions 
of concern to us here are those between the silicon (n- or p
type) and the aluminum metallization on the die, the 
aluminum to bond-wire and bond-wire to header post or 
lead frame, and the post/lead to PC board junctions. If all 
these are at the same temperature, then no problems will 
arise, since an equal number ·of identical junctions are 
interposed on the return path. The power dissipation within 
the IC die is inherently low, and most applications will not 
add very much to that, so we can consider the die 
temperature to be fairly uniform. Thus, the thermocouples 
out to the bond-wires can be neglected unless a heavy load 
resistance is applied. The same is reasonably true for the 
bond-wire to post/lead junction. However, the post/lead to 
PC board junction can be a serious problem. The thermo
electric coefficient of the usual Kovar-copper junction 
present here is of the order of 30l-IV rc, and the thermal 
contact between the individual junctions is not very good. A 
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temperature gradient of as little as 0.1 ·C/inch will lead to an 
error as large as the typical offset voltage of the ICL7650! A 
point-source (power transistor, say) with a 10·C tempera
ture rise must be kept 5 to 6 inches away, and a similar line
source would need to be many feet away. Even air currents 
from a standard forced-air heating system can cause 
gradients approaching this level. Similar effects can occur 
with other circuit elements, although generally their lead 
materials have lower thermo-electric coefficients. 

The cure for these potential problems lies in exercising 
care in both the circuit design and the board layout. The 
power dissipation in the ICL7650 should be kept low (use 
the circuits of Figures 24-26 for load driving if needed), and 
power-dissipating components should be kept well away. A 
cooling fan or blower is undesirable unless an enclosure is 
used around the op amp and its associated components, 
and in any case the air flow should not pass over this area 
after a power-dissipating area. Low thermo-electric coeffi
cient connections should be used wherever pOSSible, and in 
all cases the PC board layout should emphasize thermal 
balanCe in loop paths. 

An example of care in the electrical and thermal layout of 
a board, and appropriate choice of components to comple
ment the performance of the ICL7650 may be found in the 
ICL7650EV IKit, an evaluation kit that includes a test board 
which can be used to measure most of the critical parame
ters of the device, and to simulate various possible applica
tions. The kit includes all the necessary passive and active 
components to build the circuits of Figures 23-25 also, so 
that they may be substituted for another device in an 
operating system for checkout. 

SUMMARY 
The ICL7650 represents a significant step-function in op 

amp performance (one that should hot have occurred until 
1990, according to one recent Wescon presentation). The 
design brings chopper-stabilized performance to a new 
level of availability, while making it virtually transparent to 
the user. Although it is too early to predict the demise of the 
trimming potentiometer industry, nevertheless this device 
and its successors can be expected to replace the need for 
many of them and their periodic re-adjustment, frequently 
without increaSing the initial cost, and certainly with favor
able lifetime cost benefits. The combination circuits sug
gested here allow an even closer approach to the "perfect 
op amp" than has ever been available before, and at 
remarkably low cost. 

One side-effect of the remarkable performance potential 
of the ICL7650 is that several subtle error-causing effects 
that have previously been largely masked by the inherent 
errors of the available op amps, are now uncovered. Great 
care must be exercised to achieve the full performance 
benefits the device can offer. These caveats do not, of 
course, apply in cases where a simple replacement of a less 
accurate or less stable device is contemplated. The high 
degree of "user-transparency" achieved in the chopping 
operation promises a minimum of applications problems, 
borne out by the rapid acceptance of the device in a wide 
range of applications. 

The author would like to acknowledge the deSign efforts 
of Lee Evans and Dane Snow in turning the concept of the 
device into such a magnificent reality, and Andy Wolff for 
refining, expanding, and testing many of the circuit applica-
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tion ideas presented here. An additional acknowledgement 
should go to Bob Darling of Rutgers University for the basic 
concept of Figure 23. A list of relevant application notes and 
article reprints that may be found helpful in pursuing the 
ideas opened up in this one follows: 
A007 "Using the ICL804B/B049 Monolithic Log-Antilog 

Amplifier", by Ray Hendry. 
A018 "Do's and Dont's of Applying AID Converters", by 

Peter Bradshaw and Skip Osgood. 
A020 "A Cookbook Approach to High Speed Data 

Acquisition and Microprocessor Interfacing", by Ed 
Sliger. 

R017 "CMOS Chopper Op Amp Does Away with 
Glitches", by Peter Bradshaw, Electronic Design, 
August 2, 19BO. 

(a) 

TC019001 

Figure 26: HA2500 or 2600 Offset 
Nulled by ICL7650 
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Figure 27: Nulled HA2500 with 
Dynamic Correction and 
Overload Clamp 
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Figure 28: Auto-Nulling eircl'it for OP-05/0P-07 
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(a) 14-Pin Part (b) TO-99 Package 
Figure 29: Board Layouts for Input Guarding 
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Clamp 

Figure 30: Input Guarding with Clamp Pin 
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CMOS Chopper Op Amp 
Does Away With Glitches 
Low-cost monolithic chopper-stabilized op amp with differential input compensates 
for intermodulation and holds input offset voltage errors to 1 p.V over its full 
operating temperature range. 

Most data-acquisition systems require operational ampli
fiers that provide enough inherent dc stability to eliminate 
tweaking with trimming potentiometers. Conventional op 
amps that have input offset voltages in the millivolt range 
approach this requirement, but they still need periodic 
adjustments. A new monolithic chopper-stabilized op amp. 
the ICL7650, achieves tweakless performance with a typical 
input offset voltage of 1p.V or less over its full operating 
temperature range - and the device sells for only $2.75 in 
100-unit quantities. 

Fabricated with CMOS technology, the ICL7650 is virtual
ly devoid of the glitches that plague older chopper-stabilized 
designs, which are derived from vacuum-tube equivalents 
(see "The Traditional Chopper - and Its Problems"). The 
ICL7650 depends on just two noncritical external capaci
tors, rather than on the two low-pass filters, one high-pass 
filter, and demodulator essential to popular choppers. 

Designed for monolithic construction, the ICL7650 circuit 
(Figure 1a) consists of a main dc amplifier, a nulling dc 
amplifier, an output clamp, a compensation circuit that 
minimizes the intermodulation between applied signals and 
the chopping frequency, and switches controlled by a two
phase oscillator. These switches are actuated on alternate 
half-cycles of the chopping frequency. 

HOW THE CHOPPER WORKS 
A novel chopper-switching arrangement ensures virtually 

glitch less output. During one clock half-cycle of the oscilla
tor, the A switches close and the B switches open, driving 
the nulling amplifier to a null (Figure 1b). A fraction of the 
voltage on capacitor C1 is then added algebraically to the 
input of the nulling amplifier, so as to null the input-voltage 
offset error of this amplifier. 

In the other clock half-cycle of the oscillator, the B 
switches close and the A switches open, driving the main· 
amplifier to a null (Figure 1c). During this clock interval, 
capacitor C1 holds the nulling amplifier in its nulled state, 
while the main amplifier is being nulled. Capacitor C2 
maintains the main amplifier in its nulled state. The null 
sequence continually repeats, to produce a very low offset 
voltage. 

The ICL7650 minimizes intermodulation effect by gener
ating a compensating dynamic offset in the nulling amplifier 
when the B switches are closed. Therefore, the nulling 
amplifier does not see the main-amplifier input signal as an 
offset error. Although the correction is not total, the 
intermodulation terms are reduced to such a low level that 
the ac and dynamiC signals scarcely disturb the nulling 
system. The results are minimum phase error and a clean 
gain-frequency curve. 

Reprinted with permission from Electronic Design, 
August 2,1980 
Copyright Hayden pubiishing Company 
All Rights Reserved 
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A very effective approach prevents input overloads - a 
clamp in the feedback network reduces the closed-loop 
gain of the main amplifier just before the circuit reaches its 
maximum output level. The clamp consists of a pair of low
leakage nand p-channel MOSFETs that turn on shortly 
before the output limits. The clamp network is brought out 
to an external pin. Tying this pin to the chip's inverting input 
implements the clamping automatically. The clamping ac
tion does not disturb the null network and has negligible 
effect on the device'li input bias current in the active region. 

Besides providing a virtually glitch-free output and very 
fast recovery from overloads, the ICL7650 offers differential 
inputs, a maximum phase error of 10 degrees, a gain
bandwidth product of 2MHz, and a low 100-piece price of 
$2.75. Furthermore, because the chip is CMOS, its power 
dissipation is low, with a typical no-load supply current of 
less than 2mA. Another advantage of CMOS is that the op 
amp operates from a single 5-V supply, so it is compatible 
with standard TTL systems, It can also operate with bipolar 
supplies up to ±8V. In either case, the input common-mode 
range includes the negative supply. 

The ICL7650 comes in a choice of two packages and two 
temperaturl'l grades - a 14-pin plastic DIP for operation 
from 0 to 70·C. a 14-pin ceramic DIP for -25 to + 85·C. 
and an 8-pin TO-99 metal can for operation over either 
temperature range. No matter the package, the device is 
internally compensated for unity-gain operation. 

The 8-pin version is pin-compatible with standard op 
amps. except for the pull-system capaCitors. The 14-pin 
version provides for an optional external oscillator. The duty 
cycle for the external oscillator is not critical, because an 
internal divide-by-two circuit ensures a 50% duty cycle. 

Optimum values for the two external capaCitors. C1 and 
C2 depend on the chopping frequency. For the preset 
100Hz of the internal oscillator, the best value is 0.1p.F. 
When an external oscillator is used, this value should 
change proportionately to maintain the relationship be
tween the chopping frequency and the nulling time con
stant. A high-quality film capacitor (for example. mylar) is 
preferable. although a ceramic or other lower-grade type 
may be suitable· in many applications. 

505605-001 
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Figure 1: The ICL7650 monolithic chopper op 
amp virtually eliminates output 
glitches. Besides a differential 
Input, the CMOS chip (a) offers 
Intermodulation compensation and 
an output clamp circuit. Priced at 
Just $2.75, It holds input offset 
voltage to 1J..LV over temperature by 
nulling Its nulling amplifier (b) and 
then the main amplifier (c). 
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PUTTING THE CHIP TO WORK 
Any application where system performance can be signif

icantly improved by a reduction in input offset voltage and 
bias current is right for the ICL7650. 

Figure 2a shows the basic configuration for a noninvert
ing amplifier with the clamp circuit connected; Figure 2b 
shows the inverting configuration, also with the clamp 
connected. For applications that require output swings 
greater than ±7.5V, the booster circuit of Figure 2c can be 
used. 

In Figure 2d, the clamp circuit works to advantage in a 
zero-offset comparator. Here, the problems that usually 
prevent the selection of a chopper-stabilized amplifier are 
avoided, because the inverting input of the ICL7650 follows 
the input signal. The comparator's threshold input must 
tolerate the output-clamp current without disturbing other 
portions of the circuit. 

The circuit of Figure 2e illustrates a logarithmic amplifier 
that has wide dynamic range. Because it avoids the 
limitations resulting from excessive input offset voltage, it 
can achieve about six decades of dynamic range in the 
voltage-input mode. Logarithmic amplifiers built with other 
devices usually have only a three-decade dynamic range. 

The ICL7650 can also provide offset nulling for other 
amplifiers, such as the ICL8048. This monolithic tempera
ture-compensated logarithmic amplifier can handle six de
cades of current input or three decades of voltage input. 
The nulling circuit (Figure 3a) adds three more decades of 
voltage range. The same concept may be applied to the 
HA2500 and HA2600 families of monolithic op amps to 
obtain very low offset and capitalize on the high slew rate 
and broad bandwidth of these devices (Figure 3b). Such 
circuits enchance performance factors like dc gain, com
mon-mode rejection ratio, and power-supply rejection ratio. 
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THE TRADITIONAL CHOPPER - AND ITS PROBLEMS 

The most common configuration for a solid-state chop
per-stabilized operational amplifier is actually based on a 
vacuum-tube circuit that employed electromechanical chop
pers. Although the solid-state version shows excellent drift 
characteristics, chopper-switching glitches often appear in 
the output. 

The circuit has two amplifiers - a dc amplifier and an ac 
amplifier. High-pass and low-pass filters separate the input 
signal into its high and low-frequency components. The 
high-frequency component is applied to the main dc amplifi
er, and the low-frequency component is first chopped by an 
oscillator-controlled switch and then applied to the' ac 
amplifier. After demodulation, the output of the ac amplifier 
passes through another low-pass filter before being applied 
to the noninverting input of the main dc amplifier. 

A chopper configuration of this type reduces the offset 
and drift errors of the dc amplifier by a factor equal to the 
gain of the ac amplifier. However, the circuit does have 
several shortcomings. It can handle only single-ended 
inputs; it produces relatively high-phase error because of 
intermodulation at frequencies near the chopping frequen
cy; it recovers slowly from overloads; its output has glitches 
associated with chopper switching; its gain-bandwidth prod
uct is below 1 MHz; and its cost is relatively high. 

The high phase error stems from the finite gain of the 
main amplifier near the chopping frequency. Even in the 
absence of an offset voltage, this amplifier develops a smal.1 
differential input signal. The frequency of the differential 
input signal corresponds to the input frequency. Internal 
correction circuitry detects this signal and attempts to null it 
out. If the signal and chopping frequencies are well separat
ed, successive nulling attempts will be weak, or will even 
cancel each other. However, if the two frequencies are 
close, the nulling circuit will generate significant beat-
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frequency terms. As a result, the intermodulation causes 
excessive phase error, as well as wrinkles in the circuit's 
gain-frequency curve. 

Overload conditions present yet another problem. The 
feedback network has trouble coping with input Signals 
when the amplifier output hits one power-supply rail or the 
other. Unless the offset null network recognizes the situa
tion, the overload will be treated as an offset error, and the 
nulling amplifier will attempt to correct it. Since this attempt 
is bound to fail, the nulling network will be substantially 
offset. When the input Signal returns to what should be the 
active region, the false null causes a maximum error, and 
recovery to a normal condition is very slow. This problem 
can be controlled if the nulling process is inhibited when the 
output approaches either supply rail, but leakages in the null 
network eventually compromise this solution. 

~PUT 

TC020101 
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Figure 2: The ICL7650 chopper op amp is a 
versatile circuit building block. It 
can function as either a 
noninverting (a) or an inverting (b) 
amplifier; its output can be boosted 
for swings of more than ±7.5V (c); 
and it can be employed as a zero
offset comparator (d) or even as a 
logarithmic amplifier (e) with a six
decade range. 
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Figure 3: The new chip enchances the 
performance of other amplifiers
for example, nulling the offset for 
an 8048 log amp (a) or for the 25001 
2600 families of op amps (b). 

With the ICL7650, the standard three-op-amp configura
tion for an instrumentation amplifier (Figure 4a) yields 
excellent performance, because of the extremely good 
common-mode rejection ratio of the chip's front end. In the 
strain-gauge preamplifier of Figure 4b, two of the monolithic 
chopper op amps maintain high differential gain without any 
common-mode gain. This preamp mates with analog-to
digital converters that have differential-input front ends. 

Thermocouples that are grounded on one side could use 
the Single noninverting amplifier of Figure 2a. However, if a 
shielded thermocouple with a ground at the sensing end is 
used in a high-noise environment, the circuit of Figure 4b is 
preferable. With an absolute platinum-platinum-rhodium 
(type S) thermocouple, the very low offset and drift errors of 
the ICL7650 contribute less than 1°C initial error and less 
than O.2°C drift error between temperatures of 0 and 
1750°C. 

The full benefit of the ICL7650's performance can only 
be realized when care is taken to minimize the introduction 
of spurious thermocouple voltages between the printed
circuit board, connectors, device sockets, and component 
leads. Moreover, heat sources must be well removed from 
critical portions of the circuit, and cooling air should not 
pass over this critical circuitry after the air has been used or 
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even beforehand, if possible. Even radiated heat can cause 
problems.D 
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Figure 4: Because of its high performance, 
the ICL7650 has numerous 
applications - as an 
instrumentation amplifier (a) with a 
standard three-op-amp 
configuration and as a strain-gauge 
preamplifier (b) for an AID 
converter. 
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D.C. Servo Motor Systems 
Using the ICH8510 
By Ken McAlIIstar 

INTRODUCTION 
Intersil has developed a family of hybrid power operation

al amplifiers - the ICH8510 family - designed specifically 
for driving D.C. servo motors, D.C. linear and rotary 
actuators, electronic orifice valves and X-Y printer motors. 
There are three members of this family, the ICH8510, 8520 
and 8530, capable of delivering 1 amp, 2 amps and 2.7 
amps respectively, while operating at supply voltages up to 
±35V. 

The amplifiers operate in the linear mode and can be 
treated as high power (and higher voltage) versions of a IlA 
741 operational amplifier. The ICH8510 can typically swing 
±26V across a 20n load and the 8520, 8530 versions can 
typically swing ±26V across a 10n load with supplies of 
±30V. The typical quiescent current under no load condi
tions is ±20mA while input offset voltage, input bias current, 
slew rate, open loop voltage gain and input voltage range 
are the same as the basic 741 differential, operational 
amplifier. All the amplifiers are short circuit proof, being able 
to withstand indefinite shorts to ground at the output and 
also have unique safe area operating protection. This safe 
area protection allows the amplifier to handle the large 
inductive emf's caused by D.C. motors during reversal or 
load changes without damage, but does not hinder normal 
operation of the amplifier. 

The open loop configuration of the ICH8510 family 
makes them very versatile for closed loop servo motor 
systems. Either positive or negative gains may be obtained 
using well known operational amplifier techniques. The 
ease with which the ICH8510 amplifier family can be 
implemented, relieves system deSigners of the headaches 
of excessive quiescent power supply currents, and inade
quate amplifier stability. The power amplifiers are internally 
compensated and are available in an eight pin TO-3 
package. They are unconditionally stable down to unity 
gain, non-inverting (the worst case). 

SERVO SYSTEMS 
BACKGROUND 

Figure 1 shows the ICH8510 in an "open loop" control 
system, meaning that the motor is not within the closed loop 
of the amplifier and the associated feedback components. 
Figure 2 and 3 show the ICH8510 in typical open loop 
system applications. 

INPUT O>----.-t-.. ~~ ____ .... 

Y FEEDBACK 

LD008101 

Figure 1: Open Loop Control System 
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Figure 2: Non-Inverting Gain Configuration 
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Figure 3: Inverting Gain Configuration 

Figure 2 shows the ICH8510 in the standard non
inverting operational amplifier configuration where the volt
age gain 

Vo R2 + Rl R2 
Av=-=---= 1 +-. 

Vi Rl Rl 

In Figure 3 the power amplifier is shown in the standard 
inverting gain configuration where the voltage gain 

Vo R4 
Av=-= --. 

Vi R3 

The resistors denoted Rs.c. and RS.C. determine the 
current which will flow under output short circuit conditions 
from the output to ground. Such short circuits could come 
about as a result of a stalled motor where the only load 
resistance is the winding of the motor. 

In an open-loop system any changes in the input, load or 
amplifier characteristics will cause corresponding changes 
in the output. In order to minimize those output deviations a 

407004-001 
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closed loop system is normally used. With a closed loop 
system a portion of the system output is fed back to the 
input and summed with the input. Now the motor is actually 
part of the feedback network and variations which would 
occur in the open-loop system are divided by the feedback 
ratio. 

Servo systems control basically three quantities or any 
combination of the following three quantities: 
1. Motor velocity 
2. Motor position (i.e., shaft rotational position) 
3. Motor torque 

A block diagram of a typical closed loop control system is 
shown in Figure 4. 

'''"To---.--.I .... LIF'ER 11----...... 1 ~-I 1·
l----ll fEEDBACK 1 

l.OOO82OI 

Figure 4: Closed Loop Control System 

VELOCITY CONTROL 
The purpose of a closed loop velocity control system is to 

maintain a constant velocity independent of load variations. 
Velocity control is accomplished by means of tachometer 
feedback as shown in Figure 5. 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER MOTOR 

+r'L_ I A L~~_;'~'MOTOR"EED 
Yin ~Ylt 1...1 _1+i"i:_'_'A--Jr----~ -- ~ (radiIn11llC1 

. v, I " 1 
TACHOMETER 

LDOOB301 

Figure 5: Velocity Control System 

Where: 
A = D.C. gain of amplifier 
TA = dominant pole of amplifier 
KE = voltage constant of motor 
T m = dominant pole of motor 
Kt = tachometer constant 

The. model of the velocity control system shown in Figure 
5, while not being an exact representation of the real 
system, allows the transfer function of the closed loop 
system to be determined. The transfer function is given by: 

o : t + ~Tj(KE(1 : STJ 
(1) 

( A)( 1 ) 1 + Kt---
1 + STA KE(1 + STm) 

This form allows variations of the system parameters to 
be related back to the variable of most interest, which is the 
motor rotational speed or w. A root locus of (1), may be 
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drawn to determine overall stability with variations in the 
systems parameters. 

The actual circuit implementation is presented in Figure 6 
where the ICH8510 is used as both the driving amplifier and 
the summing amplifier. 

SUMMING 
JUNCTiON 

+Vcc 

TACHOMETER 
OUTPUT 

D.C. 
MOTOR 

LC02500I 

Figure 6: Velocity Control Realization 

The output voltage of the amplifier is 
following equation: 

Vo = _ R2 Vin + (_ R2)Vg. 
R1 Ra 

given by the 

(2) 

The operation of the velocity control system can be 
understood from the following: if the speed of the motor 
tends to increase for whatever reason (i.e., less load 
friction), a larger voltage is induced in the windings of the 
tachometer. This voltage is fed back to the summing 
junction and opposes the input voltage which forces the 
output voltage down tending to keep the speed constant. 

For some applications it may be desirable to monitor the 
rev/sec or revlmin of the motor shaft. This can be done 
very easily by using Intersil's ICL7106 or 7107, which are 
single chip 3-1,12 digit AID Converters, and a simple scaling 
network connected to the tachometer output. By knowing 
the volts/r.p.m. rating of the tachometer, a simple resistor 
divider network can be constructed to scale the tachometer 
output voltage so the input of the AID Converter will 
indicate motor speed directly. Here is an example: 

12V 
= 4000 r.p.m. 

Tachometer Constant 3V/1000 r.p.m. 

Tachometer Output 

The output of the AID should indicate 4.00 Kr.p.m. The 
output voltage of the tachometer is scaled down as in 
Figure 7. Since the optimum full scale input voltage ofthe 
7106 or 7107 is 200mV the reading of 4.00 Kr.p.m. should 
be scaled to correspond to 40mV at the input of the 
converter. The decimal point may be shifted so that the 
display, which the converter drives, will read 4.00. 
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Figure 7: Divider Network for AID Converter 
Input 

Now, 

Vo = 12V and Vi = 40mV 

so R1 and R2 are determined by 

R2 
Vi=---Vo· 

R1 + R2 

This equation cannot be solved by itself but by using the 
minimum load resistance of the tachometer as the second 
equation yields R1 + R2 = Zlmin. Using 10K!Hor R1 + R2, 
the value of R2 is 34H and R1 = 9.96Kn. 

POSITION CONTROL 
The purpose of a closed loop position control system is 

fast and accurate control of the rotational position of the 
motor shaft. The position control may be random position 
changes or may occur at equal intervals of time with the 
position changes also being of equal distance. Rotational 
position is given the notation of 8, which signifies the angle 
deviation from a set reference angle. 8 is equal to the 
integral of the angular velOCity. The block diagram of a 
position control system is shown in Figure B. 

POWE. 
AMPLIFIER 

~~tl_ "~_" r--K' : 

~_,p-'--...JI-·----
l.llOO8401 

Figure 8: Position Control System 

The only parameters in Figure B that differ from the 
velocity control system in Figure 5 are: 

Kp = integrator constant 

1 / S = the integrator transfer function 

From Figure B the transfer function of the position control 
system may.be written and is equal to: 
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8 
(3) 

1 + K~p (1 + Asrj[KE (1: srJ 

Here again the form of the transfer function given by (3) 
allows the effects of variations in system parameters to be 
determined. 

While the block diagrarh at first glance seems a bit 
formidable, the functions of the integrator and integrator 
constant are both performed by a simple potentiometer 
coupled to the motor shaft. The equivalent circuit of the 
coupled pot is shown in Figure 9. 

VREF 

Vl~l 
WIPER COUPLED .j 

TO MOTOR SHAFT 

TC031001 

Figure 9: Position Control Potentiometer 

As the motor shaft turns, the wiper voltage varies from 
zero volts at the O· reference pOint to VREF. This output 

d8 
voltage then varies as - which is the rotational speed of 

dta dV1 
the motor; and this voltage is -. Referring to Figure 10 

d8 
helps clarify this point. 

0" -ov 

av= 270" 

180" = 2V 

lC025301 

Figure 10: Relationship Between Angular 
Position and Pot Wiper Voltage 

For the conditions in Figure 10 a reference voltage, 
VREF = 4V and a scaling factor of 1V/90· exists. 

A complete position control system is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Practical Position Control System 

The circuit of Figure 11 operates as follows: When the 
control pot is turned to a new position the motor begins 
turning until the voltage at the wiper of the motor pot 
produces a voltage which causes the output voltage to 
reach zero and the motor stops. At this point, the two 
voltages produced by the gains from the control pot and 
from the motor pot produce equal and opposite voltages at 
the output of. the ICH8510 and this causes the motor to 
stop. If the load on the motor tries to turn the shaft to 
another position a voltage is produced which opposes the 
change in position and forces it to remain in the preset 
position. The control pot should be a 10 turn pot in order to 
obtain very accurate position control and may be calibrated 
to indicate angular position or linear position of the load. 

TORQUE CONTROL 
A torque control system is used whenever a motor is 

required to provide constant torque to a load. The torque of 
a D.C. motor is directly proportional to the motor current, 
the only difference being the torque constant of the motor. 
The relationship between the torque and motor current is 
given by the following relationship: 

Where: 

K T = torque constant 

T = motor torque 

I = motor current 

(4) 

From (4) it can be seen that if constant current is 
delivered to the motor the motor will deliver constant 
torqu~. 

The constant load current situation may be realized by 
placing the motor inside the feedback loop of the amplifier 
as shown in Figure 12. 

.O~OIl 

Af 

= 
T0031101 

Figure 12: Closed Loop Torque Control 
System 

The transfer function of the torque control system in 
Figure 12 is given by: 

IL Rf 
-=- --- (5) 
Vin Rin RL 

assuming Rf» RL. By choosing appropriate values for Rf, 
Rin and RL, a transconductance giving so many amps of 
load current for a given, input voltage is realized. For 
example, if, Rin = Rf = 1 Kn and RL = 10n, 

IL 1 x 103 1 1 -= - -_._= -10- AlVolt. 
Vin 1 x 103 10 

The operation of the torque control system can be 
understood from basic operational amplifier theory. For a 
constant input voltage designated Vin, the current through 

Vin . 
Rin is - = lin and the current through the feedback resistor 

Rin VL 
Rt is given by - = If; both of these under the assumption 

Rf 
that the inverting input is a virtual ground. These two 

currents will be equal to one another assuming the input 
bias current is negligible, which results in a constant outPl-lt 
voltage. With a constant load RL the current through the, 
load resistor and also the motor will be constant. This 
means under stall conditions, the amplifier delivers the 
same current as when in the unstalled mode. In effect, the 
stalled current of, say, Figures 2 or 3 will approach 
maximum output current of the amplifier. This difference is 
quite significant, i.e., a 1 amp at 24V motor during normal 
unstalled conditions becomes a 2-3 amp motor (this 
maximum limit is set by externally programmable Rse and 
Rse resistors) for stalled conditions. The Figure 12 circuit 
would keep the 1 amp drive current constant whether the 
motor was stalled or not. 
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Using The 8048/8049 
Logi Antilog Amplifier 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

A common problem in instrumentation and data transmis
sion is the processing of signals over a wide dynamic range. 
The ICL8048 is designed to provide the solution. 

The 8048 is a complete DC logarithmic amplifier, consist
ing of two FET input op amps and utilizing the fundamental 
logarithmic properties of a transistor junction. It will handle 
six decades of input current or three decades of voltage 
input, is temperature compensated from O·C to 70·C, and 
features adjustable scale factor, reference current and 
offset voltage. 

The 8049 is the anti-log counterpart of the 8048 and is 
designed to supply one full decade of output voltage for 
each 1 volt change at the input. And like the 8048, the 
reference current scale factor and offset voltage are 
externally adjustable. 

THEORY OF OPERATION (Figure 1) 
The logarithmic gain of the 8048 is derived from the 

inherent exponential characteristics of a transistor junction. 
Transistor 01 is used as the non-linear feedback element 
around op amp A1 which has a FET-input stage to provide 
low input current noise and very low input bias current. 
Negative feedback is applied to the emitter of 01 through 
R4. This forces the collector current of 01 to be exactly 
equal to the current through the input resistor R 1. The 

collector current for 02 is set by R2 and the reference 
voltage, and since the collector current of 02 remains 
constant, the emitter base voltage also remains constant. 
Therefore, only the emitter base voltage of 01 varies with a 
change of input current. However, the output voltage is a 
function of the difference in emitter-base voltages of 01 and 
02· 

RS + Ra 
Va = --- (VSE1 - VSE2) 

RS 
(1) 

For matched transistors operating at different collector 
currents, the emitter base differential is given by 

kt IC1 
LlVSE=- In - (2) 

q IC2 

Combining Equation 1 and 2 and writing the expression 
for the output voltage gives 

Vo = Rs + Ra (~)In IC1 (3) 
Ra q IC2 

This shows that the output is proportional to the logarithm 
of the input current, and hence voltage. The temperature 
dependence is minimized by control of the temperature 
coefficient of Rs. 

l' 7 
VAEF).-----'W\r----<l 

Ir----=--+~--= - - -
200pF I 

I 

R5 

15 

R3 

Figure 1: 8048 A Complete Monolithic Log Amp 
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Figure 2: ICL8049 A Complete Monolithic Antilog Amp 

The basic schematic of the 8049 is shown in Figure 2. A3 
forces 03 to operate at IREF, shifting down the emitter 
voltage of 04 by the voltage applied to pin 2. The division 
ratio is controlled by Rs and R7, thus the VBE of 04 will 
force a collector current given by: 

-qRS 
lOUT = IC(Q4) = (IREF)a VIN, where a = , 

kT(RS + R7) 

therefore giving the desired antilog dependence. 

A4, together with R9, acts as a current to voltage 
converter: 

VOUT = R9(IREF) antilog (a VIN) 

Again the temperature coefficient or R7 corrects for the 
temperature dependence of a. 

SOURCES OF ERROR 
Log Conformity Error: Log conformity error is the differ
ence between actual output voltage and the output voltage 
predicted by the log transfer equation. A plot of input versus 
output should be a straight line (when plotted on semilog 
paper), with a slope kT/q(60mV/decade). Any deviation 
from this straight line is log conformity error. 
Offset Voltage (Vos): The offset voltage of the internal 
FET amplifier. This voltage appears as a small DC voltage ' 
in series with the input terminals. For current logging 
applications, its error contribution is negligible, however for 
log voltage applications, best performance is obtained by 
nulling Vos. 
Reference Current (lREF): IREF is the current generated 
by R2 and VREF (Figure 1) to which all input currents are 
compared. IREF tolerance errors appear as a DC offset at 
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the output; a ± 1 % IREF error, referred to the input, 
corresponds to a DC offset of ±4.3mV at the output. This 
offset Is independent of input signal. 

When a resistor is used to generate IREF, as shown in 
Figure 1, pin 16 is not a true virtual ground. For the 8048, a 
fraction of the output voltage is seen on pin 16. This does 
not constitute an appreciable error, provided VREF is much 
greater than this voltage; a 10V or 15V reference satisfies 
this condition. Alternatively, IREF can be provided from a 
true current source. (See Figure 3) 
Bandwidth: The gain bandwidth product of the logging 
element is relatively constant, and a change in gain will vary 
the bandwidth. Gain changes occur when input current to 
the logging elements varies with signal level. Consequently, 
slew rate and frequency response are specified as a 
function of input Signal level and will vary accordingly. 

It should be noted that zero collector current in the 
logging element for zero signal current is not the preferred 
condition, particularly if the input terminal is to be multi
plexed and a rapid rise to the end value of output voltage is 
important. The rise time, in decades of collector current per 
second, is approximately proportional to collector current; 
accordingly, if the collector current had to start up from 
zero, the rise to the output voltage would take an undue 
length of time. This can be prevented by injecting a 
collector rest current equal to 1 % of the lowest current to 
be measured. 
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Figure 3: Complete One Quadrant Divider Using an 8048 Log Amp and an 8049 Antilog Amp 
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Figure 4: Circuit for Computing Exponential Functions 
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Figure 5: Multiplier 

ONE QUADRANT DIVIDER 
Computing the ratio of two analog voltages can be done 

with general-purpose analog multipliers, but the accuracy 
decreases if the denominator varies over a wide range. With 
log-amps, a one-quadrant divider with a better full-scale 
accuracy over a dynamic range of 100:1 can be designed, 
and with the flexibility of external adjustments, the scale 
factors are readily adjustable and the circuit can easily be 
optimized for other ranges. 

The circuit in Figure 1 may be used as divider or 
reciprocal generator. The output of the 8048 is actually the 
ratio of the input current and the reference current through 
R2, when used as a log generator, the reference current is 
held constant by connecting R2 to a fixed voltage. If R2 is 
driven by an input voltage, rather than the 15V reference, 
the output of the 8048 is the log ratio of the input current to 
the current through R2. The antilog of this output voltage is 
the ratio of the inputs. 

A complete one quadrant divider is shown in Figure 3. It is 
the log amplifier (8048) shown in Figure 1 driving the antilog 
amplifier (8049) shown in Figure 2. The log amplifier output 
drives the base of 03 with a voltage proportional to the log 
of E1/E2. Transistor 03 adds a voltage proportional to the 
log of E3 and drives the anti-log transistor, 04. The collector 
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current of 04 is converted to an output voltage by A4 and 
R6, with the scale factor set by R6. 

E1 
VOUT=- (4) 

10E2 

Note that the current corresponding to E2 is derived from 
a true current source to avoid the errors discussed above 
under "reference current". 

ARBITRARY POWER LAW CIRCUIT 
Log amplifiers are an excellent means of computing 

y = Xa relationships. Powers or roots may be computed 
precisely by cascading a log amp (8048) and antilog amp 
(8049) with appropriate scale factors. General-purpose 
multipliers are good for squaring (a = 2), but non-integer 
exponents, such as 1.3 or 1.5; are sometimes needed. The 
circuit for this is shown in Figure 4. 

The output of the 8048 log amplifier with a DC. voltage 
input X that ranges from 1 V to 10V is: 

VOUT = -K1 10910( X) (5) 
10K IREF 

where K1 is the scale factor of the 8048 and IREF is the 
reference current. Setting IREF to 100pA will make: 
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The output of the antilog circuit (8049) is: 

(K110910 X) 
VOUT = ROUT IREF2 antil0910 ----

. K2 

or in other words, 

(6) 

(7) 

where ·ROUT Output resistor connected between pins 10 
and 14 of the 8049. 

IREF2 Reference current for the 8049. 
X-Input (+1V:5X:5 + 10V). 
K1-Scale factor of 8048. 
K2-Scale factor of 8049. 
The exponent is set by the ratio of the scale factors K 1 

and K2, and the coefficient is set by the product ROIREF2. 
Referring to Figure 4, and considering that X varies 

between 1V and 10V, the output of the 8048 log amp will 
vary between K 1 and zero, with a reference current of 
100pA, set by the + 15V reference and R2. Setting the 
scale factor K1 at 10Vldecade uses the full 10V range. 
Since the exponent is set by a ratio of K1 and K2, setting 
K2 = 5V/decade means the exponent is 2. The coefficient 
for the 8049 is set by ROUT and IREF2, while the reference 
current is set by the + 15V reference and Rs. 

IREF1 = 100pA 

IREF2 = 1pA 

K1/K2 = 2 

ROUTIREF2 = .01 

Putting these values into equation 5: 

VOUT = .01X2 where + 1V:5X:5 + 10V 

MULTIPLIER 
In a variety of circuit applications, it is necessary to obtain 

linear product of two input signals. With two log amplifiers in 
conjunction with an antilog amplifier and summing amplifier, 
it is possible to generate products such as 

Z=KXY (9) 

where K is the gain constant of the multiplier. A one 
quadrant multiplier is shown in Figure 5. 

A1 and A2 are 8048 log amplifiers with the reference 
currents set for 1mA and scale factors of 1 volt/decade. 
The output of A1 and A2 are summed together by the 741 
operational amplifier and resistors R7 through R11. 

The 741 output drives A3, and 8049 antilog amplifier. The 
reference current for the 8049 is set for 1 mA and the scale 
factor is adjusted so that a 1 volt change at the input 
generates a decade change at the output. The output 
voltage of the 8049 is proportional to the product of the two 
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inputs, X and Y. To make the maximum use of a large Signal 
range, the multiplier gain K is set such that 

XY 
VOUT = 10 (10) 

where X and Yare DC analog voltages that· range from 
+0.1V to +10V. 

Accuracy is defined as the maximum deviation of the 
actual output level from the ideal one, given by Eq.(10), for 
any choice of X or Y values within the dynamic range of the 
multiplier. It is normally specified as a percentage of full
scale output. For example, 1 percent full-scale accuracy 
means that with + 10V output the actual output would be 
within ± 1 OOmV of the ideal level. 

LOG SWEEP 
This circuit uses the output of the ICL8049 to control the 

frequency of the ICL8038 waveform generator, with the 741 
op amp used to linearize the voltage-frequency response. 
The input VOltage to the 8049 can be, for example, the 
horizontal sweep signal of an oscilloscope; the output of the 
8038 will then sV(eep logarithmically across the audio 
range. By feeding this to the equipment being measured, 
and detecting the output, a standard frequency response 
can be obtained. If the output is fed through an ICL8048 
before being displayed, a standard bode plot results. 
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Figure 6: Logarithmic Sweep veo for Audio Measurements 
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Using the ICL8013 Four Quadrant 
Analog Multiplier 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The fundamental element of the ICLB013 multiplier is the v+ 

bipolar differential amplifier of Figure 1. 

v+ 

08005101 

Figure 1: Differential Amplifier 

The small differential voltage gain on this circuit is given 
by 

AV= VOUT = RL 
VIN re 

I kT 
Substituting re = - = -

gm qlE 

RL qlERL 
VOUT = VIN- = VIN·--

re kT 

The output voltage is thus proportional to the product of 
the input voltage VIN and the emitter current IE. In the 
simple transconductance multiplier of Figure 2, a current 
source comprising 03, 01, and Ry is used. If Vy is large 
compared with the drop across 01, then 

Vy qRL 
ID""- = 21E and VOUT = -- (Vx· Vy) 

Ry kTRy 

There are several difficulties with this simple modulator: 
1: Vy must be positive and greater than VD 
2: Some portion of the signal at Vx will appear at the 

output unless IE = o. 
3: Vx must be a small signal for the differential pair to 

be linear. 
4: The output voltage is not centered around ground. 
The first problem relates to the method of converting the 

Vy voltage to a current to vary the gain of the Vx differential 
pair. A better method, Figure 3, uses another differential 
pair but with considerable emitter degeneration. In this 
circuit the differential input voltage appears across the 
common emitter resistor, producing a current which adds or 
subtracts from the quiescent current in either collector. This 
type of voltage to current converter handles signals from 0 
volts to ± 1 0 volts with excellent linearity. . 
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RL RL 

Rv 

llo Vv 

D, 

DS005201 

Figure 2: Transconductance Multiplier 

v+ 

DSOO5301 

Figure 3: Voltage to Current Converter 

The second problem is called feedthrough; i.e. the 
product of zero and some finite input signal does not 
produce zero output voltage. The circuit whose operation is 
illustrated by Figures 4A, B, and C overcomes this problem 
and forms the heart. of many multiplier circuits in use today. 

This circuit is basically two matched differential pairs with 
cross coupled collectors. Consider the case shown in 4A of 
exactly equal current sources biasing the two pairs. With a ' 
small positive signal at VIN, the collector current of 01 and 
04 will increase but the collector currents of 02 and 03 will 
decrease by the same amount. Since the collectors are 
cross coupled the current through the load resistors re
mains unchanged and independent of the VIN input voltage. 

407044-001 
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y+ 

05005401 

Figure 4A:lnput Signal with Balanced 
Current Sources ~VOUT = OV 

y. 

sc003901 

Figure 4B: No Input Signal with Unbalanced 
Current Sources 

In Figure 48, notice that with V,N = 0 any variation in the 
ratio of biasing current sources will produce a common 
mode voltage across the load resistors. The differential 
output voltage will remain zero. In Figure 4C we apply a 
differential input voltage with unbalanced current sources. If 
IE1 is twice IE2, the gain of differential pair 01 and 02 is 
twice the gain of pair 03 and 04. Therefore, the change in 
cross coupled collector currents will be unequal and a 
differential output voltage will result. 8y replacing the 
separate biasing current sources with the voltage to current 
converter of Figure 3 we have a balanced multiplier circuit 
capable of four quadrant operation (Figure 5). 

This circuit of Figure 5 still has the problem that the input 
voltage V,N must be small to keep the differential amplifier 
in the linear region. To be able to handle large signals, we 
need an amplitude compression circuit. 
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y. 

SCOO3801 

Figure 4C: Input Signal with Unbalanced 
Current Sources, Differential 
Output Voltage 

y+ 

V,N 

SCOO4OO1 

Figure 5: Typical Four Quadrant Multiplier
Modulator 

Figure 3 showed a current source formed by relying on 
the matching characteristics of a diode and the emitter base 
junction of a transistor. Extension of this idea to a differen
tial circuit is shown in Figure 6A. In a differential pair, the 
input voltage splits the biasing current in a logarithmic ratio. 
(The usual assumption of linearity is useful only for small 
signals.) Since the input to the differential pair in Figure 6A 
is the difference in voltage across the two diodes; which in 
turn is proportional to the log of the ratio of drive currents, it 
follows that the ratio of diode currents and the ratio of 
collector currents are linearly related and independent of 
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amplitude. If we combine this circuit with the voltage to 
current converter of Figure 3 we have Figure 68. The output 
of the differential amplifier is now proportional to the input 
voltage over a large dynamic range, thereby improving 
linearity while minimizing drift and noise factors. 

1(1- Xl 10 

DSOO55OI 

Figure 6A: Current Gain Cell 

The complete schematic is shown in Figure 7. The 
differential pair 03 and 04 form a voltage to current 
converter whose output is compressed in collector diodes 
01 and 02. These diodes drive the balanced cross-coupled 
differential amplifier 07/08 014/015. The gain of these 
amplifiers is modulated by the voltage to current converter 
09 and 010. Transistors 05, 06, 011, and 012 are constant 
current sources which bias the voltage to current converter. 

The output amplifier comprises transistors 016 through 
027· 

v+ 

DSOO5601 

Figure 68: Voltage Gain with Signal 
Compression 

0S005701 

Figure 7: ICL8013 Schematic 
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MULTIPLICATION 
In the standard multiplier connection, the Z terminal is 

connected to the op amp output. All of the modular output 
current thus flows through the feedback resistor R27 and 
produces a proportional output voltage. 

x 
Y 

EouT =~~Y 

80000301 

Figure 8A: Multiplier Block Diagram 

MULTIPLIER Trimming Procedure 
1. Set XIN = YIN = OV and adjust Zos for zero Output. 
2. Apply a ± 1 OV low frequency ( ::: 100Hz) sweep (sine 

or triangle) to YIN with XIN = OV, and adjust Xos for 
minimum output. 

3. Apply the sweep signal of Step 2 to XIN with 
YIN = OV and adjust Yos for minimum Output. 

4. Readjust Zos as in Step 1, if necessary. 

5. With XIN = 10.0V DC and the sweep signal of Step 2 
applied to YIN, adjust the Gain potentiometer for 
Output = YIN. This is easily accomplished with a 
differential scope plug-in (A + B) by inverting one 
signal and adjusting Gain control for 
(Output - YIN) = Zero. 

YINi 

7'~1 XosYosZos 

TC016501 

Figure 8B: Actual Circuit Connection 

DIVISION 
If the Z terminal is used as an input, and the output of the 

op-amp connected to the Y input, the device functions as a 
divider. Since the input to the op-amp is at virtual ground, 
and requires negligible bias current, the overall feedback 
forces the modulator output current to equal the current 
produced by Z. . 

Z 
Therefore 10 = X·y = - = 10Z 

R 
10Z 

Since Y = EOUT, EOUT = -
X 
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Note that when connected as a divider, the X input must 
be a negative voltage to maintain overall negative feedb
ack. 

Z 

80000401 

Figure 9A: Division Block Diagram 

Xos Yos Zos 

7 ,1 9 
KIN (0 TO - lOY) 8 

ZINo-----,;j 

GAI~ ~5k 

t·~ 
TC016601 

Figure 9B: Actual Circuit Connection 

DIVIDER Trimming Procedure 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Set trimming potentiometers at mid-scale by 5 
adjusting voltage on pins 7, 9 and 10 (><OS, Yos, 
ZOS) for zero volts. 

With ZIN = OV, trim ZOS to hold the Output constant, 
as XIN is varied from -10V through -1V. 

With ZIN = OV and XIN = -10.0V adjust YOS for zero 
Output voltage. 

With ZIN = XIN (and/or ZIN = -XIN) adjust Xos for 
minimum worst-case variation of Output, as XIN is 
varied from -10V to -1V. 

Repeat Steps 2 and 3 if Step 4 required a large initial 
adjustment. 

6. With ZIN - XIN (and/or ZIN = -XIN) adjust the gain 
control until the output is the closest average around 
+ 10.0V (-10V for ZIN = -XIN) as XIN is varied from 
-10V to -3V. 

SQUARING 
The squaring function is achieved by simply multiplying 

with the two inputs tied together. The squaring circuit may 
also be used as the basis for a frequency doubler since 
cos2w = Y2 (cos 2w + 1). 
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Z 

x 

R ~..1.. 
10 

Booooeol 

Figure 10A: Squarer Block Diagram 

Xos Yos Zos 

TC016701 

Figure 10B: Actual Circuit Connection 

SQUARE ROOT 
Tying the X and Y inputs together and using overall 

feedback from the Op Amp results in the square root 
function. The· output of the modulator is again forced to 
equal the current produced by the Z input. 

10 = X·y = (-EOUT)2 = 10Z 

EOUT= -Y1OZ 

The output is a negative voltage which maintains overall 
negative feedback. A diode in series with the Op Amp 
output prevents the latchup that would otherwise occur for 
negative input voltages. 

Z 

80000501 

Figure 11A: Square Root Block Diagram 
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Xos Yos Zo> 

-
IN4148 OUTPUI \ 10Z 

GAIN 

7.5k 

TC016801 

Figure 11B: Actual Circuit Connection 

SQUARE ROOT Trimming Procedure 
1. Connect the ICL8013 in the Divider configuration. 

2. Adjust ZOS. YOS. Xos. and Gain using Steps 1 
through 6 of Divider Trimming Procedure. 

3. Convert to the Square Root configuration by 
connecting XIN to the Output and inserting a diode 
between Pin 4 and the Output node. 

4. With ZIN = OV adjust ZOS for zero Output voltage. 

VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER 
Most applications for the ICL8013 are straight forward 

variations of the simple aritnmetic functions described 
above. Although the circuit description frequently disguises 
the fact. it has already been shown that the frequency 
doubler is nothing more than a squaring circuit. Similarly the 
variable gain amplifier is nothing more than a multiplier. with 
the input signal applied at the X input and the control 
voltage applied at the Y input. 

'\I\; INPUT 0----'1 

CON;:~~~ VOLTAGE 

7.5k Xos Yos Zos 

AF015801 

Figure 12: Variable Gain Amplifier 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

MULTIPLICATION 

X'No----~ 

AF0159D1 

POTENTIOMETERS FOR TRIMMING OFFSET AND 
FEEDTHROUGH 

y+ 

YOS __ ~2IIk I-
Xoso-- ;>2IIk Zoso-- ;>2IIk 

y-

AF016101 

DIVISION 

los 'los Zu;, 

7 1 9 
X'N<>-----:J""""""" ...... , 

Z'N<>-;;;:=--;;;;;;;-:;! 

7.51< 

AF016001 

SQUARE ROOT 

XosYos Zos 

1N4148 OUTPUT = - V IOZ 

4 

GAIN 

7.51< 

AF016201 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

AMPLITUDE AND PHASE AS A 
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY 

NONLINEARITY AS A FUNCTION 
OF FREQUENCY 

FEEDTHROUGH AS A FUNCTION OF 
FREQUENCY 
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~ 100 

2-50 
~-eo~~ 

-70 em:: 
lk 10k lOOk 1M 10M 

FREQUENCY (Ha) 

OP011701 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Multiplication/Division Error: This is the basic accuracy 
specification. It includes terms due to linearity, gain, and 
offset errors, and is expressed as a percentage of the full 
scale output. 

Feedthrough: With either input at zero, the output of an 
ideal multiplier should be zero regardless of the Signal 
applied to the other input. The output seen in a non-ideal 
multiplier is known as the feedthrough. 

lk 10k lOOk 

FREQUENCY (Ha) FREOUENCY (HI) 

0P0119OJ 
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Nonlinearity. The maximum deviation from the best 
straight line constructed through the output data, expressed 
as a percentage of full scale. One input is held constant and 
the other swept through its nominal range. The nonlinearity 
is the component of the total multiplication/division error 
which cannot be trimmed out. 
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Everything You Always Wanted 
To Know About The ICL8038 
by Bill O'Neil 

The 8038 is a function generator capable of producing 
sine, square, triangular, sawtooth and pulse waveforms 
(some at the same time). Since its introduction, marketing 
and application engineers have been manning the phones 
explaining the care arid feeding of the 8038 to customers 
worldwide. This experience has enabled us to form articu
late responses to the most frequently asked questions. So, 
with data sheet and breadboard in hand, read on and be 
enlightened. 
Q1. I want to sweep the frequency externally but can 

only get a range of 100 to 1. (or 50 to 1 )[or 10 to 1]. 
Your data sheet says 1000 to 1. How much sweep 
range can I expect? 

A. Let's look at what determines the output frequency. 
Start by examining the circuit schematic at pin 8 in 
the upper left hand corner. From pin 8 to pin 5 we 
have the emitter-base of NPN 01 and the emitter
base of PNP 02. Since these two diode drops 
cancel each other (approximately) the potential at 
pins 8, 5 and 4 are the same. This means that the 
voltage from V + to pin 8 is the same as the voltage 
across external resistors RA and RB. This is a 
textbook example of a voltage across two resistors 
which produce two currents to charge and discharge 
a capacitor between two fixed voltages. This is also 
a linear system. If the voltage across the resistors is 
dropped from 10V to 1 V the frequency will drop by 
10:1. Changing from 1 volt to 0.1V will also change 
the frequency by 10:1. Therefore, by causing the 
voltage across the external resistors to change from 
say 10V to 10mV, the frequency can be made to 
vary at least 1000:1. There are, however, several 
factors which make this large sweep range less than 
ideal. 

Q2. You say I can vary the voltage on pin 8 (FM sweep 
input) to get this large range, yet when I short pin 8 
to V+ (pin 6) the ratio is only around 100:1. 

A. This is often true. With pin 8 shorted to V + , a check 
on the potentials across the external RA and RB will 
show 100mV or more. This is due to the VBE 
mismatch between 01 and 02 (also 01 and 03) 
because of the geometries and current levels 
involved. Therefore, to get smaller voltages across 
these R's, pin 8 must be raised above V+. 

Q3. How can I raise pin 8 above V + without a separate 
power supply? 

A. First of all, the voltage difference need only be a few 
hundred millivolts so there is no danger of damaging 
the 8038. One way to get this higher potential is to 
lower the supply voltage on the 8038 and external 
resistors. The simplest way to do this is to include a 
diode in series with pin 6 and resistors RA and RB. 
See Figure 1. This technique should increase the 
sweep range to 1000 to 1. 

r-t----T-----.....,-o· .. • 

1K 

C.7K 
RA 

1SIC 

FREQUE~': ~+-r.-i 
LOG POT 

DISTORTION 
1001< 

'---..... -~--+---o .. 15. 

AF016901 

Figure 1: Variable Audio OSCillator, 20Hz to 
20KHz 

Q4. OK, now I can get a large frequency range but I 
notice that the duty cycle and hence my distortion 
changes at the lowest frequencies. 

A. This is' caused partly by a slight difference in the 
VBE's of 02 and 03. In trying to manufacture two 
identical transistors, it is not uncommon to get VBE 
differences of several millivolts or more. In the 
standard 8038 connection with pins 7 and 8 
connected together, there are several volts across 
RA and RB and this small mismatch is negligible. 
However, in a swept mode with the voltage at pin 8 
near V + and only tens of millivolts across RA and 
RB, the VBE mismatch causes a larger mismatch in 
charging currents, henc:e the duty cycle changes. 
For lowest distortion then, it is advisable to keep the 
minimum voltage across RA and RB around 100 
millivolts. This would, of course, limit the frequency 
sweep range to around 100 to 1. 

Q5. I have a similar duty cycle problem when I use high 
values of RA and RB. What causes this? 

A. There is another error term which becomes 
important at very low charge and discharge currents. 
This error current is the emitter current of 07. The 
application note on the 8038 gives a complete circuit 
description but it is sufficient to know that the current 
charging the capacitor is the current in RA which 
flows down through diode 09 and into the external 
C. The discharge current is the current in RB which 
flows down through diode OS. Adding to the Os 
current is the current of 07 which is only a few 
microamperes. Normally, this 07 current is 
negligible, but with a small current in RB, this current 
will cause a faster discharge than would be 
expected. This problem will also appear in sweep 
circuits when the voltage across the external 
resistors is small. 

406101-001 
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a6. How can I get the lowest distortion over the largest A. You're probably having trouble keeping the constant 

frequency sweep range? voltage across RA and RB really constant. The 
A. First of all, use the largest supply voltage available pulse output on pin 9 puts a moderate load on both 

(± 15V or + 30V is convenient). This will minimize supplies as it switches current on and off. Changes 
VBE mismatch problems and allow a wide variation in the supply reflect as variations in charging current, 
of voltage on pin 8. The potential on pin 8 may be hence non·linearity. Decoupling both power supply 
swept from Vee (and slightly higher) to 2/3 Vee pins to ground right at the device pins is a good idea. 
+ 2V) where Vee is the total voltage across the Also, pins 7 and 8 are susceptible to picking up 
8038. Specifically for ± 15V supplies (+ 30V), the switching transients (this is especially true on printed 
voltage across the external resistors can be varied circuit boards where pins 8 and 9 run side by side). 
from zero to nearly 8 volts before clipping of the Therefore, a capacitor ( .1 ~F or more) from V + to 
triangle waveform occurs. pin 8 is often advisable. In the case when the pulse 
Second, keep the maximum currents relatively large output is not required, leave pin 9 open to be sure of 
(1 or 2mA) to minimize the error due to 07. Higher minimizing transients. 
currents could be used, but the small geometry as. What is the best supply voltage to use for lowest 
transistors used in the 8038 could give problems due frequency drift with temperature? 
to VeE(sat) and bulk resistance, etc. A. The 8038AM, 8038AC, 8038BM and 8038BC are all 
Third, and this is important, use two separate temperature drift tested at Vee = +20 V (or ±10V). 
resistors for RA and RB rather than one resistor with A curve in the lower right hand corner of Page 4 of 

pins 4 and 5 connected together. This is because the data sheet indicates frequency versus 

transistors 02 and 03 form a differential amplifier temperature at other supply voltages. It is important 

whose gain is determined by the impedance to connect pin 7 and 8 together. 

between pins 4 and 5 as well as the quiescent ag. Why does connecting pin 7 to pin 8 give the best 

current. There are a number of implications in the temperature. performance? 

differential amplifier connection (pin 4 and 5 A. There is a small temperature drift of the comparator 

shorted). The most obvious is that the gain thresholds in the 8038. To compensate for this, the 

determines the way the currents split between 02 voltage divider at pin 7 uses thin film resistors plus 

and 03. Therefore, any small offset or differential diffused resistors. The different temperature 

voltage will cause a marked imbalance in the charge coefficients of these resistors causes the voltage at 

and discharge currents and hence the duty cycle. A pins 7 and 8 to vary 0.5mV I"C to maintain overall 

more subtle result of this connection is the effective low frequency drift at Vee = 20V. At higher supply 

capacitance at pin 10. With pins 4 and 5 connected voltages e.g., ± 15V (+ 30V), the threshold drifts are 
smaller compared with the total supply voltage. In together, the "Miller effect" as well as the this case, an externally applied constant voltage at 

compound transistor connection of 03 and 05 can pin 8 will give reasonably low frequency drift with 
produce several hundred picofarads at pin 10 temperature. 
seriously limiting the highest frequency of oscillation. a10. Your data sheet is very confusing about the phase 
The effective capacitance would have to be relationship of the various waveforms. 

III considered important in determining what value of A. Sorry about that! The thing to remember is that the 
external C would result in a particular frequency of triangle and sine wave must be in phase since one is 
oscillation. The single resistor connection is fine for derived from the other. A check on the way the 
very simple circuits, but where performance is circuit wor.ks shows that the pulse waveform on pin 9 
critical, the two separate resistors for RA and RB are will be high as the capacitor charges (positive slope 
recommended. on the triangle wave) and will be low during 
Finally, trimming the various pins for lowest discharge (negative slope on the triangle wave). 
distortion deserves some attention. With pins 7 and The latest data sheet corrects the photograph 
8 connected together and the pot at pin 7 and 8 Figure 7 on Page 5 of the data sheet. The 20% duty 
externally set at its maximum, adjust the ratio of RA cycle square wave was inverted, i.e., should be 80% 
and RB for 50% duty cycle. Then adjust a pot on pin duty cycle. Also, on that page under "Waveform 
12 or both pins 1 and 12 depending on minimum Timing" the related sentences should read "RA 
distortion desired. After these trims have been controls the rising portion of the triangle and sine· 
made, set the voltage on pin 8 for the lowest wave and the 1 state of the square wave." Also, 
frequency of interest. The principle error here is due "the falling portion of the triangle and sine wave and 
to the excess current of 07 causing a shift in the the Q state of the square wave is:" 
duty cycle. This can be partially compensated for by a11. Under Parameter Test Conditions on Page 3 of your 
bleeding a small current away from pin 5. The 8038 data sheet, the suggested value for min. and 
simplest way to do this is to connect a high value of max. duty ,cycle adjust don't seem to work. 
resistance (10 to 20mf2) from pin 5 to V- to bring A. The positive charging current is determined by RA 
the duty cycle back to 50%. This should result in a alone since the current from RB is switched off. (See 
reasonable compromise between low distortion and 8038 Application Note A012 for complete circuit 
large sweep range. description.) The negative discharge current is the 

a7. This waveform generator is a piece of junk. The difference between the RA current and twice the 
triangle wave is non·linear and has large glitches RB current. Therefore, changing RB will effect only 
when it changes slope. the discharge time, while changing RA will effect 
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012. 

A. 

013. 

A. 

014. 

A. 

015. 
A. 

016. 

A. 

017. 

A. 

both charge and discharge times. For short negative 
going pulses (greater than 50% duty cycle) we can 
lower the value of RS (e.g., RA = 50KSl and 
RS = 1.6KSl). For short positive going pulses (duty 
cycles less than 50%) the limiting values are 
reached when the current in RA is twice that in RS 
(e.g., RS = 50KSl and RA = 25KSl). This has been 
corrected on the latest data sheet. 
I need to switch the waveforms off and on. What's a 
good way to strobe the 8038? 
With a dual supply voltage (e.g., ± 15V) the external 
capacitor (pin 10) can be shorted to ground so that 
the sine wave and triangle wave always begin at a 
zero crossing point. Random switching has a 50/50 
chance of starting on a positive or negative slope. A 
simple AND gate using pin 9 will allow the strobe to 
act only on one slope or the other, see Figure 2. 
Using only a single supply, the capacitor (pin 10) can 
be switched either to V + or ground to force the 
comparator to set in either the charge or discharge 
mode. The disadvantage of this technique is that the 
beginning cycle of the next burst will be 30% longer 
than the normal cycle. 
How can I buffer the sine wave output without 
loading it down? . 
The simplest circuit is a simple op amp follower as 
shown in Figure 3A. Another circuit shown in Figure 
3S allows amplitude and offset controls without 
disturbing the 8038. Either circuit can be DC or AC 
coupled. For AC coupling the op amp non-inverting 
input must be returned to ground with a 100KSl 
resistor. 
Your 8038 data sheet implies all waveforms can 
operate up to 1 Megahertz. Is this true? 
Unfortunately, only the square wave output is useful 
at that frequency as can be seen from the curves on 
page 4 of the data sheet, distortion on the sine wave 
and linearity of the triangle wave fall off rapidly 
above two hundred kilohertz. 
Is it normal for this device to run hot to the touch? 
Yes. The 8038 is essentially resistive. The power 
dissipation is then E2/R and at ±15 volts the device 
does run hot. Extensive life testing under this 
operating condition and maximum ambient 
temperature has verified the reliability of this 
product. Copies of the reliability report are available 
from Intersil. 
My data sheet shows a device with only 12 pins. The 
8038 I received has 14 pins. How can I hook it up? 
Our artist got lazy and decided to draw only the 
twelVe pins that are used and omitted pins 13 and 14 
which are not connected. The pin numbers and their 
functions are correct. This drawing has been 
corrected on the latest data sheet. 
How stable are the output amplitudes versus 
temperature? 
The amplitude of the triangle waveform decreases 
slightly with temperature. The typical amplitude 
coefficient is - .01 % fOC giving a drop of about 1 % at 
125°C. The sine output is less sensitive and 
decreases only about 0.6% at 125°C. For the square 
wave output the VCE(sat) goes from 0.12V at room 
to 0.17 at 125°C. Leakage current in the "1" state is 

IIO~Oll 
less than a few nanoamperes even at 125°C and is 
usually negligible. 
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Figure 2: Strobe - Tone Burst Generator 
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Power Supply Design Using 
The ICL8211 and 8212 

INTRODUCTION 
The IntersillCL8211/12 are micropower bipolar monolith

ic integrated circuits intended primarily for precise voltage 
detection and generation. These circuits consist of an 
accurate voltage reference, a comparator and a pair of 
output buffer 1 drivers. 

Specifically, the ICL8211 provides a 7mA current limited 
output sink when the voltage applied to the THRESHOLD 
input is less than 1.15 volts. Figure 1· shows a simplified 
functional diagram of the ICL8211. 

• v+o------r------,-~r----r--~ 

','IV 
VOLTAGE 

REFERENCE 
:1-__ +-______ 63 THRESHOLD 

• v.o-----........ ------__ ~ ____ ~ __ -l 
BOOOO8OI 

Figure 1: ICL8211 Functional Diagram 

The ICL8212 provides a saturated transistor output (no 
current limit) whenever the input THRESHOLD voltage 
exceeds 1.15 VOlts.' Both circuits have a low current 
HYSTERESIS output which is turned on when the 
THRESHOLD voltage exceeds 1.15 volts, enabling the user 
to add controlled hysteresis to his design. Figure 2 shows a 
simplified functional diagram of the ICL8212. 

v+o------r-------r--~--~----~ 

3 ','5V 
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• v.o-------..~--------~--------..... 
BOOOOOO\ 

Figure 2: ICL8212 Functional Diagram 

For a detailed circuit description of the ICL8211 112 refer 
to the data sheet. For large volume applications the 
ICL8211/12 may be customized by the use of metal mask 
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options to include setting resistors or to vary the output 
options, or even to ·adapt the circuit as a temperature 
sensing element. 

Applications for the ICL8211 112 include a variety of 
voltage detection circuits, power supply malfunction detec· 
tors, regulators, programmable zeners, and. constant cur· 
rent sources. In this discussion we will explore the uses of 
the ICL8211 112 in power supply circuits of various types. 
Their attractiveness to the power supply deSigner lies 
largely in their ability to operate at low voltage and current 
levels where standard power supply regulator devices 
cannot be used. In addition, the unique features of the 
ICL8211 112 make them useful in many anCillary circuits 
such as current sources, overvoltage crowbars, program
mable zeners and power failure protection. 

POSITIVE VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
Using the ICL8211 112 it is possible to design a series of 

power supply regulators having low minimum input voltage 
and small input! output differential. These are particularly 
useful for local regulation in electronic systems as their 
small input/output differential results in low power loss . 

INPUT 
2.2V.JOV 

80001001 

Figure 3: Positive Regulator - PNP Boost 

The ICL8211 in Figure 3 provides the voltage reference 
and regulator amplifier while 01 is the series pass transis
tor. R1 defines the output current of the ICL8211 while C1 
and C2 provide loop stability and also act to suppress 
feedthrough of input transients to the output supply. R2 and 
R3 determine the output voltage as follows: 

R2+R3 
VOUT= 1.15x---

, R3 

In addition, the values of R2 and R3 are chosen to 
provide a small amount of standing current in 01, which 
gives additional stability margin to the circuit. Where accu
rate setting of the output voltage is required, either R2 or R3 
can be made adjustaQle. If R2 is made adjustable the output 
voltage will vary linearly with shaft angle; however, if the 
potentiometer wiper were to open circuit, the output voltage 
would rise. In general, therefore, it is better to make R3 
adjustable as this gives failsafe operation. 

407005-001 
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The choice of 01 depends upon the output requirements. 

The ICL8211 has a worst case maximum output current of 
4mA, so with any reasonable device for 01 the circuit 
should be capable of 50mA output current with an input to 
output drop of 0.5V. If larger output currents are required 01 
could be made into a complementary quasi-darlington, but 
the input! output differential will then increase. 

Note also that 01 provides an inversion within the loop so 
the non-inverting ICL8211 must be used to give overall 
negative feedback. 

One limitation of the above circuit is that input voltages 
must be restricted to 30 volts due to the voltage rating of 
the ICL8211. The circuit of Figure 4 avoids this problem. 

01 n '"" ., J. 
.2 

v' • 3 

• alP 

INPU T THL ~ ~C2 OUTPUT 
leL 8212 

•• v-

r 
JFOOO2Ol 

Figure 4: Positive Regulator - JFET Boost 

In this circuit the input voltage is limited only by the 
voltage rating of 01. The input/output differential is now 
dependent on the ROS(ON) of the JFET boost transistor. 
For instance, if 01 were a 2N4391 the maximum output 
current would be equal to IOSS(MIN) which is SOmA and the 
input/output differential would be: 

ROS(ON) x ILOAO = 300 x SOmA = 1.S Volts 

However, at lower load currents the input/output differen
tial will be proportionately lower. 

A further consideration when choosing the FET boost 
transistor is that its pinch-off voltage must be less than the 
output voltage in order for the ICL8212 to be able to pull the 
gate down far enough to turn the device off at no load. 

The predominant loop time constant is provided by R2 
and C1. This time constant should be chosen as small as 
possible commensurate with loop stability as it also affects 
load transient response. After an abrupt change in load 
current C1 must be charged to a new voltage level by R2 to 
regulate the current in 01 to the new load level and 
therefore the smaller the R2 x C1 product the better the 
load transient response. The value of C2 should be chosen 
to maintain the output within desired limits during the 
recovery period of the main loop. Note, however, that 
because of the wide bandwidth of the ICL8212 and the 
absence of charge storage effects in the FET, these 
considerations are not particularly restrictive. 

For higher current outputs the system could be further 
boosted using a bipolar transistor. One attraction of using a 
FET only output, however, is that the loSS of the FET gives 
a measure of output short circuit protection. Should both 

the low input/ output differential of the circuit of Figure 3 
plus the extended input voltage capability of Figure 4 be 
required, the circuit of Figure S may be used. 
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Figure 5: Positive Regulator - NPN + PNP 
Boost 

This circuit is similar to that of Figure 3 except that 01 
has been added as a common base stage to buffer the 
output of the ICL8211 from the input supply and R1 and 01 
to protect the input. Unfortunately, the ICL8211 cannot be 
supplied from the regulated output as this would result in 
the power supply being non self-starting. The choice of 
values for R2, R3, R4, C1 and C2 is identical to that of 
Figure 3, while 01 must be a voltage equal to or larger than 
the output voltage. R1 must be chosen to provide the 
relatively low supply current requirement of the ICL8211. An 
alternative arrangement for starting the circuit is to replace 
01 with RS and add 02. In this case the choice of R1 and 
R5 is such that once the output supply is established the 
ICL8211 is supplied through 02. 
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Figure 6: Positive Regulator - Thyristor 
Boost 

In the circuit of Figure S, 01 and 02 are connected in the 
classic S.C.A. or Thyristor configuration. Where higher input 
voltages or minimum component count are required the 
circuit of Figure 6 can be used. The thyristor is running in a 
linear mode with its cathode as the control terminal and its 
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gate as the output terminal. This is known as the remote 
base configuration. 

A word of warning, however. Thyristor data sheets do not 
generally specify individually the gain of the PNP portion of 
the thyristor, on which the circuit relies. It must therefore 
either be very cOnservatively designed or some screening 
or guarantee of the PNP gain, be provided. 

Note that, with the exception of the lOSS limit of Figure 4, 
none of the circuits so far described provide output current 
limiting. In general they are intended for applications in 
which the extra voltage drop of a current sensing resistor 
would be unacceptable. Where the circuits are used as 
local regulators and the output supplies are only connected 
to local circuitry the chance of output short circuits is 
relatively low and overcurrent protection is considered 
unnecessary. Where protection is required it can be added 
by any of the standard techniques. Figure 7 shows the 
simplest possible constant current protection added to the 
circuit of Figure 3. 
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Figure 7: Positive Regulator - PNP Boost 

In this circuit the current threshold is set by the base
emitter voltage of 01 so that when the voltage drop in R2, 
due to load current, is sufficient to turn on 01 base drive is 
removed from 02 by 01 collector. Note that this circuit 
works only because the output current of the ICL8211 is 
current limited so that there is no danger of 01 and the 
ICL8211 blowing each other up with unlimited current. 

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
Because the reference voltage of the ICL8211 112 is 

connected to the negative supply rail, and their output 
consis1s of the open collector of an NPN transistor, it is not 
possible to construct a negative equivalent of the circuit of 
Figure 3. However, a negative, equivalent of Figure 4 is 
easily constructed. 

Of course the JFET must now be a P-channel device but 
otherwise the design considerations are identical to those 
for Figure 4. Should further boost of the output current level 
be required, an NPN boost transistor, 02, (shown dotted) 
can be added. However, the charge storage effects of the 
NPN transistor will reduce the loop bandwidth so that R2 or 
C1 should be increased to maintain stability. Note also that 
in the circuit of Figure 8 an ICL8211 is used instead of an 
ICL8212 in order to maintain correct feedback polarity. 
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Figure 8: Negative Regulator - J-FET Boost 

This is the closest negative equivalent to the circuits of 
Figures 5 and 6. In this case R1, R2 and 01 ensure that the 
circuit is self starting. The divider R1 IR2 must be chosen to 
ensure that sufficient voltage (say -1 volt) is present at the 
base of 01 to start the circuit under minimum output voltage 
conditions, but once the circuit is running 01 must remain 
forward biased even at maximum input voltage, otherwise 
the output of the ICL8212 will be unable to pull the emitter 
of 01 low enough to turn it off under no load conditions. 
Thus for a 3 volt output supply which runs from a minimum 4 
volt input the ratio of R1 to (R1 + R2) must be one quarter. 
In order that the base of 01 is not taken below -3V once 
the circuit is running the maximum input voltage would 
therefore be -12V. An alternative arrangement which 
avoids this restriction is to replace R1 with a zener diode, 
reduce the value of R2 and delete 01 . 
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Figure 9: Negative Regulator - NPN + PNP 
Boost 

In this case the only restriction is that the zener voltage 
shall be less than or equal to the output voltage of the 
regulator. 

In the circuit of Figure 9, R3 must be chosen to provide 
sufficient base drive for 02 via 01 under maximum load 
conditions. The maximum value of the current in R3 which 
may be tolerated is 12mA, the worst case sink current of the 
ICL8212 output transistor. 

Current limit can be applied to the circuits of Figure 9 in 
an analogous manner to Figure 7. In this case R3 is the 
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current source for the base of 02, ensuring that the current 
limit transistor 03 has a defined maximum collector current. 
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Figure 10: Current Limited Negative 
Regulator - NPN + PNP Boost 

ANCILLARY POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
Figure 11 shows the ICL8212 connected as a program

mable zener diode. Zener voltages from 2 volts up to 30 
volts may be programmed by suitable selection of R2, the 
zener voltage being: 
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Figure 11: Programmable Zener 

Because of the absence of internal compensation in the 
ICL8212, C1 is necessary to ensure stability. Two pOints 
worthy of note are the extremely low knee current (less than 
300}JA) and the low dynamic impedance (typically 4 to 7 
ohms) over the operating current range of 300}JA to 12mA. 
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Figure 12: Constant Current Sources 

The circuit of Figure 12 shows how the ICL8211 /12 may 
be used as constant current circuits. At the current levels 
obtained with the ICL8211 or 12 on their own, the principal 
application will be in providing the "tail" currents of 
differential amplifiers which may be used in power supply 
design. A more useful application in power supplies is the 
programmable current source shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Programmable Current Source 

In this case the output current is given by: 

VeE 1.15 
10 = 25}JA + - + -(1+ i3> 

R1 R2 

where (3 is the forward current gain of 01 and VeE is its 
emitter-base voltage. The principal cause of departure from 
a true current source for this circuit wUl be the variations in (3 
with collector voltage of 01. With the current settable 
anywhere in the range of about 300}JA to 50mA and an 
operating voltage range from 2 to 30V, this circuit is 
particularly suitable as the current source driving the base 
of an output transistor in conventional series regulator 
power supplies. Another useful application is as the current 
source feeding a reference zener in highly stable reference 
supplies. Again, because of the absence of internal com
pensation in the ICL8212, C1 is provided to ensure loop 
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stability. It also helps to keep output current constant during 
voltage changes or transients. 

The standard method of overcurrent protection in simple 
series regulated supplies is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Standard Current Limit 

The current limit value is simply: 

The disadvantages of this circuits are the poor tempera
ture coefficient of the emitter base voltage of 03, the large 
variation of VSE between different devices and the badly 
defined transition between constant voltage and constant 
current states due to the low gain of the current regulation 
loop. 

In this case the current limit value is: 

1.15V 
ICL=-

R2 

One advantage of the circuit is the much improved 
temperature coefficient of the limit current. In Figure 14 the 
typical coefficient is O.3%I"C, while in Figure 15 the typical 
coefficient is O.02%I"C. In addition, the higher gain of the 
ICL8212 gives a much sharper transition between voltage 
limit and current limit conditions. The spread of threshold 
voltages will also be lower in this circuit, but if preCise 
adjustment of the threshold is required R3 and R4 may be 
added as shown in Figure 15. 

The major penalty of the system is the extra 500mV 
which must be dropped in R2 to effect current limiting. Note 
again that the low operating voltage and power supply 
current allojIY the ICL8212 to be powered directly from the 
base drive voltage of the power supply. 

This circuit protects sensitive loads against high voltage 
transients on the power supply rail. Should the input voltage 
exceed the threshold set by R2 and R 1, the ICL8211 will 
turn off 01 and hence protect the load from the transient. 
R3 provides optional voltage hystereSis if so desired. 
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Figure 15: Improved Current Limit 
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Figure 16: High Voltage Dump Circuit 
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Figure 17: Overvoltage Crowbar 

The most popular form of overvoltage protection is the 
Thyristor crowbar, which short circuits the supply in the 
event of an overvoltage condition. The circuit of Figure 17 
triggers a thyristor when the supply voltage reaches a 
threshold defined by R1 and R2. The very low quiescent 
current of the ICL8212 means that there is negligible 
voltage drop in R4 during sensing so that accuracy is 
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unimpaired and there is no danger of triggering the thyristor. 
The connection from pin 2 provides hysteresis which is 
necessary in this case because the reference will rise on 
the top of R4 as soon as the threshold is reached and 
otherwise would provide negative feedback, which is over
come by the large positive feedback from pin 2. Resistor R3 
limits the output current of the ICL8212 to a safe value of, 
say, 20mA. To operate properly the thyristor should have a 
gate trigger current not greater than about 10mA. Where 
higher gate currents are necessary the circuit of Figure 18 
may be used. 
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Figure 18: Overvoltage Crowbar 
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Figure 19: Low Voltage Disconnect 

In this case the ICL8211 holds down the base of 01 until 
the circuit is triggered. The current in R3 should not exceed 
4mA as this is the worst case current the ICL8211 can sink 
at its output. With this circuit thyristors requiring gate drives 
in the 50 to 100mA region are easily tolerated. 

Notice that in both the above circuits no extra supplies 
are needed to make the crowbars work down to voltages as 
low as 3V. In particular, this makes the circuits most suitable 
for use on 5V logic supplies where no other rails may be 
available to power a crowbar circuit or where, for reasons of 
safety, one does not wish to rely on auxiliary supplies. 

In some systems it is undesirable to allow the supply rail 
to be partially established. For instance, in a logic system 
logical malfunctions may occur. Another example is the 
LM199/299/399 temperature stabilized reference. If the 
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, heater supply falls below about 9V the unit tends to "run 
away" and destroy itself. 

Should the power supply voltage fall below the level 
determined by R1 and R2, 01 is turned off, disconnecting 
the load entirely so that it cannot operate at partial voltage. 
Note that the removal of the load may cause the supply 
voltage to rise and the possibility of an OSCillatory condition 
exists. Resistor R3 therefore provides a small hysteresis, 
which should be calculated to exceed the full load regula
tien drop of the supply. 

0S006401 

Figure 20: Power Supply Window Detector 

The circuits of Figures 16 and 19 can be combined so 
that a load is only connected to the supply when the supply 
voltage is within a specified range. In this case IC1 senses 
the overvoltage condition while IC2 senses the undervol
tage condition. Again, hysteresis may be added as neces
sary by the addition of R3 and R5. 

In many systems, particularly those using, microproces
sors, it is necessary to provide a logic signal which gives 
advance warning of an impeding power failure so that the 
system can execute a shutdown routine before power is 5 
lost. A Simple undervoltage detector on the regulated 
supply is generally insufficient as by the time an undervol-
tage Signal is generated, the supply is already out of 
regulation and unless it falls very slowly there will not be 
sufficient time to shut the system down properly. 

In the circuit of Figure 21, an inCipient power failure is 
detected at the unregulated input of the regulator. Note that 
the value of main reservoir capacitor C1 must be large 
enough so that the shutdown routine can take place before 
the regulator drops out of regulation. Waveforms for a 
typical power failure are shown in Figure 22. 

The threshold detector should be an ICL8212 if a logic '1 ' 
is required to initiate shutdown, or an ICL8211 if a logic '0' is 
required. Note that the ICL8212 will drive 7 TTL loads and 
the ICL8211 2 TTL loads. 
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-Figure ~1: Simple Power Fall System 

Notice that, because of the ripple always present on the 
unregulated supply, power failure was not actually detected 
until some time after the removal of input power. This waste 
of time means that larger voltage margins must be built into 
the system, reducing the regulator efficiency under normal 
operating conditions. In some instances, however, this 
circuit may be adequate. 

FULL WAVE 
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OF REGULATOR REGULATED OUTPUT 

IID~DIl. 
In Figure 24, the power is monitored at a point isolated 

from the main capacitor C1 so that failure can be detected 
without having to wait for C1 to discharge below the 
minimum voltage of the normal ripple. Waveforms for this 
circuit are shown in Figure 24. 

In this case R1 tops up C2 to the zener voltage each 
cycle, while C2 holds the input of the ICL8211 or ICL8212 
(depending on the polarity. of the required output signal) 
above its threshold during the zero Crossings of the A.C . 
waveform. However, in the event of a power failure, C2 
discharges through R2 to the threshold voltage of 1.15 
volts, at which point the power fail signal is activated. 

In this case, the worst point at which a power failure can 
occur is just before C1 begins to charge on the rising side of 
the input A.C. signal. However, because of the fast warning 
given by the system, it is still superior than that of Figure 21 
in the time allowed for a shutdown routine. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Just a few of the many possible applications of the 

ICL8211 and ICL8212 in power supply systems have been 
described. Both in power supply systems and elsewhere, 
the features of the ICL8211 and ICL8212 make them very 
useful general purpose circuits. Once aware of the useful 
features of these low power, low voltage circuits the 
designer will rapidly discover a large number of applications 
for himself. 
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Figure 22: Simple Power Fall System Waveforms 
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Figure 24: Improved Power Fall System Waveforms 
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CMOS Regulators Improve 
Battery-Powered Equipment 
Quiescent current of just 3.5J.LA and programmable outputs make two regulators 
(one positive and one negative) the answer to many common small power-supply 
problems. 

A low-drain, voltage-programmable regulator would solve 
many of the problems associated with the design of power 
supplies for portable instruments, since system size, weight, 
operating temperature, cost, and accuracy are all dictated 
by the battery. Batteries with a flat discharge curve (i.e., 
"regulated voltage") are the most desirable but also the 
most expensive. For batteries that depend on a regulator, 
the choice is no longer between a monolithic regulator with 
a wastefully high quiescent drain (several milliamperes) and 
an expensive discrete design with many parts, some not 
suitable to the task. 

Intersil's CMOS IC regulators, the ICL7663 and ICL7664, 
are programmable positive and negative-voltage regulators 
for battery-operated equipment. They draw just 3.5-1JA 
quiescent current (with 9V input; 41JA with 15V), but they 
can regulate up to 40mA. The low quiescent current reflects 
the nanoampere operating currents of the reference, ampli
fier, comparator, and other devices within each regulator. 

Although the regulators are complementary, they are not 
identical. The positive-voltage ICL7663 has a lower output 
impedance than the negative-voltage ICL7664 at currents 
above 1mA and has an additional output terminal (VTC). 
The lower output impedance of the ICL7663 reflects the 
additional gain of an npn transistor connected as a voltage 
follower. 

Among the parameters the regulators have in common 
(besides low 10) are a maximum input voltage of 16V and a 
reference voltage of 1.3V (produced by a micropower 
bandgap which is realized with CMOS, a significant achieve
ment in itself), a line regulation of less than 0.01 %/V, a 
reference temperature coefficient of ±200ppmfOC, and a 
dynamic output resistance of 1 n at 1 mAo 

The output voltage of both regulators can be pro
grammed with just two resistors, which may be high-value 
and, therefore, low-drain types. Each device has two output 
pins. The ICL7663 has high and low-current outputs; those 
of the ICL7664 are equal and are paralleled for higher 
currents. 

For applications like remote data acquisition, which 
require equipment to turn on when interrogated, a useful 
feature is the shut-down terminal SHUT OWN on the 
ICL7664). The low 10 allows the system to idle at mi
croamps and then respond to a turn-on logic signal. 
Unreliable switch contacts are thus eliminated. Both de
vices feature a comparator that senses output current and 
shuts down both outputs. A current-limiting resistor, chosen 
by the formula RCL = VTRIP/IOUT(max) connects to the 
desired output pin and (on its load side) to the sense pin. 

Reprinted with permission from Electronic Design, 
March 31,1981 
Copyright Hayden Publishing Company 
All Rights Reserved 
Electronic Design 4·31-81 

The comparlltor threshold or trip voltage is 0.7V in the 
ICL7663 and 0.35V in the ICL7664. 

+SV 

c 

c 

-5V 

TC019501 

Figure 1: A portable instrument can get its 
positive/negative supply from a 
single battery with the ICL7663, 
ICL7664 and ICL7660 voltage 
converters. Because all three ICs 
are so effiCient, a ±5-V Instrument 
supply will operate even when the 
battery falls below 6V. 

The ICL7663 and ICL7664 can join with an ICL7660 
voltage converter in a dual power supply for portable 
instruments that depends on a single.battery (Figure 1). The 
ICL7660 transforms the 9V into -9V (minus the drop across 
01): For greater efficiency, the ICL7660'sinternai oscillator 
is slowed from 10kHz to 1 kHz by using COSC and changing 
the usual 10-jlF capacitors to 100-jlF. Regulated output 
voltages are determined by the ratios R2/Rl and R4/R3. 
That is, VOUT = VSET (1 + R2/Rl) for the ICL7663, VSET 
(1 + R4/Ra) for the ICL7664. Asymmetric output voltages 
can be handled. 

The 47-nF input capacitors prevent possible input insta
bility and they should always be used. A small potential 
output-overshoot is eliminated by selecting C to reach 50% 
of the desired VOUT in 10ms. From the formula I = C.I:!.V/ 
.l:!.T, 

505606-001 
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(10 ms) (lOUT) lOUT 

C = , or 0.02--
0.5 VOUT VOUT 

Because all three ICs are highly efficient, operation at ±5 
VOUT can continue even when the battery voltage falls 
below 6V. 

R, R. 

1 
R. 

~~ 
v"", 

v .. t -1 v. 

TC019401 

Figure 2: The negative temperature 
coefficient required by a 
multiplexed liquid-crystal display is 
sealed by adjusting the VTC output 
terminal of an ICL7663 positive-
voltage regulator relative to the 
VSET Input. 

Multiplexed liquid-crystal displays (Figure 2) require an 
applied voltage with a negative temperature coefficient, so 
that the displays can operate over the widest possible 
range. The ICL7663's VTC terminal enables the output to 
have a programmed temperature coefficient of up to -2000 
ppmfOC. VTC is 0.9V and is buffered. 

The circuit in Figure 2 supplies a triplexed LCD display, 
which requires a peak voltage of 3V at 25·C. This voltage 
must have a temperature coefficient of -1 OmV fOC for 
operation from -10 to + 60·C. The voltage is derived from 
the ICL7663 by using A3 to inject VTC, which has a 
temperature coefficient of + 2.5mV fOC relative to GND or 
-2.5mV fOC relative to VSET, A3 works with A2 to scale VTC 
to the correct value: 

A2 A2 
VOUT = VSET (1 + -) + - (VSET - VTc) 

Al A3 
A2 

TC VOUT = 0 + -( - TC VTc); [TC VSET = 0) A . 
3 A2 

-1 OmV fOC = -( - 2.5mV fOG) 
A3 

A2 
-=4. 
A3 

When these values are placed into the first equation, 

A2 
3 = 1.3 (1 + - + 4 (0.4) 

Al 
A2 1 
-=-
Al 13 

If .A2 is 1MSl, A1 is 13MSl, and A3 is 250kSl. 
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In a two-terminal current source incorporating the 
ICL7663 (Figure 3, top), Vprog (VOUT) is determined by A1 
and A2. lsource is then Vprog/Aprog plus 10, which is the 
device quiescent current and the standing current through 
A1 and A2. ACL may be omitted for small currents. A 
precision sink version (Figure 3, bottom), based on the 
ICL7664, may be set more accurately at low currents (less 
than 20/lA) , but the range is restricted for fixed AL. The 
source circuit may be used as a sink (substituting an 
ICL7664) and the sink as a source (substituting an 
ICL7663), given the correct battery and capacitor polarities. 

The two-terminal source replaces a whole boxful of 
current-limiting diodes, since it can be programmed over a 
much wider range of currents. In addition, a temperature 
coefficient of virtually zero is available at every current, 
instead of just one. The only other programmable monolith
ic current source available has a temperature coefficient so 
large that its main use is as a temperature sensor. Even that 
function can be performed at a lower cost when the 
ICL7663 serves as a current source (CSl and CS2 in Figure 
4). 

~ _ ICL71183 

" 
I. 

,-
R, 

~~ C v.., 
1_ = R ... 

TeO'""," 

Figure 3: With the proper regulator and 
polarities, the two-terminal current 
source (top), and the. precision 
current sink (bottom) can serve as 
either sink or source. In either 
capacity, however, the bottom 
circuit ean be set more accurately 
for small currents. 

a 
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v .. 

'f Vo" ' 
588mV 1N457 
@O"C . 

1 TC - 2.5 mVl'C 

'::" cs, 1 k 

V' 

39k 

T 

V' A=-
riJpA 

V' 

D, 

riJpA 12k 588mV 
.-1. 

08010901 

Figure 4: In this portable electronic 
thermometer, a current source 
(CSt> based on the ICL7663 sets a 
constant current for the sensing 
diode at the given temperature (In 
this case, 588J.(A for O·C). 

The sensor is either a diode (least expensive) or diode
connected transistor (most predictable). One current source 
(CS1) is then adjusted to make Vo, or VBE in the case of a 
diode-connected transistor, equal to 588mV at a sensor 
temperature of O·C. For any other sensor temperature (n, 
the formula VBE (mV) = 588 - 2.5 T applies. 

If a portable instrument requires constant current, it is 
usually derived via a resistor from the supply. This approach 

+ t5V 

lOUT terminals 
(short when unused) 

Reversed-battery 
indicator 

.U~UIl 
has two disadvantages. First, the constant current has a 
finite impedance, and the battery voltage limits the range of 
available current. Second, the difference between Vbattery 
and Voperating is wasted across the regulator. In Figure 4, 
current sources 1 and 2, as well as the ICL7614 op-amp, 
can all work down to about 1.5V. Adding the drop across D2 
means a battery supply as low as 2V can be used. 
Therefore, a 9-V battery could theoretically drop to 2V 
before operation would cease. Since 5.4V is the actual end
of-life for such a battery, a better choice for the application 
is two 1.5-V cells. These cells give 3V for a much longer 
period yet occupy the same space. (Use of current sources 
to extend battery life has never been fully exploited.) 

The diode D2, along with R, divides the supply into 
positive and negative parts; the diode contributes -0.5V. 
This negative part ensures that the meter will deflect 
downscale for temperatures less than O·C. The diode can 
be a Schottky (0.35V) or germanium (0.27V) type for less 
drop. If some zero fuzziness is acceptable, Rand D2 can be 
omitted. 

The ICL7663 can also be designed into a voltage/current 
calibrator for field use (Figure 5). Decade ranges are used, 
but they can easily be changed to 1.999:1 ratios for digital 
readouts (use 1.900 - calibration is tricky at 1.999). Since 
this circuit has fixed currents and voltages, RCL has been 
left out to make calibration simpler. If the battery cannot 
possibly be reversed, then the LED, 820-n reSistor, and 
diode may also be omitted. 

Because 01 their wide operating voltage range, the 
ICL7663 and ICL7664 can be considered programmable 
zeners, suitable as universal replacement devices. With 
their low drains, they are well suited to equipment that 
requires continuous self-calibration.D 

Switch shorts voltage 
outputs to change currents 

08011001 

Figure 5: A portable voltage/current calibrator with fixed currents and voltages: The output sense 
resistor has been left out' of the circuit to make calibratIOn simpler. 
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Principles and Applications 
of the ICL7660 CMOS 
Voltage Converter 
by Peter Bradshaw & Dave Bingham 

INTRODUCTION 
This application note describes a device originally de

signed to solve the specific problem of needing a negative 
supply when only a positive supply is available. This is very 
common, and occurs, for example, in systems using dynam
ic RAMs where the three-supply devices require a low 
current body bias supply of around -SV. Negative supply 
voltage is also desired in systems with a lot of digital logic 
(at + SV) but containing a small analog section using AID 
converters, such as the ICL7107 or ICL7109 and/or op 
amps and comparators, operating on ground referenced 
signals. In all these cases, the current requirement and 
regulation are not very demanding, but nevertheless, gener
ating such a -S-V supply is usually expensive and ineffi
cient. Typically, a large number of discrete and integrated
circuit components are needed to convert the common + S
V line into a negative one, or to add an extra output to the 
main supply, th,e backplane wiring, etc. 

This problem is solved by the ICL7660, a monolithic 
CMOS power supply circuit offering unique, performance 
advantages over previously available devices. With the 
addition of only two non-critical capacitors (for charge pump 
and storage), it performs the complete supply voltage 
conversion from positive to negative for any input voltage 
between + 1.SV and + 10V, and provides the complemen
tary output voltage of -1.SV to -10V. (An additional diode 
is needed for voltages above 6.SV.) The device operates by 
charging a pump capacitor to the input supply voltage and 
then applying the capacitor across the output supply, 
transferring the necessary charge to an open-circuit storage 
capacitor. 

The ICL7660 delivers an open-circuit output equal to the 
negative of the input voltage to within 0.1 %. Capable of 
producing 20mA, the device has a power-conversion effi
ciency of about 98% for load currents of 2 to SmA. The use 
of two or more 7660s extends the device's capability, as will 
be shown later. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
Since the 7660 multiplies either positive or negative 

voltages by a factor of two, it can be considered a simple 
voltage doubler. This basic voltage doubling operation is 
shown in Figure 1, where S1 and S3 are the switches used 
to charge C1, and S2 and S4 transfer the charge to C2. It 
differs from most voltage doublers in that the usual blocking 
diodes are replaced by on-Chip active MOS transistor 
switches. 

For a negligible load, clearly the voltage inversion will be 
nearly perfect, with only a tiny charge being lost to stray 
capacitance. With a significant load, the behavior is more 
complex. 

The amount of charge transferred from C1 to C2 depends 
upon the amount lost from C2 to the load, and this charge 
must be made up by C1 from the basic power supply. The 
switches themselves also have series resistance, leading to 
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further theoretical complications, but the net result is a 
typical overall output impedance of around ssn (100n 
max), provided that the capaCitors are sufficiently large. For 
the natural oscillation frequency of the built-in oscillator 
(approx. 10kHz) values of 10#lF are adequate. 

I I 
I I _ 
I , C2 

531 64,--, 

~t~t~VOUT 
JlJUL ~ = -V'N 

TC019801 

Figure 1: Idealized Voltage Doubler 

The complete implementation of this function is achieved 
on a single CMOS chip, as shown in Figure 2. 

The 7660 contains all the necessary conversion func
tions on-chip, except for the external pump and output 
reservoir capacitors and is made with a low-threshold 
CMOS technology using p- and n-channel transistors that 
turn on at 0.6V. The low power diSSipation, simplicity, and 
small chip size of CMOS make it a near-ideal technology for 
this application. 

The 7660 contains an RC oscillator, a series voltage 
regulator, a voltage-level translator, and a logic network 
(Figure 2). The logiC network senses the voltage on the 
sources and drains of the two output n-channel transistors 
03 and 04 and ensures that their substrates are always 
correctly biased. 

POWER EFFICIENCY 
In the case where a capaCitor is charged and discharged 

between two voltages, Vl and V2, the energy lost is defined 
by 

C(V12-V22) 
E=----

2 

where C is value of the capaCitor in farads and E is the lost 
energy. If Vl - V2 is very small compared with Vl, the 
percentage energy loss is also small, given as: 

100(V12 - V22) 

2(V1 2) 

At the limit, when V 2 = V 1, no energy is lost. If the values 
of Cl and C2 in Figure 1 are made very large and their 
impedances at the switching frequency are very low com
pared with the load resistance, energy-conversion efficien
cies approaching 100% can be obtained. Energy is lost only 

4070S6-001 
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by 'a change of voltage during the transfer of charge into 
and out of a capacitor. 

OSClllalor OSC~~TOR 
0(7) • DIVIDE.BY. 1----1 

2 COUNTER 

(8) 

Low vOllall.r-~'----' 

INTERNAL 
SUPPLY 

REGULATOR 

(31 

(31 

Figure 2: Functional Diagram of Complete Chip 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Oscillator - Divider - Regulator 

The 7660's oscillator (Figure 3) drives a conventional 
divide-by-2 counter whose principal function is to supply a 
50% duty cycle output (at half the input frequency) to the 
voltage-level translator circuit. The conventional static 
counter requires a two-phase clock, and supplies an output 
signal and its complement. 

v+ 
(81 

(21 
CAP+ 

(31 GROUND 

(41 
CAP-

(5) VOUT 

8000'40< 

r------oscw"Toii'SE"CTiON----I'----DiViiiE.iY.2couNTe"RSECTaON----.., 
I A1 I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I _Q I 
I I 
I I 
I I Q I 
I I 
I v+ I I 
! Io·tt".hld L J -Tv T,. . ftV + --l::LTA~~g::NAL:P:----L[TI -----

I ' VOLTAGE 
CBYPASS 03 I 

I . 
I R1 I 
I _ _ GND I L _______ =--. __________________ J 

LCOO3OO1 

Figure 3: The 7660's Oscillator, Divider and Internal Regulator 
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Figure 4: The 7660's Output Switches and Voltage-Level Translator Circuit 

When the output of inverter A1 is switched high, capacitor 
C charges positively until inverter A2 (which has a high 
input-voltage trip point) switches its output low, to turn on 
transistor 01. 01 in turn forces the ratioed-inverter latch 
A4 - A5 to switch its output low. C then discharges nega
tively until inverter AS (which has a low input-voltage trip 
point) switches its output high, turning on transistor 02. The 
output of 02 resets A4 - A5 and restarts the cycle. 

Since the oscillator has a high input impedance of about 
1 Mn, it may be driven from an external source such as a 
TTL gate or equivalent, or its frequency may be lowered by 
the addition of an external capacitor. At room temperature 
with a + 5-V supply and no external capacitor, the oscillator 
frequency will be 10kHz. The internal capacitance is about 
10pF. 

A series voltage regulator consisting of zener reference 
diode Z1, resistor R1, and source-follower p-channel tran
sistor Os provides a partially regulated supply for all the low
voltage circuitry on the chip. The regulator can supply up to 
-5V (with respect to the positive power supply) for input 
supply voltages of about 6V and higher. Because of the 
modest size of Os, the voltage regulator not only reduces 
power consumption at high supply voltages, but also limits 
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the maximum current taken by the oscillator and the divide
by-2 counter. 

The LV terminal can be used to short out the on-chip 
series regulator for better operation at low supply voltages. 
With the Low-Voltage terminal connected to ground, opera
tion with an input supply voltage as low as 1 V is possible. At 
higher voltages, however, it is mandatory that this terminal 
be open, in order to allow the internal voltage regulator to 
stop device latchup and avoid internal damage. 

The Level-Translator and Output Switches 
The level translators (Figure 4) provide switching signals 

to the gates of the four output transistors, 01 through 04, 
with amplitudes equal to the sum of the output and supply 
voltages. They also ensure that a break-before-make se
quence takes place as switching alternates between charge 
and pump configurations. 

The Substrate Logic Network 
The substrate logic network (Figure 5) is the most critical 

part of the converter chip. Its two main functions are to 
make sure that the substrates of 02 and 04 (Figure 4) are 
never forward-biased with respect to their sources and 
drains, and to establish the most negative voltage of any 
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part of the circuit in either the charge or the pump cycles. 
This internal negative supply, VH, is used to power the level 
translators. It drives the gate of either Oa or 04 to a voltage 
similar to that of the sources to ensure transistor turn off. 

Transistors Oa and 04 require special drive considera
tions, since the sources and drains are inverted on each 
device during pump and charge phases. Consider Oa's 
operation, for example. During the charge phase, the most 
positive source/drain. terminal is connected to the external 
charge-pump capacitor. This terminal is then, by definition, 
the drain, whereas the source which is more negative is 
connected to ground. To minimize Oa's resistance, it is also 
desirable to connect its substrate to ground and not to the 
output voltage or to VH, since reverse-biasing the substrate 
of an MOS transistor with respect to its source increases its 
threshold voltage, and therefore the ON resistance. 

During the pumping phase, the external capacitor's 
negative terminal is shifted negatively by a voltage approxi
mately eql!al to the supply voltage. In this case, the most 
negative source/drain terminal is connected to the negative 
side of the external capacitor (and thus becomes the source 
of Oa), and its drain is connected to ground. 

Similar source-drain reversals occur for 04 except that 
here conditions are different for output short-circuit opera
tion than during normal operation. Sensing circuitry moni
tors the voltages on the external capacitor's negative side 
and VOUT, and compares them with ground. The substrate 
of 04 is then connected to the most negative of them. 
Figure 5 shows the substrate steering transistors for Oa and 
04. The steering transistors (081-5 are relatively small n
channel devices, and share Oa and 04'S substrates. 

INPUTS I 
FROM LEVEL 
TRANSLATORS o.i 

r---~--------------~-C 

lC003101 

Figure 5: The Substrate Logic Network 

SCR Latch Up 
A CMOS device is inherently a four-layer, or silicon

controlled-rectifier (SCR), structure. This structure can be 
turned on through the forward biasing of the inherent pn 
junctions, and unless external current-limiting circuitry is 
used, latchup and resultant failure can occur. 

The n-channel transistor source acts as the cathode of 
the SCR. and the p + source of the p-channel transistor 
acts as the anode. Either n- or p-channel drains can act as 
the SCR gate. With about 2 V or more across the anode and 
cathode, the SCR can have either a low-impedance (ON) or 
high-impedance (OFF) state. For the ON state to occur, 
three things must happen: the product of the transistors' 
current gains. or betas, must be at least unity, a current 
greater than the holding current must be present, and a 
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trigger pulse must be applied to either gate of the SCA. 
Trigger signals may be caused by static discharge on the 
gates or by connecting either gate to the power supplies 
before connecting power-supply lines to other terminals of 
the SCA. Even extremely high rates of voltage change 
across any two or more SCR pn junctions can produce 
latchup. 

Triggering a CMOS SCR causes it to present an extreme
ly low impedance (1 to 1000hms) across the power supply. 
Unless the power supply is current-limited. the device 
latches up and is often destroyed, usually by the vaporiza
tion of one of the bonding wires. 

Although 7660 output-section switching transients are 
mainly capacitive, they inject currents into the substrate. At 
high input supply voltages, these transients can forward
bias junctions associated with the p- well or the 04 
substrate. This in turn may trigger the inherent SCR in 04 
and the adjacent on-chip circuitry. The result is to rapidly 
discharge the reservoir capacitor. 

After the reservoir capacitor is almost totally discharged 
and the current in the SCR has fallen below the holding 
value, the device again operates correctly. until the output 
voltage (reservOir capacitance voltage) reaches the same 
critical value, and the latchup phenomenon starts again. 
Since this effect occurs only during the start of the charge 
cycle, and not during the pump cycle, isolating the reservoir 
capacitor with an external diode at the VOUT terminal 
prevents capacitor discharge. This is recommended when 
using the device at higher voltage and temperatures. 
Otherwise the substrate logic network prevents SCR trig
gering, which is therefore not a problem for most operating 
conditions. 

BASIC APPLICATION 
The applications of the ICL7660 are remarkably varied, 

especially considering the rather narrow nature of the basic 
device function. 

The basic circuit is shown in Figure 6, and the output 
characteristics for 5V inversion in Figure 7. For light loads, 
the output voltage follows the input very precisely, while for 
heavier loads, the output can be viewed as having perfect 
inversion, plus an output resistance of about 55n. 

y+ 
2 8 

ICL7660 VOUT 

3 6 --, J:O 
":-

..J... :II 10.F 
":-

4 

T<::019901 

Figure 6: Simple Negative Converter 

Thus at 18mA load, the output voltage drops about 1V 
below the input. Beyond around 40mA, the voltage drop 
becomes very non-linear. and the circuit self-limits. thereby 
protecting itself against excessive power dissipation. The 
output ripple is dependant primarily upon the output capaci
tor, since this must hold up the load during half the cycle 
time (or one oscillator period). In the steady-state case, this 
ripple IS made up during the other half cycle time, and 
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enough pump capacitance should be used to ensure that 
this is done monotonically. The recommended values 
ensure this for the internal oscillator frequency. 

For operation at low voltages, the output impedance 
begins to rise rather rapidly, as a result of reduced turn-on 
voltage on the MOSFET switches (Figure 8). This effect can 
be reduced by bypassing the internal regulator, tying LV to 
Ground, as shown in Figure 9. This must not be done, 
however, if the Incoming supply can exceed 6V under 
any Circumstances, as the Internal logic oscillator and 
divider stages will be damaged. Note also the use of a 
series diode (Ox) at higher voltage and temperature, to 
protect the device against SeR action. 

Figure 9 also shows an external oscillator capacitor. This 
can be used to reduce the oscillator frequency, giving a 
slight improvement in efficiency; see Figure 10. 
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Figure 7: Output Characteristics 
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Figure 8: Output Resistance 
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Figure 9: Variations of Basic Circuit 

The dependence of the frequency on this external 
capacitance is shown in Figure 11. This can also be done to 
move the frequency away from a band of undue sensitivity 
to EMI in a system. However the output ripple will be 
increased, and the output impedance also unless the pump 
and storage capacitors are correspondingly increased. 
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Figure 11: Frequency Variation with 
Oscillator Capacitance 
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Figure 12: External Clocking 
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Synchronization to an external clock can be readily 
achieved, as shown in Figure 12. A TTL device can be used 
with the addition of a pull-up resistor (10kO to V+ is 
suitable), as can any input swinging rail-to-rail on the 
positive supply. The series resistor prevents problems with 
overdrive on the internal logic. Output transitions occur on 
the positive edge of the external input. 

WIDER (Parallel Connections) 
For applications where the voltage drop due to load 

current is excessive, several ICL7660s can be paralleled. 
Normally this cannot be done efficiently with power supply 
circuits, since each one has a different idea of where the 
"ideal" output voltage would be and they usually end up 
fighting each other. However, here they see equal input 
voltages, and the virtually perfect inversion assures that 
each one does have the same idea of where the output 
should be so load-sharing is assured. Each device must 
have a separate pump capacitor, since the oscillators 
cannot be synchronized except with an external drive, and 
even then the -2 will be in a random condition. The 
connections are shown in Figure 13. Naturally the output 
capacitor is common to each device. Running independent
ly, the ripple content will include components at the 
difference frequency as well as the individual pumping 
frequencies. If this is undesirable, a single exclusive NOR 
gate can be used to put two ICL7660s into antiphase by 
comparing the outputs on pin 2, and clocking one to 
maintain near synchronization with the basic oscillator of 
the other, as shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13: Paralleling Devices 
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Figure 14: Synchronizing Two ICL7660s 
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Figure 15: Synchronizing a Quad 

The concept can be extended to drive four devices in four 
separate phases, using a single extra logic-gate package, 
as shown in Figure 15. The duty cycle of the oscillator is 
reasonably close to 50%, so driving two pairs, each in the 
configuration of Figure 14, from opposite phases of the 
oscillator gives four separately-timed pumps per cycle. This 
circuit will give about 75mA output before the voltage drops 
by 1V, or an output impedance of under 140. The four-
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phase operation minimizes the ripple, while ensuring very 
even load sharing. For even more parallel synchronous 
device, a Johnson counter using Q and Q outputs should be 
considered. 

DEEPER (Series Connection) 
It is also possible to connect ICL7660s in series, cascad

ing them to generate higher negative voltages. The basic 
connections are shown in Figure 16. 

This technique can be extended to several multiplication 
levels. However, the basic limitations of this technique must 
be recognized. In line with the Laws of Thermodynamics, 
the input current required for each stage is twice the load 
current on that stage, plus the quiescent current required to 
operate that stage. 
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Figure 16: Cascading Devices for Increased 
Output Voltage 
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Figure 17: Current Flow for Cascaded 
Devices 

Thus the load current is rapidly multiplied down the chain, 
as shown in Figure 17. Note also that the quiescent current 
increases the load current on each stage, though not as 
fast as the ultimate load itself. . 

!HI9 

.U~UIb 
Furthermore, the loss in voltage in early stages due to 

series resistance is multiplied through all subsequent sta
ges. Thus the effective output impedance mounts rapidly 
with the number of stages. (See Table 1) This effect can be 
reduced by paralleling devices in the lowest stages (see 
above.) If the weighting corresponds to the square of the 
position, the effective resistance to load current goes up 
only linearly with the number of stages, but the cost quickly 
becomes prohibitive. Nevertheless, for light loads and 
moderate multiplication, useful performance can be 
achieved. 

TABLE 1 

# STAGES RESISTANCE MULTIPLIERS 

n Ro(L) RO(Q) 

1 1 0 
2 5 2 
3 14 8 
4 30 20 
5 55 40 

A variation of this circuit, another form of series circuit, is 
shown in Figure 18. This circuit can be used effectively to 
generate -15V from + 5V in light load applicaticlns using 
only two devices. The output impedance corresponds 
roughly to n = 2 in Table 1, much better than if the previous 
circuit were used with n = 3. In general, geometric in
creases, as in Figure 18, are better until the voltage limit is 
reached, at which time arithmetic cascading as in Figure 16 
must be utilized. 
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Figure 18: Getting -15V from +5V 

UPSIDE DOWN (Positive Multiplication) 
The ICL7660 may be employed to achieve positive 

voltage multiplication using the circuit shown in Figure 9. In 
this application, the pump inverter switches of the ICL7660 
are used to charge C1 to a voltage level of V+ - VF (where 
V + is the supply voltage and VF is the forward voltage drop 
of diode 01.) On the transfer cycle, the voltage on C1 plus 
the supply voltage (V +) is applied through diode 02 to 
capacitor C2. The voltage thus created on C2 becomes 
(2V + ) - (2VF) or twice the supply voltage minus the com
bined forward voltage drops of diodes 01 and 02. 

The source impedance of the output (VOUT) will depend 
on the output current, but for V + = 5 volts and an output 
current of 10mA it will be approximately 60 ohms. 

[I 
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Figure 19: Com~lned Negative Converter and 
Positive Multiplier 

DIVIDE AND CONQUER 
The ICL7660 can be used to split a supply in half, a$ 

shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Efficient Supply Splitting 

'Here the "basic" output connection and the "basic" 
negative supply input are exchanged and the output voltage 
thus becomes the midpoint. Start-up can be a problem, and 
although careful capacitance and load balancing may 
frequently be adequate, a simple resistor to LV will always 
work. The circuit is useful for series-fed line systems, where 
a heavy local load at low voltage can be converted to a 
lighter current, at high voltage. Other useful applications are 
in driving low voltage (eg. ±7.5V) circuits from' ±15V 
supplies, or low voltage logic from 9V or 12V batteries. The 
output impedance is extremely low; all parts of the circuit 
cooperate in sharing the current, and so act in parallel. 

For other division ratios, the series configurations of 
Figure 16 can be driven backwards, to generate Vin/n, or 
even m/n(Vin), for small values of m and n. Again, care 
must be taken to ensure start up for each device. 

One interesting combination of several preceding circuits 
is shown in Figure 21, where a + 15V supply is converted, 
via +7.5V and -7.5V, to -15V using three ICL7660s. The 
output impedance of this circuit is about 250n. 
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Figure 21: +15V to -15V in Three Easy 
Stages 

For cases where the output impedance of an ICL7660 
circuit is too high, obviously some form of output regulation 
can be used. However in most cases adequate regulation 
can be achieved at high efficiency by pre-regulating the 
input. A suitable circuit is shown in Figure 22, using the 
ICL7611 low power CMOS op amp. Because of the large 
source-current capability of this op amp, even on its lowest 
bias current setting, very efficient operation is possible. An 
ICLB069 band-gap device is used as the reference genera
tor for the regulator. The output impedance can be reduced 
to 4n, while maintaining a current capability of well over 
10mA. In deSigning circuits of this type, it is important to 
remember that there is a switching delay averaging one 
oscillator cycle between the outp!.!t of the op amp and the 
actual output voltage. This can have substantial repercus
sions on the transient response if the time-constants in the 
circuitare not adequate. If multiple voltage converters are 
used, synchronization schemes such as those of Figures 14 
and 15 are probably advisable. 

MESSING ABOUT 
The applications shown so far have corresponded to the 

use of the ICL7660 as a sort of equivalent of single turns on 
a power transformer, with paralleled turns to get more 
current, series turns for more voltage, etc. However, there 
are some other possibilities. By looking again at the block 
diagram (Figure 2), it is evident that the device could be 
used as a 50% duty cycle high power clock driver, using 
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either the internal oscillator or an external signal, as in 
Figure 23. An antiphase clock can also be derived from the 
circuit, as shown, but the pull-up on this output, being an N
channel switch only, does not have as good a voltage 
swing. It is adequate for TTL level operation, but for CMOS 
clocking may require an external pull-up resistor or transis
tor. 
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Figure 22: Regulated Output Inverter 

Another interesting class of applications comes from the 
capability to synchronously detect the output of an AC 
driven transducer, as shown in Figure 24, (This could be 
viewed as a signal transformer application.) Although the 

5-71 

circuit shown utilizes a linear transformer type of transduc
er, any similar device may be used, The output voltage, 
which is correctly phased and of either polarity, may be fed 
into an AID converter such as an ICL10617 or ICL7109, for 
display or microprocessor interface as desired. 
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Figure 23: High power Clock Drive 
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Display Driver Family ~ lNJ U IS ~ I..!:. 
Combines Convenience of Use 
with Microprocessor Interfaceability 
By Peter Bradshaw and Dan Watson 

INTRODUCTION 
For some time now Intersil has manufactured a line of 

display drivers oriented toward convenience of interface to 
the displays themselves and to the microprocessor bus or 
other digital system from which the displayed data comes. 
These devices have been mainly intended for numeric data 
(including hexadecimal and similar codes), and have been 
designed to drive Liquid Crystal (LCD), Light Emitting (LED) 
and Vacuum Fluorescent (VF) displays. Most have offered 
fUll-time drive, limiting the total number of segments that 
could be driven by each device to 28. The recent growth in 
popularity of alphanumeric displays, fueled by intelligent 
typewriters, language translators, Point of Sale Equipment, 
intelligent test equipment, and so on, has led to the 
development of a series of alphanumeric display drivers for 
LCDs and LEOs. The large number of segments involved 
means that any useful multi-character driver must use a 
multiplexing scheme, and fortunately LCD technology has 
reached a point where suitable multiplexable fluids are now 
becoming widely available. As for LEOs, the circuit and 
layout technology to handle the higher currents involved in 
a suitable LSI process has also been developed at the right 
time. A brief glance at the earlier products will lead us to a 
closer look at these new display drivers. 

ADVANTAGES OF IC DRIVERS 
Decoding and driving circuits for various types of numeric 

and alphanumeric displays have been greatly simplified by 
large scale integration. These new display drivers dramati
cally exhibit the following benefits and advantages over 
discrete designs: 
• more circuit functions in less space 
• simpler deSign effort for the user 
• more flexible operation 
• reduced circuit expense 

Consider, for example, the design of an ASCII 8-charac
ter alphanumeric multiplexed LED display system. The 
block diagram for such a system constructed with discrete 
and MSI components is shown in Figure 1. Included as one 
of the blocks is an 8 word by 6-bit memory which stores the 
6-bit ASCII word for each of the characters to be displayed. 
The addresses for the memory are selected either from the 
input circuitry, when writing to the display, or from the 3-bit 
counter, which generates the addresses for the 3 line to 8 
line decoder. The NPN transistors drive the common 
cathode display for each character. The data from the 
memory is sent to a decoder which determines the correct 
segments to be turned on and must be a specially pro
grammed ROM or PLA with an output for each of the 14- or 
16-character segments. The PNP transistors serve as 
individual segment drivers, and the resistors in each of their 
collectors serve to set the current for that segment. 

By contrast, Figure 2 shows an ASCII 8-character alpha
numeric multiplexed LED display system in which all of the 
decoding, multiplexing, and driving is accomplished by a 
single integrated circuit, Intersil's ICM7243. The savings in 
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board space, design time by the user, and cost are easy to 
see. Additionally, this single chip approach offers several 
additional features, such as built-in microprocessor compat
ibility, low power shutdown mode, and automatic interdigit 
blanking. These features would require extra circuitry in the 
discrete design and increase the cost of the system. 

One advantage frequently not fully appreciated is the off
loading of microprocessor software into the display driver. 
This can free up both memory and time for other tasks, as 
compared to designs using software-derived display decod
ing and timing. 

The integrated circuits now available provide a wide 
selection of display driving capability and can be divided 
into several categories. Most numeric display drivers also 
provide a few alphabetic characters for displaying hexadeci
mal values. True alphanumeric display devices have num
bers, letters, punctuation marks, and other symbols in their 
character sets. The interconnection to display driver ICs 
also varies from multiplexed BCD inputs to serial bit-stream 
arrangements or parallel micn;)processor bus compatible 
input schemes. 

NON-MULTIPLEXED DISPLAYS 
One important category of driver circuit is the non

multiplexed, or direct drive type. In this case, direct drive 
means that there is one line for each segment of the display 
(e.g. 4 digits x 7 segments = 28 lines). 

In many applications the use of a full-time or non
multiplexed configuration has a number of advantages. For 
relatively high current displays such as LEOs and VF, the 
absence of continuous and somewhat unpredictable display 
current changes can be a major advantage. Current spikes 
and level changes, reflected usually on supply lines to other 
circuitry, are minimized, and generally occur only when the ~ 
display is changed, thus being under the control of the rest 
of the system. As for LCDs, multiplexable displays, though 
widely used in calculators, have not been available on the 
general market. 

The ICM7211/12/35 series of full time display drivers 
come in a number of versions. The ICM7211 drives liquid 
crystal displays (LCD), the ICM7212 drives light emitting 
diode displays (LED) and the ICM7235 drives' vacuum 
fluorescent display panels (VF). These three display drivers 
are identical except for the output driver structure. Multi
plexed BCD or microprocessor bus compatible input config
urations are available. As shown in the Functional Diagram 
of Figure 3, they all drive 4 digits of 7 segments each. The 
data input is fed through a decoder into the latch, from 
which the segment outputs are derived. This particular part 
is an LCD driver, and so includes a backplane oscillator and 
driver, which is also fed to the segment drivers. The 
oscillator is arranged so that the backplane driver can be 
disabled by tying the oscillator pin to the negative supply. 
Once this is done, the associated pin, together with the 
segment drivers keyed from it, can then be externally 
driven. Several display drivers can thus drive a multidigit 

407059-001 
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display, with one backplane. The digit into which the 
incoming data is loaded is determined by individual select 
lines, for ready interface with the multiplexed BCD signals 
widely used in instrumentation, etc. . 

Another version is shown in Figure 4. This part, the 
ICM7212M, is oriented to microprocessor bus interface, 
with binary-coded digit select lines and active low CHIP 
SELECT lines. The. device is an LED driver, and the 
backplane oscillator and control is replaced by a brightness 
control. 

The output is set to drive common anode displays, with 
segment currents of typically SmA. The Functional Diagram 
of the ICM7235M VF display driver is virtually identical, 
except for the polarity of the outputs. These outputs can 
withstand up to 30V when off, more than adequate for the 
standard VF displays available. The segment current is 
typically 2.5mA, which also allows the devices to be used 
for driving common cathode LEOs. 
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Figure 2: a-Character Alphanumeric LED 
Display System (Single Chip 
Design) 
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Figure 1: a-Character Alphanumeric LED Display System (Discrete Design) 
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Figure 4: Functional Diagram of ICM7212M/ICM7235M 

Another variation in this family of parts concerns the 
display font. The 4 line binary input data is decodeq to 7-
segment format in a mask programmable ROM, allowing 
any pattern to be constructed, and if desired separate 
decodes can be arranged for each digit. Two standard 
patterns /;ire provided, as shown in Table 1. The hexadeci
mal code is widely used in microprocessor and other binary 
digital systems, while "Code B" is popular in instruments 
and equipment where certain test and warning messages 
can be provided readily. Both provide standard BCD decod
ing for numerals. 

Some typical applications of these devices are shown in 
the next few figures. Figure 5 shows the ICM7211 interf
aced to the ICL7135, a new single chip 4Y2-digit AID 
converter. This device provides a multiplexed BCD output, 
together with polarity and overrange information. The circuit 
shown uses a CD4054 to drive the half digit, polarity, and 
overrange flags. A similar circuit for driving VF displays is 
shown. in Figure 6, using the ICM7235. Brightness control is 
achieved by pulsed duty cycle using a CMOS 7555 timer on 
the ON/OFF input. The identical circuit (with a lower display 
voltage) can be used with common cathode LEOs, while 
substituting an ICM7212 will allow the use of common 
anode LEOs. 

6-4 

Table 1. Output Codes for 7-Segment Displays 

BINARY HEXADECIMAL CODE B 
ICM7211(M) ICM7211A(M) 

B3 B2 B1 BO ICM7212(M) ICM7212A(M) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 2 2 
0 0 1 1 3 3 
0 1 0 0 4 4 
0 1 0 1 5 5 
0 1 1 0 6 6 
0 1 1 1 7 7 
1 0 0 0 8 8 
1 0 O. 1 9 9 
1 0 1 0 A -
1 0 1 1 b E 
1 1 0 0 C H 
1 1 0 1 d L 
1 1 1 0 E P 
1 1 1 1 F (BLANK) 
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Figure 7: 8-Digit LCD Microcomputer Display 

Figure 7 shows a pair of ICM7211 M devices set up on an 
8048 bus and accessed by port lines to form an 8-digit LCD 
display for a microcomputer based system. In this arrange
ment, any digit can be changed independently from the 
others and the display used for system values in decimal or 
hexadecimal notation. The lines Bo-B3 are the data input 
lines of the display drivers; data on these lines is decoded 
from BCD to 7-segment format when the chip select (CSl 
and CS2) conditions are met for that device. The digit to be 
written is determined by the digit select lines, DSl and DS2· 
The 56 segment drive lines from the two ICM7211 s are 
synchronized by use of the OSC INPUT (pin 36) on the 
righthand ICM7211. When this pin is tied low, the backplane 
output (pin 5) is transformed into an input and can be driven 
by the backplane output of the lefthand ICM7211. In this 
way a single 8-digit LCD display with one backplane 
connection can be driven by two LCD display drivers. 

A similar interface can easily be designed for MCS-80/ 
85/86 systems and the Motorola MC680X and MaS 
Technology/Rockwell MCS650X devices. Although the 
LCD devices are shown, the same arrangement can also be 
used with the ICM7212M and ICM7235M. 

The ICM7211, 7212 and 7235 display drivers are directly 
related to a family of counter/display drivers, the ICM7224, 
7225, and 7236. These devices are 4Y2-digit counters that 
directly drive LCD, LED or VF displays. They handle 
counting rates as high as 25M Hz, display results up to 
19999, and are easily cascadable to form higher resolution 
counters. Evaluation kits for these counters and display 

drivers, and the ICL7135 A/D converter, are available from 
Intersi!. 

MULTIPLEXED LED DISPLAYS 
LEDs can be multiplexed quite easily, and the ICM7218 

will run 8 digits of 7 segments plus decimal point. The 
advantage of multiplexing is immediately apparent, as most 
versions of this device require only 28 pins, compared to 40 
for the devices just covered, and they drive twice as many 
digits. Versions are available to operate common cathode 
and common anode type displays. A further division is made 
between devices where the basic access mode is serial, 
i.e., each digit location must be loaded in sequence, and 
those where digit locations are individually addressable. 
The serial access devices have latches to control certain 
operating modes, whereas the random access parts select 
these via full-time control pins. These modes include a 
"shutdown" operation where the digit and segment drivers 
are turned off, and the multiplex scan oscillator is halted. 
Data can continue to be loaded, but the power drain is 
typically only 101.lA. Other operating modes control the data 
decoding function. The 8 data input lines can be used to 
directly control the segment and decimal point outputs, 
without decoding at all (the decimal point input is inverted). 
Alternatively, the lowest 4 data bits can be decoded 
according to either of the hexadecimal and "Code 8" fonts 
shown in Table 1. The device provides interdigit blanking for 
about 10l.ls between digit drive times to avoid ghosting. The 
peak drive current for the common anode device is about 
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40mA per segment, averaging to 5mA with a 12.2% duty 
cycle. The common cathode drivers offer about half the 
current, suitable for the smaller displays of this type. 

A 16-digit microprocessor display application is shown in 
Figure 8 using two ICM7218C devices connected to the 
data and address lines of an 8048 microcomputer. Note 
that the individual 7-segment displays are interleaved to 
simplify the addressing of the two driver chips. The 3 digit 
address lines of each ICM7218 are tied to the same 3 
address lines of the 8048. When data appears on the data 
output lines of the 8048 and the write command is given, 
the display drivers will be addressed simultaneously and the 
2 digits addressed by OAQ, DA1, and DA2 will be written 
simultaneously. The decimal point inputs come from the 

I 

8048 address lines. The code selected by pin 9 of the 
ICM7218 is hexadecimal. 

Independent addressing and the no-decode mode of the 
ICM7218A, B, and E allow them to be used in non-numeric 
applications. Since each LED segment is independently 
addressable by way of 8 data input lines and 8 segments 
per digit (7 + decimal point), it is possible to use them as 
LED system status panel drivers or as 64-segment bar 
graph drivers. Two LEO system status panel examples are 
shown in Figure 9, one with 32 channels of red and green 
LEDs, and one with 21 channels of red, yellow, and green 
LEOs. Each of these status panels can be driven by one 
ICM7218 display driver with individual LEOs arranged in 
groups of 8 for each of the 8 digit drive outputs. 
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Figure 8: 16-01git LED Microcomputer Display 
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Figure 9: Status Panel Examples for ICM7218 
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Figure 10: 6-Bit Binary to Bar Graph Application 

Figure 10 shows a functional diagram of an ICM7218E 
used in a 6-bit binary to 64-segment bar graph application. 
The write control block generates thE! write command and 
address of the group of 8 segments to be written. The 
address is compared with the 3 MSBs of the input binary 
value. If the address to be written is less than the 3 MSBs, 
then the data is to be all "ones", turning on those 8 
segments corresponding to the 3 MSBs. If the address is 
greater than the 3 MSBs, the data is to be all "zeros". 
When the address is equal to the 3 MSBs, the data 
generator uses the 3 LSBs of the input word to determine 
the point at which the bar graph changes from on to off. The 
data is found by: 

data value = (2n) - 1 

where n is the 3-bit LSB value (0 to 8). 

Note that the data sent to the decimal point input (pin 8) 
needs to be inverted. . 

Alphanumeric LED display systems have recently been 
simplified in the same way that the numeric-only LED 
display system has been simplified by the ICM7218 family 
(Figures 1 and 2). A pair of integrated circuits dedicated to 
14- and 16-segment alphanumeric LED displays have been 
developed - the ICM7243A and B. These devices accept a 
6-bit parallel ASCII code, decode it, and drive the appropri
ate segments of an 8-character common cathode display. 
The mask programmable character sets and corresponding 
ASCII codes are shown in Table 2 for the 14- and 16-
segment versions. 
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Table 2. Output Fonts for Alphanumeric LED Displays 
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with Decimal Point with Decimal Point 
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Figure 11: 24-Character LED Microcomputer Display 

The ICM7243 has 2 input data modes. The Random 
Access (RA) mode allows independent addressing of char
acters by way of 3 digit address lines. The RA mode writes 
only the character addressed. The Serial Access (SA) mode 
writes characters from left to right on the display without 
having to externally address each character. Right to left 
writing can be done by wiring the digits in reverse order. The 
OSC/OFF pin on the ICM7243 provides a shutdown mode 
which, when grounded, will put the display driver in a low
power mode, blanking the displays while the memory 
section is kept active. The DISPLAY FULL and SERIAL 
ENABLE lines combine to make cascading display drivers 
easy. An example of a 24-character LED display is shown in 
Figure 11. The MODE lines are all tied high to set up serial 
input, and DISPLAY FULL is connected to SEN of the next 

device to enable cascading. When CHIP SELECT is high, 
the WRITE line is active-low. If, however, active-high is 
desired, WRITE can be tied low and CHIP SELECT used as 
an active-high write line. The characters will be written from 
left to right as new ASCII data is presented to the 6-bit input 
bus and the WRITE command is given. 

Figure 12 shows the use of the OSC/OFF pin to get the 
shutdown mode. In this example two ICM7243s are dedicat
ed to the same 8 characters of the LED display. The drivers 
are enabled alternately, performing a message select 
function. When the OSC/OFF pin is brought low by the 
open-collector inverter, all outputs of that driver are turned 
off freeing its group of 8 LED characters to be driven by the 
other ICM7243. The display driver is turned on by allowing 
the OSC/OFF pin to float. 
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Figure 12: ICM7243 Message Select Application 
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Figure 13: Display Current Boost Circuit for ICM7243 

The average segment current of the ICM7243 is 3mA 
maximum (24mA/S digits). This is quite enough current to 
give good contrast to the 0.375 or 0.4 inch high displays. If 
larger displays are to be driven it is an easy task to add a 
simple transistor current boost circuit to each character and 
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segment output. The current boost circuit shown in Figure 
13 will provide an average segment current of about 12mA. 
This current should be sufficient to drive larger alphanumer
ic LED displays. 
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Figure 14: ICM7233 Functional Diagram 

MULTIPLEXED LIQUID CRYSTAL 
DISPLAYS 

The benefits of multiplexing have been slow in coming to 
LCD systems, outside of a few consumer items. Much of the 
reason lies with the display. A reverse biased LED (or VF 
device) will not display anything, so part-time forward bias 
control is enough to control the overall result. But LCOs 
require an AC drive, and continuously look at the voltage 
between backplane and segment. Thus, multiplexing LCOs 
requires waveforms that rely on a threshold in the rms 
voltage-versus-contrast characteristics. The result is that 
until recently no multiplexed LCD displays were commer
cially available (off-the-shelf), and naturally it is hard to 
justify building display drivers for unavailable displays! 
Nevertheless, Intersil has introduced the ICM7231 132/331 
34 family of Triplex Multiplexed LCD drivers, and several 
matching LCD displays have become available. Figure 14 
shows a block diagram of the ICM7233 display driver for 4 
characters of 18 segments. 
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The 6 data input lines are decoded into 18 segment lines 
according to the font shown in Table 3. These are then 
latched in the character location selected by the two 
address lines at the rising edge of one of the Chip Select 
inputs. The segments are arranged on 6 segment lines 
against 3 common (backplane) lines as shown in Figure 15. til 
The resistive divider sets up a total of 4 voltage levels and • 
the COMmon and SEGment lines are switched between 
these levels as shown in Figure 16. The resulting voltages 
between one segment in the display and its common 
backplane are shown in Figure 17. The ratio of rms voltages 
for ON and OFF conditions of the segment is 1.92:1 as 
shown. The relationship between contrast and applied 
voltage for a typical multiplexed LCD display is shown in 
Figure 1 B, and indicates that the viewing angle for adequate 
contrast at this level is satisfactory. Figure 19 shows the 
variation with temperature of the voltage margins (ex
pressed as peak voltage) above and below which the 
display will begin to malfunction. 
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Table 3. 6-Bit ASCII 18-Segment Font, (ICM7233/34) 
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Figure 15: ICM7233.and ICM7234 Segment Pattern 18-Segment Alphanumeric 
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Figure 17: Voltage Waveforms on Segment 
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Figure 18: Contrast vs Applied rms Voltage 

The ICM7231 uses 4 of the input data lines for binary 
display data, and 2 more for annunciator inputs. The 
segment latches are divided into 8 groups (digits) of 9 (7 
segments plus 2 annunciators) with 1 extra address input 
provided for selection. Several different versions offer 
hexadecimal or Code B fonts (Table 1) and different 
annunciator connections (see Figure 20 for patterns). 

The serial input versions, the ICM7232 and ICM7234, 
exchange the 6 data input lines for 6 more SEGment lines, 
allowing 2 digits or one character extra per driver. The 

x y 

SEGMENT LINE CONNECTIONS COMMON LINE CONNECTIONS 

'''A'' AND "." SUFFIX VERSIONS) 

Address and Chip Select Lines are replaced by 4 serial 
input control lines (Figure 21) which clock data and address 
information into a shift register before writing it into the 
display. A DATA ACCEPTED flag output indicates when 
enough data has been entered into the shift register, and 
enables the writing operation. WRite pulses also reset the 
shift register and DATA ACCEPTED flag. The two annuncia
tor locations need not be fjlled, and clocking more data into 
the shift register than it can accept causes an automatic 
reset. This minimizes the chance of displaying incorrect 
information . 

The serial input format on the ICM7234 is similar (Figure 
22) except that all bits need to be loaded into the shift 
register to determine the character code and location. Data 
to be written into non-existent adqresses is ignored. 
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Figure 19: Temperature Dependence of LC 
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Figure 20: ICM7231 and ICM7232 Display Patterns 
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Figure 21: ICM7232 Functional Diagram 
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Figure 23: Driving a Multiplexed LCD Display 
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Figure 24: Pin Orientation and Display Connections 

The initial set-up of the optimum display voltage, and its 
variation with temperature, shown in Figure 19, is accom
modated in the ICM7231/32/33/34 devices by separating 
the display driving voltage from the logic voltage, and also 
allowing the input Signals to exceed the logic supply in one 
direction. The display voltage can be controlled by the use 
of the ICL7663, as shown in Figure 23. 
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The device pinouts are arranged to simplify the board 
layout of display systems. The basic layout for the ICM7231 
and a corresponding display, for example, is shown in 
Figure 24, and the others are similar. 

The convenient interface with microprocessors is indicat
ed in Figure 25. Here the 8-bit bus of an MCS-48 microcom
puter is used to provide the 6 data bits and the 2 address 
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bits for writing to a series of 4-character drivers, the 
ICM7233. Port lines select specific drivers via one of the 
CHIP SELECT lines, while the other provides WR cycle 
timing. A similar arrangement can be used with any micro
processor that provides a WR line, such as the MCS-80/85. 
A slightly more complex interface to an MC680X processor 
is shown in Figure 26. Here, address lines are used for 

vool lvcc ~ .. 40 
20Va "0 Z1 71 

~~ 2ose, : 
I 
I ,.... 2 

character and chip selection, enabled by a port line from 
another peripheral chip. Note that in both these circuits, and 
any other multiple chip systems of this kind, the 3 common 
lines must be separated for each group of digits or 
characters. Several displays organized in this manner are 
now available from some vendors (notably Epson), and 
more are expected soon. 
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Figure 25: 8048/1M80C40 Microcomputer with 8-Character 16-Segment Full ASCII Triplex Liquid 
Crystal Display 
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Figure 26: MC6502 Microprocessor with 16-Character 16-Segment Full ASCII Liquid Crystal Display 
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An example of the serial interface connection can be 
seen in Figure 27 where a COPS420C microcomputer has 
been fitted with a 10-character alphanumeric LCD display. 
The display and drivers can easily be located at some 
remote pOint in the system and communicate with the 
microcomputer via the 4 data lines, serial data, serial clock, 
WRITE 1, and WRITE 2. 

The microcomputer controls which character is being 
written by sending the appropriate write. pulse and by 
sending the digit address bits. The last 3 bits in the string of 
9 sent to the ICM7234s are the digit address bits. Since the 
digit addressing is sent with each data word, the display 
may be written in random access mode. 

SUMMARY 
The display drivers mentioned here are examples of how 

CMOS technology is being used to simplify the design of 
numeric and alphanumeric display systems. The method of 
driving (direct, mUltiplex, triplex) is not usually as important 
to a system designer as the questions regarding the type of 
display (LCD, LED, Vacuum Fluorescent, Gas Discharge), 
the size of display, and the number of digits or characters. 
The actual construction of display systems is easier now 
that there is a wide selection of decoder/drivers from which 
to choose. 
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Figure 27: 1G-Character Alphanumeric Trlplexed LCD Display with Serial Microcomputer Interface 
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